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FOREWORD

Meadville Lombard is proud to publish this book. Not only
does it add to the store of our Unitarian Universalist history, it also
tells us about the life and pulse of our present day.
Drop into anyone of our seminary classrooms, listen to ministry students passionately discuss their futures, and you will see
there has been a change. Sacred Service in Civic Space: Three Hundred
Years of Community Ministry in Unitarian Universalism tells us
how and why.
-LEE BARKER

foreword

President and Professor of Ministry
Meadville Lombard Theological School
Chicago, Illinois
April 2007

o

ne needs to look no further than this seminary to see the
change.
Less than a generation ago, Meadville Lombard
Theological School served students who took up their
studies with nearly a single-minded understanding of ministry.
They arrived at the seminary door with the following assumptions:
Ministry was carried out in congregations, and it was exclusively
through congregations that the world would be reshaped in a vision
of justice, equity, and compassion.
These days, students appear on our campus with a different,
expanded understanding of the possibilities for ministry. These are
the current assumptions: Congregational life is central to Unitarian
Universalism, but ministry often calls one to be a "border crosser,"
one who moves beyond the center of the congregation in order to
reshape the world with our common values.
This is the call to community ministry. It is carried out in
prisons and halfway houses, in classrooms and homeless shelters,
in every precinct where there is the demand for service and love.
There may be a movement-wide impression that this shift has
taken place abrupdy and recendy. But there is a longer view to
behold, and in this book, Kathleen Parker delivers it. In fact, the
shift we are seeing today is one of many similar episodes that have
occurred throughout the history of liberal religion.
ix
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C1here is, I submit, a certain spirit which appears
within and among us ... in which we seek,
in relationship, to enhance and enlarge the whole
being and the whole community. ... Community
ministers have vital experience with this invisible
church, this implicit congregation ofAll Souls,
with its graceful persistence. ... Any organized
effort to respond to this spirit, to say yes to it,
to encourage it, to embody it in the structures
and institutions of the world, is the ministry of
the true church ofdemocracy. Rejecting all
idolatries, it is committed to nothing but
the deep purposes ofa whole, democratic
earth for all its creatures.
-

NEIL SHADLE, "Community Ministry

and the True Church of Democracy:'
James Reeb Memorial Lecture, 1994
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INTRODUCTION

o minister is to serve. is an act that takes place in the presence of a community of two or more people. In whatever
form, it presumes a kind of engagement that is intentional,
meaningful, and loving. In Unitarian Universalism, our
parish ministers articulate the meanings of faith that call us as a
church family to search out our best inner selves and to look for
the same in others. They provide leadership to promote congregational coherence and to cultivate a faithful sense of mission.
Beyond our congregations, community ministers bring the practical meanings of faith into a more expansive and amorphous arena
of care. Their ministries attend to human needs in settings that
often demand specialized expertise or connect with people in the
most extreme exigencies of life.
This book is a celebration of community ministry in Unitarian Universalism. The stories collected here are about Unitarians,

Universalists, and Unitarian Universalists who have ministered to
communities of people beyond the parish setting. In their time, they
may have been known as ministers-at-large, social reformers, extraparochial clergy, specialized ministers, and community-focused
ministers. Much of the time, community ministers have been separate from parish ministers, but not in all cases and not in any
defined sense. Often parish ministers have reached beyond their
congregations, or have left them, to embrace the needs of the larger
community. In other cases, parish ministers and community ministers have collaborated to incorporate forms of community ministry
into the mission of the church. The intermingling of parish and
community minister roles has been a common feature of ministry
in community, as will be seen in the pages that follow.
This work also considers Unitarian and Universalist lay ministers. For reasons that are probably both personal and historical, such people did not enter ordained ministry, or if they did,
they entered it after giving many years to lay ministerial work. The
lay ministers in this book brought lifetime commitments based
on intentional religious dedication to the work of improving society. They are included here because they offer critical "holy mod. els:' a phrase used by Frederick Eliot to describe lay persons living
lives of religious vocation. I James Luther Adams described the
"radical laity" as people who serve both as priests and as prophets.
As priests they are "concerned with the interpersonal fellowship
of the family"; as prophets they "share in the analysis, criticism,
and transformation of institutions." 2 The lay "priests" and "prophets" described in this history of community ministry help us all
the more to recognize and value the breadth of our Unitarian and
Universalist commitment to wholeness in human experience and
in society. Awareness of the full range of community ministry in
our history gives added weight to our sense of religious purpose
as Unitarian Universalists today. It also enlarges the place from
which we may envision the continuation of community ministry
into the future.
This book organizes the stories of community ministry by
time period and/or category of service. These distinctions are not
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Introduction
brotherly [and sisterlyJ love continue.
Do not neglect to show hospitality to strangers. ...
Remember those who are in prison, as though in prison
with them; and those who are ill-treated,
since you also are in the body . ..
-HEBREWS

T

II..

13:1-3
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intended to be arbitrary or inflexible; there are cases, for instance,
in which a ministry of reform, seen in the life of Theodore Parker,
could also qualify as a ministry of authorship and oratory, and
vice versa. The resulting structure appears like a compendium of
individual ministers and their work, and in this sense the result
may function well as a reference work for students of ministry and
history. Care has been taken,however, to also contextualize these
individual accounts in a narrative of relevant American social history, showing that the work being done by individual ministers
reflects the economic and political conditions bearing upon life in
each case. Out of this narrative emerges the primary thesis of this
work: The human need that inspires ministerial insight and care is
relative to time and circumstance, a premise that is fundamental to
the range and shape of all ministerial work. In this way it is both
incidental and central that a history of ministry traces an evolution
in religious response to a changing world.
Secondly, it will be seen that Unitarian and Universalist ministers, engaged in the larger community, have often been at the
forefront of needed social and political change, willing to challenge
tradition when changes in law or institutional behavior promised
greater wholeness in life. In this way, for example, Lydia Maria
Child wrote to condemn slavery, Thomas Wentworth Higginson
personally battled the Fugitive Slave Law, Ralph Waldo Emerson
and Mary Livermore lectured to the country, Francis Greenwood
Peabody laid the groundwork for the Social Gospel Movement,
John Haynes Holmes proclaimed socialism as the religion of Jesus,
Emily Greene Balch worked for international peace, Sophia Lyon
Fahs fashioned a progressive religious education curriculum drawing on new historical biblical scholarship, James Reeb and others
journeyed to Selma for the right of African Americans to vote, Neil
Shadle and Michelle Bentley brought human renewal into places
of urban blight, and Orloff Miller ministered to victims of AIDS.
There are many more whose names appear in the pages that follow.
Inspired by deep religious imperatives, they reckoned with brokenness as they found it and brought into being creative visions of
healing and change.

Thirdly, this book recognizes that at the core of community
ministry is a liberal theology, transcending anyone construct of
an afterlife, individual prophet, national identity, geographical
attachment, patriarchy, or other exclusive and divisive mythology
concerning the ultimate meaning of human existence. What is
sacred in community ministry is the act of giving human care and
connection out of a place deeper than any need for personal or
political identification. What is sacred in community ministry is
that quiet place of knowing, beyond all boundaries of belonging,
that we are indeed all «in the body."
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n The Challenge ofa Lib ral Faith) George Marshall relates the
story of a Jesuit medical doctor who was on the faculty at
Fordham University. He recalled that while he was in medical
school at Harvard) a surgery professor who was a Unitarian
would pause with his students over each cadaver and remind them
that "this corpse was once the temple of the Holy Spirit:) Marshall
reflects that "the religious liberal is always cognizant that no matter the circumstance) the sense of the divine image) the innate
human dignity) is never lacking:) The liberal sees this as the "underlying issue: reverence for humanity) a proper sense of human dignity.)) 3 In this recognition) we see that liberal religion may free us
from the constraints of doctrine and creed) but it does not free

US from an imperative to live for the deepest, most worthwhile
achievement of being human. Indeed, liberal religion calls us to
that imperative.
In his classic foundational work, On Being Human Religiously, James Luther Adams put the need for liberal religion in historical perspective, which provides an appropriate framing for
this book. Liberalism, Adams reminds us, emanates from a principle of liberation of the individual from "the idolatries of creedalism, of church and political authoritarianism, or nationalistic,
racial, or sexual chauvinism."4 It was out of the impulse to free
individuals from the tyranny of state and church authority in the
early modern world that a classic liberal philosophic and economic mode of governance was born. In the beginning, laissez-faire free
market capitalism seemed like a good thing for all. Unfortunately,
this "specialized" form of liberalism,. as Adams names it, has produced "a possessive individualism that eschews responsibility for
the social consequences of economic power" and is "virtually unaccountable to the general public:' These "structures of domination"
have "frustrated both equality and justice."5
Roger Betsworth, author of Social Ethics: An Examination
ofAmerican Moral Traditions, similarly refers to this phenomenon
of our times. He cites Alan Trachtenberg's The Incorporation of
America, wherein is described the emergence of a changed, more
tightly structured society with vast new hierarchies of controI:'6
We know that this vast behemoth ofipower, directed by "a dogma
of political nonintervention:' has proven its potential to produce
alienation of spirit and inequalities in material well-being.7 The
odds that liberal religion can have a significant ameliorative impact
seem small. So also were the odds against young David in his
mythic battle against the mighty Goliath, yet he rejected the heavy
armor and sword of tradition in favor of approaching his adversary
with "five smooth stones."(l Samuel 17:38-40) With this analogy
in mind, James Luther Adams proposes a theology by which religious liberals might approach the magnitude of suffering in the
world, delineating five major principles as the "Five Smooth Stones
of Liberalism."8
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lIislorical Theological Perspeclives
loward Communily Minislry

eft is spiritually exhilarating to realize that in our
small efforts, we are part ofa great living stream of
-reformers, a great cloud ofwitnesses who seek to create
the Beloved Community on Earth, who seek to place
the stubborn ounces ofour weight on the side ofjustice.
-

I

RICHARD

S.

The PropheticImperative:
Social Gospel in Theory and Practice

GILBERT)

1.
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The First Stone lays outthe premise that revelation is continuous, dependent always on creativity and processes not ultimately
of our own making. Whatever the destiny of the planet or of individual life, "a sustaining meaning is discernible and commanding
in the here and now:' Theists and humanists alike, says Adams, can
appreciate that God-or "that which ultimately concerns humanity"-enters our understanding here and now in ways that are
about living in the world at hand. The Second Stone maintains that
relations between persons ought ideally to rest on "mutual, free
consent and not coercion:' Thus, all persons by nature "potentially
share in the deepest meanings of existence, all have the capacity for
discovering or responding to 'saving truth' and all are responsible
for selecting and
into action the right means and ends of
cooperation for the fulfillment of human destiny."-The Third Stone
affirms the moral obligation to direct one's efforts toward "the
establishment of a just and loving community:' This is what makes
"the role of the prophet central and indispensable in liberalism;'
argues Adams. He describes the prophet as "one who stands on the
edge of the community's experience and tradition, under the Great
Taskmaster's eye, viewing human life from a piercing perspective
and bringing an imperative sense of the perennial and inescapable
struggle of good against evil, justice against injustice.... With fear
and trembling, the prophet announces the crisis and demands an
ethical decision in the here and now:'9
With the Fourth Stone, Adams argues that the faith of the liberal must express itself in societal forms: in education, in economic and social organizations, and in political organization. Without
these, freedom and justice in community are impossible. Injustice
in community is a form of power, states Adams; the creation of
justice in community requires the active organization of power by
those not oblivious to the injustices of domestic, economic and
political orders. With the Fifth Stone, Adams offers the hope-filled
view that the resources available to us to create meaningful change
should encourage our attitude of ultimate optimism. There is
something in the genuine liberal perspective that, while recognizing the tragic nature of the human condition, "we continue to live

with a dynamic hope:' All good prophets sense that "at the depths
of human nature and at the boundaries of what we are, there are
potential resources that can prevent a retreat to nihilism."
These five principles provide theological grounding that is
less about an individual's relationship to God than about individuals living among and for each other. Ministers in community, says
Adams, are consciously open to the revelation of meaning in every
day life. They approach ministry with an attitude of mutuality in
relations. They undertake the often dangerous role of prophet in
pointing out injustice. They actively respond to hurt and injustice,
understanding that an organized effort is the best way to have an
impact on organized structures of inequality, ignorance, poverty,
and emotional alienation. Finally, they continually live in the hope
that fulfillment of their vision is worth pursuing, keeping in mind
the condition of humanity that makes each person precious and
redeemable.
The sacred narratives of human history speak to these same
principles. In the pivotal story of the Exodus, Yahweh is credited
with freeing the Hebrew people from their enslavement in Egypt.
This becomes the basis for an episodic narrative in which the people of Israel are exhorted to remember this saving act and to accord
similar compassion to the poor and the outcast among them. Of
this material, Arthur Simon writes, "There are no categories of
people so low or so distant that respect for them is unnecessary:' 10
Among the Hebrew prophets, justice was to be the measure of
fairness and wholeness in relationships, such that families and
communities and entire nations would experience well-being. The
prophet Isaiah is an important source for this message. "Seek justice, correct oppression; defend the fatherless, plead for the widow"
(1:17), and again, "Behold my servant ... he will bring forth justice
to the nations ... a bruised reed he will not break, and a dimly
burning wick he will not quench; he will faithfully bring forth justice" (42:1-3). Writing from the eighth century B.C.E., Amos sees
the gross inequities between rich and poor, and condemns the idle
rich. "Hear this word, you cows of· Bashan ... who oppress the
poor, who crush the needy.... The Lord God has sworn by his
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holiness that, behold, the days are coming upon you, when they
shall take you away with hooks, even the last of you with fishhooks"(4: 1). For religious liberals, this ancient concept of God is
disturbingly vengeful. It is well to remember, however, that such
prophetic perceptions of divine wrath arose from a deep sense of
human anger over cruelty and injustice in society. With their dire
warnings, prophets were ministering to the most degraded members of their communities by calling upon those with means to
bring about mercy and justice.
The early Christian scriptures brought forward a message of
liberation and compassion that extended to an audience beyond
the Jewish community. Early Unitarians relied on these writings as
a revelation of what they called Pure Christianity, unadulterated by
later doctrinal formulations. Jesus said "I was hungry and you gave
me food, I was thirsty and you gave me drink, I was a stranger and
you welcomed me, I was naked and you clothed me, I was sick and
you visited me, I was in prison and you came to me" (Matthew
25:35-41). Here is a call for larger ministry to the most vulnerable
members of the world family.
There are also stories of Jesus feeding large crowds of people
with a very little food, yet there was miraculously enough for all to
eat and some left over (Matthew 14:15-21; Mark 6:41-44; Matthew
15:32-38). In these accounts, Jesus had "compassion on the crowd:'
The food was distributed irrespective of people's status: "they sat
down in groups, by hundreds and by fifties" (Mark 6:40). Further,
the people were fed with what was at hand. An important lesson
here is that small acts of ministry may have an impact far greater
than one might imagine.
George Marshall characterizes the Hebrew prophets and Jesus
as individuals who rose up against the power structures of their
day. "The prophets spoke forth out of an outraged sense of moral
indignation ... Jesus of Nazareth condemned the scribes and
Pharisees as 'blind guides; you pay the tithe of mint and anise
and cumin, and have omitted the weightier matters of the law: justice, mercy, and faith!"'ll Marshall also cites Gautama ofIndia, who
broke from his father's wish that he live a life of comfort. Having

escaped the palace, finally, he witnessed Four Passing Sights: poverty, disease, old age, and death. From these experiences he gained the
religious principles of mindfulness and the transformative power of
the "non-self."12 By this he would become Buddha to millions.
Mohammed confronted the acquisitive greed by which the
Quraysh tribe dominated Mecca. Their earliest leader, Qusayy, had
purposely placed idols for all the regional deities into the Ka'ba,
thus requiring that pilgrims come to. Mecca to honor and worship
their gods. Caravans made the deep descent into the barren valley
where Mecca lay and paid required fees to Qusayy and his successors. In this process, Mecca became a lucrative trading center that
made the Quraysh tribe very rich. Mohammad came to understand
that the only way to bring about social and economic reform in
Mecca was "to overturn the religio-economic system on which the
city was built:' His prophesy that "there is no god but God" was an
attack on the right of the Quraysh to turn religious practice toward
its own financial gain. Mohammad's teachings admonish followers
to seek inner peace and perform kind deeds in service to Allah. 13
Humanism is based on faith in the possibility that we can
achieve the best possible good for humankind through reason, scientific study, and compassionate attention to societal problems.
Since the mid-1970s, Humanist Manifesto II acknowledges the full
range of human capacities for women and for men, including the
experiences of emotion and spiritual insight. 14 In real-life experience, Humanism affirms the commitment of liberalism to a world
of human connection, justice, and healing.
Forrest Church holds before us an image of the "Cathedral
of the World." The windows in the cathedral are of varying shapes,
sizes, and colors, yet each is illuminated by the same source of light.
We derive fresh power from this image as we reflect on the multiple religious forms in which humankind has conceived of the
saving liberal commitment to justice, fairness, and wholeness in
the world. IS
Richard S. Gilbert integrates the practical and theoretical
aspects of the Unitarian Universalist sense of purpose in ministry
to the larger world. 16 Like Adams, he sees the prophetic imperative
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as "our impulse of conscience" emanating from our outrage over
the indignities and inequities of our times. Just as historic extremes
in poverty, wage exploitation, racial oppression, and unfair gender
prescriptions have sparked us out of our complacency, we are
called today, in the midst of our ultra-conservative materialist
times, "to intervene in human history for the sake of social justice:'17 Gilbert is understandably somewhat cautionary, warning
against the "too easy optimism of the early Social Gospel period"
that has been chastened by the brutalities, wars, deprivations, and
extreme conservatism of the twentieth century. He points out that
in the new millennium, "we will need to do some serious soul
searching and world repairing:' He adds, "the two go hand in hand:'
Liberal religion offers an expansive vision of the church writ
large in the community. Gilbert's "Beloved Community" is also
Adams' "community of justice and love" and Shadle's "parish as
community"-the "true church of democracy." For Adams, the
"holy thing in life is the participation in those processes that give
body and form to universal justice:' Whether one serves as priest,
or prophet, or teacher, or healer, the call to community ministry is
centered in this belief: that the Beloved Community of justice and
love must be made real. Here is a theology that transcends traditional theological formulations of an afterlife, a supernatural
plan for salvation, nationalist goals, exclusive categories, patriarchy,
or collective creeds. Community ministers bring sacred service to
civic space, in the great profound hope that from our ministry in
the common places of life will arise the gift of grace, for ourselves
and for others: a dynamic of restoration that does not "fix things;'
but "opens us up, giving us ears to hear and eyes to see; not by saving us out of this world, but by showing us this real world in which
our salvation lies and must be worked out:' 18
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PART I
The Pressing Rise

of Liberal Religion

T

he,e opening
explore the emergence ofliberal
religious thinking in eighteenth-century New England
and argue for its connection to community ministry.
Central to the rising liberal. religious message were the comple-

mentary ideas ofGod as a benevolentforce and human beings as
potentially righteous. From this message was derived a religious
impulse driven by moral action on earth rather than fear of
damnation after death. Ministry in community extended to
Native Americans, soldiers in the Continental Army, the Boston
poor, isolated western settlements, divinity school classrooms,
and anti-slavery audiences.

CHAPTER ONE

he New England Puritan structure of ministry has a bearing
on our Unitarian Universalist concept of community ministry today. In colonial New England, the minister and the
congregation participated in a covenantal relationship.19 The
minister's position was made official through a service of ordination and installation, by which the congregation (along with the
help of ministers attached to other congregations) acknowledged
his divine call and charged him to fulfill it. In keeping with this
expectation, the Cambridge Platform of 1648 read, "There ought to
be no ordination of a minister at large. He would be a pastor without a people."20 The very liberal Brattle Street Church of Boston
further enhanced the relationship of the individual congregation
to the minister when, in the eighteenth century, it adopted a policy
that allowed persons to "be established in pastoral office without
the approbation of neighboring churches or elders:'21
Some ministers were expected to balance what might be
competing claims on their insight and leadership. Prior to 1650,
a parish hired two ministers: one as pastor, and one as teacher. For
example, in the early years, Rev. John Cotton was officially styled

"the teacher" at Boston's First Church, while Rev. John Norton
was the minister. 22 After 1650, these separate functions became
the responsibility of one person. Implicit in this example is the
Puritan recognition of the varied duties that anyone minister
would perform within the parish community. The Rev. Neil Shadle,
Professor Emeritus at Meadville Lombard Theological School,
reminds us that in colonial New England, "the 'parish' was the
whole of the town. Most everyone belonged to the church by virtue of residency, though voting was reserved for the converted and
the propertied."23 In this way, parish ministry was one with com- .
munity ministry, a fact of leadership and obligation that served to
maintain theological integrity and social order in the community
at large.
As we know, however, maintaining the ideal of community
as parish became problematic in reality, as a theology of conformity was used to empower a politics of exclusion and abuse. The
Puritans did want cohesive community; they did want economic
fairness, even limiting profit by law to five percent. But the cruel
banishment of early dissenters is evidence of the rigidity of their
orthodoxy. David Robinson joins Conrad Wright in arguing that
the indigenous origins of our liberal religious grounding are found
in early models of religious dissent, beginning with the antinomians, who argued that revelation was personal and ongoing. 24 Such
an impulse would prove contrary to the weighted Calvinist formulation of depravity and election. Perhaps it is from this place, where
theology became a moral question rather than a doctrine of judgment, that we derive our impulse for community ministry.
Early in the tradition, Rev. John Eliot ministered to the Native
people destined to endure the intrusion of English/European settlement and undergo near virtual extinction. Eliot had composed a
written alphabet in the Algonquian language and then produced
a translated version of the Bible. 25 Appointed as "apostle to the
Indians" in 1646, he led the movement of regional Indians into
"praying towns." This was in part a fulfillment of a plan articulated in the 1629 Massachusetts Charter aimed at "winning and
inciting the Natives of the country to the knowledge and obedience
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of the only true God and Savior:'26 Indeed support for evangelizing the Native Americans came from London. In 1650, the English
Parliament passed an act to "propagate the Gospel of Jesus Christ
in New England:' Money was collected from all parishes in England
and Wales, with the result that by 1674, there were sixteen Indian
"praying towns" inhabited by nearly a quarter of the Indian population of southeastern New. England. Further, the president of
Harvard College, Henry Dunster, generously joined in these efforts
by purchasing lands for Indians to "live in an orderly way" and
voted that Eliot be paid a gratuity for his continued work.27
Fulfilling this goal of the Massachusetts Charter, it turned
out, was a conflicted process, as good intentions got mixed with
rationalization, presumption, avarice, and ultimately violence. The
program of praying towns had, for example, taken on greater appeal
among Native peoples as a refuge in the aftermath of the brutal
Puritan slaughter of the Pequot tribe in 1638. Four decades of continued English encroachment bred hatred and ultimately sparked
the 1675 coordinated Indian assaults known collectively to the
English as King Philip's War. These attacks constituted a war of
terrible proportions in which 4000 Indians and 2000 Puritans lost
their lives. Metacom, chief of the Wampanoag and leader of the
assault, was taken captive and beheaded. When his family and hundreds of other Indians were sold into slavery in the West Indiessurely a death sentence-John Eliot protested, drawing on biblical
texts to argue that enslavement of the Indians was immoral. We
are told that "Eliot's pleas fell on deaf ears and much of his work
lay in shambles:'28 Eliot could not have supported the actions taken
by Metacom and his followers, but he also could not condone the
repercussions exacted on the Indians by the English. The Native
people had become his parish community.
An evangelical Congregational minister, the Rev. Eleazar
Wheelock, had been attempting since 1754 to educate and Christianize Indians at his Moor's Indian Charity School in eastern
Connecticut. He had begun this school out of his work with individual Mohegan Indians, whereupon he came to envision a plan
for educating and converting Indians by removing them from their

native environment and bringing them to his school. Moor's School
met with mixed results, as some Indian students sickened and died
in these strange surroundings. Nonetheless Wheelock determined
to enlarge his educational program via a new college, obtaining in
1769 a [Royal] charter from the governor "for the education and
instruction of Youth of the Indian Tribes in this Land in reading,
writing and all parts of Learning:' From this effort came Dartmouth
College in Hanover, New Hampshire. 29 One successful student of
Moor's School was Joseph Brant, a Mohawk who negotiated with
the English Crown on behalf of the Iroquois Nations. Brant's children attended Dartmouth College. 30
The eighteenth century usheredin multiple changes in thinking and circumstance, the signs of which appeared in incipient
form in the hundred years or so prior to this time. Discoveries in
science and medicine were evidence that the world held vast potential for investigation. Implicit in these developments was an optimistic view that people had the capacity to reason and to improve
themselves and their circumstances in life. In the matter of religion, Sir Isaac Newton's proofs of gravity held out the promise of
"an ordered, benevolent Universe, the product of a rational and
benevolent God:' 31 Certain liberal New England ministers found in
these ideas the basis for a re-orientation in their view of revelation
and religious purpose. In his Dudleian lectures of 1759, Ebenezer
Gay spoke of external nature as a source of "natural religion" with
emphasis on its moral implications. Religion mattered only to the
extent that it could be practiced. The "pull of gravity," he said,
"symbolizes the automatic inclination of the soul" to seek the will
of God in "acts of human kindness and divine worship."32
They called it "Supernatural Rationalism." At the forefront of
this thinking were three liberal Congregational ministers in eastern
Massachusetts-Ebenezer Gay, Charles Chauncy, and Jonathan
Mayhew-who saw divine revelation in nature, but insisted that it
be complemented by reliance on biblical revelation as well. The latter, notes Robinson, is what separated this movement from the
Deists, who thought it was enough to rely on natural revelation
alone. The thrust of their thinking was to attack Calvinist doctrines
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of original sin and election to salvation, which they believed undermined human inclination toward moral action. Jonathan Mayhew's
Seven Sermons of 1748 wrote·. of private judgment as the necessary
arbiter of religious opinion-certainly an affirmation of the ongoing process of revelation-seeing in religious experience "the central truth of a moral law written on our hearts:'33
Here is where the seeds of a liberal religious idea known as
Arminianism began to take root in colonial New England. Arminian thinking held that humans are born with the capacity for sin
and for righteousness, and emphasized developing the "potential
for goodness in human nature."34 The doctrines of total depravity,
predestination, and election were necessarily incompatible with
the Arminian view. Robinson reflects on these developments and
concludes, with Conrad Wright, that liberal theology in America
acquired staying power in the eighteenth century due to this
growing disaffection from Calvinism. As Robinson phrases it, an
indigenous liberal religious movement "took root in the rich soil
of Calvinist decay." 35
Charles Chauncy, the scholarly minister of the First Church of
Boston, brought the Arminian view to bear against George Whitefield,
the itinerant revivalist from. England who was preaching in the
colonies in the revival style that marked the Great Awakening. In
his Enthusiasm Described and Cautioned Against (l742), Chauncy
claimed that the passions of the revivalists were not an "inspiration
by the spirit of God" but rather the "influence of an over-heated
imagination:' Indeed he regarded revivalist enthusiasm as uncharitable and exclusionary-which therefore made it immoraP6 This
view signaled the indigenous seeds of American Unitarianism, well
before Joseph Priestley arrived from England. It was formulated on
"a commitment to the moral, as opposed to the theological, standard of judgment, combined with Biblicism and rationalism."37
The rational anti-Calvinist views shared by Chauncy and
other Arminians stood in contrast to both the emotional Calvinism
of the "New Light" revivalists and the formal Calvinism of the "Old
Light" orthodox. The
to which the moral emphasis assumed
by the Arminian view was different is perhaps better understood in

light of the following example. Colonial involvement in King
George's War (1746-1748) left Boston with a sizeable population of
widows and orphans. Boston's leaders responded by constructing
a two-story workhouse where the able-bodied poor would be
expected to live and engage in productive pursuits such as "spinning flax, weaving linen, and picking oakum." It was understood to
be a hopeful thing, of benefit both to the poor and to the larger
public. Chauncy argued that because of this effort, "some hundreds
of Women and Children have been. kept at Work, whereby they
have done a great deal towards supplying themselves with Bread, to
the easing the Town of its Burthen in providing for the poor."38
Chauncy's tone is noticeably more generous than that of the
highly orthodox Cotton Mather, who had written, "for those that
Indulge themselves in Idleness, the Express Command of God unto
us, is That you should let them Starve."39 Ultimately, the workhouse did not succeed and the building was sold to the British as
a barracks in 1768. The poor widows for whom it was created
refused to leave their own dwellings to live and work outside the
rhythms of their daily routines. This story is a reminder that liberal religion must be mindful of its own suppositions, and be open to
the enlightenment of revelation in daily life.
Chauncy's more optimistic view of human nature led him to
compose in 1784 a work suggesting the eventual salvation of all
souls. He titled it The Mystery Hid from Ages and Generations . .. or
The Salvation ofall Men. He wrote, "As the First Cause of all things
is infinitely benevolent, 'tis not easy to conceive that he should
bring mankind into existence, unless he intended to make them
finally happy:'4o Chauncy kept his authorship secret, fearing that it
would link him too closely with John Murray and other detested
Universalists. Murray had brought from England a Rellyan version
of Universalist thinking, but as with the Arminians, an indigenous
version had earlier sprouted among disaffected Baptists who found
Calvinist doctrines of human depravity and election too harsh,
particularly in the overheated environment of revivalism. As David
Robinson observes, the "necessity of salvation" was "pulling against
the question of election to grace." 41 Thus, when Thomas Potter
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welcomed John Murray at Good Luck Point in New Jersey, he
was already sympathetic to Universalist belief. Another pre-Murray
convert was Caleb Rich of Massachusetts. Rich had arrived at
Universalism through a personal struggle in which the threat of
Hell did not seem to him a worthy motivation for living a good life.
Universalists were condemned in both England and America.
Rich had been a Baptist, but when he began preaching his idea of
universal salvation to his fellow Baptists, he was denied fellowship
in the Baptist church. Eventually he attracted followers in Warwick,
Massachusetts, where he established in 1774 the first Universalist
Society in America.42 In England John Murray had been voted out
of his Methodist society when he began preaching John Relly's
version of Universalism. When he came to America in 1770, he met
with new forms of resistance-from revivalist Baptists and orthodox Calvinists, as well as the more highly educated, Arminianthinking liberal Congregationalists. In 1774, he was finally invited
to preach to a group of Rellyan Universalists in Gloucester. Immediately members of established churches began expelling their members who attended Murray's services, which led him to establish an
independent Universalist church.43
John Murray had come to America after the premature deaths
of his wife and son, hoping to "bury himself in the wilderness." 44 In
spite of the early opposition he encountered, he is said to have
made friellds "among every class of people, from the highest to
the most humble:' even gaining the friendship of some Anglican
and Congregational ministers. 45 In late spring of 1775, Murray was
invited by the officers of the Rhode Island Brigade, stationed with
the army besieging Boston, to serve as their chaplain. At this point,
we might say he assumed thelrole of a community minister. When
George Washington arrived in Cambridge to take charge of the
Revolutionary forces, Murray was with the Rhode Island Brigade
paying their respects to the Commander in Chief. As a chaplain,
Murray met with opposition from other chaplains who had sought
his removal. Washington confronted this opposition by confirming
Murray's appointment as chaplain with a commission. This was
high civic affirmation of sacred
an act which transcended

theology. As it turned out, Murray's term as military chaplain lasted
only seven months due to illness. He soon found an alternate way
to minister, however. The war had interrupted commercial enterprise, which brought great hardship to many families. In response,
Murray solicited funds from army officers to supply food and provisions to «upwards of a thousand individuals" in the winter of 1776.
Despite his work in service to the American cause, Murray
came under investigation by the local Committee of Public Safety
in Gloucester, perhaps because of his English birth, or perhaps
because this is where he had experienced the most outspoken religious opposition. Indeed, Murray had been described by those who
bore him ill will as «one of the most unprincipled of all men ... a
consummate hypocrite ... and an unprincipled adventurer."46 To
counter the investigation, Major General Nathaniel Greene, the
military strategist whose consummate leadership led to the defeat
of Cornwallis in the South, submitted a letter attesting to Murray's
good character. This probably helped clear him of political suspicion. 47 In spite of being called a «false and dangerous man" whose
ideas were «heretical," Murray embraced opportunities for wartime community ministry, serving as a Universalist chaplain to
the Continental Army and as administrator of aid to war-torn
destitute civilians.
Other mission work was inspired by the trauma of the years
after the war. With increased mobility, disputes over land claims,
rising economic competition, and Federalist tax policies that favored
eastern elites, common people in frontier towns felt economically
oppressed by century's end. This was the context in which Universalist minister Paul Coffin made four annual trips along the Coos
Road into west-central Maine from 1796 to 1800. Here he sought
to resolve religious disputes between neighboring communities.
Such religious disputes as Coffin found in the remote villages of
Maine were a continuation of the earlier eighteenth-century story
of religious ferment. On the frontier, citizens looked to their own
resources to survive the extremity of their circumstances and
embraced a more personal view of God, rooted in are-intensified
Calvinist understanding of sin and salvation. From among their
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ranks, however, there soon emerged others who found in that
intensity reason to reject Calvinist doctrines altogether. Their
message of Universal salvation spread rapidly in frontier communities through the likes of missionaries like Paul Coffin.
The eighteenth century in America was also a time of nearunrelenting warfare, accompanied by losses of life, economic instability, and social dislocation. In response, concerned individuals
established relief institutions that attracted the support of churches
and their ministers. In 1770 there were fifty charitable institutions
in operation throughout New England; by 1820, it is estimated
there were over 2000 such institutions. Among these early reformers, none were as dedicated as Philadelphia physician Benjamin
Rush. Rush was a pioneer in promoting the general health of the
population, establishing in 1786 the first free dispensary in the country. When Philadelphia was hit by a great yellow fever epidemic in
1793, Rush cared for those struck down by the dread disease, keeping meticulous records in the hope of determining a cure.
Significantly, Rush pioneered the idea that alcoholism was a
disease rather than a sin. He published in 1784 An Inquiry into the
Effects o/Spirituous Liquors onthe Human Body and Mind. Drunkenness, Rush argued, was a disease of the will that built up gradually
over time. Having offered his diagnosis, Rush advocated a "sober
house" where drunkards could get special treatment and appealed
to "ministers of the gospel of every denomination" to help him
"save our fellow men from being destroyed by the great destroyer
of their lives and souls."48 Rush's insistence on radical bloodletting as a general treatment, unfortunately, probably produced
more harm than good. Nonetheless, he was widely admired as a
physician and immensely popular as a professor, his lectures
drawing crowds of students beyond the capacity of the classroom
to hold them.
Benjamin Rush is important to this history of community
ministry because his work was framed by a religious view that he
called the "universality of atonement:' In 1780, he abandoned his
Calvinist upbringing, and later reported, "From that time on I have
never doubted upon the subject of the salvation of all men:' The

strength of his Universalist convictions became increasingly evident in his dedication to humanitarian reform. Rush embraced
humane approaches toward mental illness, advocating «kind treatment" along with the usual regrettable bleeding. His typology of
insanity earned him the title «the father of American psychiatry."
Over time, Rush would champion prison and judicial reform, the
abolition of slavery, an end of the death penalty, the education of
women, conservation of natural resources, proper diet, abstinence
from the use of tobacco and strong drink, and the appointment of
a «Secretary of Peace" to the federal cabinet. When Rush died, John
Adams wrote of him, «I know of no Character living or dead, who
has done more real good in America."49
In the eighteenth century, Arminian (later Unitarian) and
Universalist beginnings cleared small spaces in the densely wooded
landscape of orthodoxy to plant seeds of liberal religious thought
and practice. They posed two emergent alternatives to the Calvinist
status quo, each offering in its own way a more optimistic view of
the human capacity for good. One was taken up by the more educated and economically well-situated; the other was embraced by
people closer to the ordinary exigencies of life. In both cases, the
possibility for being righteous was not precluded by the doctrine of
election; in both cases, compassion and the capacity for righteousness took precedence over depravity as the lens through which to
view humanity.
This chapter emphasizes the development of liberal religion
in the eighteenth century as a necessary precondition for community ministry. The Arminian religious views articulated by Charles
Chauncy, Jonathan Mayhew, and Ebenezer Gay constituted a significant shift in affirming a theology of human moral action and intelligence before God. In the same period, the emergence of a conviction of universal salvation, as voiced covertly by Charles Chauncy,
and forthrightly by Universalist preachers Caleb Rich and John
Murray, affirmed a theology of human possibility in the larger
scheme of God's benevolent creation. By the last decades of the century, the Congregational churches of eastern Massachusetts found
increasing signs of division among their parishioners. Conservative
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congregants remained tied officially to the Westminster Confession,
affirming the doctrines of reformed (Calvinist) theology.50 Within
their ranks, however, large numbers of liberal congregants were now
moving toward an Arian view, which questioned the doctrine of the
Trinity. The presence of the two factions within the denomination
culminated finally in a pronounced break into two religious sects
with the election of the more liberal Henry Ware, Sr. as the Hollis
Professor of Divinity at Harvard College. Because Ware stood in the
tradition of eighteenth-century liberal Christianity, it is fitting to
conclude this chapter with a brief account of his election to the post
at Harvard. His position as Professor of Divinity is also important
because it demonstrates an early form of community ministry,
training ministers for spiritual leadership in Massachusetts congregational churches.
Ware had been able to attend Harvard through the financial
support of his older brothers, their father having died when Henry
was fifteen. He graduated with highest honors in 1785 and was
invited to serve as minister to the First Parish of Hingham, Massachusetts, after completing two years of private study. Harvard had
functioned since its founding in 1636 as a school for the classical
training of ministers and magistrates for a godly commonwealth.
The curriculum applied to ministers, lawyers, and merchants alike.
All took general courses, and though Hebrew was available, there
were no formal courses in theology for advanced students. Rather,
training for ministers followed graduation and was accomplished
through an apprenticeship with a settled clergyman, or through
tutelage under a professor of theology.51 Thus, Ware's years of
private study after graduating were consistent with an ongoing
expected pattern.
In relation to the Congregational factions, Ware was well
known to be in the liberal camp. His views were representative
more particularly of a version of the tradition of "Supernatural
Rationalism:' which had, since the time of Chauncy, been comprised of a doctrine of Natural Religion complemented by Christian
revelation derived from the Bible.52 He had further taken an Arian
position, by which Christ was believed to be more than a mere

man, but not one person of a triune God; he was not God, but was
the son of God, a super-angelic being who existed from the beginning, whose role was to provide a pattern of perfect obedience to
God's will.53 Ware's election to the Hollis professorship was
opposed by the more conservative Trinitarian faction who believed
it was important to stay firm on "the proper divinity of Jesus
Christ."54 But in his anti-Calvinist and anti-Trinitarian views,
Ware stood right about where most of his liberal contemporaries
stood. He also represented where they did not stand: they were
not Deists or free thinkers in that they still looked to the Bible
to find God's purposes. They should also not be confused with
Transcendentalists, who came later. Ware's generation based religion on external evidences rather than inner consciousness; and
they did not think of Nature as a source of ecstasy but rather as a
rational source of revelation.55
Ware's views are more fully accessed in the weekly lectures he
was required to give as Hollis Professor of Divinity. The lectures
ran on a four-year cycle, so they were repeated a number of times
over the course of his tenure. They were collected in 1842 into a
two-volume book entitled Inquiry into the Foundation, Evidences,
and Truths of Religion. Ware's Inquiry reveals that he had moved
from an Arian view of Christ to a Socinian view, whereby Christ
was simply a man and had no existence before his birth into this
world. This shift was typical ofWare's generation of American antiTrinitarians, adopted a generation earlier in England. Ware predicated religion on the existence of God, who bestows many
blessings, requires obedience, and holds out the promise of eternal
life. Notably, Ware argued that "Religion consists not in our having
right views either of truth or duty, but our being brought into that
state of affections, and the subjection of the will to the will of
God...." Thus, Wright observes, Ware's concept of religion focused
"not on Christian evidences and Christian doctrine, but on the
quality of the inner spiritual life."56 His was a subdued piety, however, also typical of his generation. Objecting to emotional religious conversion, he wrote, "The most perfect character is formed
by gradual increases from strength to strength ... religion is not a
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transient emotion) does not consist in a few acts) that flow from
sudden impressions; but is a fIxed character....»57 Younger contemporaries would soon demonstrate a warmer) more fluid style
of religious expression) of special relevance perhaps to the era of
reform they had the privilege to inherit. We will learn their story in
the next chapter.
The proliferation of religious sects in the eighteenth century
led to the end of the Standing Order) the arrangement by which
states had provided fInancial support for the dominant church) in
the event that church members were unable to do so. Murray's
Universalist society in Gloucester was among the fIrst in Massachusetts to resist paying a tax in support of the Congregational
church. It won an exemption in 1786 after a three-year court battle. Baptists would accomplish a broader end in the same year in
Virginia. 58 These changes enhanced the autonomy of emerging
congregations and at the same time identifIed ministers by their
attachment to a given denomination. As protector of the undifferentiated social order that supported it) the early Puritan church
had long been in retreat. Ironically) it is in that Puritan covenantal
model that we are able to locate the parish in the larger community) even in a heterogeneous secular state. 59 In the liberal theologies
that broke with orthodox Calvinism and rejected innate depravity)
we fInd a moral imperative alert to human need in the larger
human family.
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or the Congregationalists, the irony of Ware's election to
the Hollis Professorship is that he did not get the post precisely because he was a liberal. It was in fact proposed that
Ware be made the President of the College and a well-liked
moderate Calvinist, Dr. Jesse Appleton, be given the professorship.
This idea was rejected because one person in the Corporation,
Eliphalet Pearson, had ambitions of his own to become the president; furthermore, Appleton was perceived to have "a dissonant
and unpleasant voice." Ware, it was conceded, met the standards
that Thomas Hollis had prescribed for his foundation: that the
professor should hold the Bible as "the only and most perfect rule
of faith and practice" interpreted "according to the best light God
had given him." Hollis had avoided giving any narrower creedal
instruction than that. 6O
Ware's election was perceived by the conservatives, led by
Jedidiah Morse, as a revolution. They departed and founded
Andover Theological Seminary in 1808. This left the liberals to
build up a program of theological instruction that would serve a
constituency in which "Calvinism no longer held a monopoly." As
Professor of Divinity, Henry Ware, Sr. participated in the movement
to provide "more systematic guidance of the students in theology."

He taught a critical interpretation of the Greek Testament and gave
instruction in «positive and controversial Divinity, including evidences and principles of natural religion:' as well as «the evidence,
Doctrines and Duties of revealed Religion:'61 Ware provided a
stabilizing presence as energy was directed toward the establishment in 1819 of a distinct Divinity Department with a «Faculty of
Theology" under the leadership of a president, Rev. John Thornton
Kirkland. Kirkland advocated that «every encouragement be given
to the serious, impartial, and unbiased investigation of Christian
truth; and that no assent to the peculiarities of any denomination of
Christians be required of the Students or Instructors."62 These early
decades were directed toward institutionalizing support for the liberal view, which encountered little theological controversy during
this period. The rising generation turned to the moral dimension of
liberal theology, exemplified in the warm, almost evangelical piety
of Joseph Stevens Buckminster, William Ellery Channing, Joseph
Tuckerman, and Henry Ware, Jr. For Universalists, the moral emphasis in religious belief was evident in that same era in Hosea Ballou
and Thomas Whittemore. We will see how the liberal moral view
was important to community ministry.
The movement toward individual moral development had its
earliest manifestation in the brilliant, tragically short-lived career
of Joseph Stevens Buckminster. Serving as minister to the Brattle
Street Church in Boston, he achieved nearly legendary status for
his eloquence in the pulpit. He shared the elder Ware's sympathy
for rational piety, but he also warned of the «lukewarmness of
indifferent professors."63 He was concerned that too much rationality encouraged apathy. He wrote, «If Christianity is to exist at all,
let it exist with some vitality. If God is to be loved, he is to be loved
supremely:' 64
Buckminster was also a writer, a literary critic, and the founder
of The Monthly Anthology and Boston Review. Two of his co-editors
on the Review were Channing and Tuckerman. Robinson writes
that the liberals' emphasis on human moral capacity had «implications for other human abilities, including literature and fine
arts."6S The Monthly Anthology would last only eight years, but it
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established a legacy that would lead to the Boston Athenaeum, the
recipient of Buckminster's library of some 3000 volumes after he
died. Buckminster was an early model of the minister who is also a
man of letters.
Buckminster is important also because he was an early leader in adopting the methods of the German higher criticism of the
Bible. He was influential in promoting rational investigation of
the Bible, insisting that the scriptures be read in their historical
context. Buckminster believed that biblical texts should be scrutinized just as would be any account from antiquity. Robinson refers
to Buckminster as a pivotal figure of American cultural history,
whose qualities resonated with the age to come.66 His early death in
1812 due to epilepsy, at age 28, was a personal tragedy for his intimates; it was also an incalculable loss for the developing movement
of liberal Christians in New England.
The voice that would succeed Buckminster belonged to
the third child of William and Lucy Ellery Channing, born in
1780, part of a distinguished and prosperous family in Newport, Rhode Island. Since Newport had been founded by Baptists
on the principle of religious freedom, William Ellery Channing
grew up in a community populated by a variety of religious
adherents. Frank Carpenter reports that the Channing family
slaves, Duchess Quamino and Newport Gardiner, leaders in
Newport's African community, taught him that "integrity is the
essence of religion:'67 So was nurtured the moral framework for
Channing's religious belief, from which he would eventually condemn slavery. Years later, as a student at Harvard, he found support
for his liberal perspective in the works of the Scottish philosopher
Francis Hutcheson, who "asserted a universal capacity for unselfish
benevolence:'68
Channing's place in this study is vital. First, he was incomparably significant to the early nineteenth-century institutionalization and articulation of belief among his generation of liberals;
second, he initiated the community outreach of the Federal Street
Church, where he served as minister for nearly forty years and
developed his own ministry of prophecy and social concern.

From 1813 to 1826, Channing was one of the Fellows of
Harvard College. This made him a member of the small governing
board known as the "Harvard Corporation." He was known in this
role to be very attentive to the students' needs.69 Early in his ministry, Channing accepted an appointment to serve on a committee
that would "digest and report a plan of instruction and a course
of exercises for the Theological Students at the University:' This
report was submitted in 1816. It laid the foundation for a curriculum that included Biblical Criticism, Ecclesiastical Polity, and
History and Constitution of the Churches of New England. It also
led to the creation of the Society for the Promotion of Theological
Education, an auxiliary to raise funds for the further development of
a theological school. On March 19, 1819, the Corporation accepted
the report and for the first time spoke of a "Faculty of Theology;'
composed of a president and four professors. 7o Channing would
playa further role of institutional significance when he agreed to
deliver a sermon that synthesized the threads of liberal Unitarian
thought for his generation. The occasion was the ordination of the
Rev. Jared Sparks at the First Independent Church of Baltimore on
May 5,1819. In keeping with a preconceived plan, at a site 400 miles
south of Boston, Channing powerfully affirmed for the liberals the
meaning of Unitarian Christianity.
Channing's address first outlined the need to rely on biblical
evidences as discovered through a reasoned historical interpretation of the scriptures. "We regard the Scriptures as the records of
God's successive revelations to mankind," he began. For liberals
the "Bible is a book written for men,in the language of men, and
its meaning is to be sought in the same manner as other books."71
To conservatives who criticized the use of reason in religion, he
answered, "Say what we may, God has given us a rational nature,
and will call us to account for it:' Proceeding from this premise,
Channing asserted the unity of God and objected to the Trinity as
an irrational and unscriptural doctrine. "From the many passages
that treat of God, we ask for one, one only, in which we are told,
that he is a threefold being.... On the contrary, in the New
Testament ... God is declared to be one." To worship Jesus became
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a distraction from "a deep veneration of the moral perfections of
God, which is the essence of piety:' As for Jesus, his moral perfection as a human being was the basis for all humans to strive for
moral perfection. Channing asserted the complete benevolence of
God, a being who would not "render certain and infallible the total
depravity of every human being:' The mission of Jesus, he argued,
was "to form us to a sublime and heavenly virtue:' These arguments, in the end, led Channing to summarize the moral basis of
the liberal Unitarian Christian position. "We conceive that the true
love of God is a moral sentiment.... We esteem him a pious man
who ... shows his delight in God's benevolence by loving and serving his neighbor:'
The classic Unitarian Christian position, evident in Channing's
argument, was to accept that Jesus lived and was crucified for the
salvation of men-that he embodied the perfect Love of God that
was to be emulated by humankind, not for God's sake, but for the
sake of human happiness and well-being. Jesus inhabited a status
somewhere above humans but below God. With Channing's straightforward defense of the name Unitarian, the liberal faction of antiTrinitarian Congregationalists finally accepted the designation that
had, up until this date, been used by the orthodox opposition to
describe what they saw as the most heinous aspect of liberal
belief.72 In the next year, Channing played a leading role in convening the Berry Street Conference that was the forerunner to the
American Unitarian Association (AUA), formed in May 1825. The
purposes of the AUA were the diffusion of pure Christianity, communication among Unitarian churches, and a missionary effort to
aid in the founding of new churches.
Beyond his work on behalf of the early Unitarian denomination, Channing is known to have been active in social service work
and in political reform. He cared about the poor, though mostly
his concern was for their spiritual impoverishment, their education, and the behaviors that led them away from Christ. "The great
calamity of the poor is not their poverty:' he was careful to say, "but
the tendency of their privations, and of their social rank, to degradation of the mind."73 In the mid-1820s, he and his Wednesday

Evening Association convinced the trustees of the Federal Street
Church to hire Joseph Tuckerman to serve the poor in Boston's
maritime communities. This was the start of a valuable ministryat-large that would continue and expand long after Tuckerman was
gone, coordinating the commitment and resources of many Boston
churches in service to the poor. More is said on Tuckerman's ministry in the story that follows. Channing also was an advocate of
temperance, speaking against it publicly and signing petitions to
state and local legislators to limit distribution of alcoholic beverages. Much of his advocacy was done from the sidelines, through
his writing or preaching. He was not a group activist, which may
have been due to his general shyness, or to his poor health.74
Ultimately «Channing's growing faith in human nature confronted one intractable fact in nineteenth-century America-slavery."75 His initial revulsion over slavery took shape when, for health
reasons, he spent the winter of 1831 on the island of St. Croix.
There he witnessed slaves' villages from his piazza and wrote letters
home that described the evils of slavery. Not surprisingly, he characterized slavery as a system that «not only degraded but morally
deformed the slave."76 Channing was urged to deepen his commitment to the anti-slavery cause through contacts with Samuel J. May
and Lydia Maria Francis Child, both of whom had been influenced
by William Lloyd Garrison, publisher of the Liberator. May and
Child are discussed in upcoming chapters on reform. In 1835, he
produced a book entitled Slavery, which was quite a sensation,
coming from a man of such high standing as Channing. He offered
a theological appeal: the great evil of slavery was that it denied the
divine potential in humanity and corrupted the slave owner as
well. 77 Thus, he condemned the sin of slavery, but not the simier,
the slave owner. Furthermore, he expressed criticism of the abolitionists who were too zealous. These attitudes had the effect of
alienating him from abolitionists. However, in 1837 he gained a
better reputation among them when he produced a letter and pamphlet directed to Henry Clay, denouncing the annexation of Texas
for motives to advance slavery. In the same year, he spoke publicly
to a capacity crowd of 5000, meeting at Faneuil Hall to protest the
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murder of abolitionist Elijah P. Lovejoy in Alton, Illinois. Channing
had in fact helped secure the Hall on the basis of free speech after
city officials denied an application for its use.78
Channing's work on behalf of the anti-slavery movement has
been criticized by some as being lukewarm, especially since he was
unwilling to condemn slave owners. Such criticism does not take
into account the fact that abolitionists were few in number in the
1830s and were nearly universally hated as radicals. Indeed, in the
aftermath of the publication of Slavery, we are told that the standing
committee of the Federal Street Church no longer allowed abolitionists to speak from the pulpit. In addition, notices of anti-slavery
meetings to be held elsewhere were kept from Channing so he
could not announce them to the congregation. 79 When the church
refused to host memorial services for Channing's abolitionist friend,
Charles FoIlen, Channing's association with the church came to an
end. Finally, many of his affluent friends outside the church stopped speaking to him and circulated rumors that his wife's fortune
derived from the slave trade.80 It is safe to-assume that, had Channing
lived into the 1850s and witnessed the Fugitive Slave Law (enacted
in 1850, requiring northerners to aid in the capture of runaway
slaves), he would have been aroused to a level of action easily matching the more widespread abolitionist sentiment sweeping the north
in that decade. In light of his times, Channing's condemnation of
slavery in the 1830s was in fact quite remarkable.
The War of 1812 and the unfolding stresses of a new market
economy brought unprecedented opportunity for some and incalculable loss for others. Visible in many American cities were wildly
fluctuating extremes in wealth and poverty. Among the ranks of
the poor were incoming immigrants and native-born artisans displaced by factories. Sailors and dock workers in port cities ranked
in the very lowest tiers of society. It is in this context of mobility
and disparity that we view the work of Joseph Tuckerman, recognized among Unitarian Universalists today as the patron saint of
community ministry.
Joseph Tuckerman was born in Boston in 1778, the son of
Edward Tuckerman, a prominent landowner and builder. At the
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age of sixteen, he entered Harvard, where one of his roommates
was William Ellery Channing. Tuckerman and Channing developed
an enduring friendship based on their mutual liberal Christian
devotion to ethical action in human relations. Michelle Walsh
states, "In Tuckerman, Channing would come to believe he had
found a man whose piety represented the highest example of
liberal evangelical Christianity."81 Tuckerman was not a serious
student at Harvard; nonetheless he graduated in 1801 and, after
some additional study, was invited to pastor the Congregational
church in Chelsea, Massachusetts. 82 During his twenty-four years
of work at the Chelsea congregation, Tuckerman exhibited an
uncommon interest in the lives of his congregants, visiting fifteen
or twenty families every day, conversing with them about their
trades and acting as their counselor, benefactor, and physician.
Occasionally he was known to give out medications at no charge.
In time he became acutely aware of the plight of sailors living in
Boston, which in 1812led him to found the Society for the Religious
and Moral Improvement of Seamen. This was perhaps the first
reform organization to appear in an era that would be characterized
by hundreds of such organizations in the years leading up to the
Civil War.
Typical of the liberal Unitarian Christians of his time,
Tuckerman derived inspiration from the Bible, which he studied
daily as if it were a textbook. He would select a biblical text each
morning before breakfast to guide his thoughts and actions for
the day, aiming as he said, for "my own improvement as a Christian, husband, father, and minister ofJesus Christ."83 After twentyfive years of integrating his parish and community ministries,
Tuckerman was forced to step down from his parish post because
aggravation to his throat made regular preaching impossible. At
this juncture, Channing saw an opportunity to recommend his
friend for a ministry of service to the poor of Boston, under the
auspices of the Wednesday Evening Association at the Federal
Street Church in Boston. 84 He hoped to gain sponsorship as well
from other Unitarian churches through the AUA, which he had
recently helped to organize. Circumspect over the prospects of
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such a venture, and having no money, the fledgling AUA was in fact
unpreparea to fund it. Instead, the AUA appealed to the women of
Boston's Unitarian churches to raise the promised annual salary
of $600.00, which they did for the next eight years. Tuckerman
was moved to accept Channing's offer. Thus began, through a coordinated and creative ethical vision, Tuckerman's fifteen-year
commitment to serving as an urban minister to the poor and
unchurched in Boston's North Side. The scheme by which he was
supported inaugurated the first official designation of "ministerat-large" in the Unitarian denomination.
Tuckerman visited the poor in the worst of situations, reporting an astonishing 2000 visits in his first year. His attitude toward
poor relief was typical of middle-class thinking in his day: indiscriminate philanthropy as well as state support for the poor was
to be avoided. These
were
to foster a spirit of
-- dependency.85 The inspiration behind Tuckerman->s miJiistry, however, transcended the prevailing undercurrent of prejudice: "It is
the first object of the Ministry-at-Large never to be lost sight of ...
to extend its offices to the poor and to the poorest, to the low
and to the lowest, to the most friendless and the most uncared for,
the most miserable:'86 To accomplish these ends, he implemented
the scientific approach being advocated among his peers. For him,
this translated into taking hardened offenders and putting them
to work in a "farm school:' He helped organize Sunday Schools
and established ten schools to prepare children for entry into the
earliest of public schools. He also studied social problems and
wrote up his findings. Pioneering where other Unitarians would
follow, Tuckerman advocated prison and insane asylum reform. 87
On prison reform, he advocated educational programs for prison
inmates. Significantly, while most reformers regarded poverty as the
result of sin and kept their social distance, Tuckerman confessed to
feeling overwhelmed by the sheer misery he encountered. Out of
his liberal Unitarian Christian beliefs, he viewed each individual as
worth saving. "There is no human being, however depraved, who is
yet totally depraved, no one for whom moral efforts are not to be
made as long as God shall uphold him in being:'88
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In 1828 Tuckerman made an appeal to the AUA for extended
financial assistance. All that was needed for this work, he urged,
was "a deep piety, a benevolent heart, and an earnest desire to do
good."s9 Tuckerman's two marriages (he remarried after his first
wife died) provided him with the means to be financially independent; nonetheless he advocated that an amount of $600 or $800 be
permanently allocated by the AUA for the salary of a ministerat-large so this office would not be perceived as an inferior ministry. "The good to be done in the ministry-at-Iarge is not to be
exceeded in any other department ofministerial labor." Moreover,
he argued, the "division of the expense for a minister-at-Iarge
would make the burden very light, when compared with the magnitude of the benefits that would result."90 Tuckerman's vision
for a ministry such as this, his tireless labor on behalf of the poor,
and his strategy of building cooperation among many forces
"anticipated the future course of poor relief in the United States:'91
Having reached a point of exhaustion and ill health,
Tuckerman took a year's leave of absence in England. While there
he established in 1833 a Domestic Missions Program in Liverpool,
modeled after the ministry-at-Iarge in Boston. When he returned
home in 1834, he found that the Unitarian Churches of Boston had
formed a consortium in support of his ministry, naming it the
Benevolent Fraternity of Unitarian Churches. Two additional ministers-at-Iarge, the Revs. Frederick T. Gray and Charles Barnard,
had been hired to assist him with the work and were ordained
jointly in 1834. William Ellery Channing spoke at the service, calling attention to the remarkable shift in thinking that was evident
in the ministry-at-Iarge and proclaiming its emergence a "grand
and holy revolution:'92 Similar formulations of the minister-atlarge concept soon appeared in other East Coast cities, prompted
by the deleterious effects of the financial panic of 1837 and the
arrival of impoverished immigrants in the 1840s. In 1841, a new
journal appeared-The Journal of the Ministry-at-Large-which
published articles by and about persons serving in that capacity. In
1850, the Association of Ministers-at-Large in New England was
founded, bringing ministers together quarterly to discuss their
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work on behalf of the poor. The Benevolent Fraternity expanded its
services to address the needs of arriving immigrants and to provide
Sunday Schools and chapels,a gymnasium, classes and clubs, and
a fruit and flower mission.
As for Tuckerman, his health was failing by 1838. In that year,
too, his second wife died. With an eye toward recuperation, he
went to Cuba, but he worsened in Havana and died soon after
arriving in 1840. His lifelong friend Dr. Channing eulogized him,
saying, "his love was founded on a deliberate perception of the
spiritual nature of a human being:'93 On Tuckerman's time-worn
headstone in Mt. Auburn Cemetery are inscribed the following
barely legible words: "For twenty-five years, a faithful minister of
Jesus Christ in the village of Chelsea, and for fourteen years, a
devoted Missionary to the suffering, and neglected of the City. of
Boston, his best monument is the Ministry-at-Large, his appropriate title, Friend of the Poor:'
This chapter has examined three Unitarian ministersBuckminster, Channing, and Tuckerman-who exemplify the
early liberal Unitarian moralists. The fourth contemporary to be
included in this category is Henry Ware, Jr., whose ethical vision of
Christian Unitarian belief guided his ministry of teaching. Among
the subjects recommended for inclusion in the curriculum at the
new Harvard Divinity School was "pastoral theology." The obvious person to assume this position was Henry Ware, Jr. The
younger Ware had completed his studies at Harvard in 1812, the
year Buckminster died, and was installed as minister of the moribund Second Church of Boston in 1817. He proved to be a remarkably effective minister, demonstrating high gifts of preaching and
great personal warmth in pastoral work. With the eloquence of
his preaching, Ware held a reputation in Boston second only to
Channing. With regard to pastoral care, he had no equal.94
Ware accepted the appointment of Professor of Pulpit Eloquence and Pastoral Care at Harvard in 1830, leaving the Second
Church to the ministerial leadership and pastoral presence of his
younger colleague, the Rev. Ralph Waldo Emerson. At Harvard,
Ware became a popular professor, giving practical advice to students

out of his own experience. In his Hints on Extemporaneous
Preaching (1831), he wrote with respect to baptism, "The dropping
of the water upon the child's face may cause a disturbance and this
is the reason the closing prayer should be brief:' Ware became as
well a beloved mentor, giving pastoral care to his students in the
way he had done with his parishioners. In 1831, he helped the students form the Philanthropic Societyfor benevolent action; he led
"conversation meetings" on religious and moral topics; he offered
spiritual counsel to his students, as the Corporation intended; his
wife helped nurse them when they were ill. Unfortunately, Ware
suffered from poor health, which forced him to retire in 1842. His
students wrote to him, "Your example, beloved Sir, even more than
your instruction, has taught us the greatness and beauty of a
Christian life:'95
The younger Ware practiced an emotional pietism that his
father did not. He held that religion should begin with the truths
revealed by the Gospel, but he spoke against reliance on the "cold
judgment of the intellect:' There must be a "warm, glowing feeling of preference and desire; a feeling which attaches itself in love
to the Father of all, and to all good beings ... which prefers and
delights in that which is well pleasing to God, and takes an affectionate interest in the things to which the Savior devoted himself."96 Wright offers, "To Ware, religion meant piety, not social
convention; and a spiritual quality pervaded his personality
which communicated itself to his students." He adds, "It is useful
to keep Henry Ware, Jr. in mind when one is tempted to accept
without qualification Emerson's references to "the pale negations
of Boston Unitarianism" and "the corpse-cold Unitarianism of
Brattle Street."97
Ware became involved in numerous humanitarian causes,
including Sunday Schools, temperance, anti-slavery, and ministry
to the poor.98 He also wrote a great deal-many sermons, of course,
but also poetry and fiction, and in 1831, the devotional manual On
the Formation of the Christian Character. In the latter work, he
advised that the aim of religion is "the cultivation of the ability to
give your heart a permanent bias toward God."99 One year after he
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retired, Ware died at the age of 49. His emphasis on expressive
moral piety is indicative of the ideal espoused by his generation of
liberal Christian Unitarians.
Among the Universalists, Hosea Ballou and Thomas Whittemore
exemplify a moral pietism comparable to their Unitarian contemporaries. Whittemore, a writer and editor, became a Universalist
minister under the encouragement and tutelage of Hosea Ballou, a
circuit-riding Universalist preacher. Ballou is significant in having
promoted a shift at the turn of the nineteenth century toward a less
Calvinist and less Trinitarian view of Universalism than was articulated by John Murray and his peers. In 1803, a meeting of the
New England Convention of Universalists created a summary of
Universalist beliefs known as the Winchester Profession, so named
for the town in New Hampshire where they met. The essential
premise was that, while all humans were sinners, God would
inevitably "restore the whole family of mankind to holiness and
happiness:' Encapsulating the eighteenth-century Universalist message, this was simply "Calvinism with a new conclusion;' as David
Robinson phrases it. 100 Ballou agreed that all humans would be
saved, but he objected to the assertion that "infinite sin against an
infinite God required an infinite sacrifice, the death of Christ... :'101
In the winter of 1804-1805, Ballou wrote his Treatise ofAtonement,
which offered a concept of sin that drew on the Arminian concept
of salvation as character formation. Ballou's version of the atonement process was essentially moral. He wanted to correct the view
that God was intent on punishing the sinner; rather, "the consequence of the atonement is the universal holiness and happiness
of mankind:>102
Thomas Whittemore was a protege of Hosea Ballou. Ministry would be the primary platform from which Whittemore
would engage in many pursuits, including writing and finance.
Whittemore's father died when he was fourteen; during an apprenticeship to a boot maker, he had the opportunity for three
months of formal schooling}03 The young Thomas's facility with
numbers and finance came to the attention of Mr. Baker, his
master, who turned all of his books over to him. During these

years, Whittemore also began singing in several church choirs and
was soon invited to sing in the Boston Handel and Haydn Society.
After taking lessons in harmony, he produced a 350-page book of
hymns entitled Songs ofZion or the Cambridge Collection of Sacred
Music. It had «a large circulation and was used quite extensively in
churches of the different Christian sects:'I04 It was at this time that
Whittemore came to know the Rev. Ballou, who rented a room
from Mr. Baker in 1820. Upon hearing Ballou preach, Whittemore
began collecting his writings, and soon they became friends.
The relationship between Whittemore and Ballou deepened.
As Whittemore's thoughts turned more toward religion, Ballou
began teaching him how to preach a sermon. After only three months
of training, Whittemore was called to be the minister to a newly
formed congregation at Milford, Massachusetts. He was formally
ordained to the Universalist ministry in June 1821, and a year later
accepted a call to the First Universalist Society in Cambridge.
Whittemore found great joy in parish ministry as he enthusiastically preached twice each Sunday to his own congregation and once
to an outlying church. He was also able to use his skill with finances
to better manage the church's assets. But parish ministry was soon
shared with ministry of another kind: writing and editing.
While living in Cambridge, Whittemore became co-editor
with Hosea Ballou and Hosea Ballou 2 nd of the Universalist Magazine. In time, Whittemore purchased the magazine and renamed
it the Trumpet and Universalist Magazine. Under Whittemore, the
magazine became more assertive in its defense of Universalism. It
also became more profitable as, over the next twenty years, subscriptions grew from 700 when he purchased it to nearly 6,000.
Whittemore was unquestionably the leading Universalist newspaper editor of his day, well known for his "watchful warnings against
the religious errors of the times"-namely, «Restorationist" Universalism. lOS Whittemore shared Ballou's "Ultra-Universalist" idea
that sin was not punished after death, but during life on earth.
"Ballou's denial of suffering after death was based on his insistence
of the natural and more immediate suffering that sin causes in life
itself." 106 Whittemore also wrote several books on Universalist
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theology and history, including the four-volume Life ofRev. Hosea
Ballou, published in 1854-1855, and later his own autobiography,
The Early Days of Thomas Whittemore, published in 1858.
Besides his work as a writer, Whittemore served in the Massachusetts legislature, having been elected to office in 1831. He
served for five years and was especially influential in pushing the
passage of a bill to disestablish the Congregational and Unitarian
churches. Passed in 1833, this measure finally made Massachusetts
the last state in the union to come into compliance with the First
Amendment, ending tax support for the churches. While in the
legislature, Whittemore played a central role in crushing a move
to divide Cambridge in two. He attributed this plan to a desire by
some "to incorporate the wealth into one town and the expenses
into the other:' 107 Instead he advocated that Cambridge be incorporated as a city, and he guided that effort to passage. Whittemore
became a highly successful businessman, eventually assuming the
presidency of the Cambridge Bank and later the presidency of the
Vermont and Massachusetts Railroad.
Whittemore was a strong-minded but genial man. According
to Hosea Ballou, he drew "hosts of friends" into his life and demonstrated "humanitarian sentiments that extended to the rudest elements of society:' He believed there should be universal education
for all, advocated temperance, and opposed capital punishment. los
Ultimately, he denounced the slave trade and condemned the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850, which empowered special federal courts
and agents to retrieve fugitive slaves in the north and return them
to slavery in the south. 109 Whittemore died in 1861, having suffered
a series of paralytic strokes in the last years of his life. The Rev.
A. A. Miner eulogized him, saying, "With many hours and toils that
would have absorbed the entire energies of most men, you have
met with him in the editorial chair, and as an author, appealing to
the religious mind, and as a preacher welcome everywhere, in all
our churches:' He was a "man for all seasons;' fully living an UltraUniversalist ministry of high energy, multi-dimensional intelligence, conscious intent, and moral action.
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The "New Religion"
Authorship and Oratory
as Public Ministry

R

alph Waldo Emerson ushered in the "New Religion"
-what he liked to call "Idealism" and others called
"Transcendentalism." Perhaps he was only one of the
most articulate spokespersons, most prolific writers, and
most passionate visionaries of an idea that was "in the air:' There is
no mistaking that he was quintessentially the individual who gave
voice and shape and religious meaning to a mid-nineteenth century shift away from biblical revelation in American Unitarianism.
What he offered instead was a radical re-thinking of the divine
presence in human experience and inner consciousness.
Emerson was born the son of a minister who had led his congregation at Boston's First Church to accept Unitarian belief, probably in Channing's mode of Bible-based Arian (non-Trinitarian)
Christianity. Emerson's father died when he was only eight, but his
connection to the religious milieu of his father's peers continued
due to family and friends. Of special influence was an aunt, Mary
Moody Emerson, who encouraged him, at the age of fourteen, to
keep a journal. In the volumes of intimate reflections collected over
45

a lifetime, it is possible to see the private pain and struggle through
which he honed his public views. Mary was a Bible theist, but she
was also open to direct experiences of God in solitude and nature. IIO
Emerson graduated from Harvard College at age eighteen
and taught school for a few years before entering Harvard Divinity
School. A winter in Florida enabled him to recover from certain
early signs of tuberculosis, before he undertook a brief stint of
itinerant preaching in the Boston area. When he married his
beloved Ellen Louisa Tucker, he accepted a permanent post at the
Second Church of Boston, where he had been assisting his friend
and mentor Henry Ware, Jr. Ware, it will be recalled, accepted a
professorship at Harvard. It seems not to have been a surprise to·
Emerson when he discovered that the work of parish ministry
did not suit him well. He loved preaching, but detested pastoral
calling. When Ellen died from tuberculosis after only eighteen
months of marriage, Emerson's overwhelming grief forced him to
come to terms with his true calling. After a brief period of travel in
Europe, he returned to New England in 1833 and embarked on a
career as a public lecturer. In the words of Frank Schulman, he
"exchanged his pulpit for the rostrum ... and accepted a call to
a much larger audience, the country:'I11 He had become, in effect, a
community minister.
Emerson devoted the next half-century to writing and public
speaking on behalf of his philosophy of Idealism or Transcendentalism-a philosophy that had originated in Germany, denying the authority of the Bible as God's revelation, the miracles it
records, and salvation by the death and resurrection of Jesus
Christ, Il2 and arguing rather that God is directly experienced in the
present, in nature, and within the individual soul. In his first book,
Nature (1836), Emerson wrote of the directness with which the
individual might experience God in the natural world. "Standing
on the bare ground-my head bathed by the blithe air, and uplifted into infinite space-all mean egotism vanishes. I become a
transparent eyeball; I am nothing; I see all; the currents of the
Universal Being circulate through me; I am part or particle of
God."ll3 Though Nature sold only 500 copies, Emerson acquired
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considerable notice, and in March 1838 he was invited by the graduating class of Harvard Divinity School to speak at their commencement. He accepted the invitation, saying, "In the good hope
of our calling, I am your friend and servant:'1l4
The speech Emerson delivered that day in July 1838 has been
known forever after as the Divinity School Address. In it he argued
his objections to the continued liberal Bible-based Christian influence in Unitarianism. "I shall do my duty to you, on this occasion,
by pointing out two errors:' he began. First, allowing that Jesus
was a true prophet who saw with open eye the mystery of the
soul, Emerson denounced the word "miracle:' as understood by
Christian churches, as "a Monster" that was in no way equal to the
real miracles of blowing clover and falling rain. "So the first defect
of historical Christianity is ... that it has dwelt with noxious exaggeration about the person ofJesus. The soul knows no persons:'115
The second defect, deriving. from the first, was that "the Moral
Nature, whose revelations introduce greatness into the open soul,
is not explored as the fountain of teaching in society:'1l6 "The man
on whom the soul descends, through whom the soul speaks, alone
can teach;' asserted Emerson.1I7 He admonished his listeners finally
to "go alone, to refuse the good models:' and as a "newborn bard of
the Holy Ghost" to "acquaint men at first hand with Deity:' In the
end, Emerson did not advise his audience of ministerial candidates
to leave the church, even though that is what he had done. Rather
he challenged them to breathe new life into it. The remedy to the
deformities in the church, he said, was "first, soul, and second, soul,
and evermore, soul." 118 The Harvard faculty and dean were hurt
and appalled; some students felt uncomfortable; others came away
enthralled. The Divinity School Address was a defining moment.
It marked the beginning of the second controversy in Unitarianism, whether Unitarians would continue to follow the Bible-based
Channing view or take the Transcendentalist path.
Scott Russell Sanders argues that Emerson wrote Self-Reliance
(1841) as a defense against the storm of criticism occasioned by his
Harvard speech. 1l9 Here he "marshaled his arguments for trusting
one's inner light:' not because it came easy for him, says Sanders,

but "because it came hard." Self-Reliance reads, "Trust thyself: every
heart beats to that iron string.... Nothing is at last sacred but the
integrity of your own mind:' Emerson's struggle is evident: "What
I must do is all that concerns me, not what people think. ... It is
harder because you will always find· those who think they know
what is your duty better than you know it."120
Emerson was not arguing for a self-centered approach to life.
To understand God in the self was to diminish the self and enlarge
one's responsibility for moral action. One could only "arrive at the
voice of God" by "patient listening to your own conscience." 121 As
early as 1831, Emerson spoke out against the unjust treatment of
Native Americans, calling such treatment a "bare-faced trespass of
power upon weakness" and "an alarming symptom of how obtuse
is the moral sense of the people."122 In an 1838 letter of protest to
President Martin Van Buren, very probably encouraged by his second wife Lydian, he expressed indignation over the plan to remove
the Cherokee from Georgia. "In the name of God, sir, we ask you
if this is so? ... You sir, will bring down that renowned chair in
which you sit into infamy ... and the name of this nation will stink
to the world:' 123
Lawrence Buell observes that Emerson recognized in his world
"a sense of unprecedentedly vertiginous social upheaval ... of living in an age of revolution." 124 In the introductory lecture in a
series entitled The Times (l842), Emerson wrote, "We are not permitted to stand as spectators in the pageant which the times
exhibit; we are parties also, and have a responsibility which is not
to be declined."125 Here appears in greater measure by the 1840s
what Robinson calls "the political Emerson:' The crisis that was
"not to be declined" in Emerson's day was the cause of anti-slavery.
In 1844, he accepted an invitation to speak at the occasion of the
tenth anniversary of the British emancipation of slaves in the West
Indies. What Emerson learned in preparation for his talk aroused
his consciousness to the realities of slavery and secured his permanent commitment to the anti-slavery cause. He spoke, "From the
earliest time, the negro has been an article of luxury to the commercial nations ... I am heartsick when I read how they came there
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and how they are kept there." He itemized the cruelties of slave
treatment-"the whip applied to old men and tender women:' and
"the pregnant women set to the treadmill"-and spoke of slavery
as fundamentally contrary to all sense of human morality. "The
stomach rises in disgust:'
In American Slavery (1855), Emerson joined the voices of
growing frustration amplified in reaction to the Fugitive Slave Act.
"This filthy act:' as Emerson. termed it, was enacted as part of the
Compromise of 1850 that brought California into the Union. It
provided federal funds to pay federal agents to retrieve runaway
slaves in the northern states, with the assistance oflocal northern
law enforcement officials. Magistrates were paid $10 for each captive determined to be a runaway, $5 for each captive determined
not to be a runaway. Captives were not permitted to speak on their
own behalf. Thus the 1850s became a time of terror for all black
persons in the north, whether they were runaway slaves or not. For
northerners, their compliance in the capture and return of runaway slaves felt like complicity, and the law inadvertently increased
the number of northern abolitionist converts. "The subject seems
exhausted:' sighed Emerson. ''An honest man is soon weary of
crying 'Thief!' One must write with a red hot iron to make any
.
.),
ImpreSSIOn.
Emerson connected the problem of slavery to the larger problem of the political parties'. unwillingness to address the crisis.
"Does Democracy really stand for the good of the many? For the
poor? For the elevation of entire humanity? The Party of Property,
of education, has resisted every progressive step ... [These conservatives] would nail the stars to the sky.... They wish their age
should be absolutely like the last:' He singled out the motivations
of commerce. "Our merchants do not believe in anything but
their trade.... And the power of money is so obtrusive as to
exclude the view of the larger powers that control it."126
"Liberty:' he concluded, "is a very serious thing. It is the
severest test by which a government can be tried. History shows
that it is the measure of all_national success:' Here, then, Emerson
brought the issue into a larger light: the prospect of success for the

country as a free nation was being jeopardized by the presence of
slavery, and by the apparatus of laws erected among free citizens
to protect it. In 1860, Emerson wrote to honor the sacrifice of
John Brown, whom he regarded as a heroic martyr for abolition.
Deriding the «blind statesmen" who hunt down the heresy of support for Brown's «treason;' Emerson wrote, «They will need a very
vigilant committee indeed to find its birth place." And now he
raised the issue to an even higher dimension of ageless human
moral capacity. «For the Arch-Abolitionist, older than Brown, older
than the Shenandoah Mountains, is Love, whose other name is
Justice, which was before Alfred, before Lycurgus, before Slaver.y,
and will be after it:' 127
The place of Ralph Waldo Emerson in this study of community ministry is pivotal to our appreciation of much of what
follows. After this, expressions of Unitarian belief fell somewhere
on a continuum marked by degrees of appropriation or not of
Emerson's views of innate divinity and the soul in direct communion with God in nature. The spread of Transcendentalist ideas was
facilitated by the fact that members of the literary and religious
elite found them so compelling. They wrote about the «new views;'
discussed them in the Transcendentalist Club, and preached them
from their pulpits. Transcendentalist ministers had the effect of
expanding the non-creedal scope of Unitarian thinking because,
for the most part, they did not leave the denomination. 128 Moreover it will be seen that what they believed intensified the liberal
call to moral concern, moral action, and, as in Emerson's case,
moral prophesy. Their call for the integrity of all souls carried over
into practical religious aims, which is why their story is vital to
this history of community ministry in Unitarian Universalism. Of
immediate importance are Margaret Fuller and James Freeman
Clarke; others among them-George Ripley, Theodore Parker, and
Thomas Wentworth Higginson-are more fully known for their
ministries of communalism (Ripley) or reform (Parker and Higginson), and will be discussed in succeeding chapters.
Probably the most influential American woman of the early
nineteenth century was the writer and teacher Margaret Fuller.
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According to Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, Fuller
"possessed more influence on the thought of American women
than any woman previous to her time:'129 The roots of her later
accomplishments are found in her early training as a child. Margaret was educated by her father, who imposed "discipline of considerable severity" on her studies, drilling her in the night long
past her bedtime. It was a regimen that gave her nightmares, yet
she had great aptitude for learning. The effect was to create in
young Margaret strength of purpose and precision about her lifeshe identified with the "gladiators of Rome"- but at the same time
to deny those feminine patterns of speech and manner cultivated
by her female peers. Her erudition made her bright and engaging
to a small number of adult intellectual peers, but out of place
with youthful companions. At the age of twelve, she believed her
choices were, in her words, "to be feminine and less bookish" or "to
be bright and ugly:' She resolved to follow the latter course. 130
From her lonely teenage years, Fuller emerged into adulthood
as the most intellectually brilliant woman (some would say person)
of her day. Now she became acquainted with the likes of Lydia
Maria Child, James Freeman Clarke, Henry Hedge, and Harriet
Martineau, who introduced her to Ralph Waldo Emerson. In 1838,
Emerson invited Fuller to join the circle of Transcendentalist
thinkers and writers. Within a year, she agreed to edit the Dial, the
Transcendentalist journal, and became a contributor to it herself.
It was during these years that she wrote of her own faith needs,
stating that she believed in Christ. Even though she could do without him, she said, "I do not wish to do without him. He is constantly aiding and answering me." Beyond Christ, however, she
looked for meaning in the "symbolical forms of human life" seen in
the "fullness of a Greek god" and the "deep consciousness of a
Moses." While she did not reject the church, she also wrote, "the
blue sky ... preaches better than any brother." 131
Fuller could be intimidating. Unitarian minister William
Henry Channing confessed that he initially avoided one "so armed
from head to foot in saucy sprightliness."132 James Freeman Clarke
stated that a conversation with Margaret "could not merely entertain

and inform, but make an epoch in one's life:' She was nonetheless
earnestly convinced that her knowledge and understanding would
be of use especially to women in helping them to "nurture their
serious responses to each other:>133 To that end, she initiated her
famous "Conversations" with "well-educated and thinking women"
of Boston to help them "systematize thought and give a precision
and clearness in which our sex are so deficient, chiefly, I think
because they have so few inducements."134 Held in 1839 and 1840,
these conversations drew between twenty-five and forty women.
Participants paid a small fee and met with Fuller at Elizabeth
Peabody's foreign language bookstore. They were encouraged to
discuss such topics as mythology, art, ethics, education, faith,
health, women's rights, and the lives of great women and men. 135
"My ambition;' Fuller wrote, "is to pass in review the departments
of thought and knowledge and endeavor to place them in due relation to one another in our minds." To Emerson she confessed, "My
class is prosperous. I was so fortunate as to rouse, at once, the tone
of simple earnestness, which can scarcely, when once awakened,
cease to vibrate. All seem in a glow and quite receptive as I wish."136
Fuller's Conversations influenced her subsequent writing. In
July 1843, the Dial published her groundbreaking essay "The Great
Lawsuit: Man vs. Men and Woman vs. Women:' In this essay, Fuller
applied Transcendentalist tenets to women, particularly the universal sacred right and duty to develop fully one's nature. This
was a break from Emerson's Transcendentalism, produced at the
very moment in time when Fuller's friendship with Emerson was
strained by their very different temperaments-hers more social
and dynamic, his more inward and ascetic. 137 Fuller's arguments in
"The Great Lawsuit" were but a prelude for what was yet to come:
her profound life-changing work, Woman in the Nineteenth Century,
published in 1845. In this work, Fuller revealed an evolving consciousness of her own feminism, before there was even such a word.
Having earlier criticized her father's "mistakes" with her strict
upbringing, she now said his approach stemmed from his belief in
the "equality of the sexes:' For women, Fuller stressed the independence of self-reliance, heeding one's inner voice and conscience, and
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taking action as needed to address social reforms. Here she praised
female abolitionists Angelina Grimke and Abby Kelley Foster, and
called upon women to resist the annexation of Texas. 138 At the same
time, she scorned the idea that women should remain cloistered
in a domestic sphere. Here was a radicalism that reached beyond
Transcendentalism and led to a career in journalism, in which she
wrote weekly columns on issues of social reform. 139 Upon completing her book, Fuller described feeling "a delightful glow as if
I had put a good deal of my true life in it, as if, suppose I went away
now, the measure of my footprint would be left on the earth:' 140
These words would prove prophetic.
Writing for the New York Tribune, Fuller was sent to Europe
as a foreign correspondent. There she witnessed a kind of poverty
she claimed exceeded anything she had ever witnessed in the
United States. Having met Giuseppe Mazzini in England, she traveled to Italy in support of his. movement for Italian unification and
independence. There she met and fell in love with Gioyanni Angelo,
the Marchese d'Ossoli. Ossoli served as a Guard in the revolutionary army, and Fuller volunteered in a hospital in Rome. She marveled at the heroic struggle of the Italian people and hoped to
write their history. On September 4, 1848, Angelo Eugenio Fillippo
Ossoli was born in the village of Reiti. Overwhelmed with joy on
becoming a mother, Fuller nonetheless continued to send reports
to the New York Tribune on events in Rome. On the eve of the
declaration of the Roman republic in February 1849, Fuller published an appeal in the Tribune to the United States government
to send a statesmanlike ambassador to the new nation. She added
presciently, ''Another century and I might ask to be made Ambassador myself." 141
When the revolution ultimately collapsed, Fuller and Ossoli
fled to Florence with their small son, and in May 1850, they sailed
for New York. Unfortunately, the captain of the ship died of smallpox. The inexperienced mate left in charge of the ship inadvertently
grounded the ship on a sandbar within sight of Fire Island just as
a hurricane descended upon the area. Tragically, Margaret Fuller,
Ossoli, and their son were lost in the shipwreck that followed. Their

remains were never found, nor was Fuller's manuscript, an account
of the revolution in Italy. Her early death was a shocking personal
loss for those who knew her. It also brought to an abrupt end her
transformation into a woman of high political conviction and radical social purpose. The writing she left behind was indeed the final
"measure of her footprint"-a formative ministry of empowerment for women in her time and our own.
An endnote to Fuller's story offers some sense of the gender
limitations she faced, even in the end. After her death, Emerson
accepted the task, with James Freeman Clarke and William Henry
Channing, of gathering her papers into a published volume. This
work appeared as Memoirs of Margaret Fuller Ossoli in 1854.
Strangely her editors minimized her work as an editor and visionary writer, perhaps due to popular suspicion that she had borne her
child out of wedlock. 142 Indeed, while she was still in Italy, Emerson
had cautioned her not to return. Emerson would speak on behalf
of women's rights in 1855, at his wife's urging, but for Fuller he was
yet a man of the times. Praise for Fuller's influence, voiced thirty
years later by Stanton and Anthony, is better understood for what
it meant in that context.
James Freeman Clarke's contributions to Unitarianism in the
nineteenth century are nearly unmatched. 143 Like Emerson, Clarke
read and embraced the German literature that first articulated Transcendental thought. Unlike Emerson, Clarke did not reject historical precedents such as Jesus. Further, he was committed to working
within the institutional framework of the Unitarian denomination,
despite the condemnation expressed by prominent Unitarian ministers of the "latest infidelity" called Transcendentalism. Clarke
would expand the parochial boundaries of Unitarianism in its theology, geography, constituency, and mission to the community.
Clarke chose a career in Unitarian ministry through the
influence and financial support of his grandfather, the Rev. James
Freeman of Boston's Kings Chapel. Upon completion of his studies
at Harvard in 1833, he applied to be fellowshipped as an "evangelist" to the "West" and accepted an appointment in Louisville,
Kentucky. This western part of the country was as yet rude and
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rugged frontier; Clarke told of its hazards in his autobiography,
recounting such episodes as overturned stagecoaches in unpaved
rutted roads and, worse than anything, the isolation. l44 For Clarke
it was an opportunity to bring Unitarian belief to the unlettered
families of the frontier. In the absence of any intellectual stimulation in this environment, Clarke founded with Ephraim Peabody in
Cincinnati, Ohio the Western Messenger, a Unitarian periodical that
published writings by and for Unitarians in the west. It was the first
periodical to publish Emerson's poetry; Clarke also used it to
defend Emerson's Divinity School Address. When Clarke resigned
his Louisville position in 1840, he carried with him a sense of regret
that he had not fulfilled his mission. But his calling led elsewhere.
While out west, Clarke met the family of Harm Jan Huidekoper
in Meadville, Pennsylvania. Huidekoper was a Dutch land agent
who had done well and had financed the 1836 founding of the
Independent Congregational (Unitarian) Church ofMeadville. Clarke
fell in love with Anna, Harm's daughter, and the two were married
in 1839. Meanwhile Clarke longed to return to the more cosmopolitan setting of eastern Massachusetts, and in 1840, he and Anna
moved to Boston with their infant son, Herman. With initial financial backing from Huidekoper, Clarke was able to start the Church
of the Disciples, a community-based church ofwhich he had always
dreamed. It was to be a church open in theology, drawing its members from the city at large, and engaged in practical service to the
community. Attendance grew to 700 by 1845, at which point the
congregation built a meeting house. l45
From the beginning, the church was actively committed to
social justice. The congregation became involved in the charity
work of the Boston Port Society and established its own charity for
poor women. Clarke became an outspoken advocate for social
reforms, including woman suffrage, temperance, educational
reform, prison reform, peace and unions. He lobbied hard to end
the death penalty, and by the mid-1840s, he had joined the call to
end slavery. Indeed, in 1836, he had reviewed Channing's work,
Slavery, for the Western Messenger, which had a formative effect on
his views. With Channing, he felt that the slave system should be

condemned, but not slave owners. His views had been shaped, as
well, by having seen slavery first hand, and having met kind slave
owners, in Louisville. Later, when he realized that slavery would
not end gradually on its own, he became more outspoken. In 1845,
he drafted a letter to protest slavery as a violation of the principles
of the Unitarian faith. It was signed by 173 Unitarian ministers. l46
During the Civil War, Clarke worked hard on behalf of the Union
cause and joined Henry Whitney Bellows in raising funds for the
Sanitary Commission. In 1883, late in his life, Clarke wrote a history of the struggle to end slavery: Anti-Slavery Days, A Sketch of the
Struggle Which Ended in the Abolition ofSlavery in the United States.
It is important, finally, to appreciate the range of Clarke's theology and scholarship, which is evident in his published sermons
and numerous other writings. From his more moderate Transcendentalist view, Clarke studied all religious traditions and determined that Jesus Christ "embodied what was best in other world
religions." He accepted the need for historical precedents in religion, which separated him from his friend Emerson. Clarke consciously assumed the role of a bridge between factions. When most
of the Unitarian ministers of Boston voted to deny Theodore
Parker access to their pulpits after his 1841 address "The Transient
and Permanent in Christianity:' Clarke refused to go along. 147 Out
of friendship and principle, he opened his pulpit to Parker, though
twelve families left his congregation as a result. At the same time,
Clarke became known in later years as "one of the great protectors
of the Christian Center of Unitarianism:' He was recognized as a
member of the Broad Church Group, which was neither liberal nor
conservative. He was a peacemaker, looking for pragmatic compromise and committed to the larger work of moral reform through
the workings of the church. 148
In 1867 Clarke was invited to serve as Professor of Natural
Theology and Christian Doctrine and later as Professor of Ethnic
Religions and Creeds of Christendom at Harvard Divinity School.
As a member of the Board of Overseers, he envisioned the school
as a "university of theology" with every Christian sect represented
and attention given to non-Christian religions as well. The idea
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that other religions would offer some kind of partial truth was, in
Clarke's time and in this setting, a radical view. 149 He was a popular innovative lecturer at a time when Harvard Divinity School was
in a period of malaise, with professors of the "old regime" resisting
the move toward a more open theological model. It would not be
until 1880 that the Divinity School would become an "unsectarian
school:' no longer taught exclusively by and for Unitarians:' 150 In
that time, Clarke published his influential, though admittedly optimistic, "Five Points of the New Theology:' which included "the
fatherhood of God, the brotherhood of man, the leadership of
Jesus, salvation by Character, and the continuity of human development in all worlds:' Two years later he died, his life a voice for
both innovation and institution-building, someone whose larger
sense of ministry had no real parallel in the Unitarianism of the
nineteenth century.l5l
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y the late 1820s, prominent eastern Unitarian clergy recognized the need to .establish churches in the western territories of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri.
This region has been identified as the "First West" or
Trans-Allegheny West. Large centers of manufacturing and commerce developed in this area by virtue of their accessibility to river,
canal, national road, and eventually rail. They ranged along an axis
running south from Buffalo to Erie and Pittsburgh and west along
the Ohio River toward Cincinnati, Louisville, and St. Louis. Few
Unitarian ministers stayed long in these remote locations, where
one was likely to encounter hazardous travel, low and uncertain
pay, cultural alienation, and social isolation. 152 In this context,
western ministers-at-Iarge played a valuable role in starting new
churches and organizing networks of support among themselves.
They also assumed other functions, as in the founding of the
Meadville Theological School in Meadville, Pennsylvania and the
Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri. Worthy examples are
seen in the work of William Greenleaf Eliot, Mordecai De Lange,

Frederic Huidekoper, Ephraim Peabody, Robert Collyer, Thomas
Starr King, and Quillen Hamilton Shinn.
William Greenleaf Eliot was unique among eastern establishment clergy. He had seen editions of the St. Louis newspapers as
a teenager and become captivated. St. Louis had sprouted up at
the impressive confluence of the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers
where once had flourished the late medieval Indian empire known
as Cahokia. ls3 Eliot graduated from Harvard Divinity School in
1834 and was ordained at the Federal Street Church in Boston,
being commissioned as a minister-at-Iarge to plant a church in the
place so long an object of his fascination. He announced, "Let them
know that a youngster is ready to come there and live and to spend
his life among them. I come to remain and to lay my ashes in the
valley of the Mississippi:' IS4 This path was for him what Earl Holt
believes was "a consecrated course" from which he would never be
swayed, despite attractive offers to return east. ISS
Eliot's experience in the west began like so many others.
There were times, he reported, when he preached to only eight persons. The First Unitarian Church that was founded in 1835 under
his leadership would eventually become one of the most influential
churches in the early west. Beyond the work of his parish, Eliot
embraced the role of western outreach, bringing encouragement to
lonely and embattled Unitarian ministers in New Orleans, Chicago,
Milwaukee, and other cities. His work in the larger community
included serving on the school board for the city of St. Louis. By
1854, he was instrumental in the founding of Eliot Seminary,
which eventually became known as Washington University. Holt
states, "[Eliot] envisioned a truly national university in a St. Louis
that would be the central city of the great new American republic growing in the west. Washington University would become a
primary spiritual resource shedding its influence throughout the
land, even as St. Louis was the center through which the natural
resources of the prairie would feed the nation." IS6
Eliot's mind and spirit would somehow capture the heart of
a Jewish man living in St. Louis in the early 1840s. Mordecai De
Lange converted to Unitarianism under Eliot's mentorship and·
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soon thereafter journeyed to Meadville, Pennsylvania, where the
new Meadville Theological School had opened in 1844. Upon
completing his studies at Meadville, De Lange was ordained as a
minister-at-large with the understanding that he would travel
across the west establishing new churches. In 1849, he went to
Pittsburgh, as recommended by Eliot, to revive a church that had
died out due to transient ministerial support and loss of membership. Eliot had once described Pittsburgh as "the nastiest place in
creation:'Is7 As it turned out, De Lange stayed in Pittsburgh for
eleven years, reviving the small society there and running for ten
years a merged Unitarian and Universalist Sunday school. From
Pittsburgh, he continued his engagement in the larger arena of
western churches, building connections between ministers situated
in remote western locations. In 1849, De Lange and others resolved
to found a Western Conference of Unitarian Churches. William
Eliot resisted this move, and it is thought that De Lange's 1850
meeting with Eliot in St. Louis may have helped to sway him on the
idea. The Western Conference met for the first time in 1852 in
Eliot's First Unitarian Church in St. Louis. It would become the
organizational source of support and connection for the fledgling
western societies for many years to come.ISS
The work of the Western Conference, as well as the work of
ministry in the regions of early western development, was greatly
facilitated by the founding of the Meadville Theological School in
Meadville, Pennsylvania. Meadville had become the "western center" of Unitarian activity under the inspiration and financial support of Harm Jan HUidekoper, the Dutch immigrant land agent
who had supported the work of James Freeman Clarke. After converting to Unitarianism in the 1820s, Huidekoper recruited ministerial students from Harvard to serve two functions: to pastor the
Independent Congregational (Unitarian) Church he had founded
in 1835, and to tutor his children. The Huidekoper household
offered an environment of high theological discussion, from which
Huidekoper's son Frederic grew up to pursue theological studies
at Harvard and in Germany.IS9 Frederic HUidekoper returned to
Meadville to be ordained in 1844 as a minister-at-large. At Frederic's

ordination, the Rev. George Hosmer of the Unitarian Church in
Buffalo gave the charge and suggested that Frederic should consider a career in teaching (since his visual handicap precluded a
career in ministry) at a Unitarian seminary to be established in
Meadville. It was to be a school that would train ministers to serve
in the west, where there was indeed a dire shortage. Henry Bellows,
long-time minister to the First Congregational Church in New
York City, described the Meadville school in 1850 as a "missionary
institution:' It was a school that in his mind "educated no one to
expect a high salary, aspire after literary fame, or claim the honors
of theological science." 160 Writing in the Christian Register in 1867,
Rufus Stebbins, former president of Meadville Theological School,
reflected a similar view: "The one great error of the hour is the
attempt to make all ministers scholars." 161
Due to his weak eyes, Frederic restricted his period of study
for years to ten minutes each day. Remarkably, in spite of his handicap, he was highly knowledgeable. About him it was written that
he "knew the literature and events of the first three centuries [of
the Christian era 1with an accuracy and fullness that was astounding."162 Frederic would teach at the Meadville School for thirty
years, until he went completely blind. His work as a minister-.
at-large in the Midwest served a remarkable and vital purpose: to
educate ministers who would commit their talents, training, and
love to western communities. The Meadville School brought to the
. west what Harvard was not well suited to provide in any kind of
sustained way-not that eastern Unitarian leaders and educators
were unsympathetic. In August 1844, the American Unitarian
Association did commit $500 a year for five years toward the salary
of a well-trained director of the Meadville School.
Among the few eastern ministers who gave of their early years
to the west was Ephraim Peabody. Of special importance to this
story is the fact that Peabody's first call was in 1830 as pastor to
the church at Meadville and tutor to· the Huidekoper children. 163
Two years later, he accepted a call to the First Congregational
(Unitarian) Church in Cincinnati. While there he linked up with
Clarke, minister to the church at Louisville, Kentucky, to edit the
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Western Messenger, their publication for Unitarian writings in the
west. After two years in Cincinnati, his failing health compelled
him to return east where he would serve established churches in
New England under more favorable circumstances.
Though primarily a parish minister, Peabody implemented
important strategies by which parish ministers served the larger
community. In discussions with the Rev. Frederick Gray, Peabody
learned about the Benevolent Fraternity of Churches in Boston,
which deepened his concern for people living in poverty. He perceived that cities presented individuals with new and complicating
forces that challenged their ability to make sound moral choices.
Known for his sensitivity and compassion, he "became a pioneer in
social work, which for him encompassed everything from pastoral
care to social justice."164 As minister to King's Chapel in Boston
(from 1846), he encouraged his congregation to give more support
to the Benevolent Fraternity; he also started other programs to
address issues of poverty. One program set up a system of districts
wherein local administrators were given responsibility to distribute relief. Another program founded a school for adult education
and helped in the establishment of public schooling for children
and youth. In these ways, people would be enabled to help themselves. Public education was a nineteenth-century reform that
religious liberals like Unitarian Horace Mann and Universalist
minister Thomas Whittemore viewed as "the great equalizer of
the condition of men:'165 Besides promoting education Peabody
also preached character development, to help persons acquire,
in his words, "a moral sense of self-respect:' Peabody died in 1856
of tuberculosis. His legacy to community ministry is important
for the work he did in the west; it is also important for the insight
and energy he brought to his work on behalf of the urban poor
in Boston.
The occasions in which persons served as ministers-atlarge seem to have developed when an exposed need made itself
felt at the very point in time when an able and inspired candidate appeared ready to take it on. So it seems was the case with
Tuckerman, Whittemore, Clarke, Eliot, De Lange, Huidekoper, and

Peabody. When Robert Collyer came to Chicago in 1859, the scenario reversed this pattern. Here the Rev. George Noyes of the First
Unitarian Church of Chicago had persuaded his congregation to
sponsor a volunteer-based ministry-at-Iarge to engage in social service work in the city. This was the earliest instance of a congregation-based community ministry in the west. After the ministry
was in operation-reportedly the only private agency for general
relief in the city at the time-the congregation decided to hire
a director. 166
English-born Robert Collyer had turned to Methodist lay
ministry soon after his wife died in childbirth. Having immigrated
to the United States in 1850 with his second wife, Collyer found
himself at odds with authorities in the American Methodist
denomination over his growing Unitarian views and his opposition
to slavery.167 In the course of a trial for heresy, Collyer resigned
his Methodist affIliation and began to preach and speak independently. Lyttle writes that though Collyer was lacking in formal education, he had "a genius for speaking and writing lucid, graphic
English:' Great-hearted and massively built, he exuded warmth and
generosity with his audiences. 168 In Philadelphia William Henry
Furness, who had once opened his Unitarian pulpit to Collyer,
recommended that he take over the Unitarian Ministry-at-Large in
Chicago, to which Noyes' congregation agreed. 169
As director of the Ministry-at-Large in Chicago, Collyer ran a
Sunday school specifIcally intended for children living in poverty
and soon had 200 pupils. He also ran a day and evening school,
offered sewing classes, found 150 jobs for the unemployed, administered a bureau to place children and elderly persons in foster
homes, visited prisoners, and engaged in other forms of relief
work. In one account he reported, "The ministry-at-Iarge is
devoted to the poor-to their help in every possible way. All
the publicans and harlots are members of my 'parish'-when the
churches turn them out and they are lost to society, I am here to
help them to themselves and to God:' His notes give an idea of how
this ministry looked in practical terms: "Just as I sit down to write
this I have been out (nine at night) to get a poor woman an extension
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on two pawn tickets-to read and pray with a young man in consumption [tuberculosis]-and to buy meat, bread, and sugar for
a woman quite sick and destitute, with a drunken husband:'170
Collyer's ministry should be remembered as the first urban socialaction ministry-at-Iarge in the West and the first of several to operate out of the First Unitarian Church of Chicago.
To the far west would go Thomas Starr King. Physically frail
and small in stature, hobbled economically by his father's early death,
Starr King utilized his energy, determination, magnetism, and intelligence to become one of the most revered and loved Universalist,
and Unitarian, ministers in the nineteenth century. King aspired to
be a Universalist minister like his father. Indeed, at the age of thirteen, he had already published a sermon. When his father died
unexpectedly two years later and there was no money for college or
divinity school, he was forced to take a job in the Charlestown Navy
Yard to support his family. He found time, however, to attend lectures at Harvard College and to pursue considerable study on his
own. Without a formal degree, he was called to the Charlestown
Universalist Church in 1846. Through his eventual acquaintance
with Henry Whitney Bellows, King obtained recognition and contacts with notable Unitarian ministers in the Boston area and began
preaching at the financially destitute Hollis Street Church. In 1847,
he began public lecturing to augment his salary and was soon a
much sought after lecturer, traveling a circuit from Bangor, Maine
to St. Louis, Missouri, speaking on such topics as "Existence and
Life:' Meanwhile, the Hollis Street Church overcame its financial
difficulties under Starr King's leadership. In 1850, Harvard College
awarded Starr King an honorary Master of Arts for his achievements as a scholar and minister. 171
In 1860 Starr King accepted a call to serve a Unitarian church
in San Francisco. Given other choices that surfaced at that same
time, California presented, he said, "the more crying calI:' He was
soon a minister-at-Iarge to the far west, serving, as he viewed it, a
Unitarian congregation, a community, and a state. King was an
exceptional orator; people traveled from near and far to hear him
preach. He believed that God's spirit was to be found both inside

and outside the church, even in the secular arenas of art, music,
and public expression. With that in mind, he turned his eye toward
the state, building up Unitarian institutions on the West Coast,
hoping to foster "a larger reality of spiritual development."172
During the Civil War, King traveled the length of the state, speaking in favor of the Union, and was credited by Abraham Lincoln
with saving California from becoming a seceded republic. King also
headed up the Pacific Branch of the Sanitary Commission during
the war, a story that appears in the chapter on the Civil War Era in
this book. Behind Starr King's community ministry lay his idea
that Christianity existed "not as a creed, but as a spirit, a 'secret
agency'» to be found in all of public life. 173 The spiritual Christianity about which he preached was surely evident in his ministry
before and during the war.
Finally, there was Quillen Hamilton Shinn. Here was a Universalist minister with the inspiration and inclination to spread
the message of Universalism to remote communities across the
country, most especially in the "untouched territory» of the South.
Shinn had been born in 1845 in a town called Bingaman, in a part
of Virginia that would in 1863 become West Virginia. At that time,
this was frontier country.174 West Virginia comprises the counties
that refused to secede from the Union in the Civil War, and Shinn
served with the West Virginia Volunteer Infantry through twelve
engagements. Wounded once and held as a prisoner by the Confederates until ransomed, he fought at Appomattox and witnessed
Lee's surrender. The war had a lasting impact on his life. In later
years, he was chaplain to several units of the Grand Army of the
Republic, always counseling understanding and good will toward
those who had served in the Confederacy. His work with these
veterans of the Civil War became an extension of his community
ministry.
When the war was over, Shinn enrolled at St. Lawrence
University, in Canton, New York, one of two Universalist theological schools founded in the nineteenth century.175 From the very
beginning, Shinn established himself as a uniquely promising
candidate for ministry. On his way to the school, he stopped in
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Baltimore to attend the Universalist General Convention then in
session and engaged in debates over the Winchester Profession.
Shinn
so appalled at what he heard that he stood up and
addressed the convention without delegate status. What he was
hearing nearly convinced him to give up on his plan to be a minister. Openly he called for harmony among the assembled ministers, which reportedly turned the "Baltimore bedlam" into a "love
feast."176 As a student at St. Lawrence, Shinn set up a ministry to
the poor, and after graduating in 1870, he developed a ministryat-large that inspired his work in prison reform, public works for
the poor, and treatment of mental illness. Having been fellowshipped by the Vermont Convention, he served briefly in a number of churches in New England, but never really settled down.
Indeed, he was not content to serve one church at a time and organized circuits wherever he went.. His missionary talents came to
the attention of others, and in 1895 he was made the General
Missionary by the Universalist General
at an annual
.. salary of $3000.
Russell Miller writes that Shinn's enthusiasm for missionary
work was apparent from the first. He was unequivocal in his devotion to Universalism; he had
outgoing personality, and at the
same time a knack for organizing and fund raising. As a missionary evangelist, he preached and organized, eventually setting up
churches in states across the Midwest, Far West, and South. He followed a pattern that becomes identifiable upon studying his notes
and the reports he filed with the Universalist General Convention.
Estimates are that he traveled over 500 miles a week or 25,000 miles
a year, his hand luggage full of denominational literature. He wrote
his sermons on scraps of paper on trains, in hotel rooms, and in
backwoods cabins. Upon arrival at his destination, he sought out
families who might listen to him preach, believing that even if only
one or a few families were convinced of his call to "the glorious
faith:' a church should be organized. Accordingly he helped establish Ladies' Aid societies and church building fund committees.
One 1893 critic scornfully referred to Shinn as the "grasshopper
missionary" whose brief stays in anyone place made it impossible
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to establish permanent results. In fact, between return visits, Shinn
relied on lay leadership to run these small societies until a permanent minister could be found. Shinn's biennial report to the
General Convention in 1897 reveals an impressive record of activity. In less than three years, he had worked in thirty-four states, the
District of Columbia, and two Canadian provinces, traveling a total
of 15,000 miles. Altogether, he had organized eight churches, four
state conferences, six Ladies' Aid societies and three mission circles.
Indeed, at his death in 1907, it is estimated that he established at
least forty churches. 177
Shinn's sincerity sprang from his Bible Universalism, which
was the basis of all his preaching. During the Civil War, he carried
a Bible in his pocket and committed many passages to memory. In
later years, his detailed knowledge ofthe Bible helped him deflect
the criticism aimed at him by orthodox Christians. Significantly,
though he was not orthodox, he had· no use for Higher Criticism
of the Bible or for the religious liberalism professed by many
Unitarians. Indeed, Shinn had referred to Unitarianism as the
"go-as-you-please church;' and for that reason refused to identify
Universalism with the label of "liberal" religion. 178 Further, even
as some Universalists rejected Trinitarian language in the early
twentieth century, Shinn still recognized God as savior and Christ
as divine. He also preached the evils of alcohol and tobacco,
discouraged the use of profanity, and advocated an end to the
death penalty.
As an itinerant missionary Shinn was probably the single most
recognizable figure among Universalists in his time. Robinson
states, "He took the whole nation as his parish:'179 In his later years,
some in the financially worried Universalist General Convention
considered that his work was not worth funding. Baltimore's parish
minister, Anthony Bilkovsky, charged, ''A hundred churches of
great strength would be superior toa 'myriad of feeble parishes
scattered up and down forty-five states' ... The day of little things
is gone." The exchanges between Bilkovsky and Shinn were printed
in the newspapers, which elicited popular support favoring Shinn.
The result was that he continued in his position until his death in
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1907. "My way:' Shinn had said, "is to go wherever a hungry soul
calls for our message:'l80

PART II

Liberal Religion and
Anlebellum Reform

I

n the decades preceding the Civil War, a time known as the

antebellum period, Unitarian and Universalist reformers
dramatically drew attention to the need for temperance,
public schools, rehabilitative prisons, an end to the death penalty,
and humane asylums for the insane. A courageous few devoted
their lives at great cost to the moral cause of the hour-the abolition of slavery. It is conceded that Unitarians and Universalists
went further in the range oftheir reforms than did their evangelical counterparts. During the war, they were inseparable from the
inception and operation of the U.S. Sanitary Commission. These
chapters identify the reform work of Unitarians and Universalists
in these antebellum years as forms ofcommunity ministry.
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t is estimated that there w.ere approximately 100 communitarian societies in America between the time of the Revolution
and the Civil War. The greatest wave of them occurred in the
1840s in response to the hard times that resulted from the
Panic of 1837. 181 These societies could be run on either religious or
secular grounds, though most were conceived at varying levels as
both. Some were community ministries in that their repudiation of
competitive economic individualism and its attendant disparities
in wealth modeled an inspired vision of fairness and egalitarianism. Communitarian reformers were few in number, because they
were trying to restructure the social and economic order. The
utopians perceived a profound unfairness in the new factory system of labor. They were also generally uncomfortable with commercialism and its attendant emphasis on material wealth. Finally,
some questioned traditional marital laws that typically put women
at a disadvantage with regard to legal rights and property.
There are two well-known utopian leaders from this period who
came out of Unitarian and Universalist faith traditions: Adin Ballou,

Universalist founder of Hopedale, and George Ripley, Unitarian and
Transcendentalist founder of Brook Farm. These two societies were
contemporaries of each other, though Hopedale was larger and
lasted a good bit longer than did Brook Farm.
Adin Ballou's Universalist ministry was characterized by his
intensely conscientious evolution in thinking. In each phase of
his development, Ballou acted on the deepest insights of his faith
in ways that were distinct and purposeful. Early in his career he
was engaged in ecclesiastical debates over punishment after death.
Ballou broke with Whittemore Universalists in 1830 in asserting
that after death there would be a time of punishment before one
could enter heaven. Restorationist Universalists, like Adin Ballou,
contended that the second article in the Winchester Profession
ought to read, "God will finally restore all men to holiness and happiness."182 Mocked and condemned by traditional (Whittemore)
Universalists, Ballou joined with others like himself in forming
the Massachusetts Association of Universal Restorationists (MAUR).
Like other Restorationist Universalists, Ballou saw an affinity
between his views and those of the Unitarians who believed in a
benevolent God.
When his closest friend, Unitarian minister Bernard Whitman,
died suddenly, Ballou turned away from these ecclesiastical issues
and focused instead on the idea of Practical Christianity. Here his
religious focus was less about theological debate and more about
what good could be done in the world. He turned his attention to
the social reforms of temperance and abolition. Temperance was a
popular reform that galvanized the support of people at nearly all
levels of society. Curbing alcohol consumption would prevent
drunken husbands from beating their wives or wasting the household money on drink. It would also bring order to people's lives.
Abolition, on the other hand, was very unpopular, especially in the
1830s. People who advocated the abolition of slavery provoked
scorn and animosity, even violent reprisals, from most anyone of
respectability and standing. I83 Southern slave owners did not want
to lose the money invested in their slaves; northern mill owners
knew their profits depended on a steady supply of cheap cotton. In
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the face of certain condemnation Ballou argued that slavery was
the "sum of all human wickedness:' 184
In 1838, Ballou came out in favor of Christian nonresistance,
his name for civil disobedience when laws were perceived to be
wrong. Nonresistance was in keeping with a kind of "perfectionism" that motivated the most ardent of reformers, whether they
were evangelicals or secularists, or something in between. Ballou
sought a way by which his Practical Christianity could be applied
to nonresistance and lived out in real terms. Soon he and his fellow
Practical Christians conceived of a plan to build a communitarian
society. In 1841, they purchased a farm in Milford, Massachusetts,
and named it Hopedale. The Hopedale members comprised the
most radical reformers among the Universalist Restorationists. The
life of the community was guided by Ballou's Standard ofPractical
Christianity, at least in theory. Its opening lines reversed standard
notions of power: in the "kingdom of righteousness:' greatness was
to be found in humility, preeminence in service, patriotism in love
of enemies, glory in self-sacrifice, and wealth in charity. ISS Ballou's
ideas of Christian nonresistance are known to have had a profound
influence on Leo Tolstoy, who reportedly named Adin Ballou the
foremost writer in American literature. Tolstoy wrote that he was
especially impressed with Ballou's proof of the necessity of nonresistance even, or especially, in the most impossible of situations. l86
Tolstoy in turn influenced Mohandas Gandhi, who in his turn influenced Martin Luther King, Jr.
Communitarian societies faced a dilemma. If they imposed
strict rules of communal property, they risked destroying the features of individuality and private gain that some members sought
to retain. If they allowed for more individuality and private gain,
they risked breaking the cohesive bond that fulfilled the communitarian purposes of the society as a whole. As head of Hopedale, Adin
Ballou took a moderate position on the issue of private property
and, unlike some other utopian leaders, he held a conventional
view of marriage. Thus members of the community invested in the
properties and businesses at Hopedale and practiced traditional family commitments. Over the course of its fifteen years of operation,

.the community grew to 300 residents living on 600 acres of land
and running a collection of shops, mills, and farms. Unfortunately,
the investment scheme led to the community's collapse, when two
majority investors, George and Ebenezer Draper, withdrew their
shares due to what they claimed were faulty business practices
on the part of the community. For Ballou, this was the overthrow
of his "most cherished hopes for the regeneration and progress
of individual and social humanity:' At some point after that, he
accepted Unitarian fellowship and served until 1880 as minister to
the remnant of his community in the Hopedale Unitarian Church. 187
Unitarian and Transcendentalist minister George Ripley was
founder in 1841 of the Brook Farm commune. Ripley's ministry
and the terms under which Brook Farm was founded differed in theory, if not in form, from the practical purposes embodied in Adin
Ballou's work and the Hopedale Community. Ripley was a leading
voice in the radical wing of Unitarianism, which also included
Transcendentalists like his friend, Ralph Waldo Emerson. As we
have seen, Transcendentalism emerged in the 1830s as an idea that
profoundly changed New England theological discourse. In 1836,
an informal discussion group met and soon took the name of the
Transcendentalist Club. Those in attendance over time included
George Ripley, Theodore Parker, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Margaret
Fuller, Elizabeth Peabody, Bronson Alcott, Nathaniel Hawthorne,
and others. 188 While Transcendentalism is understood to have
promoted individualism, Emerson's call for "self-reliance;' as we
have seen, encouraged a willingness to challenge authority and
the power of traditional institutions. This is the reason, contends
David Robinson, why Transcendentalists became linked to causes
of reform. 189
George Ripley had become minister to the newly formed Purchase Street Church after graduating from Harvard Divinity School
in 1826. This church offered a welcome environment of theological scholarship for this student of the liberal religious thought
coming out of Europe. At the Purchase Street Church, however,
Ripley became dissatisfied with parish ministry as a vehicle for
social reform. 19o Meanwhile, he had become engaged in a movement
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called Associationism, an early form of socialist theory stressing
cooperative, non-competitive living in order to bring about harmony in society. Amid talk of reform and other experimental communities among Boston's intellectuals, Ripley announced to the
Transcendentalist Club in 1840 his desire to create an intentional
community that would emulate in real life the values of Associationism and Transcendentalism. He would call it Brook Farm
Institute for Education and Agriculture. It would be a society in
which agricultural labor and intellectual pursuits would be evenly
shared and equally valued. Beside the farm, there would be a school
offering the full range of instruction, "from the first rudiments
to the highest culture:'191 This arrangement would "guarantee the
highest mental freedom, by providing all with labor ... and securing them the fruits of their industry:' Established under these high
ideals, and in keeping with the Articles of Agreement and Association, its members expected their endeavor to "impart a greater
freedom, simplicity, truthfulness, refinement, and moral dignity
to our mode of life:'192
Brook Farm remained small in size, its membership never
exceeding 150, and only lasted five years. It became one of the
most noteworthy of the communitarian experiments because of
the Transcendentalist writers who stayed there and wrote about
their experiences. 193 What may have contributed to its premature
demise in 1846 was Ripley's decision in 1844 to restructure the
community along lines laid out by the French utopian social theorist Charles Fourier. Ripley had read of Fourier's ideas, as presented in Albert Brisbane's compendium The Social Destiny ofMan.
Fourier believed that the cause of conflict and suffering was due
to the perversion of human goodness by faulty social organization. He advocated small planned communities, each one its own
"phalanx" with membership limited to 1620 and coming from all
strata of society. Brisbane visited Brook Farm many times, and
then stayed for several months to work on his translation of
Fourier's works. It is thought that Brisbane was instrumental in .
persuading Ripley to adopt the Fourier plan to achieve greater
prosperity. On January 18, 1844, Ripley consented to turn Brook
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Farm from what Russell Miller termed a "Transcendentalist picnic
. into a regimented Phalanx:'I94
To implement the plan, the community built a large building
called a phalanstery and set up a system of rotating tasks. The
Transcendentalist Dial ceased publication in 1844, replaced in June
1845 by the Harbinger, a journal that spoke not for Brook Farm but
for Fourier and international socialism. In its pages, Ripley set out
the philosophy of the new arrangement and the new journal. "The
interests of Social Reform will be considered paramount to all others in whatever is admitted into the pages of the Harbinger:' He
continued, "In this reform, we are conscious that we are devoting
our best ability to the removal of oppression and injustice among
men, to the complete emancipation of the enslaved, to the promotion of temperance, and to the elevation of the toiling and downtrodden masses to the inborn rights of humanity:'195
Unfortunately, these high aims for humanity soon met with
tragedy and loss. After a celebration of the near completion of the
new phalanstery, a small fire intended to dry out the plaster spread
into the building and burned it to the ground. This was an uninsured loss from which the community was unable to recover. The
remaining buildings were sold for $20,000, a fraction of what they
were worth. 196 To help defray these costs, the intellectual Ripley
sold his library. As the last of his books were carted away, he
mourned, "Now I understand how a man would feel to be present
at his own funeral." The Harbinger was moved to New York and
lasted only until 1849.
The communitarian experiments of the nineteenth century
were inspired attempts to contemplate and construct humane egalitarian approaches to life. Hopedale and Brook Farm embodied
forms of community living that offered-not only for their members but for the rest of the world-radical lessons about religion
and its relationship to human experience and human connection.
Hopedale's Practical Christianity defined any form of power as the
self-serving antithesis of authentic love; Brook Farm's Transcendentalist and Fourieristic ideals were based on the complementary
ideas that each individual embodies an inner essence of higher
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truth, and that, working in cooperation, small societies can overcome the causes of conflict and suffering. The idioms of expression
were seemingly distinct for each community. Importantly, however, they stood on common ground in their determination to
overcome the alienation of a modern material worldview. Moreover, each society offered a benevolent egalitarian formula for
living out the moral imperatives of Universalist or (Unitarian)
Transcendentalist religious practice.
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his is a good place to look more carefully at the reform ministries of the 1830s through the 1850s. In the thirty years
preceding the Civil War, trends in urbanization, immigration, and early industrialization presented Americans with
new problems and challenges. At the same time, a Second Great
Awakening of religious fervor, as well as rational thought, further
opened the doors of orthodoxy and sent believers in evangelical,
liberal, and secular directions. In an cases, followers embraced a
perfectionist impulse that more broadly undermined the Calvinist
premise of total· depravity. To address issues of social dislocation,
economic collapse, alcoholism, and sexual vice, reformers assumed
that people were not trapped in their failings. They could substantially improve themselves and their society. This idea galvanized
a generation of reformers, both lay and clergy, in the early decades
of the nineteenth century. Included among them were many Unitarians and Universalists, whose ideas of"self-culture" emphasized,
in the words of William Ellery Channing, "the spiritual capacity
of the soul:' "The purpose of a religious life," lectured Channing
in 1838, "is to do whatever we can to unfold all our powers and

capacities:'197 Such ideas became the basis for "self-culture" and
helped inspire the reform activities that proliferated in the decades
leading up to the Civil War.
Dennis Landis refers to Samuel Joseph Mayas "one of the
greatest social and educational reformers of the nineteenth century:'198 From the time of his younger brother's accidental death,
May adopted a seriousness of purpose that guided him throughout his later life and ministry. While at Divinity School, May set
aside his Trinitarian views to become a Unitarian, and in 1822 he
accepted a call to a liberal Congregational church in Brooklyn,
Connecticut. From this parish, May wrote, "I determined to make
[the] words and character [of Jesus of Nazareth] the standard of
my faith and practice."199 In 1826, he helped found the Windham
County Peace Society and, soon after, organized a local temperance society.
The work for which May would be most widely known came
after he heard William Lloyd Garrison speak in Boston in 1830. At
that point, he was converted from his lukewarm support for antislavery and called for the immediate emancipation of slaves everywhere in the United States. This put him in line with the radical
views of Garrison, who opposed the gradualist and partialist views
of the moderates. He would continue to work with Garrison and
other abolitionists to support the cause of anti-slavery, traveling
widely as a speaker for the cause and aiding fugitive slaves in their
escape to Canada. In 1833, he became intensely involved in the
cause of a schoolteacher in Canterbury, Connecticut, when local
townspeople forced her to close her school for "Ladies of Color."200
When even churches were closed to Prudence Crandall and her
students, May invited her to bring her students to his church. Years
later, when the 1850 Fugitive Slave Law was in force (see an explanation of the law in the discussion of Emerson), May was known to
have escorted escaping slaves along the Underground Railroad and
to have personally inspected living conditions at Canadian destinations. 201 In 1851, he participated in a "Jerry Rescue:' helping to free
runaway slave William "Jerry" McHenry. May was a principal in the
plan, but the district attorney chose not to bring a case against him.
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It was an episode that would be repeated elsewhere by others, so
great was resistance in the North to the Fugitive Slave Law.
In 1845, May began a ministry at the Church of the Messiah
in Syracuse, New York. Here he became more acquainted with the
cause of women's rights and delivered in 1846 his memorable
address on the Rights and Condition of Women, asking why "half
the people have the right to govern the whole."202 Soon he was
well known among the likes of Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth
Cady Stanton. In 1850, he spoke at the National Woman's Rights
Convention, held in Worcester, Massachusetts, saying «Humanity
is dual, and yet when perfected it is one:' Having witnessed the
conditions of labor for needle-women in Syracuse, he assisted in
1854 in the formation of an early union, the Sewing Female
Protection Society. Thus, his reform impulses broadened to include
the causes of woman suffrage, as well as workers' rights, and the
redistribution of wealth through a graduated income tax. On this
last measure, he pre-dated American policymakers by at least
thirty years. In 1855, he delivered a controversial Berry Street
Lecture to Boston Unitarian ministers in which he addressed fundamental economic unfairn"ess and called for a redistribution of
wealth in a socialist government. 203 In this campaign, as in others,
he was ahead of his contemporaries, and more in league with a
later generation of nineteenth-century socialist visionaries. 204
May's life and work would touch the lives of untold numbers of
people well beyond his parish. When he died in 1871, Andrew
Dickson White, president of Cornell University, called him «the
noblest man and the best Christian that I have ever known:'
There were other ministers besides May who traveled the
knotty roads of reform, well outside the confines of traditional
parish claims-in particular, Charles (b. 1803) and John Murray
(b. 1804) Spear. The Spear brothers were born into a Universalist
family in Boston and raised in the earliest of the Universalist
churches led by John Murray and Hosea Ballou. Both brothers
grew up to become Universalist ministers, serving parishes in various locations within Massachusetts, and devoting much of their
time to important reform causes. Charles had been inspired by the

Marquis de Lafayette, who had lectured: «I shall ask for the abolition of the Penalty of Death until I have the infallibility of human
judgment demonstrated to me."205 From this moment, Charles
began writing against capital punishment, while his brother John
urged the Massachusetts legislature to pass resolutions against it.
Giving added weight to their convictions, Charles and John became
founding members in 1839 of the New England Non-Resistance
Society. This organization, led by William Lloyd Garrison and Adin
Ballou, renounced violence of any kind and repudiated all world
governments because they used force to preserve a social order that
was cruel and unjust. Many non-resisters, for instance, refused to
vote, because doing so would give credibility to the government. 206
Charles Spear was appointed General Agent of the Massachusetts Society for the Abolition of Capital Punishment. In his
Essays on the Punishment a/Death, he outlined his belief that because
human life is sacred and capital punishment is irreversible, execution
is a blasphemous appropriation of divine power. He began to edit
the Hangman, later named The Prisoner's Friend, a journal that urged
a changed ethos in prisons, from punishment to rehabilitation. In
this he became part of a movement, joined by others, including
Dorothea Dix, whose reform ministry is included in the next chapter of this history. Besides writing, Charles engaged in lobbying for
improved conditions in prisons, visiting prisoners, helping parolees,
and running halfway houses for ex-convicts. During the war, he
developed his ministry as an Army chaplain, serving in the hospitals, churches, and military encampments of Washington, DC. 207
Near the end of his life, Charles' reputation began to suffer
from his being confused with his brother John Murray Spear. John
had long shared in Charles' labors to end capital punishmentwhat he called his «mission of love:' John had also played a heroically active role in the abolitionist movement. He organized the
first Universalist anti-slavery conventions, despite opposition from
many Universalists. While on an anti-slavery tour in Portland,
Maine, John was attacked by a mob and sustained serious head
injuries from which he took months to recover. After helping a
slave girl gain her freedom, he was vilified in public with racist
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epithets, which forced him to resign his pulpit in New Bedford.208
With the passage of the Fugitive Slave Law in 1850, John was
among the organizers of the Boston Vigilance Committee, dedicated to helping slaves escape to Canada. By the 1850s, these activities placed John Murray Spear well within reform traditions that
did not in themselves alienate him from his reform-minded peers.
It was John's turn to Spiritualism, however, that brought his personal reputation into question, even among reformers. Spiritualism rested on a belief that the line separating this world from the
next was more permeable than ordinarily assumed. Clients sought
to contact the spirits of their departed loved ones through a medium who "facilitated" the connection.
Perhaps it was the way in which John Spear propounded his
Spiritualist beliefs that so dismayed his family and friends. He
believed he was the general agent on Earth of the spirits of John
Murray, Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, Benjamin Rush,
and other distinguished elites who had formed a "Congress of
Spirits!' This Congress, announced Spear, would make known
their plans through him for the remaking of society. Spiritualism
reached a peak of popularity from the 1840s through the 1860s, in
part due to grieving mothers desperate to contact their lost sons
during the Mexican War and the Civil War. Unfortunately, its dubious premise, compounded with the fakeries and delusions of its
practitioners, undermined any legitimacy it might have enjoyed. In
this instance, John Murray Spear lost the support he earlier had
acquired for his reform ministry, especially after he also turned to
"free love:' which, not surprisingly, led to the breakup of his marriage. His peculiar story is worth telling because it is indicative of
the experimental quality of some reform movements in this period. He should also be remembered for his work on behalf of ending capital punishment and slavery.
The ministry of Thomas Wentworth Higginson took him
into most of the powerful reform movements of his day, especially
temperance and abolition. In the world of nineteenth-century
social reform, temperance was the most popular cause, consisting
of a range of movements aimed at curbing drink to a greater or

lesser degree. As a reform cause, its advocates crossed all sectional,
class, and religious lines. Reducing alcohol consumption would help
eliminate poverty and reduce instances of drunken husbands beating their wives. Further, it would prevent vice and moral decay in
the nation's cities. Finally, signing pledges of abstinence would raise
the social status of those who aspired to be upwardly mobile. 209 It
will be remembered that it was eighteenth-century Universalist
physician Benjamin Rush who influenced a change in thinkingto see alcohol addiction as a condition to be treated, a disease
rather than a sin.
For Unitarians and Universalists, the most visible temperance
organization was the Massachusetts Society for the Suppression
of Intemperance. Formed in 1813, more than 40 percent of its
founders were Unitarians. 210 Higginson, minister of the Free Church
in Worchester, Massachusetts, was Secretary of the Massachusetts
Temperance Society, which organized a successful campaign for the
prohibition of the sale of alcohol in the state. He also organized a
Carson League, a "private police force" that could be employed to
enforce the law in Worcester. Indeed, Higginson used undercover
agents to buy drinks in the Irish shantytowns; such agents would
then testify against the sellers. It may seem an unworthy business
when one considers that sellers could easily include a poor widow
trying to support herself. Higginson and others like him found justification for their actions in the writings of Benjamin Rush. Indeed,
imbued with a sense of the rightness of the campaign, Higginson
reflected that even partial suppression was a blessing. "How many
does it save from the beginnings of vice?"211
In his day, Higginson would have been known as an
"Ultra"-someone unwilling to compromise on his principles. 212
Any Ultra would have actively resisted the Fugitive Slave Law, and
Higginson was no exception. When Boston resident and Baptist
minister Anthony Burns was taken captive, Higginson and other
abolitionists staged an unsuccessful attempt to rescue him from
prison in May 1854. Hundreds of Boston's citizens watched in horror, shouting "Kidnappers!" as soldiers and marines paraded Burns
down the street toward the ship that President Franklin Pierce had
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ordered to return him to slavery. Boston buildings were draped in
black for the occasion and church bells tolled across the city.213
Higginson was apparently well loved for his part in the Burns rescue attempt, even though the break-in resulted in the wounding
and subsequent death of a prison guard. When a U.S. Marshal
arrived to investigate Higginson's involvement, Worcester citizens
both black and white mobbed the Marshal. From his pulpit,
Higginson preached on "Massachusetts in Mourning;' challenging
the citizens of Worcester to make their city the Canada of the
Fugitive Slave movement. There is no doubt that Higginson was
one of the most radical men of his time, financing John Brown's
raid on Harper's Ferry as a member of a secret committee to support Brown, later known as the Secret Six. When the raid failed,
Higginson berated those on the committee who sought to deny
their culpability.214 He, on the other hand, publicly announced his
support for Brown, the so-called "fanatic;' whose execution made
him a martyr for the anti-slavery cause.
Theodore Parker was addressing a rally at Faneuil Hall, called
to protest Anthony Burns' arrest, at the moment that Higginson and
others were trying to free him. Parker's 1850 Sermon of Conscience
had called for open defiance of the Fugitive Slave Law. Indeed, he
had served as minister-at-Iarge to the fugitive slaves in Boston and
chaired the Boston Vigilance Committee, which provided material
aid, legal assistance, and help with avoiding capture. The capture
of escaped slave Anthony Burns occurred shortly after Congress
passed the Kansas-Nebraska Act, which potentially opened up the
northern territories of Kansas and Nebraska to slavery through the
dubious mechanism of popular sovereignty, in defiance of previous
compromise bills. 215 This bill threw the North into an uproar,
split the Whig party, and spawned the new Republican Party, which
was dedicated to preventing the spread of slavery into the western
territories. Subsequent to Burns' extradition, Parker publicly condemned the Slave Commissioner Edward G. Loring, a conservative
Whig, who had ordered that Burns be returned to his master. Parker
was indicted before a federal grand jury for obstructing the execution of federallaw. 216 As with Higginson, popular opinion in Boston

made prosecution a practical impossibility. In 1855, the charges
against Parker were dismissed on a technicality.
Parker's opposition to slavery had grown in part out of his
belief that slavery was the greatest obstacle to achieving the promise
of industrial democracy. He denounced America's war with Mexico
(1846-1848), as had many Northern Whigs at the time, as an
aggressive action undertaken to gain territory for the spread of
slavery.217 When violence erupted between pro-slavery and antislavery advocates in Kansas Territory in 1854, Parker raised money
to buy weapons and supplies for the free-state militias. 218 Finally,
along with Higginson, Parker participated as a member of the
Secret Six who helped finance John Brown's raid at Harper's Ferry.
He saw a mighty struggle at work in the country between the forces
of freedom and the forces of despotism. On the latter side stood
both the slaveholders of the South and the wealthy powerful
classes of the North. Parker denounced slavery as a violation of
Christian ideals. It was a characteristic of the Transcendentalists
that they spoke so openly against slavery. Like Emerson and
Higginson, Parker could not proclaim the latent divinity of the
individual and at the same time condone the personal degradation
of enslavement.219
Theodore Parker must be understood as one of the most vital
figures in nineteenth-century Unitarian history. Being too poor to
enroll in classes at Harvard, he nonetheless passed the entrance
exams and read the complete curriculum on his own. Over the
course of his life, Parker collected a library of some 14,000 volumes
and is thought to have read them all. Moreover he wrote voluminously, producing thousands of pages of text in sermons, pamphlets' articles, and books. In keeping with Transcendentalist ideas,
Parker held that revelation did not depend on some historical
record, but grew out of a «deep internal sense of the sacred and
holy dimension of existence;'220
In 1841, he preached a controversial sermon-A Discourse
on the Transient and Permanent in Christianity-in which he
argued that the religion of Jesus was the Absolute Religion, which
would never go away. Jesus was «the perfect moral and religious
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incarnation of God;' but the biblical miracles and the miraculous
authority of both Jesus and the Bible were not to be taken as factual or permanent. From this point on, Parker was nearly completely
ostracized by the Boston ministers, who denied him access to their
pulpits. Pulpit exchange, it should be noted, offered an important
social and theological entry-point into the privileged status and
society of ministers. 221 Forced to stand outside that circle, Parker
developed a following of his own, organized as the 28 th Congregational Society. He preached to standing-room-only audiences at
the Melodeon Hall, until attendance surpassed 2000, prompting a
move to the more spacious Boston Music Hall.
Parker preached on behalf of many reforms. He supported
temperance because drunkenness produced widespread spiritual
destruction; he supported public schools for girls as well as boys;
he spoke for women's rights in many sermons, even addressing
God as "Mother" as well as "Father:' By the time of John Brown's
raid at Harper's Ferry, Parker was in Italy dying of tuberculosis. His
clergy peers withheld any official expression of sympathy until
after his death in May 1860. No eulogy was spoken at his graveside;
rather, the first eleven verses of the Sermon on the Mount were
read, as he had requested. Younger Unitarian ministers would
honor him as a prophetic figure and value his insistent commitments to a just society. Emerson accurately predicted that "coming
generations" would learn from "the plain lessons of Theodore
Parker ... the true temper and authentic record of these days:'222
In keeping with Neil Shadle's analogy, it may be said that
these nineteenth-century minister reformers-Samuel May, Charles
Spear, John Murray Spear, Thomas Wentworth Higginson, and
Theodore Parker-illustrate the old Puritan covenantal model of
parish ministry, with the parish expanded to include the larger
community. Whereas their Puritan forebears were concerned with
sustaining theological conformity, these latter-day ministers challenged it, realizing expansive liberal theological innovations in
meeting their call to serve the world. For them, the line between the
church and the world became blurred, nearly indistinct, as they
responded to the social justice imperatives of their day.
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here were Unitarian and Universalist laypersons who also
dedicated their lives to the reform movements of this time.
As with parish ministers who took on reform work, lay
ministers worked for temperance, eradication of the death
penalty, prison reform, asylums for the insane, educational reform,
and abolition. Like parish minister reformers, lay reformers were
alert and vigorous people responding to the social ills they witnessed, pursuing community ministry as a life's work-sometimes
without remuneration. Ronald Walters argues that the reform
impulse was encouraged by a Protestant perfectionist impulse
that owed much to the revivalism of the 1820s and early 1830s.
Reform energies, claims Walters, soon surpassed in direction and
scope the narrow vision of most evangelicals. The Unitarians and
Universalists were among the more progressive reformers, committed to advancing their aims for the sake of "improving the human
situation:'223
In 1833, popular writer Lydia Maria Frances Child implored
her readers "not to throw down this volume as soon as you have
glanced at the title." She was referring to her book An Appeal in

Favor ofthat Class ofAmericans called Africans, which described the
abuses of slavery and put forward an argument for why it should
be abolished. This was indeed a departure from her former fare,
which included the highly popular The Frugal Housewife (1829),
other household manuals, historical novels, and children's magazines. Since Child had been accustomed to supporting herself and
her somewhat improvident husband, David Child, on the income
from her writing, she dearly understood what she risked in exposing her radical politics. Predictably, publication of An Appeal cost
Child most of her wide readership. Yet she could not do other than
write what was in her heart. William Lloyd Garrison, Child later
wrote, had "got hold of the strings of my conscience and pulled me
into Reforms:'224 Joan Goodwin writes that An Appeal converted
more people to abolition than any other publication. It is known,
for instance, to have had a deep effect on William Ellery Channing,
whose anti-slavery views prior to reading An Appeal had been more
moderate. From 1841 to 1843, Child turned her attention to editing the National Anti-Slavery Standard, a weekly publication of the
American Anti-Slavery Society. When the anti-slavery movement
split over Garrison's position of "non-resistance," Child left the
paper and the movement. Non-resisters, as we have seen with Adin
Ballou, refused to acknowledge the government, on the premise
that governments used force to uphold unjust laws. In Garrison's
case, he refused to vote, which alienated much of his support.
With the enactment of the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850, Child
was compelled to return to the cause. It was during the years of the
. Fugitive Slave Law that Child became acquainted with a runaway
mulatto slave woman, Harriet Brent Jacobs. Jacobs had publicly
taken the name of Linda Brent to conceal her identity and elude
capture by her former master living in South Carolina. Jacobs had
written of her life in slavery, wherein she had spent seven years
hiding in the crawl space above her free grandmother's kitchen,
to escape the sexual demands of her master. Child served as editor
of Jacobs' manuscript, only "for purposes of condensation and
orderly arrangement;' adding nothing to the telling of the story. It
posed a "delicate subject," she acknowledged, but one that she
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willingly exposed to view "for the sake of my sisters in bondage:'
Also, she explained, "I do it with the hope of arousing conscientious and reflecting women at the North to a sense of their duty in
the exertion of moral influence on the question of Slavery" and
with the hope that "every man who reads this narrative" will swear
that "no fugitive from Slavery shall ever be sent back to suffer in
that loathsome den of corruption and cruelty:'225
John Brown's massacre of pro-slavery settlers at Osawatomie
Creek in Kansas and his attempt to raid the federal arsenal at
Harper's Ferry to supply an army of escaped slaves were viewed in
the North with a kind of mixed admiration. We have seen that
ministers Thomas Wentworth Higginson and Theodore Parker
risked arrest in support of Brown. While Brown was being held in
prison, awaiting trial after his failed raid at Harper's Ferry, Lydia
Maria Child sent him a letter of sympathy, asking if she might
visit him and attend his wounds. She sent the letter via Virginia's
Governor Wise, requesting that he pass the letter on to the prisoner and grant permission for her visit. "I have heard that you were
a man of chivalrous sentiments.... Relying on these indications of
honor and justice in your character.... Will you have the kindness, after reading [the letter] yourself, to transmit it to the prisoner?" She allowed, "I deeply regret the step that the old veteran has
taken, while I honor his humanity towards those who became his
prisoners."226
The governor's response was "chivalrous" as well as critical of
Child's abolitionist views. Her lengthy response to him, outlining
a defense of abolition, was published, unbeknownst to her, by
reformer Horace Greeley in his New York Tribune. Readers in the
North offered admiration; readers in the South were indignant.
Calling Child a hypocrite, Mrs. Mason from Alto, Virginia, wrote in
defense of slave owners as people who cared for their servants. "We
endeavor to do our duty in that state of life it has pleased God to
place us:' What had perhaps angered her was Child's accusation
that male slave owners engaged in sexual exploitation of their
female slaves. This was in fact a common practice about which
slave owners were most defensive. When war finally came, Child

continued with her anti-slavery activism and gathered supplies to
send to the "contrabands;' the runaway slaves who showed up in
the ranks of the Union Army. She spent the last years of her life
working on her own "eclectic Bible" of quotations from the World's
Religions, explaining it was her task "to do all I can to enlarge and
strengthen the hand of human brotherhood."227
Frances Ellen Watkins Harper was an African American woman
born to free parents in Baltimore in 1825. A well-read woman, she
became actively involved in the cause to end slavery, becoming one
of the first female lecturers, black or white, to be invited by the abolitionist societies to speak publicly on her views. With the passage
of the Fugitive Slave Law in 1850, the slave state of Maryland
became unsafe for free blacks, and Frances Watkins moved to Ohio
and taught sewing at Union Seminary. In 1851 she moved to
Pennsylvania, where she worked with the Pennsylvania Abolition
Society and helped escaping slaves along the Underground
Railroad on their way to Canada. 228 It was here, in 1870, that she
joined the First Unitarian Church of Philadelphia. 229 When her
1854 collection of poems, Poems on Miscellaneous Subjects, attracted critical notice and achieved commercial success, she donated
most of the earnings to help free slaves. These poems and her other
writings attacked racism and the oppression of women, and helped
launch her on a career as a popular lecturer among anti-slavery
audiences.
Watkins had known John Brown from the days when she had
worked at Union Seminary and he was principal of the school.
When Brown's unsuccessful raid at Harper's Ferry led to his arrest,
she gave emotional support to Mary Brown during her husband's
trial and execution. Grohsmeyer reports that a letter from Watkins
was smuggled into Brown's prison cell. Writing from her experience as a free African American woman living in the North,
Watkins' letter expressed in heartfelt words the depth of sentiment
that empowered the anti-slavery cause and found its hero in John
Brown. "In the name of a young girl sold from the warm clasp of
a mother's arms to the clutches of a libertine or profligate-in the
name of the slave mother, her heart rocked to and fro by the agony
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of her mournful separations-thank you, that you have been brave
enough to reach out your hands to the crushed and blighted of my
race:'230 Frances Watkins married Fenton Harper in 1860 and continued her writing and publishing, for which she was called the
mother of African American journalism. Her career after the Civil
War is described in more detail in the chapter on mid-century
developments in community ministry.
Sallie Holley was a Unitarian woman from New York State
who became active in abolitionism in the 1850s. When her father
died in 1841, she moved to Buffalo to live with her sister and was
baptized in the Unitarian church there. It was also in Buffalo that
she attended anti-slavery meetings, which had a great effect on her.
Indeed, she resigned her membership in the Buffalo church when
President Millard Fillmore,_a member, signed the Fugitive Slave Act
of 1850 and the church issued no word of rebuke. 231 "I think I
cannot consent that my narp.e shall stand on the books of a church
which will countenance voting for any pro..;slavery presidential
Holley left Buffalo to enroll at Oberlin College, and
while a student, she embarked on her career as an anti-slavery
lecturer, a career she pursued from 1851 until the Civil War. Holley's
jdeas about slavery echoed the uncompromising views of William
Lloyd Garrison, calling for an immediate and universal end to
slavery.233
Among other significant Unitarian laypersons who worked to
end slavery were a married couple, Samuel Gridley Howe and Julia
Ward Howe. Samuel was a physician who had earned a medical
degree from Harvard in 1824. He helped found the New England
Institute for the Blind234 and became a self-taught expert on educating blind persons and deaf-mutes. Julia was a poet, essayist, lecturer, and reformer who worked on behalf of abolition, women's
rights, and international peace. 235 More is said on Julia Ward Howe
in the chapter on Suffrage Pioneers in this book. Over the course of
his career, Samuel Howe took an active interest in the several institutional reforms of his day: public education in Massachusetts,
improved custodial care for people with mental illness, and rehabilitative penitentiaries for prisoners. Public schools would become

the leveling agent of society; institutions for people with mental illness promised a cure if patients were given proper structure and
kind treatment; penitentiaries offered wrongdoers the opportunity
to contemplate their sins and reform their ways. An active member of the abolitionist movement, Samuel Howe edited the antislavery paper The Commonwealth and helped rescue fugitive slaves.
When the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act in 1854 prompted a
war between Free Soil and Pro-Slavery advocates in Kansas, both
Samuel and Julia joined the hundreds who raised money to support the Free-Soil faction.
Of further importance to this period were Dorothea Dix and
Mary Livermore. Dorothea Lynde Dix was part of the early generation of nineteenth-century reformers born at the turn of the century, like May and Child, who were deeply disturbed by the vast
new difficulties that accompanied the emerging industrial economy.
Though highly intelligent and well-read, Dix had an unhappy childhood. Her father was an itinerant hellfire-and-brimstone Methodist
preacher, and her mother was «listless and self-absorbed." In 1814,
at the age of twelve, Dix ran away from home, and within two years,
she opened a private, academically demanding school. Later she balanced her daytime private school with a free evening school for
poor children. 236 This pre-dated the arrival of free public schools,
so long advocated by Unitarian Horace Mann.
Dix found her religious home among the Unitarians after
hearing William Ellery Channing preach at the First Federal Street
Church of Boston. She was profoundly influenced by Channing's
vision of liberal Christianity; Channing was impressed by Dix's
compassion and hired her as a tutor for his children. Still in her
early twenties, Dix became part of the family, even traveling with
them on vacations. Once the children were grown, however, Dix
fell into what was likely a depression, at which point Channing
arranged for her to recuperate with a friend in England. When
she returned eighteen months later, she accepted an offer to teach
a Sunday school class for women in the County House of Correction. This experience launched her into the work that would most
distinctly mark her life.
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Upon entering the East Cambridge jail, Dix was shocked at
the conditions under which inmates were forced to live. There was
no attempt to segregate hardened criminals-from inmates who
were considered "feeble-minded" or "insane:' whether they were
children or adults. Since it was assumed that the insane had lost
their human capacities and could not feel cold, their quarters
were unheated. Some had no blankets and most wore scant clothing. Dix soon managed to secure a court order mandating that heat
and other improvements be provided to prisoners. She came to
recognize that she had an ally in Horace Mann, a Unitarian layman
who served in the Massachusetts legislature from 1827 to 1837.
With Mann's encouragement, Dix embarked on a mission to investigate jails and almshouses across Massachusetts. Her report, entitled "Memorial:' shocked legislators and citizens in Massachusetts.
Additional money was soon appropriated to enlarge the State Mental Hospital that Mann had already founded in Worcester. From the
success of this survey, Dix resolved to use the same strategy in other
states. For the next twenty years she visited every state east of
Colorado. Prison wardens were not always so-arutious to have,her
they relented in the face of
see the wor'st cases: but
her insistence. In the late 1840s, Dix formulated a plan in which
a federal land grant of 12,500,000 acres would be parceled and
rented or sold to fund schools for the blind, deaf, mute, and insane.
The bill was passed by the Senate and House and would have been
signed into law by President Millard Fillmore, had it reached his
desk before he left office. Franklin Pierce, who won election in 1852,
vetoed the bill.237
In the end, Dorothea Dix could legitimately claim credit for
the creation of thirty hospitals for the treatment of people with
mental illness. Of particular importance to Dix was the philosophy that institutions for the insane offer a "therapeutic setting for
the curable insane and a humanely comfortable setting for those
regarded as incurable:'238 Additionally, as a direct result of her work,
fifteen states improved their supervision of penitentiaries, asylums,
and poorhouses. 239 Having never married, Dix was financially free
to pursue her community ministry of hospital reform due to a

generous family inheritance. The asylums she helped establish
offered structure and kindness, resulting in an estimated cure rate
of fifty percent. Sadly, they became overcrowded by mid-century.
Restraints and force replaced individual kindness as bureaucratic
administrators treated their charges more like the unwanted outcasts of society. The rehabilitative idea that such human beings
were curable or redeemable would be reborn, finally, with the
new professionals at the end of the century.24O
One of the most touching stories to grace the work of reformminded ministry is that of Mary Ashton Rice Livermore. Raised in
a Calvinist home, Mary had suffered much anguish over the doctrine of predestination. This reached a crisis stage when she worried that a sister who died was among the lost. It was not until she
met Universalist minister Daniel Livermore, heard him preach, and
read books from his library that she overcame her Calvinist anxiety and embraced a Universalist religious view. 241 Mary and Daniel
fell in love and were married. But as a minister's wife, Mary was not
particularly happy, and she turned to writing. Two of her early novels received awards: one a story on temperance, the other a story
with autobiographical overtones on «changes wrought in one's life
and character by a vital change of religious belief:' Both Daniel and
Mary held abolitionist views, and after a series of pastorates in New
England, they moved to Chicago, where Daniel bought and edited
a reform-centered Universalist newspaper, the New Covenant. Mary
also wrote and edited significant portions of this paper and was
able to begin reform work of her own, at first volunteering to help
with the cholera epidemic and later heading up the Northwest
Section of the Sanitary Commission during the Civil War. The
story of the Commission, and the remainder of the Livermores'
story, is told in the Civil War Era chapter of this history.
This discussion oflay reformers concludes with Horace Greeley,
an important reform news writer and editor who, in 1841, founded
the New York Tribune. Greeley was born into an itinerant farming family in New Hampshire. A voracious reader, he largely educated himself. He became interested in Universalist theology and
adopted the Restorationist view ofAdin Ballou, seeing the scriptures
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"happily blending inexorable punishment for every offense with
unfailing pity and ultimate forgiveness for the chastened transgressor:'242 It was not until after he moved to New York City from Erie,
Pennsylvania, that Greeley formally joined a Universalist church,
that of the Rev. Thomas Jefferson Sawyer on Orchard Avenue. 243 In
later years, Greeley's Universalism took on signs of Transcendentalism, as is evident in his statement that "an Omniscient
Beneficence presides over the entire course of human affairs, leading ever onward and upward to universal purity and bliss:'244 He
also moved toward anti-Trinitarianism, a view that generally distinguished Universalists of his day, he thought, from Universalists
of the previous generation.
Greeley spent a great deal of time with the Rev. Sawyer and his
wife, Carolyn, and was anxious to share with them his plan to start
a new paper. The New York Tribune would absorb his two existing
papers, the New Yorker and the Log Cabin. When the first issue came
out in 1841, he handed a copy to Caroline and accurately predicted,
"It shall be a power in the land:' Under Greeley's editorship and
management, the New York Tribune became an important voice for
humanitarian reform, women's rights, and anti-slavery sentiment.
Greeley hired top writers in the country as well as Transcendentalist
literary figures like Margaret Fuller and George Ripley. It will be
remembered that Margaret Fuller's fateful trip to Europe was taken
on assignment for Horace Greeley and the Tribune.
Greeley's reform vision was consistent with the goals of his
peers: he advocated an end to capital punishment, improved working conditions, and women's rights, the latter after being influenced by Margaret Fuller. After her death, he wrote a moderate
endorsement of the 1850 National Women's Rights Convention,
held in Worcester. 245 On the more radical side, Greeley also endorsed
vegetarianism, communitarianism, socialism, and labor unions.
About him it was written, "Greeley labored with the world to better it, to give men moderate wages and wholesome food, and to
teach women to earn a living:' He once described his own aims as
creating societies that "shall ultimately result in universal holiness
and consequent happiness:'246

Actively engaged in politics as a Whig, Greeley helped organize the new Republican Party in 1856 and campaigned for Abraham
Lincoln in 1860. He had long been opposed to slavery, and when
the war began, he began pressing Lincoln to emancipate the slaves.
His famous letter ''A Prayer for Twenty Millions" was published in
the New York Tribune on August 20, 1862. In it, Greeley charged
Lincoln with being "disastrously remiss" in regard to his enforcement of the new Confiscation Act, which provided that runaway slaves would be granted immunity as contraband-that is,
as appropriated enemy goods and property-if they showed up in
Union camps. As Greeley tells it, army personnel had attacked
arriving slaves and killed them, while Lincoln did nothing to reprimand them or enforce the law. Greeley berated Lincoln for being
"unduly influenced by the counsels of certain fossil politicians
hailing from the Border States" who still held slaves, while ignoring
the presence of pro-Union sentiment in certain localities in the
South. The Union cause would be futile without ending slavery,
Greeley implored. "Every hour of deference to Slavery is an hour
of added and deepened peril to the Union:'247 When Lincoln issued
the initial phase of the Emancipation Proclamation in the next
month, Greeley rejoiced. "It is the beginning of the new life of
the nation:'248
Reform in the antebellum years of the nineteenth century came
as a natural consequence of the upheavals caused by industrialization, immigration, and rapid urbanization. New problems presented themselves and old problems acquired new urgency. Most
critical of all was the call to stop the spread of slavery and ultimately to end it. Unitarian and Universalist clergy and lay leaders
courageously assumed responsibility for bringing about change.
Risking ostracism and arrest, they preached, they published books
and articles, they joined protest organizations, they formed communal societies, they lobbied legislatures, and they employed civil
disobedience to fight the fugitive slave law. The Civil War, when it
finally came, ushered in new, more pressing claims for service.
Community ministers turned their attention to the crisis at hand.
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ar broke out between the north and south after all
attempts to avert it failed. The United States had
acquired vast new territories to the west as a result
of its 1848 war with Mexico, and the question of
whether slavery would be legal in these territories had been resolved
temporarily in a series of hotly debated compromises. 249 Which
would prevail: a system of free wage labor, as desired by the northern industrial states, or a system of slave labor, as desired by the
southern slave-owning states? The Supreme Court's 1857 decision
in the case of Dred Scott v. Sanford created an impasse over which
there could be no compromise. Slaves were property, said Chief
Justice Roger B. Taney, and since the Constitution protected
property, slave ownership was to be protected in any state of the
union-north, south, east, or west. The showdown came in 1860,
when Lincoln's election forced a split in the union. By default,
the war begun to repair the split became the war to end human
bondage. Those who had so long fought to end slavery welcomed
its ultimate abolition, but deeply mourned the grim measure of
loss and despair exacted by the war on all sections of the country.

Early battles brought scores of wounded soldiers into Washington, DC and St. Louis. The military was unprepared to cope with
the resulting problems of poor hygiene, crude camp sanitation,
treatment of infection and disease, transport of the wounded, hospitalization, and a lack of linens and dressing supplies. Army officers were initially resistant to accepting help from the Women's
Central Association of Relief, organized in New York City with the
help of Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell. Henry Whitney Bellows, minister
of the First Congregational Church of New York City (now the
Unitarian Church of All Souls), began working with the Committee. The women sent Bellows with a group of civic-minded men
to lobby for military cooperation. Their efforts led the government
to charter the U.S. Sanitary Commission, which took responsibility for organizing the collection of donated medicines, bandages,
food, blankets, and other much needed amenities for the ill-supplied soldiers in the Union Army.25o The Commission also gave
advice to both civilian and Army personnel on public health and
medical treatment. 251 It soon assumed the additional task of
attending tens of thousands of the wounded and evacuating them
out of Washington, DC. Bellows was assisted in the work of the
Commission by a number of Unitarians and Universalists, many
of whom had been active in the cause of abolition and other
reforms prior to the war. This work was surely another kind of
community ministry.
William Greenleaf Eliot of the First Unitarian Church of St.
Louis headed up the Sanitary Commission in the West. St. Louis
had quickly become a focal point of activity in the war. The costly
Union victory at Wilson's Mills, Missouri, in 1861 brought a flood
of wounded soldiers into St. Louis, where it was necessary to lease
and furnish four large buildings as hospitals equipped with thousands of beds. Appeals published under Eliot's name brought in
fifty thousand cases of clothing, comforts, and food items, along
with hundreds of thousands of dollars from across the country.252
Thomas Starr King utilized his oratorical gifts to raise 1.5 million
dollars in mining towns across the state of California to support
the work of the Commission. As a result of Starr King's efforts, the
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money collected from citizens in California (many in mining
communities) equaled twenty-five percent of the total funds collected to support the Commission. Robert Collyer, minister at large
at the First Unitarian Church in Chicago, was also called to service
into the Sanitary Commission. He considered this work another
ministry-at-large. Also in Chicago, Mary Livermore, who had been
volunteering in the cholera epidemic, headed up the Northwestern
Branch of the Sanitary Commission. Livermore, as we have seen,
was a Universalist lay woman and writer who had become involved
in anti-slavery work with her husband Daniel. Called upon to serve
the Commission, she recruited volunteers for the Union hospitals,
wrote letters «by the thousands" for soldiers, and raised large sums
of money for the work of the Commission. The Northwestern
Sanitary Fair in Chicago, for which Livermore and Jane Hoge were
responsible, opened with a procession three miles long of farmers' wagons loaded with food and clothing. The fair, one of many
held in large northern cities, lasted fourteen days, its star exhibit
being a manuscript of the Emancipation Proclamation.253 In addition, Livermore personally organized over 3,000 local aid societies,
which helped her gain experience for the public speaking she
would do in subsequent years on behalf of woman suffrage and
other reforms.
Both Julia Ward and Samuel Gridley Howe had worked in the
anti-slavery cause in the 1850s, and during the war they joined in
the work of the Sanitary Commission. In Washington, DC in 1861,
they witnessed a Union army review become dispersed under
Confederate attack. It was during this episode that James Freeman
Clarke suggested to Julia that she write better lyrics for the popular
patriotic song, «John Brown's Body:' This was a gruesome marching
song honoring the fallen martyr: «John Brown's body lies a moldering in the grave, but his soul goes marching on!" That night Julia got
up from her bed and quietly penciled out the words to «The Battle
Hymn of the Republic:' The song was published in The Atlantic in
February 1862. It soon swept the North and became the mobilizing
song of the Union in the war. 254 Having written this song in war,
Julia Ward Howe would later turn her efforts toward peace.

The war exacted labor of a different sort among community
ministers, and in the process, left no one unchanged. Thomas Starr
King campaigned up and down the state of California to raise
money for the Sanitary Commission and, at the same time, urged
Californians to stay in the Union. A powerful speaker, Starr King
drew huge crowds and was able to persuade state lawmakers to resist
pressure from secessionists. Unfortunately, he became exhausted
from overwork, contracted diphtheria, and died from pneumonia
in March, 1864 at age forty. Lincoln credited Starr King with saving
California for the Union, and in 1913, he was voted one of California's two greatest heroes. In 1931 a bronze statue of Starr King,
done by artist Haig Patigian, was donated by the state of California
to the National Statuary Collection, housed in the United States
Capitol in Washington, DC. The statue is an important civic monument to what we recognize as Starr King's sacred work of ministry.2ss Only recently, in September 2006, the California legislature
voted to remove the statue and replace it with a statue of Ronald
Reagan. The Thomas Starr King statue was to be relocated in the
State Capitol building. 2s6
Thomas Wentworth Higginson, a minister and reformer who
had worked intensely on behalf of temperance and abolition,
was offered command of the First South Carolina volunteers, the
first Union regiment of freed slaves permitted to serve in the war.
Uncompromising in his beliefs, Higginson had spent the 1850s
refusing compliance with the Fugitive Slave Law. It will be remembered that a U.S. Marshal met with mob resistance in 1854 when he
tried to investigate Higginson for his part in the attempted escape
of captured slave Anthony Burns in Boston. Higginson claimed
that leading the black regiment during the war helped him reconcile his disillusionment with the government and restore his faith
in America. 2S7
Sallie Holley, who had written for The Liberator before and
during the war, continued after the war to lecture and work through
the American Anti-Slavery Society for the rights of freed blacks.
Slavery had ended, but rights of citizenship and the franchise,
granted to free blacks by the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments,
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were not well enforced.258 Holley and many others worked to help
freedmen and freedwomen act on their right to vote. In 1870, Holley
went with her friend and life partner, Caroline Putnam, to Lottsburgh, Virginia, where they built a schoolhouse staffed with black
teachers. 259 In the face of much white opposition, the Holley School
brought education to many poor black children in Lottsburgh, a
significant legacy of its founder and namesake, Sallie Holley.
After the war, Robert Collyer returned to his ministry-atlarge with the First Unitarian Church of Chicago. He was almost
immediately recruited, however, into parish ministry at the new
Second Unitarian (Unity) Church on Chicago's North Side. At this
point, it seems his ministry-at-Iarge came to an end. Yet, his egalitarian spirit lived on in his parish work. When his new church
sought to draw up a constitution and a "platform of faith:' they
found it impossible to agree on anything. This state of confusion
was a sign of things to come among Unitarians in post-Civil War
congregational life. One of the founders wrote, "Our belief was too
inclusive to be imprisoned in words and we gave it up. The one
point on which we agreed was that all might differ:' Lyttle writes
that this "suited their minister, whose personal and pulpit faith
was a warmhearted, non-doctrinal, practical Christianity:'260 Sadly,
the church building burned to the ground in the Great Chicago
Fire of 1871. Collyer stayed with the congregation for a few more
years before finally moving back to New York.
Dorothea Dix was named Superintendent of the United States
Army Nurses during the war. In this work, she organized first aid
stations, recruited nurses, and upbraided resistant doctors for their
neglect of sanitation. Male physicians and army officers resisted the
intrusions of such women at first. It was argued that exposure to
wounded soldiers would offend women's delicate sensibilities or provoke improprieties. It was also believed that women would simply
get in the way. Eventually doctors and military personnel welcomed
the help of the hundreds of women who nursed the wounded.
Indeed wounded soldiers referred to Dix as an "angel of mercy:' a
common testimony that overcame the male cultural and medical
prejudice against women who brought nursing care to the front.

In this desperate arena, Dorothea Dix had an important
counterpart in Clara Barton. Born twenty years after Dix into a
Universalist family, Clarissa Barton approached life with a desire to
be of use. As a young girl, she nursed her younger brother through
a two-year illness. As a teenager she was inspired to found a school
for poor urban children in Bordentown, New Jersey. Despite her
shyness, she was a popular teacher, earning the lifelong respect of
her students because of her integrity, patience, and sense of fun.
When the school grew to 600 pupils and the townspeople voted
to hire a man at the head of it, Barton resigned in protest. She
moved to Washington, DC, where she secured a clerkship in the
Patent Office, becoming perhaps the first woman civil servant in
the American government.
Barton left Washington when a change in government leadership interrupted her position, but when Lincoln was elected in.
1860, she was called back to the Patent Office. When the Civil War
broke out, she soon found ways to be of service to the soldiers
stationed or hospitalized in Washington. At first she befriended
homesick Massachusetts soldiers. Later, when she became aware
of the lack of first aid facilities for the soldiers, she advertised in the
Worcester Spy for supplies for the wounded. 261 From her base in
Washington, she worked with women's relief agencies, instructing
them about what to send and how to pack it. Soon she was personally delivering bandages, medicines, and food by mule-drawn
wagon to the battlefield, working among the wounded for days
on end without sleep.
Like Dix, Barton assumed administrative functions with a
pragmatic intelligence that was inventive, resourceful, and deeply
humane. Unfortunately, however, the two women did not work as
allies. Having left the battlefield for a time to recuperate from a bout
of illness and depression, Barton met with disappointment when she
learned her place at the front had been taken over by Dix's nurses.
This seems to have sparked an unfortunate case of resentment
where there could have been consolidation and even sisterhood.
Avoiding Dix altogether, Barton continued to appear at military
engagements with much needed supplies. She brought candles to
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surgeons who were working in near-total darkness and prepared
soup and coffee for thousands of men, sometimes under fire.
Respect for her grew, as is evident in one surgeon's remark: "If
heaven ever sent out a holy angel, she must be one, her assistance
was so timelY:' Thousands of soldiers remembered her as the ''Angel
of the Battlefield."262 In the face of deep human need, under the
most desperate of circumstances, Clara Barton found ways to
respond again and again. Her service to the soldiers and to health
care in general, would continue after the war when she established
an office at Annapolis for collecting information about missing
men. Letters had come in from distraught relatives in search of their
missing fathers, husbands, sons, and brothers. Barton drew up lists
of the names for distribution to newspapers throughout the North.
She also directed an effort to mark the graves of almost 13,000 men
who had died at Andersonville Prison. Congress voted the next
year to reimburse her $15,000 for her expenses in this work.
Barton is best known for her work to organize an American
counterpart to the International Committee of the Red Cross, first
formed in Geneva, Switzerland in 1863 263 and given official status
when eleven governments ratified the Geneva Treaty in 1864. This
treaty gave protection to wounded soldiers in war as neutrals under
the sign of the emblem of a red cross on a white background.
When the u.S. government resisted ratification of the Geneva
Treaty, Barton determined to bring her country into alignment
with the ideals set forth in the treaty.264 After serving on behalf
of the International Red Cross Committee in 1871, during the
Franco-Prussian War, she initiated a ten-year struggle to organize
the American Red Cross Society, in the face of significant government apathy. In addition, she lobbied tirelessly, often feeling deeply
discouraged, to persuade the White House, the State Department,
and the Congress to ratify the Geneva Treaty. A promise to recommend American affiliation with the International Red Cross came
from President James Garfield before he was assassinated, and
the American Red Cross was formed in May 1881. Barton presided
as its president until 1904. In 1882, President Chester Arthur
signed the Geneva Treaty. Significantly, Barton's 1905 letter to an

Ohio inquirer affirmed that her Universalism had inspired what
was indeed a life of community ministry. «Your belief that I am
a Universalist is as correct as your belief in being one yourself, a
. belief in which all who are privileged to possess it rejoice:'265
Mary Livermore's leadership in the Sanitary Commission in
Chicago raised her awareness that women would have little protection or power unless they were able to vote. After founding and
editing the woman suffrage journal the Agitator, she was invited to
come to Boston as editor of the new Woman's Journal. This is where
she was when long-time abolitionist James Redpath invited her to
devote herself to lecturing on behalf of women's rights. Unlike
Samuel Howe, who had resisted Julia Howe's public activities,
Daniel Livermore offered his wife Mary her most insistent source
of encouragement. Mary remembered him saying to her: «It is
simply preposterous for you to continue baking and brewing, making and mending, sweeping, dusting, and laundering, when work
of a better and higher order seeks yoU:'266
Mary lectured publicly on a range of reform topics for the
next thirty years, while Daniel traveled with her and did much
of the library research for her talks. Known as «Queen of the
Platform;' her speaking popularity soon eclipsed her reputation as
an editor. Her most popular lecture, delivered more than 800 times,
was «What Shall We Do with Our Daughters?" in which she called
for efforts to prepare the next generation of young women to
assume places of leadership in the world. This talk resulted from
her reading Fuller's Woman in the Nineteenth Century. What she
advocated was protection of physical health, a range of training
and employment options, and moral and religious instruction to
prepare young girls for the new age. 267 In 1875, she became president of both the American Woman Suffrage Association and the
Massachusetts Women's Christian Temperance Union. Charles Howe
writes that both Mary and Daniel acted consciously out of their
shared commitment to Universalism; its principles were central to
their work. For Mary, this had been a remarkable journey of
transformation. Here she found release for herself and others to
engage their inner source of well-being and to claim their rights as
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full citizens of the world. It had been a remarkable transformation
for Daniel as well, one in which he set a new example of a husband
acting in support of his wife. 268
In 1860, Frances Ellen Watkins married Fenton Harper and
gave birth to their one child, a daughter. As we know, Frances had
devoted herself to writing and lecturing for the anti-slavery cause
before the war and had supported John Brown during his trial.
After the war, with her husband having died in 1864, Frances
Watkins Harper directed her writing and speaking energies toward
advancing her race, gaining rights for all women (especially the
right to vote) and for children, and advocating for temperance. In
1873, she became Superintendent of the Colored Section of the
Philadelphia and Pennsylvania Women's Christian Temperance
Union. In 1894, she helped found the National Association of
Colored Women, serving as its vice-president from 1895 to 1911.
She supported herself through publication of her books, which
sold a remarkable 50,000 copies. In one 1892 novel, the title character lola Leroy embraces her black roots in spite of her ability to
pass for white. Frances Harper depicted her female characters as
liberated women, which was in keeping with how she seems to
have viewed herself.
Harper's liberation was not without purposes beyond herself.
Always she was deeply committed to improving the plight of African Americans, and joined with Ida B. Wells, a prominent African
American journalist of the day, in writing and lecturing against
lynching. 269 When she settled in Philadelphia with her daughter in
1870, she joined the First Unitarian Church. Frances Harper had
become interested in the Unitarians because of their support for
abolition and the Underground Railroad before the Civil War, and
because her Christology was Unitarian. 270 Nonetheless, she continued her associations with churches in the black community near
her home in north Philadelphia, and participated in their efforts
to feed the poor and prevent juvenile delinquency. She also taught
Sunday school at the Mother Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church, which shares with the First Unitarian Church a claim to
her membership.

Henry Whitney Bellows' work in the Sanitary Commission
may be credited as a major factor in the success of the Union cause
in the Civil War. In the performance of his work with the Commission, Bellows traveled throughout the Midwest, stopping often to
assist the western Unitarian churches. These contacts brought to his
attention the need for a national organization that would unify
Unitarians from east and west. Bellows saw that creedal confusion
and division, already evident in the Second Unitarian Church in
Chicago, was threatening the stability of Unitarianism nationwide.
The emergence of Transcendentalism and scientific rationalism had
sparked significant controversy among Unitarian churches in the
years before the Civil War. Bellows had spoken about it in 1859 in
The Suspense ofFaith: An Address to the Alumni ofthe Divinity School
ofHarvard University. This address exposed "an undeniable apathy
in the denominational life of the body."271 Meanwhile, he saw that
the western churches had formed their own organization in 1852,
the Western Unitarian Conference, where many had voiced disdain
for the radical "unchristian" views of Theodore Parker. Bellows felt
there needed to be a national organization that would signify a
common principle of faith to unify all the churches and overcome
the "great and painful indefiniteness of opinion among thinking
men of all sects:' At the same time, he feared that the question of
establishing a creedal basis of organization would jeopardize any
hope of unity. Thus, Bellows believed it would be in the best interests of the body, especially in western communities where converts
were likely to come out of orthodox Christian churches, if a statement of unity identified the Unitarian movement as Christian. 272
Upon Bellows' invitation, 600 ministers and lay leaders representing churches from east and west came to New York City, where
Bellows was minister of the All Souls Unitarian Church. Assisting
Bellows in this effort was James Freeman Clarke, whose wellknown broad sympathies helped inspire a mood of reconciliation.
This National Conference of Unitarian Churches established a
denominational constitution, with a preamble that described its
members as "disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ, dedicated to the
advancement of his Kingdom:' Bellows was targeted by some for
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directing the conference toward his own views (he was a traditional Christian Unitarian and critical of Parker), yet the conference established no creedal test of membership, and the statement
in the preamble was widely approved ten to one by the churches
represented. Some of the Radicals broke with the National Conference in the following year and established the Free Religious
Association. This association was run only for individuals, however; it was never joined by whole congregations.273 With credit to
Henry Whitney Bellows, the National Conference served as a bridge
for western and eastern churches, manifesting a diversity of religious views. It was probably critical to the survival of Unitarianism
as a viable religious body at one of the most fragmented periods in
its history. The AUA continued its primary purpose of soliciting
support from churches for its administrative and missionary functions within the denomination.
Ironically, the Christian identification that Bellows sought to
preserve for the sake of the western churches would soon be confronted by a revolt from within the western constituency itself.
In 1875, Unitarian minister Jenkin Lloyd Jones became Secretary
of the Western Unitarian Conference (WUC). As has been mentioned, the Western Unitarian Conference was formed in 1852, its
first meeting held in St. Louis under the leadership of William
Greenleaf Eliot and Mordecai De Lange. As Secretary of the
Western Conference in 1877 and missionary secretary in 1880, the
Rev. Jones sought to establish the Conference on a creedless ethical
basis with no reliance on Christological or even theological language. A westerner all his life and a veteran ()f the Union Army,
Jones had worked his way through Meadville Theological School
and had begun his ministry at a church at Janesville, Wisconsin.
Later he became minister ofAll Souls Unitarian Church in Chicago.
He founded the periodical Unity to help spread his ideas. Jones'
ethical Unitarianism articulated within the WUC a view quite
distinct from the traditional theological position of the New
England-based American Unitarian Association. 274
Not everyone in the Western Conference agreed with Jones.
His radicalism was countered in the person of Jabez T. Sunderland,

a former Baptist, born in Yorkshire, England and raised in western
New York State. Sunderland subscribed to the view that the Unitarian denomination needed to maintain its historic connection
with Christianity. By this he meant "pure Christianity" unadulterated by centuries of "corrupt accretions:'275 When Sunderland
became Secretary of the WUC in 1884, he sought to establish the
conference on a more explicitly Christian basis, in keeping with
the position of the New England-based American Unitarian Association. In a famous pamphlet, The Issue in the West (1886), he
argued that Unitarianism in the west was doomed if it did not
stand for something more than "generally accepted ethical principles:' At the 1886 Cincinnati meeting of the WUC, he proposed a
resolution that the Conference express its purpose as "the promotion of a religion of love to God and love to man:' This resolution
was rejected by the delegates in favor of a non-theistic resolution
offered by William Channing Gannett, a member of the Unityeditorial board. The controversy continued until Sunderland proposed a compromise in 1892. Added to Gannett's statement, "Things
Most Commonly Believed:' would be a clause describing the purpose of the WUC to "promulgate a religion in harmony with the
foregoing preamble and statement:' Acceptance of this amendment
marked the end of the Western controversy.276
Coming out of the West, Jones and Sunderland articulated
two intensely felt ideas that collided within Unitarianism nationwide. The faithful everywhere had become mired in questions of
religious meaning. Would divine revelation come from the Bible or
from nature? Would there be reliance on divine revelation at all?
Would a theistic formulation be used as a test for membership?
Standing in opposition, their separate ministries helped bring about
an eventual reconciliation and strengthened a non-creedal Unitarian identity. Jones went on to playa central role in the 1893 World
Parliament of Religions, held as part of the World's Columbian
Exposition in Chicago. Jones viewed this historic gathering as a
step toward his dream of a universal church for humankind. 277
Sunderland traveled to India to assist in the progress of the
recently organized indigenous Unitarian church in the Khasi Hills
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of Northeast India. This began -a long association that led to his
outspoken criticism of British rule in India, for which he was
praised by Time magazine. When he died in 1934, his funeral was
an international event at which he was spoken of as a Maharishi,
one whom all Indians could admire with pride and awe. 278
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he Civil War propelled the nation into a full-blown
industrial economy that produced desirable goods and
services for an expanding urban middle class. It was
a promising time of opportunity for women to pursue the franchise, education, and ministry - especially as community builders in the Midwest. It was, on the other hand, a time of receding
hopes for African Americans, farmers, and hordes of immigrant
laborers. By century's end, community ministry was synonymous
with the Social Gospel impulse, aimed at the practical application of Christian principles to effect progressive social change.

CHAPTER NINE

t the same time that Henry Whitney Bellows and James
Freeman Clarke urged institutional structuring among
Unitarians, Universalists sought to secure firmer denominational footing through the founding and sustaining of
their theological schools. David Robinson ranks Thomas Jefferson
Sawyer among "the greatest of the pioneer educators of nineteenthcentury Universalism:'279 Sawyer promoted the establishment of two
Universalist colleges and their associated seminaries: Tufts College
and Crane Theological School, in Medford, Massachusetts, and St.
Lawrence University and Canton Theological School in Canton,
New York. Sawyer had become a Universalist and begun preaching in 1829, after graduating from Middlebury College. He was
ordained by the Universalist General Convention at Winchester,
New Hampshire, where he had studied theology under William
Balch. Charles Howe writes: "Consciousness of his own inadequate
preparation inspired him to become a champion of theological
education for others entering the Universalist ministry:'28o Sawyer
was successful as a parish minister, rejuvenating a declining church
(where Horace Greeley was a parishioner), but his passions overflowed into larger denominational work. In 1831, he founded The

Christian Messenger, which he edited from 1831 to 1845. This
weekly Universalist newspaper merged with other papers, and
became in 1848 The Christian Ambassador. In 1834, Sawyer was
the impetus behind the formation of the Universalist Historical
Society. In 1847, he issued a call for an Educational Convention in
New York City, where it was decided by unanimous vote that
"Universalists need a well endowed College."281 The college was
established in 1852 as Tufts University in Medford, Massachusetts.
Tufts had no divinity school at first, which was a disappointment
to Sawyer.
Sawyer turned to the New York Universalist Education Society
to establish a Universalist college in that state. The village of
Canton, in northern New York, offered the highest bid, which led to
the chartering in 1854 of the St. Lawrence University and Canton
Theological School. The charter provided that the University would
be nonsectarian, and the theology school would be "especially
intended and organized for preparation and training persons for
the ministry of the Universalist Church:'282 Sawyer turned down
the offer of the presidency of the University. The reasons reported
were that the location was too remote, and that the school was
unable to pay a sufficient salary. It is probable that both reasons
were true. Sawyer returned to parish ministry and other pursuits,
and the St. Lawrence presidency was given to Ebenezer Fisher.
Ebenezer Fisher had grown up the son of a Baptist mother.
He refused entreaties from the family to become a Baptist minister,
as he had personally come to doubt the doctrine of eternal damnation. Friends introduced him to the writings of Hosea Ballou and
Thomas Whittemore, which led him to embrace Universalism. He
was ordained to the Universalist ministry in 1841, and achieved
notice for his contributions to the Universalist Quarterly and The
Trumpet. On the basis of his reputation, rather than his educational credentials, he was offered the presidency of the school at
Canton. In the first few years, he was both the president of the
school and its sole faculty member. The school operated with few
financial resources, and Fisher struggled to bring in endowment
monies that would support additional faculty. Students came to
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Fisher with little money of their own and little prior training.
Fisher's greatest legacy is the manner in which he nurtured students' theological development and brought them into productive
ministries. In 1862, Lombard College awarded him a Doctor of
Divinity degree, the only degree he ever held. Fisher served as president of the school until he died in 1879.283
Meanwhile, in 1869, the Crane Theological School was added
to Tufts University in Medford. When Thomas Jefferson Sawyer
was offered the presidency of Crane, he happily accepted the position, serving in it until he retired in 1892. Sawyer was a Biblical
Christian Universalist in the Restorationist mode. He saw Christianity as a revealed religion and disdained Transcendentalism. In
his Installation Address at the school, he proclaimed the school
would teach Christian theology, not natural theology; it would
"hold fast the traditional faith of our fathers, firm as the rocks that
bound her coast," rather than "float out into a limitless sea of
wild and cheerless conjecture:'284 For Sawyer, Christianity was
the only full and perfect religion of the world, "revealed by God
through his Son, Jesus Christ, whose divine mission was fully
attested by prophesy and miracle."
At the same time that Sawyer was affirming the Christian Universalist foundation at Crane Theological School, conservative
Unitarians maintained the Christian Unitarian view at Harvard
Divinity School, consistent with the ideas ofWilliam Ellery Channing,
Henry Ware, Jr., and the early Unitarian moralists. The faculty in
this period reflected the 1853 pronouncement of Rev. Samuel
Kirkland Lothrop, minister of the Brattle Street Church: "We desire
a denominational capacity to assert our profound belief in the
Divine Origin, the Divine authority, the Divine sanctions, of
the religion of Jesus Christ. This is the basis of our associated
action:'28s They persisted in resisting the influence of Transcendentalism in the school curriculum. Student requests that Emerson
be invited to speak were refused until 1872, when he was permitted
to come and give a reading.
From 1840 to 1880, the Harvard Divinity School reportedly
did not grow, and morale declined. Francis Greenwood Peabody,

who graduated in 1872, described his student years as "a disheartening experience of uninspiring study and· retarded thought:' He
could not remember "attaining in seven years of Harvard classrooms anything that could be fairly described as an idea:'286 In
1880, under the presidency of Dr. Charles Eliot (father of Samuel
Atkins Eliot, who would become president of the AUA in 1900), the
school became "unsectarian"-no longer defined as a Unitarian
school for Unitarian faculty and students. This change reflected a
significant broadening of the constituency being served by the
school, both within and beyond the Unitarian denomination. Five
new professors were hired, one of whom was Francis Greenwood
Peabody. He would initiate a "scientific" method of study and a
popular course, the Practical Ethics of Social Reform. Levering
Reynolds describes Peabody as "the first teacher in the United
States to demand and create a place for systematic Christian ethics
as a university discipline in liberal education."287 His work pioneered a new era in Unitarian theological education, as well as in
Christian theological education more generally. More will be said
about Peabody in the chapter on the Social Gospel.
The importance of establishing proper institutions of theological training carried over to the far West, where Unitarians
opened the Pacific Unitarian School for the Ministry, incorporated
in 1906. The school's founders wanted a liberal theological school
in the West that could train ministers who would be working in the
West, focused on the practical realities of church life, and intent on
serving the common good. The first dean, and soon the president,
was Earl Morse Wilbur, a Unitarian minister who had come to
his Unitarian beliefs somewhat cautiously. Having completed his
course of ministerial study at Harvard, Wilbur was turned down
for licensing by the Nebraska Congregational Association due to
his unsatisfactory views on the divinity of Christ. This opened the
way for him to serve sequentially as assistant parish minister in two
Unitarian churches. Wilbur wrote histories of the churches he
served and pursued additional study at Oxford and Berlin. This
marked him as a man of scholarly potential. Samuel A. Eliot, president of the AUA from 1900 to 1927, asked Wilbur to help organize
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the new Pacific Unitarian School, which he did. Wilbur served the
school in various capacities-as dean, president, and professoruntil 1934. In those years and after, he produced a prodigious
amount of scholarship, the most valuable of which was his twovolume investigation into the development of Unitarian beliefs
within Christianity.288 This life-long work, the first volume of
which was dedicated to Wilbur's late son, affirmed the "principles
of Freedom in thought, Reason in conduct, and Tolerance in judgment ... crowned by uprightness of character:'289
The principal theological schools of the Universalists and
Unitarians reflected larger developments within their respective
movements. It is worth noting that, at least until 1880, they all
maintained a commitment to a liberal Christian curriculum. The
ministers who served these schools as presidents, deans, professors,
and scholars were community ministers who devoted themselves
to the training of ministerial students in developing their spiritual
gifts and working in the churches. Their pioneering efforts toward
liberal theological education played a vital role of institutional support, necessary for articulation of the faith and the survival of each
denomination. Over time, their teachings would reflect a broader
theological worldview,.as needed to serve the modern century.
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n the later decades . of the nineteenth century, women in greater
numbers began to assume leadership roles traditionally
reserved for men. Much of women's activism was encouraged
by their earlier work as advocates for the abolition of slavery
and their efforts in support of troops during the Civil War. The
u.s. Sanitary Commission had a women's branch that aided nurses
in their work with the sick and wounded, and later assisted in
locating the family members of the newly freed men and women. 290
The latter effort supplemented the work of the Freedmen's Bureau,
which also sought to locate family members lost to sale in slavery.
These experiences encouraged Unitarian and Universalist women
to engage in organized religious and reform activities after the war.
The first national churchwomen's organization began in
response to a request to assist in raising funds for the Universalist
centennial celebration in 1870. The Woman's Centenary Aid
Association formed in a basement Sunday school room, while
the men were gathered for the General Convention in Buffalo in
September 1869. After raising $35,000 during the next year, they
decided to continue as the Woman's Centenary Association, despite
123

the expectation of male leaders that they would disband. One of
their initial goals was to explain and spread Universalism by publishing and widely distributing educational materials. 291
At the 1877 meeting of the Western Unitarian Conference,
women formed their own organization,292 and the next year, they
were encouraged by the 'WUC Board to undertake "the study and
dissemination of the principles of free thought and religious culture." They were also charged to engage in "the practical assistance
of all worthy schemes and enterprises intended for the spread and
upholding of these principles." With these two related goals in
mind, they set about raising money and using it to support missionary efforts, such as collecting books for Sunday schools and
church libraries and promoting the formation of Unity Clubs for
the ethical training of young people. 293
In the area oflate nineteenth-century social reform, it should
be no surprise that many Unitarian and Universalist women, as
well as men, were active in campaigns to expand women's rights,
especially to secure women's right to vote. They recognized that
women would not be able to act as whole persons unless they were
free to assert protections for themselves via the franchise. In the
aftermath of the Civil War, proponents of suffrage for newly freed
black men championed the Fifteenth Amendment. Many who were
fighting for woman suffrage believed this amendment should apply
to women as welL Woman suffrage supporters divided on this
issue, leading to a split in the suffrage movement and the formation in 1869 of two organizations. The National Woman Suffrage
Association (NWSA) insisted that women should get the vote along
with newly freed black men; the American Woman Suffrage
Association (AWSA) was willing that women wait to insure no further delay in black male suffrage. Over the next twenty years, the
AWSA attracted the larger more moderate membership and the
NWSA appealed to a smaller more radical population. The two
groups differed in strategy. The AWSA aimed to gain support for
woman suffrage on a state-by-state basis through amendments to
state constitutions. The NWSA preferred to pursue passage of a
single amendment to the federal Constitution. 294
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Lucy Stone led the founding of the American Woman Suffrage
Association in 1869. In spite of her parents' opposition, Stone had
saved money for ten years as a schoolteacher in order to attend
Oberlin College beginning in 1843.295 Her experiences at college
profoundly affected her development. Here her reform impulses
were nurtured academically and at the same time given a progressive religious grounding. While a student, Stone learned that
women were not allowed to enroll in public speaking courses; she
thereupon organized a woman's rhetoric and debating club.296 It
was also at Oberlin that Stone turned away from the hell-fire sermons of resident minister Charles Finney and declared herself a
Unitarian. She taught school to a class of fugitive slaves and freedmen and women to earn money; in the process she learned from
her pupils what it meant to live in slavery..
From this time on, Stone embraced abolition, and after graduating in 1847, she became a lecturer on abolition and women's
rights. Soon she was calling for the first National Women's Rights
Convention, held in Worcester, Massachusetts, in 1850. Traveling
by train, stagecoach, and horse-drawn carriage, Stone spoke before
audiences everywhere and addressed every state legislature in the
country. Wherever she traveled, she organized small women's
rights education and action committees and instructed women
in how to petition their state legislatu:res and local governments.
Stone's commitment to improving the status of women even
extended to her wedding in 1855, when sh,e and her future husband
Henry Blackwell read aloud a protest of women's lack of property
rights in marriage. It is worth noting that Stone kept her own
last name, a radical decision at the time. Further, the ceremony
was conducted by the Unitarian minister and reformer Thomas
Wentworth Higginson.
Known as "the morning star of the woman's movement" for
her early activism, Lucy Stone had written to her mother in 1846, "I
know, Mother, you feel badly about the plans I have proposed to
myself
I surely would not be a public speaker if I sought a life of
ease
nor would I do it for the sake of honor ... [or] wealth.... If
I would be true to myself, true to my Heavenly Father, I must be

actuated by high and holy principles, and pursue that course of
conduct which, to me, appears best calculated to promote the highest good of the world." Her letter further stated, "I expect to plead
not for the slave only, but for suffering humanity everywhere.
Especially do I mean to labor for the elevation of my sex:' Lucy
Stone and Henry Blackwell founded The Woman's Journal, a weekly paper in which they published the positions and activities of the
AWSA and later the suffrage movemen1t as a whole. They found an
ally in the Universalist Mary Livermore, who edited The Woman's
Journal with them for a time, and subsequently became one of
the most effective and popular lecturers on suffrage. In 1875 Livermore was named president of the American Woman Suffrage
Association. In later years, Lucy and Henry were joined in their
suffrage work by their daughter Alice Stone Blackwell.
As a sympathetic contemporary of Lucy Stone and Mary
Livermore, Julia Ward Howe also turned to suffrage work. Having
campaigned for abolition with her husband Samuel before the war,
Julia founded the New England Woman's Club after the war. She
also was a founding member of the New England Woman Suffrage
Association and served as its president during two lengthy terms:
1868-1877 and 1893-1911. She worked with Lucy Stone in 1869 to
found the American Woman Suffrage Association. Additionally,
she edited and contributed to the Woman's Journal from the time
of its founding. Her work on behalf of women's rights brought
about what she called "the addition of a new continent to the
map of the world."297 She recalled, "During the first two thirds of
my life, I looked to the masculine idea of character as the only
true one.... The new domain now made clear to me was that
of true womanhood-woman no longer in ancillary relation to
her opposite, man:' Rather, woman was a "free agent, fully sharing
with man every human right and every human responsibility."298
Having witnessed firsthand the devastation caused by the
Civil War, Julia was compelled into action by reading about similar carnage in the Franco-Prussian War in 1871. The "appeal to
womanhood throughout the world" she wrote that day was translated into five European languages, widely distributed, and led
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to her extensive correspondence with women leaders in a number
of countries:

Although her goal of holding a woman's peace congress
never came to fruition, the Mother's Peace Day she proposed was
observed the second Sunday in June for many years in a number of
cities in the northeastern United States and several cities in Europe.
Unfortunately, the day became sentimentalized in later years with
a purpose quite removed from its original intent.300
Julia had long borne her husband's disdain for her work,
which he thought was not proper for a woman. Samuel softened
together toward abolition and in the
his views as the two
Sanitary Commission, and -eventually they were reconciled. After
Samuel died in 1876, Julia preached frequently at their Unitarian
church, the Church ofthe Disciples, where James Freeman Clarke
was the minister. In 1893, Julia gave a lecture entitled «What is
Religion?" at the World Parliament of Religions. Julia Ward Howe
survived her husband by thirty-four years, 'enlivened in her last years
by preaching and writing, and by her valuable work for woman suffrage. In response to a younger woman who, with many others,
sought her advice, Howe is known to have said, «Study Greek, my
dear; it's better than a diamond necklace."·301
Susan B. Anthony came to suffrage work in 1849 after having moved from eastern New York to a small farm near Rochester,
New York. Anthony's family had relocated there earlier, but Susan
arrived only after teaching Dor ten years to payoff the debt incurred
when the family business failed in 1838.302 The Rochester farm
turned out to be the local meeting place for anti-slavery activists,

where the likes of William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phillips, Samuel
May, Sallie Holley, and Frederick Douglass appeared. Here in
upstate New York, Anthony's family left the regional Society of
Friends, which had forsaken involvement in the abolitionist movement. They now joined the First Unitarian Church of Rochester,
which was committed to ending slavery. Anthony began active participation in the church the year after her family started attending
and remained active for more than fifty years. 303 Anthony's support
for abolition evolved into support for women's rights, including
the right to vote.
In 1853, Anthony joined Lucy Stone, Antoinette Brown
Blackwell, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and others to form the National
Women's Rights Society. Anthony partnered with Stanton for the
remainder of her life, usually traveling and delivering the speeches
that Stanton, unable to travel because of her children, would write. 304
During the 1850s, Anthony organized and ran door-to-door petition campaigns across New York State, demanding that women
gain rights to child custody, property, earnings, and the ballot. 30s
These campaigns sometimes met with hostile mobs, and in such
situations, the formal speeches were abandoned in favor of
Anthony's more spontaneous and reportedly powerful delivery.
In 1869, she founded wi1th Stanton the National Woman Suffrage
Association (NWSA). Their immediate goal was that black and
white women would gain suffrage along with black men in the
wording of the Fifteenth Amendmen1t. This campaign unfortunately led them into using some elitist and racist rhetoric, suggesting that educated white women had a greater claim to the franchise
than illiterate black men.. It was this issue, we know, that forced a
split in the suffrage movement, leading to the formation of two
groups, the National and the American suffrage associations. When
it was clear that women would be passed over at this juncture,
Anthony and Stanton carried on with their supporters for another
twenty years, traveling, organizing, lec1turing, raising money, lobbying, and holding conventions under the banner of the NWSA.
Anthony underwent federal arrest for voting in the 1872 presidential election. At her highly publicized trial, the judge openly
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ordered the jury to find her guilty. When asked if she had anything
to say, she berated the judge for "trampling every principle of our
government. Robbed of the fundamental privilege of citizenship, I
am degraded from the status of a citizen to that of a subject, and
not only myself individually, but all of my sex:' Fined $100, she
proclaimed, "I shall never pay a dollar of your unlawful fine.
Resistance to tyranny is obedience to God:'306 Facing the pressure
of massive publicity, the judge ordered that Anthony would not be
jailed, even though she never paid the
In the 1880s, Anthony helped write the first four volumes of
the History of Woman Suffrage. Since Anthony relied on materials
from her experience in the NWSA, these volumes offered little on
the work of the counterpart organization, the American Woman
Suffrage Association (AWSA). While the NWSA used multiple
strategies to pursue an array of reforms and a federal suffrage
amendment, the more numerous AWSA maintained an exclusive
focus on getting the vote and winning support for it on a state-bystate basis. This latter path had become more widely accepted as
the way to achieve success. Moreover, the AWSA made an alliance
with the ubiquitous Women's Christian Temperance Union (WCTU),
thereby gaining an army of supporters among more conservative
elements of the general public.
Alice Stone Blackwell of the AWSA is usually credited with
facilitating the 1890 merger between the AWSA and the NWSA. 307
But it was Anthony in the NWSA who at the same time courted the
also developed an abiding friendship
support of the WCTU.
with the warm-hearted Methodist minister Anna Howard Shaw of
the AWSA, much to the consternation of others in the NWSA. 308
Anthony long wished to see a single movement and understood
as well the pragmatic worth of an
with the WCTU. When
Frances Willard, head of the WCTU prodaimed support for suffrage in 1876, Anthony wrote to her, "I wish I could see you and
make you feel my gladness."309 At the suggestion of the AWSA,
Anthony met secretly with Stone in 1888 to discuss the matter of
a merger. In the absence of a key opposition member at NWSA,
Anthony pushed through a vote on the motion to merge. 31O The

two suffrage associations combined in February 1890 to form the
National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA).
Upon Anthony's urging, Stanton was elected the first president of the new association. Anthony was made vice president,
Lucy Stone was chosen chair of the executive committee, and Alice
Stone Blackwell was made one of the secretaries. In later years,
when Stanton caused an uproar over publication of her Woman's
Bible, Anthony sought to steer the fold toward a middle course. 311
"I want our platform to be kept broad enough for the infidel,
the atheist, the Mohammedan, or the Christian.... These are the
broad principles I want you to stand upon." All things considered,
it is with good reason that the Nineteenth Amendment was named
the Susan B. Anthony Amendment when it was ratified in 1920. Its
achievement was not hers alone, of course, as she would have been
the first to agree.
Mary Livermore, Lucy Stone, Jullia Ward Howe, and Susan
B. Anthony were Universalist and Unitarian suffrage pioneers for
whom the suffrage campaign was a lay c;ommunity ministry. Many
others of their generation participated in this work, and when all
were gone, their successors brought the torch forward into the next
generation. Painfully, alliances with African American women such
as Unitarian Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, once welcomed in the
years immediately following the Civil War, were questioned by
century's end. The suffrage strategy focused on gaining support
in every state legislature:, and women in the NAWSA generally
believed that the presence of African American women in the suffrage movement threatened white male support in southern states.
Black women diplomatically formed their own suffrage organizations, accepting with grace the humiliation of being asked to march
at the end of the line in suffrage parades. As with the split in the
movement over the Fifteenth Amendment, this request was yet
another regrettable accommodation to the reality of race politics
in America.
The power that nineteenth-century suffrage pioneers held in
life is evident in the remarkable outpouring of public grief shown
at their deaths. When Lucy Stone died in 1893, some 1100 mourn-
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ers filled the Church of the Disciples (Unitarian) in Boston. 312
When Julia Ward Howe died in 1910, memorial services were conducted at the Church of the Disciples and at Boston's Symphony
Hall. The crowds were so great that hundreds had to be turned
away, and the four thousand who were present sang "The Battle
Hymn of the Republic" in her honor. 313 Finally, after the death of
Susan B. Anthony in 1906, 10,000 mourners filed past her simple
casket displayed at the Central Presbyterian Church, chosen over
her own Unitarian church because of the need for space.314 The
next generation of leaders, younger women less burdened by the
hardships of old, adopted new tactics for a new age. These "New
Women" spoke publicly on street corners; they staged a huge suffrage parade to disrupt Woodrow Wilson"s inauguration; and they
lobbied the male-dominated halls of Congress, as well as the state
legislatures, to gain passage and ratification of the Nineteenth
Amendment. The success of these younger women was made possible by the perseverance of those who had come before.
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f very great significance to
latter half of the nineteenth century was the ever-growing number of collegeeducated Unitarian and Universalist women inspired to
embrace the work of ordained ministry. For women,
parish ministry was almost always coupled with community ministry because they noticed the necessary t:onnections between the
congregation and the community. They tended to see ministry
broadly, integrating into one seamless whole the life of the congregation and the life of the larger community. By 1920, the Universalists had ordained eighty-eight women; the Unitarians fortytwo. 315 Indeed the period from 1860 to 1'910 can rightly be called
the "woman's hour" in ministry, just as it marked a highpoint in
women's professionalization in other fields. In the second decade
of the twentieth century, this trend would be eclipsed, and by the
1930s, there would be "a tremendous prejudice against women
ministers:'316 From the 1930s to the 1960s, Unitarian and Universalist theological schools typically encouraged women to become
trained as parish assistants rather than as ministers; it was "practically impossible to get any woman ministter a hearing at any salary

whatever."317 This chapter focuses on that brief late-nineteenth
century window of promise for women in ministry.
By any standard Antoinette Brown Blackwell, who became a
close friend of Lucy Stone while they were roommates at Oberlin
College, was a path breaker. Raised in a liberal Congregationalist
family, she decided at a young age to become a minister. The main
obstacle she would face in achieving that goal was the prevailing
attitude that ministry was an inappropriate domain of work for
women. 318 Indeed, when she completed her theological studies at
Oberlin, she was not granted a degree. After hearing her preach,
however, the members of the Congregational Church of South
Butler, New York called her to preach to them for one year. In 1853,
she was ordained with the assistance of a Methodist minister in
what Congregationalists considered a "renegade ordination." Having gained this trust, she began her ministry with enthusiasm and
resolve. Sadly, she soon faced a discouraging reception. At the 1853
World Temperance Convention, which she attended as a delegate
of her church, she was shouted down several times by the male
ministers when she tried to speak. Further, she encountered criticism from the women of the South Butler parish, who wanted a
father figure in their minister. Finally, when a baby died without
having been baptized, Antoinette Brown could not accept the
church's position on infant damnation. Only ten months after it
started, her work as a Congregationalist parish minister came to an
abrupt end.
Antoinette Brown's life from that point moved toward community ministry. She lectured on abolition, temperance, and women's rights and wrote a number of books. In her role as public
lecturer, she met and married Charles Blackwell, whose brother
Henry married her friend Lucy Stone and who would influence her
religious views in the direction of Unitarianism. This ultimately led
to her being recognized as a minister by the American Unitarian
Association in 1878, and to her founding in 1907 of the Unitarian
Society in Elizabeth, New Jersey.
She continued to lecture and write the rest of her life, completing a total of seven books. In The Physical Basis ofImmortality
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(1876), she struggled with Darwin's theory of evolution and
attempted to discover "wh(:ther there is a Rational Mind behind
creation, and what the implications of th($e theories are for social
justice:'319 Other books include The Sexes throughout History (1869)
and The Philosophy of Individuality; or The One and the Many
(1893). Ideas about gender and evolution held political implications among Brown's contemporaries. Charles Darwin had written
that women evolved to a lower level on the scale of human civilization than men, chiefly because of thdr "greater tenderness:'
Men, on the other hand, attained higher eminence than women
in anything requiring "deep thought, reason, or imagination:'32o
Antoinette Brown Blackwell accepted that women developed with
different capacities, but she condemned the argument that women
were mentally inferior to men. "Women"s thoughts are impelled
by their feelings. Hence the sharp sightedness [and] warmer prejudices:' Indeed, she argued, women should be educated alongside
men to provide balance between "men"s cold calculation" and
"women's penetrating insight."321 Brown Blackwell's significant
involvement in the gender-based scientific discourse of her day
gave intellectual weight to her work on behalf of woman suffrage.
In 1920, at age 95, she became the only surviving delegate to the
1850 National Women's Rights Convention to vote.
While a student at Antioch College, Olympia Brown (no relation to Antoinette) invited Antoinette Brown to lecture and preach.
Olympia wrote, "It was the first time I had heard a woman preach,
and the sense of victory lifted me Up:'322 Olympia applied to the
theological school at Meadville, but was turned down because the
trustees thought it would be "too great an experiment" to admit
a woman. Instead, Brown studied at St. Lawrence University in
Canton, New York, where she overcame the skepticism of the
school's president, Ebenezer Fisher. Fisher had written discouragcalled to the ministry:'
ingly that he "did not think women
Nonetheless, he would "leave that between you and the Great Head
of the Church:'323 Brown thought that was exactly where it should
be left and took "his discouragement" as "her encouragement."
After graduating in 1863, Brown convinced the reluctant ministers

of the Northern Association of the New York State Convention to
ordain her a Universalist minister in June 1863. 324 Fisher reluctantly attended, upon the encouragement of his wife. 32s The Rev.
Brown became the first well-known woman minister, combining
parish ministry in New England and Wisconsin with travel and
organizing for woman suffrage over the next twenty-five years.
In 1867, she was
a generous four-month leave by her
Weymouth, Massachusetts congregation and undertook a lecture
tour with Lucy Stone, Susan Anthony, and other suffrage leaders, in
Kansas. Their goal was to urge passage of a state-wide measure for
woman suffrage there. In spite of summer heat and hostile townspeople, Brown delivered over 300 lively lectures. 326 Although the
measure failed, with only one-third of the all-male voters approving the amendment, Anthony nonetheless believed Brown's work
was an important triumph, laying the groundwork for future
woman suffrage cam·paigns in the Wiest. Like Mary Livermore,
Brown was assisted in
travel and work by her husband, John·
Henry Willis. He was, she claimed, "entirely in sympathy with my
work." When he died unexpectedly in 1893, she wrote, "Endless
sorrow has fallen on my heart. He was one of the truest and best
men that ever lived."327
With her children almost grown, Brown left parish ministry
at the age of 53 and followed a call to pursue full-time community
ministry as an organizer and lecturer for suffrage. In these years,
she led the Wisconsin Suffrage Association and served for a period
as vice-president of the National Woman Suffrage Association. Like
Anthony and Stanton, she supported a broad range of reforms for
women, especially in higher education. When the radical National
Woman's Party was formed in 1913 under the leadership of Alice
Paul and Lucy Burns, Brown welcomed the invitation to be a charter member. "I belonged to this party before I was born," she
declared, and readily participated in its militant demonstrations.
Perhaps no act better captures her passionate spirit than the day
the eighty-year old Brown burned copies of President Wilson's
speeches in front of the 1Nhite House to protest his opposition to
woman suffrage. Like Antoinette Brown Blackwell, Olympia Brown
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was one of the few original suffragists still aJive when the Nineteenth
Amendment was ratified in 1920. With this work successfully completed, she turned in the last years of her life to promoting world
peace. In the wake of the slaughter we know as World War I, Brown
joined Jane Addams and others in the founding of the Women's
International League for Peace and Freedom. Brown died in 1926.
A plaque displayed in her honor at St. Lawrence University aptly
Pioneer and Champion of
reads: "Preacher of
Women's Citizenship Rights, Forerunner of the New Era, The Flame
of Her Spirit Still Burns Today:' 328
Augusta Jane Chapin was the second well-known female Universalist minister, ordained in Lansing, Michigan, in December
1863. Born in 1836 in Lakeville, New York, Chapin had had a
defining experience during her student y,ears in Olivet, Michigan.
At Olivet College, she had come up against the rigorous Congregationalist training of the school and, after months of isolated
study, emerged at the age of 17 convinoed of the universality of
salvation for all souls. From that moment, she knew she would
devote her life to preaching the doctrine of Universalism.329 To fulfill her ministry, Chapin frequently relocated, serving as minister in
towns and cities in Michigan, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, California,
Nebraska, Massachusetts, and New York. Her considerable accomplishments as a minister included building up several congregations and even rebuilding a church after it had burned in Iowa City.
She proved an intelligent and articulate minister, setting a standard
of excellence for subsequent Iowa women ministers. Her work further engaged the Iowa City church in providing aid to people living in poverty through the establishment of a Ladies Social Union.
Chapin also lectured for a time at Lombard College and
delivered an address at Lombard's first commencement in 1856 on
the importance of a liberal education for women. 330 Chapin participated in both temperance and woman suffrage movements,
and was a charter
of the American Woman Suffrage
Association. She made twelve summer study trips to Europe in the
company of literary groups. She also served on the revising committee to assemble Elizabeth Cady Stanton's The Woman's Bible,

which provided critical commentary on biblical passages that denigrated women. In 1893, Chapin was appointed chair of the
Women's Committee of the World Parliament of Religions. She
spoke at the opening session, pointing out that a woman like herself would not have been invited to spe:ak, nor have been prepared
. to speak, at such a gathering only one generation earlier. She also
spoke at the closing session, declaring that the Parliament had been
«the fulfillment of a dream, a long-cherished prophecy;'331 Perhaps
the most significant moment of recognition came for her when
Lombard University conferred upon
an honorary doctorate of
divinity at the Parliament. Her Unive:rsalist ministry offered an
expansive vision of love to the world at large. When she died in
1905, the Universalist Leader commemorated her as «one who by
her ability and consecration and broad-minded sympathies with
every good cause, commanded universal respect and won enduring
friendships;'332
Then there was Celia Burleigh, who in 1871 became the first
woman ordained to Unitarian ministry. Born in 1826 in Cazenovia,
New York, Celia's early life seems to have been somewhat troubled.
Indeed, her biographer Dennis Landis suggests that some period of
personal suffering "instilled in her a s,ense of inner strength and
grace of character."333
much of her life as an editor, she
overcame the trauma of two divorces (at a time when divorce was
rare) and had the good £ortune to marry William Henry Burleigh
in 1865. Burleigh had become a Unitarian through his contact
as an abolitionist editor with the Rev. Samuel J. May. With her
husband's encouragement, Celia became active in lecturing and
reform work, playing a prominent role in woman suffrage conventions, and speaking eloquently on behalf of divorce reform and the
need for education for both sexes. William had encouraged Celia
to pursue ministry, and only months after he died in 1871, she
accepted an opportunity to preach for eight weeks for the First
Ecclesiastical Society of Brooklyn, Connecticut. Soon she was
called to serve as minister for one year to this congregation,
who had found the human quality of her preaching effective and
appealing. In an almost sacramental way, Celia Burleigh under-
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stood that women would bring to ministry the kind of service they
traditionally brought to th,e home. "In the work of ministry;' she
said, "[a woman] will be carrying into a broader field the priestly
office which she has always exercised in the family."334 Sadly, Celia
grew ill soon after this and died of breast cancer in 1875. Her
all too soon the brief shining light
untimely death
of her work.
What becomes apparent in these stories is the extent to which
the lives of many nineteenth-century Unitarian and Universalist
women ministers drew on the roots and sustaining landscape of
the American Midwest. Here in the heartland states of Michigan,
Illinois, Iowa, and Missouri, the hardships and desolation of
wilderness living offered ample opportunity for ministries aimed
at building community. Florence Ellen Kollock's birth in a remote
Wisconsin log house in 1848 is a poignant illustration of such
hardship and desolation. An early influence on Kollock's life was
her Universalist father, who believed in equal rights and education
for women. When she
discovered that Universalist women
were ministers, there was no question in her mind but that she
would take that path. She wrote to Mary Livermore, who advised
her to enroll at the Canton TheologicaJl School at St. Lawrence
University. After completing her course of study, Florence graduated with high honors and was ordained in Waverly, Iowa, in
February 1877. Augusta Chapin preached the ordination sermon, evidence of the connections maintained among western
women ministers.
Florence Kollock engaged congregations in serving people
beyond their church walls. In Englewood, Illinois, she set up the
State Street Mission in her suburban church to serve inner-city families and children. While on a sabbatical leave in England, she studied the methods employed in the Social Settlements of Toynbee
Hall. In the United States she sought to apply these methods when
she served as associate minister of the Everyday Church in the
slums of Boston's South End. At this
religious settlement, she was challenged to address conditions of poverty and
deprivation in both practical and spirituaJ ways. While working at

the Every Day Church, Kollock spent her Sundays preaching all
over New England to raise money for support of the Church's settlement-style ministry to the community. Kollock also established
a reputation for helping congregations overcome financial, organizational, and membership difficulties. She accepted a call to a failing congregation in Pasadena, California, and was instrumental in
bringing that church out of debt. The church's financial secretary
wrote about her, «She, a woman, showed our prosperous businessmen how to do church business successfully:'335 Finally, Florence
did important work with women's organizations and was frequently chosen as spokeswoman for her denomination. In 1893 she
Women, another
spoke at the World Congress of
of the important conferences held at the World's Columbian
Exposition in Chicago.
In 1896, at the age of 48, Florence married Joseph Henry
Crooker, a Unitarian minister she had met ten years earlier at
the Congress of Liberal Religions. Their marriage resulted in" a
blended dual-denominational ministry. For instance, while Joseph
served as minister to the Unitarian church in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
Florence served as a commissioned missionary for the Unitarians
and the Universalists throughout the state. Then, having late in life
accepted a call to serve St. Paul's Church in Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, she was inexplicably dismissed six years later due to the
objections of some in her parish to the idea of a woman minister.
After all her work in the Midwest, where she had achieved success
and acclaim, this was an unexpected and stinging blow. Sadly,
Florence and Joseph burned all their manuscripts and personal
journals before leaving their home in Lexington, Massachusetts, in
1921. This may have bee:n an attempt to simplify the process of
moving; it may also have been a bitter tirewell to unfinished work.
Whatever was contained in these unpublished writings was forever
lost to future generations. Florence Kollock Crooker should be
remembered for what she did to strengthen churches and bring
social reform into the church context.3'16 Her remarkable ministry
linked the success of the church to its preparedness for meeting the
needs of the community.
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Born in 1848, Celia Parker Woolley grew up as the daughter
of abolitionist parents in Coldwater, Michigan, a stop on the
Underground Railroad. By 1867, Celia had graduated from the
Coldwater Female Seminary, and in 1868 she married Dr. J. H.
Woolley, a dentist who would become a supportive partner in her
life. The two shared an interest in liberal religion and moved in
1876 to Chicago. There they became active in the All Souls
Unitarian Church, where
Lloyd Jones was minister, and in
the Western Unitarian Conference. Celia was a leader in the Western Conference and in
Women's
Unitarian Conference. In 1893, she accepted an invitation to serve the pulpit of the
Unitarian Society of Geneva, Illinois and was ordained in 1894. In
1898, she returned to Chicago and to the writing that had been her
life-long passion. In addition to producing several novels and an
autobiographical memoir, Woolley published articles for over 34
years in Unity, a Unitarian publication voicing the ideas of a
creedless ethical religion. Always she challenged readers to consider the importance of social, political, and racial justice, especially in light of each person's relationship to the divine. 337
Woolley met African American lecturer, musician, and
clubwoman Fannie Barrier Williams at All Souls Church. When
Woolley and some others invited Williams to join the exclusive
Chicago Woman's Club, there was consternation among other members who claimed that the membership of a black woman would
"defile" the
Williams had grown up in Brockport,
New York in one of the few black families in town. Her parents
were well respected in the community, and she and her siblings associated freely with their white dassmates at school. Since
that time, she had experienced the humiliation of racial prejudice
while working as a teacher in the South and as a student at Boston's
New Engl3:nd Conservatory of Music. In Chicago, this latest rebuff
from a vocal minority in the Woman's CIub made her realize that
a black woman's place in American society, whether north or
south, was "always at risk of being compromised:' In 1894, after
a year of heated debate, a decisive majority in the Woman's Club
voted her in. 339

To battle this vulnerability, Williams became highly involved
in speaking out and establishing clubs for black women "to uplift
their spirits and develop their competencies for homemaking and
motherhood as well as employment."34o She helped found the
National League of Colored Women in 1893 and watched it join
with other groups to form the National Association of Colored
Women in 1896. In 1893, Williams gave two controversial speeches.
First, she argued before the World Congress of Representative
Women that black women were eager to gain educational skills.
In the second speech, she criticized Christians at the World Parliament of Religions for bringing Africans to America as slaves and
preaching to them a "fallse demoralizing Gospel" to make them
docile and dependent. Asking, "What can religion further do to
advance the condition of the colored people?" she insisted there
should be "less theology and more human brotherhood." Because
slavery had so devastated "family instincts:' she argued, ministers
should do less preaching and knock on every cabin door, teaching
of marriage, mothSouthern black families the "blessed
erhood and family."341 Williams was an African American woman
who moved in circles of high-status white society. It is probable
that her light skin and cultured manner facilitated a measure of
acceptance. Plainly she did not allow these marks of privilege in her
own life to blind her to the barriers faced by most of her African
American sisters.
Woolley and Williams remained friends for forty years, their
lives intimately connected. as together they established the Frederick
Douglass Center, Chicago's first interracial social center. The
Frederick Douglass Center offered community services similar to
those at Hull House, including educational and cultural programs
for people living in the neighborhood. (Hull House is described
in a later chapter of this history.) In addition, Woolley regularly
brought in religious speakers who raised questions about the meaning of being human and the manner of relating to the divine. Both
Woolley and Williams remained committed to a ministry of racial
justice in civic life, working out of the Douglass Center for the rest
of their lives. In 1909 they both
founding members of the
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National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP). Woolley also helped found
Chicago Urban League,
patterned after the one established in New York City in 1910, to
assist rural black families with housing and employment upon
arrival in the city. Williams helped establish Chicago's Phyllis
Wheatley Home, where young black women new to Chicago could
stay and be protected while they looked for employment. As friends
for life, and as colleagues in reform, WooUey and Williams lived out
a rare interracial partnership of community ministry in a society
that was largely oblivious to the vision thley shared.
Caroline Bartlett Crane was born in Hudson, Wisconsin, in
1858. Early in her life she began to question the theological concept
of eternal damnation and the Christian emphasis on the crucifixion. When she heard an Iowa Unitarian minister preach, she felt
reassured about her views and decided to become a Unitarian minister herself, in spite of her father's objections. In the fall of 1887,
Crane officially became a minister and soon established a pattern
of success in building up congregations in Sioux Falls, South
Dakota and Kalamazoo, Michigan. In the latter case, a new facility
was erected in 1894 and named the Peoplle's Church in recognition
of its mission to reach out to the community. It was here that Crane
established a kindergarten for children and special classes for
women in the African
neighborhood where the church
was situated. After her marriage on New Year's Eve in 1896 to Dr.
Augustus Warren Crane, she moved to Grand Rapids, where
she worked toward urban sanitation. By 1916, she had become
a sought-after speaker on behalf of public sanitation. 342 She
espoused a kind of practical religion which, together with science,
would lead to municipal reforms.
Crane's practical religion fit with what was undertaken by
the women in the Iowa Sisterhood. The Sisterhood was made up of
liberal women ministers who served churches in Iowa and the
surrounding states from about 1880 to 1910. As a Sisterhood,
they "promoted the cause of liberal religion in the Midwest and
insisted on the contribution to be made to that cause by women
in the ministry."343 Out on the far-flung prairies, the Sisterhood

provided a valuable network of support for each other and for
their communities. In some of the most isolated towns of the
Midwest, they determined to revive dying churches and build up
new ones. They developed what Helene Knox describes as «fullservice churches that provided a wide range of social, educational,
and service opportunities."344 Celia Parker Woolley, for instance,
preached that the "Ideal Unitarian Church" should be «a working
church." It should be, she said, a "religious workshop with dub and
classrooms, library, parlors, and complete domestic arrangements
to further the social life of the church."345 Likewise the Rev. Mary
Safford, who served the church at Humboldt, Iowa and was widely
revered across the state, urged: "If you have money to give, give it
gladly, [if not], give time, give thought, give work, anything you
have the power to give that will help make [this church] a beacon
of light to storm tossed souls:'346 Eleanor Gordon, a close friend of
Safford and a Unitarian minister for thirty-three years, believed
that the purpose of religion was to make truth, goodness and
beauty the supreme things in the world. This was possible, she
believed, only by making religion applicable in all aspects of life.
Religion could not be sleparated from the practical realities of
living. 347 Women
in the Iowa Sisterhood, writes Knox,
«determined that Unitarian churches put their professed principles
into practice through concrete actions promoting social reform:'348
Marion Murdoch and Florence Buck were two women whose
life partnership was recognized and respected by their colleagues in
ministry. Marion Murdoch was born in 1848 and grew up in Iowa,
the daughter of a Scots-Irish Presbyterian father and a Universalist
mother. In 1885, she became the first woman to receive a bachelor
of divinity degree from Meadville Theological School. Murdoch's
ordination to Unitarian ministry took place at the Unity Church
of Humboldt, Iowa. She remained in service there for five years,
before she went to Kalamazoo, Michigan, to work with Caroline
Bartlett Crane. In both places of ministry, Murdoch was praised for
her effectiveness and for being «scholarly, deep and original in
thought."349 Florence Buck was born in 1869 in Kalamazoo. While
working there as a teacher, she met Murdoch, whose influence led
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her to become a Unitarian and to enroll at Meadville Theological
School. Following Buck's graduation, she and Murdoch geographically paired their ministries to the extent that was possible, and
even co-ministered at
Unity Church in Cleveland, Ohio.
Buck's ministry incorporated her past training in science, conveying her view that the insights of science were revelations of
God in nature and should not be seen as a threat to religion. Her
ministry also reflected the impact of the Social Gospel Movement
of the late nineteenth century, stressing the practical application of
religious principles in people's lives. 3so This was Adin Ballou's
Practical Christianity revived more broadly for a later generation
of Americans.
While serving in Cleveland, Buck and Murdoch established
two kindergartens, one in the Unity Church and another in a poor
section of town. These kindergartens utilized the new educational
methods that stressed the process of discovery as children grew.
Thus, Buck's community ministry would be most visibly experienced in religious education work and religious education writing.
In 1912, she was offered the job of Associate Secretary of the AUA
Department of Religious Education. From this time until 1925,
she edited the Beacon (a newsletter for children), wrote for the
Christian Register, and was author of the books, The Story ofJesus
(1917) and Religious Education for Democracy (1919). Always she
used the Beacon to encourage young girls to develop to their full
potential. In 1925, she became the first woman named Executive
Secretary of the AUA Department of Religious Education.3s1 As
for Murdoch, her parish ministry was coupled with the teaching
of art, literature, and public speaking. She was well known as a
compelling speaker who lectured passionately on subjects of social
reform. After Buck died in 1925, Murdoch moved to California and
lived with her sister until her own death in 1943.
This section concludes with Eliza Jane Read Sunderland,
whose lay ministry was integral to the work of religious teaching,
as well as preaching with heT ordained husband, Jabez Sunderland.
As a college graduate, scholar, and teacher of world religions, she
offered a religious and educational minis1try that touched the lives

of hundreds of adult students. Born in Abington, Illinois, in 1839,
Eliza graduated from Mount Holyoke Seminary in 1865. In 1871,
she married Jabez Sunderland, whose ministry is described in
the section on community ministry in the era of the Civil War.
The couple left their Baptist backgrounds behind, both becoming
Unitarians in 1872. 352 Over the course of their marriage, Eliza
would bear and raise three children, teach high school, and in 1892,
obtain a Ph.D. in philosophy and psychology from the University
of Michigan. Barred from teaching at the university due to her sex,
she taught non-credit classes in critical study of the Bible for 17
years, with adult attendance averaging well over 100 at her lectures.
During these years, Sunderland also preached in her husband's pulpit and in other Unitarian and Universalist churches.
In spite of sharing her husband's theistic view in the Western
Unitarian controversy, she believed that Unitarians and Universalists should be united. <CIf you direct your appeal to one creed or
religion you will have but a limited audience. If you direct your
appeal to the heart and the conscience" no walls can contain your
audience."353 At the World Parliament of Religions and the World
Congress of Representative Women in 1893, she spoke on behalf
of Unitarian women, claiming "the study of all religions is necessary to the intelligent comprehension of anyone religion."354 Like
ordained ministers Antoinette Brown Blackwell, Olympia Brown,
Celia Burleigh, and others, Eliza Sunderland addressed audiences
in public venues, becoming one of Michigan's most widely recognized advocates for woman suffrage and educational opportunities
for women. Like them, she was also inspired to preach to congregations her message of liberal religious purpose. In sum, the work
undertaken by Eliza Sunderland represents an important form of
lay community ministry. She was a Unitarian woman with college
and graduate degrees who adopted a quasi-professional role in a
religious venue and integrated her deeply-informed theological
views into an educationaJ.ly egalitarian perspective.
As ordained ministers, Unitarian and Universalist women
dramatically impacted their respective denominations and the
communities they served, both inside and outside the parish. At a
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time when women were attending colleges in greater numbers than
ever before, these women experienced their professional call in religious terms. For some, success was facilitated with the help of
a supportive partner or husband; for all ilt was greatly enabled by
the links they forged with each other. Indeed, when Unitarians
were avoiding Universalists because they were too uneducated and
emotional, and Universalists were avoiding Unitarians because
they were too unbiblical and intellectual, these Unitarian and
Universalist women found common cause in the service of benevolent liberal religion. 3ss Again and again, they saw truth in broad
terms and, out of private conviction, claimed public space on
behalf of critical social and political needs. Much of their work was
performed in the Midwest, where, as Celia Woolley observed, the
women ministers were "made to feel more at home than in the
convention-loving East:'3S6 It was here that members of the Iowa
Sisterhood introduced the idea that churches should have kitchens,
thereby enlarging the role of the church to fulfill a more community-conscious ministry. Finally, it is a remarkable feature of
their like-minded commitment to inter-religious understanding
that so many of them played an active role in the 1893 World
Parliament of Religions and World Congress of Representative
Women. From behind and beyond their pulpits, they dared to
extend the "priestly office of the home" to a larger and intentionally inclusive arena of care.
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frican American ministers have been few in number and
a long time coming within Unitarian and Universalist
circles. Their absence has been rooted in a complex of
social, economic, and cultural factors explained perceptively by African American Unitarian Universalist historian Mark
Morrison-Reed. "A cultural and economic chasm exists between
blacks and liberal religionists:' explains Morrison-Reed, which
largely accounts for the division between African Americans
and liberal religion. "Black religion is a religion of the disinherited,
and Unitarianism is a religion of the middle class." For blacks, a
history of enslavement and oppression made necessary a religion
focused on physical liberation and salvation; for middle-class liberals, a history of individualism and material privilege made possible a religion focused on intellectual freedom and rationality.357
Thus, a majority of African Americans belonged to Baptist or
African Methodist Episcopal (AME) congregations a.nd did not
seek out associations with Unitarian or Universalist people.
These separate experiences speak to the obvious fact of
racism, a societal presumption that allowed American blacks to be

enslaved for 300 years and systematically exiled from white society for a century beyond that. Both Unitarians and Universalists
were well r,epresented in anti-slavery circles, with figures such
as Benjamin Rush, Samuel J. May, Lydia Maria Child, Theodore
Parker, and Thomas Wentworth Higginson among the ranks of
white abolitionists. After the Thirteenth Amendment ended slavery, black freedom exposed deeper layers of white prejudice. The
turn of the century was an especially difficult time, in which any
hint of black upward mobility was ruthlessly crushed. Disfranchisement measures, Jim Crow laws, and lynch mob rule rigidly
exiled blacks in the South from participation in white civic life. For
blacks who jiourneyed north with the Great Black Migration of the
early twentieth century, rude prejudice and de facto segregation
prevented integration in every conceivable social institution. As
we will see in the stories that follow, white Unitarians and Universalists were not exempt from manifesting the dominant racial attitudes of their time. This factor, as much as historical precedent,
limited the ability of African Americans to feel at home in liberal
religious cirdes.
Against this backdrop, the effort of Universalist minister Joseph
Jordan to run a school as part of his church was as necessary as
it was brave. Jordan was a black man born free in West Norfolk,
Virginia in 1842. For a time he worked as an oysterman, then a
grocer, and eventually as an accomplished carpenter. Success as a
carpenter did not satisfy his sense of religious purpose, however,
and at the age of 38, he was ordained a Baptist minister. What
bothered Jordan was the belief among most blacks in the South
that their white oppressors were likely to meet with just punishment in hell. When he read Thomas Whittemore's The Plain Guide
.to Universal:ism in 1840, he found himself drawn to this unusual
religion whereby God's love was ultimately extended to alJ.358
Jordan sought out a teacher and mentor in Edwin C. Sweetser,
minister of the Universalist Church of the Messiah in Philadelphia.
After studying with him for a time, Jordan returned to Norfolk,
where he began preaching the Universalist faith in a rented room.
This led to his being licensed as a Universalist minister and estab-
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lishing a church and a school that operated on Universalist principles. Jordan's view was that religion and education served each
other and that both were necessary to empower spiritual growth,
dignity, and self-respect. Thus, he ministered to the church and
also ran a day school for community children during the week.
The support of many outside donors, including the Universalist
Woman's Centenary Association, made it possible to complete a
new building needed to accommodate the 100 students being
taught by Jordan and his assistants. 359
Among those who helped in this ministry was Thomas E.
Wise, another African American minister from Virginia. Wise had
studied at Howard University and, like Jordan, had left an orthodox
faith to become a Universalist. Soon he became Jordan's associate
at the Norfolk church and school, serving tirelessly as organizer
and as academic principal.360 Then Wise was recruited by the
neighboring community in Suffolk to establish a similar church
and school. He did this, dividing his time from 1894 to 1901
between the two schools and generally exhausting himself. At the
same time, however, he was successful in spreading Universalist
belief, helping to dispel community suspicion toward this unusual
faith. When Jordan died unexpectedly in 1901, Wise moved to
Suffolk, continuing to run both schools simultaneously.361
The attitude of the Universalist leadership toward Wise seems
to have been somewhat mixed. During the early years of his work
in the Virginia mission schools, he was granted a license to preach.
Universalist missionary Quillen Hamilton Shinn was instrumental
in raising over $1000 to purchase a lot and construct a two-story
building for the mission in Suffolk. The building was dedicated in
1897 as St. Paul's Universalist Mission. Yet, when Wise opened a
third mission at Ocean View in 1903, a commission was appointed
by the Universalist General Convention to investigate his financial
soundness as well as his Universalist views. Rather than offering
more support, the commission recommended that Wise run only
the Suffolk mission and turn it into a school for practical education, similar to the Tuskegee Institute run by Booker T. Washington.
Wise preferred to offer a full curriculum, believing with black

intellectual W. E. B. Du Bois that black students should have academic opportunities equal to whites. 362
This debate speaks to a central question of that day: whether
"Negroes" were "suited for" higher levels of learning. For reasons
relating to their own prejudices, white philanthropists were generally
more willing to support practical as opposed to academic education
for black people.363 In time, Wise became discouraged. We are told
that with little support coming from the denomination, he abandoned the effort in 1904 and joined an African Methodist Episcopal
congregation. The Norfolk school built lovingly by Joseph Jordan
closed in 1906; the Suffolk school begun by Thomas Wise continued
under the leadership of a third African American Universalist minister, Joseph Fletcher Jordan (no relation to Joseph Jordan), for
whom Shinn undertook fundraising. Financial assistance from the
Universalist denomination, along with the continuing interest of
the Association of Universalist Women in the mission, kept the
school going under Jordan's leadership. This lasted until 1929 when
Jordan died. 364 Thereafter follows another remarkable story.
Annie B. Jordan Willis was Joseph Fletcher Jordan's daughter.
She had grown up watching her father work, and when he died, she
took over the leadership of the Suffolk Normal Training School at
age 36. She devoted her life to the students, "drawing forth the
character of the kids so they would have a solid sense of who they
were:'365 Students from the school went on to pursue a variety of
respected careers as surgeons, teachers, electricians, and preachers.
Times were tough in the Depression years, and many students could
not even afford to pay the tuition of five cents per week. Black
churches and Universalist congregations did what they could to
support the school and its staff of four. In addition, they donated
. boxes of clothing, toys at Christmas, and school supplies. Miss
Annie, as all knew her, provided a home-cooked meal for her students every day. When public education began to improve for
Southern black children in the 1940s, the Suffolk school phased out
its elementary grades, retaining only a kindergarten. The building
was made into the Jordan Neighborhood House, named after
Annie and her father, Joseph Fletcher Jordan. Annie retired in 1974.
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The night before she died in 1977, she reminded any who might
listen, "Watch out for my children:'
Among Unitarians, African American ministers faced an
ambivalent paternalism that was sometimes grudgingly supportive
and other times harshly critical. In 1860, a certain Rev. Jackson of
Bedford, Massachusetts announced his conversion to Unitarianism
and appealed to the AUA for support. Those present took a collection, which summoned up a meager $49. The record shows that
when he left, no one offered "a word of praise or satisfaction that
Unitarianism was now reaching out to the 'coloured: "366 A more
complex illustration of AUA ambivalence is found in the poignant
story of the Rev. Egbert Ethelred Brown. It is a story of the mission
that might have been, had it not been for what W. E. B. Du Bois
identified as "the problem of the color line:' Racial prejudice was
visible everywhere in the white industrial world in these years,
both in domestic affairs and in far-flung colonial enterprises. What
happened between Egbert Ethelred Brown and the AUA brings this
larger dynamic closer to home.
Egbert Ethelred Brown was admitted in 1910 to Meadville
Theological School, which had accepted six African American students since its founding in 1844.367 In Brown's day the president of
the school was the Rev. Franklin Southworth, a man known for
supporting African American students. "I believe that liberal
Christianity has a mission to the blacks," he said, "whether it is
labeled Unitarian or not, and I want Meadville to help in solving
the race problem:'368 What was unique about Brown was that he
was the first African American student at Meadville to seek Unitarian ministry. Southworth warned him that as
was "no
Unitarian Church in America for colored people and that as white
Unitarians required a white minister," he was unabl,e to predict
what the future would be for Brown after graduating. Likewise, the
AUA told him not to expect that any Unitarian church would hire
him upon completion of his degree. Brown persevered nonetheless
and found his years at Meadville to be the "most exciting and happiest of his life." In 1912, he became the first African American
ordained into Unitarian ministry.

Brown returned to his home in Jamaica and, with some
financial assistance from the American Unitarian Association and
the British and Foreign Unitarian Association (B&FUA), founded a
Unitarian society at Montego Bay. Regrettably, from 1914 to 1920,
the support Brown received wavered, apparently due to the perception that his blackness prevented him from securing a congregational following. Here was a dual burden for Brown: facing the
prejudicial perceptions of white leaders in the AUA and B&FUA,
and at the same time finding limited constituent support from
blacks. When the retired Rev. Hilary Bygrave was sent by AUA president Rev. Dr. Samuel Eliot to evaluate Brown's situation, he voiced
this concern: "The Rev. E. E. Brown is pronouncedly black, which
is somewhat of a handicap to him in his work, since those of his
race who are fortunate enough to approach absolute whiteness are
too proud to sit under any minister save a white gentleman."369
Bygrave's report suggested that Brown's eloquence could be better
appreciated in Kingston, where the population numbered 70,000.
Thus Brown was re-settled there, which meant he had to start over.
Brown lamented, "I very soon learned that the men who directed
the affairs of the AUA were not like the men at Meadville ... they
were business men." He implied that the AUA was more focused on
the financial[ soundness of his mission and less sympathetic to the
spiritual presence, however small, of his ministry.
With renewed dedication, Brown successfully raised money
in America to build a church in Kingston on a donated lot. Then
with the new church half-completed only eighteen months after
Brown's arrival, the AUA and the B&FUA suddenly withdrew their
support. Morrison-Reed writes: "What Brown saw as a success, his
reluctant benefactors, the American Unitarian Association and the
British and Foreign Unitarian Association, perceived as a waste of
their resources:' Essentially, their three-year time commitment was
at an end. Furthermore, the B&FUA believed Brown was not managing their money wisely, and AUA president Samuel Eliot believed
that resources should not be expended on ventures unlikely to
succeed. He wrote to Brown with apparent sympathy: "I beg you
understand that those of us who have known of your work have
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fully appreciated the spirit in which it was undertak,en."37o Subsequently, Brown journeyed to Boston and was successful in securing extended support from the Boston Unitarian ministers, who
outvoted Eliot. Despite this show of confidence, Brown felt that
the controversy itself turned many of his former supporters in
Kingston away from the Unitarian mission. He was led in due
course to give it up. The land with the half-completed church on it
was returned to the donor. Brown's narrative of these events concludes wistfully, "Today the church is an Episcopalian church. It
may have been ours:'371
Finally in 1920 Brown came to New York and established a
Unitarian church in Harlem without AUA assistance. Due to the
financial strain of his circumstances, Brown supported himself and
his family for five years as an elevator operator and then as a
speaker for the Socialist Party. After a period of real hardship, he
secured the position of office secretary for The World Tomorrow, a
magazine of the American Socialist Party. Finally, in 1937 the Rev.
Dale DeWitt, who was the Regional Director of the AUA, arranged
for Brown to get $50.00 a month from the AUA. This continued
until 1940, when Brown was eligible for a retirement pension.
Meanwhile, unknown to Brown, a benefactor who sought to make
a $3000 gift to Brown's church was dissuaded from doing so, being
told by an AUA official that Brown's church existed "only on paper"
and that the congregation was made up "largely of his household:'
In neither case was this true. The average membership in Brown's
church was thirty people, and its yearly income was $730, of which
Brown received only $68.56.
Brown's efforts to secure funding assistance from the AUA
and from other Unitarian ministers were viewed with annoyance by
the AUA leadership. The Fellowship Committee eventually removed
Brown's name from the ministerial rolls, prompted by complaints
such as this one: "He actually lives by begging for a cause that is
generally recognized as beginning and ending in himself and his
family."372 Insensitivity to Brown's plight reached shocking proportions when one letter from Unitarian headquarters blamed the suicide of Brown's son in 1929 on Brown's unwillingness "to support

his family with some real work."373 It was an irony that in this same
letter, the writer rejoiced in the advertising that brought in higher
donations at his own Easter service. Finally, in 1932, a new Fellowship Committee investigated the circumstances of Brown's removal
from fellowship. Finding fault on all sides, the committee recommended that Brown's fellowship status be reinstated. 374
However much AUA opinion held Brown responsible for his
financial difficulties, it remains that Brown's church was poor in
the same way that most black churches were poor. "Negroes, however intellig1ent and cultured, are poor:' wrote Brown, "because in
America th,ey are elevator men and porters." Indeed, from this
awareness, Brown brought to his ministry a strong commitment
to civic involvement. 375 He was a member of the Harlem Job
Committee and the Harlem Tenants League. The Job Committee
secured an agreement from the Uptown Chamber of Commerce
that its members would hire blacks for one-third of their whitecollar jobs. Brown's belief in cooperation over competition led him
to challenge Harlem's leading churches to start a cooperative store.
He protested the emphasis that most churches gave to heavenly
goals, which, he thought, distracted members from addressing the
injustices of the present world. He also advocated for the Jamaican
Progressive League, occasionally interceding on behalf of Jamaican
immigrants. In 1938, he was sent to Jamaica to represent the
Progressive League before the West Indies royal commission studying Jamaican independence. Moreover, by 1938, certain Unitarian
ministers began to recognize that Brown was a significant Unitarian presence in Harlem. Writing in 1939 to the Department of
Unitarian Extension and Church Maintenance, John H. Lathrop,
minister of the First Unitarian Congregationalist Society of
Brooklyn, wrote: "Mr. Brown carries the Unitarian flag with wide
reaching influence throughout the community."376 From these
events followed the kind of AUA support and oversight that Brown
had desired for so long.
The change in AUA sentiment resulted from a new generation
of leaders backed by incoming AUA president Frederick May
Eliot. Eliot brought a more humanitarian emphasis to institutional
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leadership, an important change consistent with an age of new
political realities. Moreover, a change in Brown's style of ministry
brought greater stability to the church. In the interest of combining political dialogue with religious worship, Brown's congregation
had sponsored forums for the airing of views on civil rights, labor
politics, and other matters of social justice.
forums made it
difficult to establish a consistent liturgy for worship and often put
Brown in the crossfire between Socialists and Communists, West
Indian and American black communities, supporters and detractors of Marcus Garvey. Now in the waning years of the Depression,
the force of these debates diminished. Brown experimented with
introducing services of worship in addition to offering forums,
which had a stabilizing effect. 377 Some wondered if a different
man might have had more success with planting Unitarianism in
Harlem. In 1950, his congregation still numbered only twenty, with
competition coming from the integrated Community Church led
by his long-time friend and supporter, John Haynes Holmes.
Speculation that another might have been more successful seems a
useless conjecture, in consideration of the full array of obstacles
that undermined Brown's chances for success. Finally, it may fairly
be said that AUA preconceptions brought about a se:lf-fulfilling
of Brown's deterprophecy. In the end, none
deny the
mination to bring liberal- religion to the black tomrnunity. The
Statement of Purpose of the Harlem Unitarian Church is a testament to his belief in the church as a force in the community:
This Church is an institution of religion dedicated to the service of humanity. Seeking the truth in freedom, it strives to
apply it in love for the cultivation of character, the fostering
of fellowship in work and worship, and the establishment of
a righteous social order which shall bring abundance of life
to man. Knowing not sect, class, nation or race, it welcomes
each to the service of all. 378
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orthern whites tended to think of racial injustice as a
southern problem. The lynching that enforced racial segregation and disfranchisement in the late··nineteenth
century south was not occurring in their neighborhoods,
as far as they could tell. A 1908 race riot in Springfile1d, Illinois
disrupted northern complacency. This riot erupted when an angry
mob ofwhites learned that a black man, wrongly
of attacking a white woman, had been safely removed by authorities to
another town. The ensuing violence shocked
middleclass whites. Blacks knew better. In 1905, twenty-nine black leaders
and businessmen had formed the Niagara Movement. This allblack organization renounced Booker T. Washington's accommodationist policies and demanded "full manhood suffrage now:'379
After the Springfield episode, some whites who wanted to be
part of the solution came together with some blacks to found
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP).
In New York City a Unitarian social worker named Mary
White Ovington had been vilified by the press for having scheduled
159

a meeting of New York's interracial Cosmopolitan Club in a restaurant restricted to whites. Reporters gleefully exposed her social
indiscretion, condemning the event in print as a "miscegenation
dinner ... loathsome enough to consign the whole fraternity of
persons who participated in it to undying infamy."38o It made
OVington
as though she had been "smothered in mud." She
proposed that a new organization be formed in keeping with
William English Walling's plea that some powerful persons "come
to the Negro's aid:'
Oswald Garrison Villard, president and editor of the New
York Evening Post and grandson of William Lloyd Garrison, agreed
to issue a call for "a conference to discuss the present evils." The
conference would convene on February 12, 1909, Lincoln's birthday. Members of the Niagara Movement were invited to join the
meeting, and many did. The NAACP was to be an inter-racial organization,
to gaining civil and legal rights for African
Americans. In spite of Booker T. Washington's attempts to undermine the success of the new organization, it thrived and had over
6000 memhers by the time of Washington's death in 1915.381
There were sixty signers of the charter, including black writers W. E. B. Du Bois and Ida B. Wells and white progressives Mary
White Ovington, William Dean Howells, John Haynes Holmes,
Jane Addams, and Jenkin Lloyd Jones. Ovington's relationship to
the organization was unique. As a Unitarian laywoman, she drew
on the abolitionist roots of her Brooklyn family and her grandmother's personal friendship with William Lloyd Garrison. Furthermore, Ovington had grown up in the Second Unitarian Church
of Brooklyn, Connecticut, where the Rev. John White Chadwick
"never lost an opportunity in speech or in writing to show his
full sympathy with the colored man."382 At Harvard, Ovington
worked as a research assistant in economics and after graduation,
she worked in settlements to improve the living conditions of the
working poor. For a time, she lived as the only white resident in the
settlement at Tuskegee. Her commitment to racial reconciliation
defined her very singular lay community ministry. In 1904, she
met W. E. B. Du Bois in the south and began a twenty-five year
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correspondence with him. He once wrote to her, "you are one of
the few persons I call Friend:' OVington stayed with the NAACP
well into the 1930s, joining Du Bois in editing its magazine The
Crisis, and steering the organization always toward the goal of
integration. 383
In addition to racism, late nineteenth-century prejudices
brought into sharp relief the "Social Darwinism" that justified
labor exploitation and poverty. New realities accompanied America's rising industrial order: widespread corruption, dangerous
working conditions in mines and factories, low wages, child labor,
crowded tenements, and open sewers, to name the most egregious. According to laissez-faire ideology, government regulation to
address these problems "perpetuated the unfit" and violated the
right of private property. With no apparent irony, the Supreme
Court asserted the legality of protecting corporations from government intrusion, as though a corporation were a person" Meanwhile
labor organizing and strikes were met with fines, injunctions, and
even state or federal military action. 384
David Robinson writes that the violent strikes of the 1890s
challenged the complacent optimism of many Christilan thinkers
and probably constituted the single most important factor contributing to the Social Gospel movement within American Protestantism.385 The Social Gospel movement stressed the relevance of Christianity to the socioeconomic realm. The Social Gospel message was
aimed at offering hope and compassion, rather than contempt, to
the nation's beleaguered poor; it supported reforms intended to end
corruption and remedy extreme maldistributions in wealth. Among
Unitarians there emerged an influential social gospel pioneer:
Francis Greenwood Peabody. Peabody came from Boston Unitarian
roots and studied at Harvard Divinity School, where he complained of the tedium of old ideas. His study in Germany under
Friedrich A. G. Tholuck at the University of Halle convinced him
that theology had a role to play in social reform. Tholuck, it should
be stated, was widely known and beloved in Protestant churches in
Europe and America throughout much of the nineteenth century.
His unique blend of rationalist thought and evangelical pietism

had influenced other professors at Harvard prior to Peabody's student years. 386 Peabody's early work in parish ministry was cut short
by poor health, and with disappointment in himself, he accepted a
teaching post at Harvard in 1880. This was the unlikely beginning
of his pioneering work in the study of social ethics.
At Harvard, Peabody was part of a new regime of professors
hired by the new president, Charles Eliot. This was the moment
when Harvard Divinity School became an "unsectarian school"
and invited a "scientific" method of study, calling for objectivity in
viewing material and subjecting all ideas to impartial scrutiny and
the "historical method of approach:'387 Peabody's popular course,
the Practical Ethics of Social Reform, examined questions of charity, temperance, labor, prisons, and divorce, among other things.
Students popularly referred to the course as "Peabo's drainage,
drunkenness, and divorce:' Peabody utilized a case method of study,
with the aid of social-scientific analysis, to develop what he called
"inductive ethics:' From his course would eventually develop the
Department of Social Ethics at the College.388
Peabody wrote an important work, Jesus Christ and the Social
Question, published for the first time in 1900 and followed soon
after by five more editions. Peabody's book recognized the unique
problems of the current age, which he saw summed up in the "contradiction between economic progress and spiritual ideals:' The
"social question is an economic question;' he stated, but "it issues
from a sense of wrong:' The church should not be alienated from
the reform impulse; there should be a reunion of religion and
social reform. 389 From Tholuck, he argued that Jesus' teaching was
so comprehensive that it could speak to every age including his
own-"the age of the social question." The essence of Jesus' ethical
message lay in its moral energy. Reynolds notes, Peabody related
this moral lenergy to "a new wider range of social problems,"
wisely taking into account their complexity.390
Peabody was not a political or social radical. He did not advocate overthrowing the social order. Jesus had not offered a systematic plan, Peabody pointed out, only a case-by-case demonstration.
His goal was not political but personal. This argument gives credence
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to the theory that the Social Gospel movement was motivated in
part by a desire to pre-empt a radical move toward socialism. 391 FOI:
his part, Peabody sought change within existing structures, saying
that much could be accomplished through service. Robinson argues
that Peabody's idea of service was an appeal to the rich and controlling classes to be more responsible in their stewardship of the
nation's wealth. In Peabody is seen the ethical individualism of
Unitarianism-of"channeling personal development into an ethic
of service to others:'392
John Haynes Holmes lived out the Social Gospel message in
his ministry through numerous avenues of reform. He looked to
Theodore Parker as the model of a Christian minister, arguing that
the minister's proper role was to speak out on social issues. Like
Peabody, he believed that the economic injustice of the industrial
age was of central concern to Christian ethics; unlike Peabody, he
declared that the brotherhood represented in socialism was "the
religion of Jesus." He believed that the individualism of Social
Darwinians like Herbert Spencer violated what he saw as historically true-that all individuals are in fact social creatures. He
wrote, "The problem of life today is no longer the problem of the
individual but the problem of the society which environs the individual and determines the conditions of his life." The role of the
church, said Holmes, was "to grapple at first hand with the conditions of society."393
Holmes was a young Unitarian minister and social activist
when he signed the NAACP Charter in 1909. His lifetime of advocacy for social justice would make him perhaps the pre-eminent
Unitarian community minister of the early twentieth century, if
not always the most popular among his contemporaries. Holmes
had graduated from Harvard Divinity School in 1904 and soon
gained the favor of AUA president Samuel Atkins Eliot. Eliot recommended Holmes to the powerful pulpit of the Church of the
Messiah in New York City, and, in 1907, the church called him to
be their minister. Holmes' ministry led him to discover that the
Unitarian denomination was "a middle-class institution ... with
high standards of respectability and culture" in which "labor

seemed an alien element." He came to believe that "in the struggle
between labor and capital, the Unitarian churches had lined up,
more or less unwittingly, on the side of capital:'394 This realization
is relevant to the conflict John Haynes Holmes later experienced
with the AUA leadership. He began preaching on political subjects
wherein he declared Socialism to be "the religion of Jesus:' In 1908,
he organized other young radical ministers to form the Unitarian
Fellowship for Social Justice; in the following year, he participated
in the founding of the NAACP; later still, he was a founder and
chair of the American Civil Liberties Union.
When Jenkin Lloyd Jones died in 1918, the radical Holmes
seemed the natural choice to succeed him as director of Chicago's
Abraham Lincoln Center, a center of social activism founded in
1905. This invitation was important in that it enabled Holmes to
negotiate critical changes at the Church of the Messiah, which he
was still serving in New York City. The congregation agreed to drop
the name Messiah and change it to the Community Church of New
York; they did away with pew rentals, and eliminated the covenant
as a requirement for membership. The focus of the church would
move from liberal Christianity to social concern for the larger
community, in keeping with the new name. Holmes described the
re-conceived role of this church as "the logical completion and
perfection of the liberal movement in modern religion. It moves
from the individual to society as the center of religious life [and]
emancipates religion from the power of money." The Community
Church of New York became by 1930 a multi-cultural congregation
of 1800 members representing thirty-four nationalities from six
continents. For Holmes, this was a great satisfaction: "We have
rich and poor, black and white ... orthodox and agnostic, theist,
atheist, and humanist, Republican, Democrat, Socialist, and Communist. All of this means ... we are a community church, in the
true meaning of the phrase."395
Ovington and Holmes lived out the early twentieth-century
"Progressive Era" reform impulse that drew on the message of the
Social Gospel movement. With other middle-class progressives,
they sought to ameliorate the social and economic disparities of
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the late nineteenth-century Gilded Age. Like Peabody, they saw that
the nineteenth-century idealization of laissez-faire government was
destructive of both the material and spiritual conditions of life.
They saw beyond the categories that divided society and institutions. In reaching out to heal the hatreds of race in American society, they went beyond where most white Progressive Era reformers
and Social Gospel ministers would go. Finally, drawing on their
Unitarian roots, they affirmed the secular world as the proper
sphere of religious influence.
Jane Addams, a contemporary of Peabody, Ovington, and
Holmes, and a personal friend of Jenkin Lloyd Jones, has often
been called the quintessential embodiment of progressive reform.
In 1889, Addams founded Hull House, a settlement house on
Chicago's south side. It is worth knowing that the inspiration for
this work had come about after much personal struggle. From the
time of her graduation from Rockford College in 1881 and her
father's death in the same year, Addams experienced a period of illness and uncertainty. She had longed to become a physician, but
was forced to set that dream aside as she healed from a childhood
back injury and a bout of depression. 396 She convalesced in Europe
during these years and, while in England, visited Toynbee Hall, a
settlement house in London. This became the inspiration out of
which she was able to resolve the question of the "family claim"
that had been haunting her, and pursue a life of social purpose.
Indeed she would one day write of the "Subjective Necessity for
Social Settlements" wherein she argued that women who had been
"smothered and sickened with advantages" would find health and
purpose in the "expression of self rather than the repression of self
for the sake of societY:'397 Better to serve the world in a purposeful
way than to be restricted by society's expectations for women.
Addams returned to Chicago, located and purchased a sizeable house that she felt would serve her purpose, and thus began
the work that would achieve nationwide significance. Here middleclass men and women lived and delivered services to the immigrants that inhabited the surrounding neighborhood. They offered
classes in baby care, nutrition, food preparation, and the English

language. They also offered musical concerts and poetry readings
to inspire social and cultural uplift. They babysat for the children
of poor women who had to work. Hull House was a busy, lively
place. Beyond this, it was a social workshop from which the residents studied problems and lobbied for municipal reforms involving sidewalks, housing codes, street maintenance, and sanitation.
Out of Hull House came Hull House Maps and Papers, a sociological analysis of the working and living conditions endured by the
tenement families of Chicago. This study pressured the Illinois legislature to pass labor laws banning sweatshops and child labor. 398
Jane Addams was inspired and supported in her work at Hull
House in part through her connection to the Unitarian All Souls
Church, where Jenkin Lloyd Jones had been the minister since
1882. Addams developed a reciprocal relationship with Jones. He
came to Hull House to lecture about various subjects, including
the need for labor unions, and to help in giving aid to the poor.
In return Addams frequently preached in Jones' pulpit, even performing weddings and funerals. With admiration born of-long
association, Jones spoke of Addams as the "sage of Hull House:'399·
In this sense we may think of Addams' work as a lay community
ministry linked with a Unitarian congregation. From Hull House,
she launched numerous projects of community benefit, including
an Immigrants' Protective League, the Juvenile Protective Association, and a Juvenile Psychopathic Clinic. Her efforts on behalf
of children contributed to the creation of the Federal Children's
Bureau in 1912 and the passage of a federal child labor law in
1916. Rejecting the rigid ideology of the Chicago socialists,
Addams nonetheless advocated a larger government role in
addressing the problems of free enterprise. Competition, she
claimed, should be replaced by cooperation "for the good of the
whole social organism:'
The closest Universalist counterpart to Hull House was the
Everyday Church, also referred to as the "institutional church."
This concept of the church as an institution offering humanitarian services not necessarily religious in nature was pioneered in
1837 when Otis A. Skinner opened an Everyday Church in Boston's
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Boylston Hall. Its purpose was "to serve the needs of transients and
rootless people who had no church home or even any other home
to call their own:'400 It lasted into the 1850s, meeting with limited
means the material needs of those who sought its services. In 1894
George 1. Perin reinvigorated the same concept at the Shawmut
Avenue Universalist Church in Boston. Perin had just returned
from Japan, where he had set up the first denominational foreign
mission for non-Christians. Back in Boston, he determined to
broaden the role of the church to offer a range of services to deteriorating neighborhoods, seven days a week. Perin acquired a sixteen-room house next door to the Shawmut Avenue Church and
used the house as a center where people in the neighboring slums
could take classes in stenography, dress-making, and cooking. A
nursery was provided on site for the children of working mothers,
and free legal aid was made available by a lawyer who donated his
time. In summer, there were day trips and outings for upwards
of 100 children. 401 It was here that Florence Kollock (Crooker)
answered a call in mid-career to serve. Like Addams, Kollock had
observed the methods being employed at Toynbee Hall to respond
to the problems of poverty, crime, and disease. In Boston, Kollock
found an opportunity to apply what she had learned, "seeking
to offer practical aid as well as fostering spiritual development in
the face of overwhelming physical deprivation:'402 She used her
Sundays to campaign all over New England to raise funds for support of the Everyday Church. Perin came to rely increasingly on the
lay services of volunteers as the Everyday Church grew in popularity. By World War I, the Universalist denomination was operating
over twenty such "institutional churches" and non-sectarian centers across the nation.
Perin also founded the Franklin Square House in Boston's
South End, a non-profit, non-sectarian rooming house for single
working women and students who had few safe affordable housing
alternatives in the city. It was so popular that additional wings were
added over time, and by World War I, the enlarged facility served
900 young women. Indeed, it is estimated that "by 1922, some
75,000 had used the services of the Franklin Square House, an

enduring testimonial to Perin's work and Universalist philanthropy:'403 In addition to Franklin Square, there was the Bethany
Home for Young Women, established by John D. W. Joy, a member
of Perin's Shawmut Avenue Universalist Church and forty-nine
other investors in 1890. Operating under the auspices of the Massachusetts Universalist Convention, the Bethany Home was chartered
as a non-denominational refuge for women aged twenty to forty
. with no means of financial support. In 1898, the name and the
charter were revised. The new Bethany Union became a residence
for young working women who paid rent on a sliding scale. As with
the Franklin Square House, the Bethany Union grew in popularity
and size, soon occupying three adjoining buildings. Its operations
continued after its move to Newbury Street in 1941, and later it
became an independent affiliate of the Unitarian Universalist Association.404 The Everyday Church, with its long-term legacy in resident homes for young working women, contributes an important
chapter to the story of Universalist community ministry. In this
period when the industrial and commercial marketplace lured
thousands to the cities, we recognize the Everyday Church and
Hull House as early twentieth-century instances of urban ministry
aspiring to address the real material deprivations of urban life.
Addams enjoyed a long and fruitful career. Frequently she
worked in association with prominent Unitarians and Universalists
in shared arenas of community ministry. We have already seen that
in 1909 she joined with Ovington, Jones, and Holmes in signing the
charter of the NAACP. She also campaigned with Susan Anthony
and Celia Woolley for woman suffrage and served as vice president
ofNAWSA from 1911 to 1914.
Throughout World War I, Addams joined Holmes and Jones
in renouncing war and paid, as did they, a dispiriting price in public censure as a result. She led a· delegation of forty-six American
women from the recently formed Woman's Peace Party to the 1915
meeting of the International Congress of Women at The Hague.
When the conference was concluded, two delegations of women
visited European heads of state to promote mediation by neutrals
to end the war. 405 Addams returned home enthusiastic about
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ending the war through diplomatic means. To her surprise and
disappointment, Addams soon discovered she was added to the
"traitor list" of the Senate Judiciary Committee for her activism
against the war. Partly in response to that experience, Addams
joined with Holmes in 1920 in the founding of the American Civil
Liberties Union. Further, in 1919, Addams and Unitarian Emily
Greene Balch helped found the Women's International League
for Peace and Freedom. Finally, in 1931, Addams was the first
woman to deliver the Ware Lecture at the General Assembly of the
American Unitarian Association. In that same year she was the first
woman and the first social worker to be awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize. Her story will be a starting point from which to further
examine peace ministries in time of war.

PART IV
TwenH.elh-Cenlury Challenges
in Communily Minislry

R

ichard Gilbert observes that events of the twentieth
century have left us less optimistic about the prospects
for reform than were our Social Gospel pioneers.

Nothing can parallel the scope and pace of change in this century in its potential for technological destruction as well as human
alienation. These chapters chronicle the work of Unitarian and
Universalist community ministers who raised their voices against
war, led their respective religious movements through economic
malaise, found common ground for merging their gifts ofwitness
and hope, and met the challenges of the civil rights, anti-war,
and women's rights movements. The growth of community ministry by century's end was a response to the pain exposed in these
long-delayed social eruptions.
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or many who had devoted their lives to improving society,
war now seemed a cruel reversal of all they had sought
to achieve. World War I, known as "the Great War:' proved
an unspeakable horror, yet to oppose it was thought to be
treasonous. In the end, the trauma to those who survived it was
exceeded only by the cost to millions who paid with their lives.
Perhaps that is why voices of opposition to war
accorded
greater sympathy in later years, when the shock of it all had registered in the public consciousness. At the time, however, there was
a heavy price to_ be paid when progressive individuals advocated
peace. John Haynes Holmes, Carolyn Bartlett Crane, Jenkin Lloyd
Jones, Emily Greene Balch, Aurelia Henry Reinhardt, and Clarence
Skinner were among many who suffered reprisals.
John Haynes Holmes encountered trouble in 1915 when he
delivered a series of sermons condemning any action for war as
unjustifiable. "Never will I take up arms against a foe. And if,
because of cowardice or madness, I do this awful thing, may
God in his anger strike me dead, ere I strike dead some brother
from another land! "406 At the Unitarian General Conference in

September 1917, Holmes directed a stunning challenge to the moderator' former President William Howard Taft, and the assembled
delegates, with an impassioned denunciation of the war. "This war
... has driven men to the bowels of the earth, the depths of the
sea, the vast spaces of the air, for combat. It has marshaled whole
populations in the work of death.... Millions of men are dead on
the battlefield or in the hospital, more millions are wounded ...
and still the fight goes on with a determination as wonderful as its
cost is frightfuI:'407 Holmes' emotional speech was cut off as Taft
reclaimed the podium and denounced Holmes' "insidious document:' The delegates gave Taft a standing ovation.
In truth the American Unitarian Association differed little
from the National Catholic War Council, the Federal Council of
Churches, and the Jewish Welfare Board in its support of the war.
Indeed, the editor of the Christian Register claimed that opposition
to the war was treasonous and admonished readers that it was their
duty as Christians to "vanquish a race that was lusting to take away
their sacred freedoms:'408 To be sure, there was political reason for
taking so firm a stand. The Espionage Act of 1917 prohibited the
publication of disloyal statements, as (broadly) defined by the
postmaster general. In May of 1918, the Sedition Act prohibited
"disloyal, profane, scurrilous, or abusive language regarding the
flag, the American government, or the uniforms of the armed services." Under the Sedition Act, many American Socialists and
members of the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) were fined
or went to prison for opposing the draft. 409
In this atmosphere of compulsory patriotism the directors of
the AUA expressed concern that anti-war ministers were creating
turmoil in their churches. In April 1918, they passed a resolution in
support of the "war for freedom and humanity:' Giving financial
bite to this sentiment, they stipulated that any society employing
a minister opposed to "the vigorous and resolute prosecution of
the war cannot be considered eligible for aid from the Association:'41o On the basis of his objection to this decision, Holmes
resigned his ministerial fellowship with the AUA and preached
his anti-war message around the country. Secret Service agents
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ominously trailed him wherever he went. It would not be until
1936 that the General Assembly voted to repudiate the 1918 statement denying aid to churches whose ministers had spoken out
against the war. With the onset of World War II, the AUA consciously chose not to suppress dissenting pacifists. This reversal of
policy was a bittersweet vindication for Holmes, but he did not
rejoin the AUA until his retirement in 1949.411
In the years before his death in 1918, Jenkin Lloyd Jones had
also spoken out against the war. His experience as a Union soldier
fighting in Lincoln's army taught him that war was a "shameful
material waste:' Worse than this was the "moral cost-the murder
of the innocent, the degradation, the inebriety, the gambling and
sensuality" that followed armies everywhere.412 Jones had sustained
a life-long reputation within Unitarianism for his radical theological defense of an absolutely creedless ethical religion. In 1882 he
had reorganized the Fourth Unitarian Society of Chicago as All
Souls Church; in 1893 he had played a prominent role in the World
Parliament of Religions, believing it was a step toward realizing a
universal church for humankind. 413 Now at age 75, Jones accepted
an invitation from Henry Ford to sail with his peace party of 100
"representative Americans" to Stockholm in hopes of negotiating a
just settlement. When Ford could not go at the last minute, Jones
led the mission. His congregation continued to support him, but
other colleagues forced him into lonely exile, closing to him their
once-friendly pulpits. Celia Woolley, still directing the Frederick
Douglass interracial settlement house she co-founded with Fannie
Barrier Williams, continued to stand by Jones, assuring him that he
would be welcome to preach at the Douglass Center anytime. This
loyalty, Jones told Woolley's husband, meant all the more to him
when "so many friends had turned their backs." Soon too, the
Chicago postmaster began holding up mailings of Jones' pro-peace
journal Unity. The strain of fighting to get the paper back in the
mails, along with his heart condition, probably contributed to
Jones' death in September 1918.414
Emily Greene Balch was born in 1867 to a prosperous Boston
Unitarian family. Balch had grown up in a life of privilege and had

obtained a first-rate education, graduating from Bryn Mawr College
in 1889 and then studying in Paris. It may have been surprising to
her peers, then, when she authored Public Assistance to the Poor in
France. After further study of economics at Harvard, the University
of Chicago, and in Berlin, she joined the faculty at Wellesley
College to teach economics and sociology. Most impressive to her
students was the breadth of her knowledge and the depth of her
compassion for the poor. In addition to her work at the college,
she participated in civic efforts to bring about racial justice, an end
to child labor, and better pay and conditions for workers. Always
an advocate for peace, Balch had followed carefully the work of
two peace conferences in 1899 and 1907 at The Hague. With the
outbreak of war in 1914, her commitment to peace deepened. She
joined Jane Addams as a delegate to the First International Congress of Women at The Hague in 1915. This remarkable gathering
of 1500 women was the only international meeting held during
the war. 415
Balch served as an envoy to carry out the plans of the
International Congress. She traveled to Russia and to neutral
Scandinavian countries and later conferred with British leaders
and with President Woodrow Wilson. Upon her return to the
United States, Balch campaigned openly against America's entry
into the war, even seeking an extended leave from Wellesley College
to continue her work for peace. To her surprise, the Board of
Trustees at Wellesley terminated her contract, wishing to dissociate
the college from her radicalism. Balch then took a position on the
editorial staff of the liberal weekly news magazine The Nation. As a
member of the Woman's Peace Party, the U.S.-based organization
she co-founded in 1915 with Jane Addams and others, Balch
attended the Second Convention of the International Congress of
Women in 1919. With the war over, women from various peace
groups had come to the Zurich convention resolved to influence
world governments to implement a just and humane peace. Delegates to the convention created the Women's International League
for Peace and Freedom (WILPF), and Balch accepted their invitation to become secretary of the new organization.
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In the United States, the Woman's Peace Party became thereafter the United States Section of the Women's International League
for Peace and Freedom. Professional women like Balch and Addams
felt that they could not afford to defer to men in working toward
peace, since men had failed to prevent the outbreak of war. 4I6 Later
Balch served on a committee to investigate conditions in Haiti
under U.S. occupation and wrote Occupied Haiti in response. The
reality of Nazi aggression in World War II forced Balch to alter her
pacifist views. It was a time for recognizing the need to defend "fundamental human rights, sword in hand:'417 Balch was awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1946 for her life-long work on behalf of peace.
She donated her portion of the Peace Prize money to the WILPF. In
1960 she received a lifetime achievement award from the American
Unitarian Association. 418 Emily Balch died in 1961, one day after
celebrating her ninety-fifth birthday.
After serving as parish minister in Kalamazoo, Michigan,
from 1889 to 1899, Caroline Bartlett Crane left her pulpit in the
hope of becoming pregnant. When it became clear that she would
remain childless, Crane found an inner reserve to overcome this
unexpected void in her life and embarked on a ministry of her own
making. With so many cities bursting with the problems of rapid
unplanned growth, Crane created a community ministry in the
fields of public health, municipal reform, and woman suffrage.
Then, as war enveloped the world of her day, in spite of her aversion to war, Crane felt compelled by her patriotism and love of
liberty to serve the Michigan State War Preparedness Board and
later the Council of National Defense. 419 In this position, she
helped train and place over 900,000 women in over 100 wartime
occupations.
It was difficult in this time for Crane to reconcile her hatred
of the human slaughter that accompanied war with her work on
behalf of the war effort. World War I had presented an unprecedented case of mass killing and material destruction. According
to some estimates, about 10,000,000 young men had died in the
war, and 20,000,000 more were maimed, crippled, burned, and
wounded. Another 13,000,000 civilians died and 10,000,000 had

become refugees. 420 When it was over, Crane worked to "convert
defense apparatus to peacetime machinery" and at the same time,
joined peace reformers to explore the causes of war and find its
cure. Ironically, in this effort she became the target of the same
kind of criticism that others had known. What made this criticism
especially bitter for Crane was that it came from her friends in the
Michigan Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution, of
which she had long been a member. Her name was added to a list
of "disloyal Americans" that was circulated among private and
public organizations in the state. Crane was disappointed in the
DAR for taking this action, which she believed was motivated by
a "benighted nationalism." In response, she placed letters in all
the major Michigan newspapers and in several national magazines
exposing the DAR's practice of blacklisting dissenters. Further,
she withdrew her membership from the DAR.421
So deep was the animosity toward those who dared question
the government's conduct of the war, it is probable that many who
might have spoken were silenced or simply wearied by the atmosphere of hysteria. Among the Unitarians who resisted this kind
of pressure, it is important to note one other. Aurelia Henry
Reinhardt brought to peace work a temperament apd consciousness that may have been influenced by her Unitarian and educational background. Born into a Unitarian family in Oakland, California, Aurelia Isabel Henry graduated from the University of
California at Berkeley in 1899 with a degree in English literature
and from Yale University in 1905 with a Ph.D. in English. In 1906,
she married Dr. George Reinhardt at the First Unitarian Church
of Berkeley. Only six years later, her husband died, leaving her
a widow with two small sons. After teaching for a time, her life
changed in 1916 when she assumed the presidency of Mills College
in Oakland, a position she would hold for twenty-seven years. 422
Her work in higher education became central to her professional
life but did not interfere with her tireless work as a Unitarian lay
minister for peace. In 1919, she declared herself an advocate for
world peace and broke ranks with the Republican Party in order to
back President Woodrow Wilson's plan for the League of Nations.
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In 1932 she was invited to deliver the Ware lecture at the May meeting of the AUA, an honor that had gone the year before to Nobel
laureate Jane Addams. Her work for peace culminated in 1945 when
she served as a delegate to the founding meetings of the United
Nations in San Francisco.
Among Universalists, the pre-eminent peace advocate was
Clarence Russell Skinner, who would in time also be the pre-eminent leader of the early twentieth-century Universalist Church of
America. Skinner's leadership in the UCA will be described in
the chapter on institutional leadership. As with Holmes, Crane,
Addams, Jones, Balch, and Reinhardt among the Unitarians, Skinner
encountered deep criticism for his pacifist views during World War
1. With u.S. entry into the war, reports of Skinner's declared pacifism circulated in the Boston newspapers and prompted public
censure. The president of Tufts College, where Skinner was
Professor of Applied Christianity in the Crane Theological School,
was openly angry at Skinner, perhaps because of how his views
might stain the reputation of the school. Many members of the faculty shunned him, and some even called for his dismissal. Once
when he was speaking in Concord, listeners threw rotten eggs at
him. Despite these displays of condemnation, Skinner held firm
in his views. Meanwhile his close colleague Dean Lee McCollester
and other faculty members supported him out of respect for his
integrity and his constitutional right to free speech.423
When the war was over, Skinner called for a united world in
a hope-filled article entitled "The World Soul:' This idea met with
criticism even from the Medford Hillside Universalist Church,
which he had been serving on a half-time basis, and he was relieved
of his position. The congregation's attitude was that he was too
socialistic. The accumulation of these experiences led Skinner,
finally, to begin his own congregation. In 1920, he established the
Community Church of Boston in the hope that he could set forth
his views in a free and fully inclusive environment. The story of this
church is told in more detail in a later chapter of this work along
with a fuller description of the community ministry of Clarence
Skinner.

Ministers who advocated for peace during World War I met
with a fate common to most pacifists in a time of war-condemnation and rejection. They understood war as the ultimate tragic folly
of competitive, narrowly focused, all-too-human leaders impervious to pacifist appeals. It would not be until the cost of that folly
was fully assessed that the prospect of war was treated by the American people and their government with less bravado. A series of
Neutrality Acts, passed in the late 1930s to preclude war-inducing
entanglements, are by implication evidence of national regret. 424 In
spite of such measures, the United States was forced to enter the
Second World War, which ultimately ushered in a new world
order. Unitarian and Universalist ministers, both lay and ordained,
would undertake new roles, bringing their merged message of hope,
reason, peace, and reconciliation to bear upon the might of the
modern age.
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he passion for progressive reform in the early decades of the
twentieth century included the application of new scientific
methods of management in institutional and organizational
settings. The idea was to employ advance planning, engineering expertise, and models of efficient production to achieve the
most beneficial outcomes. Unitarian and Universalist leaders
endeavored to implement such strategies to best serve the purposes
of their respective movements.
Among Unitarians, the leadership of strong AUA presidents in
the first half of the twentieth century is credited with sustaining
denominational stability. Samuel Atkins Eliot II served as president
of the AUA from 1900 to 1927. He brought to the office a desire to
strengthen the organizational structures of the denomination,
running it in conformity with popular scientific principles of efficiency. Eliot's motivation derived from his personal frustration
when, as a Unitarian missionary in Seattle in 1888, he had not been
able to obtain a building loan from the AUA. "We must have a concentration of responsible authority:' he wrote. "The present lack of
a system can be amended by the introduction of more precise business methods into the management of the AUA:'425

Eliot had been serving as secretary of the AUA from 1898
until 1900. At that time, outgoing president Carroll Wright proposed elevating the current secretary to the role of president. Eliot
accepted this change, thinking it would empower him to "seize the
large opportunities of service which open always before our hesitating fellowship."426 New bylaws were adopted in 1900 to create an
eighteen-member Board of Directors to "have charge of all the
business and interests of the Association ... its funds and operations:' In keeping with Eliot's focus on mission, the AUA soon provided $40,000 to aid a total of eighty-nine churches. The downside
of this work was that Eliot's emphasis on large-scale efficiency
steered money away from smaller societies. 427 We have seen how
this pattern affected Ethelred Brown's small Unitarian mission to
African Americans in Harlem. The effect was that the smaller
churches died and Unitarian membership was increasingly confined to the more educated and well-to-do strata of society.
Indeed, with regard to women ministers, Eliot viewed their
vital efforts at building community in the Midwest as too domestic, out of sync with the commanding forces of progress seen in the
larger male-run churches. Women, in Eliot's mind, were unsuited
to professionallife. 428 An unfortunate example of this is found in
the experience of Rowena Morse Mann, a woman of outstanding
qualifications who was forced out of her ministry while still in her
early fifties. Her church was Third Unitarian, situated on Chicago's
West Side, a shaky congregation before her arrival in 1911 due to
an influx of eastern European immigrants into the neighborhood.
Morse's energy and sermon eloquence brought many people from
the suburbs back to the church. Parishioners liked her immensely.
Further, they benefited financially because she and her husband
pledged one quarter of her salary to the church. Regrettably, a race
riot occurred nearby, and the suburban people were too frightened
. to return. When the congregation petitioned the AUA for funds to
relocate in Chicago's downtown Loop, Samuel Eliot's response was
to deny funding unless the congregation was willing to engage in
outreach to the existing community and accept a young new male
minister who was nearing graduation from seminary. When the
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congregation protested that their present minister was preferable
to a «man of no ability:' all discussion stopped. In the end, no
money was given and the congregation collapsed. Rowena Morse
Mann was unable to obtain another pulpit; each time she inquired
about an opening, it was suddenly closed.429 Eliot's patriarchal disposition was apparently crucial in erecting nearly insurmountable
barriers to women in ministry. From 1906, when Rowena Morse
was ordained, until 1917, not one other woman was brought into
active Unitarian ministry.43o
What was gained under Eliot's leadership? Organizationally
Eliot put in place a Department of Ministry to help congregations
locate suitable (male) candidates to fill their pulpits. A publication
agent was appointed in 1901, a first step toward the founding of
Beacon Press. Further, Eliot advocated prison and educational
reforms that would provide practical inmate education and health
care. Finally, he sought to advance toleration of different world
religions, believing that individuals of any faith that shared his
ethic and commitment to education should be valued. In defense
of Eliot's moves to consolidate authority, it may be said that the
times shaped Eliot's decisions at least as much as his own temperament did. Elizabeth Curtiss points out that Unitarians had
emerged from the nineteenth century «pretty badly battered" by
the theological debates of Transcendentalism versus Biblical
Theism and the regional governance conflicts of East versus
West. 431 Then too, Unitarian membership was down at the turn of
the century. Finally, Eliot's time in office was marked by the disorder that accompanied early twentieth-century industrial growth
and urbanization, as well as the traumatizing spectacle of world
war. In light of these difficulties, his work to strengthen denominational structures may be better understood for what it helped to
overcome.
For Universalists, the end of the nineteenth century had
brought a measure of maturation as well as decline. Although
statistics are unreliable, it was evident by 1890 that membership
had shrunk significantly in the previous fifty years. 432 It is often
popularly assumed that as more people migrated to cities,

Universalism lost the support that had sustained its growth in
rural areas. The decline was probably due to more than a demographic shift. The Universalist message had long opposed traditional Calvinist warnings of hellfire and brimstone. By the
twentieth century, many mainline Protestant sects had adopted the
more forgiving Universalist theology, attracting people who might
formerly have been drawn to Universalism. 433 Meanwhile, according to Charles Howe, Universalism had grown "theologically more
orthodox and socially more conservative." In 1870, the denomination had voted to exclude the "Liberty Clause" from its Winchester
Profession. This effectively required adherence to a creed for ministerial fellowship. Behind this action was a sense of needing to
repudiate the Boston Free Religionists and Emerson's "natural religion."434 In consequence, exclusion of the "Liberty Clause" firmly
tied Universalist belief to Biblical sources of revelation. In the
same year, the General Convention moved to create a more centralized organizational structure that resembled Presbyterian
administration. A new three-tiered representative arrangement
emerged made up of the General Convention, the state convention, and the parish. This new format took power away from individual congregations.
The reorganization was a reactionary move intended to
establish theological and organizational unity. It ran up against the
desire of most Universalists to maintain congregational autonomy
and preserve personal freedom of belief. By century's end, both
the Liberty Clause and a decentralized congregation-based organizational structure were reinstated. Furthermore, the greater theological latitude allowed by the Liberty Clause coincided with the
impact of the 1893 World Parliament of Religions. The Parliament
had hosted a separate Universalist meeting, which claimed the
attendance of 55 ministers and hundreds of lay people. The
Parliament led to the formation a year later of the American
Congress of Liberal Religious Societies, which was supported by a
growing liberal wing of Universalist miriisters. 435 These were the
ministers who wanted closer relations with other religious liberals.
In 1905, representatives of the Universalist General Convention
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and the American Unitarian Association worked together as part of
the International Congress of Religious Liberals to host a conference in Boston. Astonishingly, the conference drew an attendance
of 7000 from around the globe. 436
As these events unfolded, Clarence Russell Skinner proved
deeply influential in reviving Universalist morale in the first half of
the twentieth century. We have seen that his pacificism in World
War I led to his being ostracized at Crane Theological School.
Skinner was a man who lived at his core a unique vision of the
good society and worked his entire life to bring that vision about
through his call to Universalist ministry. As a youth he shared his
uncle's interest in acting, and while a student at St. Lawrence
University, he served as president of the drama society and editor
of the school newspaper. After graduating he married a classmate,
a fellow Phi Beta Kappa, Clara Louise Ayres. In their marriage of
forty-three years, they were seldom apart. Skinner was ordained
into Christian Universalist ministry at the Church of the Divine
Paternity in 1906, where he had been working as an assistant to
the minister. 437
Skinner soon established his presence with a Social Gospel
focus. He had been active in the University Settlement House on
the East Side in New York -City, but saw its potential as limited.
He believed, that a more radical approach was necessary to address
social problems, as Walter Rauschenbusch advocated in his
Christianity and the Social Crisis (1907). In 1911 he was a leader in
establishing at a denominational level the Commission on Social
Service, which was in keeping with the Social Gospel movement
prevalent in American Protestant churches.438 His belief in practical Christianity was more fully articulated in his first book,
The Social Implications of Universalism, published in 1915. Going
beyond the scope of Protestant Christianity, Skinner offered a
radical interpretation of the Social Gospel that redirected the mission of the Universalist Church. Its call for a broad theology and
global social ethic spelled out a "prophetic and comprehensive
theological, ecclesiastical, and social program for the denomination:'439 The ideas in this book were embodied in Skinner's 1917

proposition "A Declaration of Social Principles:' which was
adopted by the Universalist denomination as the basis for its
social witness. 44o
In 1911 Skinner had accepted an invitation to serve as minister to the Grace Universalist Church in Lowell, Massachusetts. Here
is where he met Lee S. McCollester, Dean of the Crane Theological
School at Tufts College. The theology school was at low ebb, with
only thirteen students out of a total of 479 enrolled at the college,
and McCollester was looking for someone to build it up. Skinner
accepted the appointment of Professor of Applied Christianity at
Crane 441 and soon was teaching a number of courses in such topics
as Applied Christianity, History of Religions, Church History, and
Religious Education. From these beginnings, he organized the
Department of Applied Christianity, which offered courses in
social psychology, principles and methods of social service, home
and foreign missions, and country church problems. The program
also required students to perform practical service in settlement
houses or other charitable agencies. 442 Skinner's work in college
and seminary teaching was a prophetic community ministry that
would have a deep impact on Universalism.
After encountering persistent criticism for his pacifist and internationalist views, Skinner established the Community Church of
Boston, where he would be free to speak his own mind. For thirtyone years, Skinner led the Community Church while also holding
his faculty position at Crane, attracting large numbers of students
to his courses and eventually becoming dean. A defining feature of
the church was its involvement in social causes, including the Sacco
and Vanzetti case (the Skinners attended many sessions of the trial),
the Scottsboro case, and Margaret Sanger's right to speak publicly
in Boston.443 Skinner's church, where attendance sometimes ran to
over 1200, paralleled in time, theology, and mission the Community
Church of New York established by Unitarian minister John Haynes
Holmes. Indeed, drawn together by their shared pacifism, theological liberalism, and social-action-oriented humanism, Holmes and
Skinner worked together in the founding of the Boston church.444
Notably, Holmes' church in New York broke from the body of
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Unitarians, while Skinner's church remained tied to the Universalist
denomination.
Over time, Skinner's theology changed. In a 1924 essay, "In
Times of Disillusion;' he voiced his bitterness but ended on a triumphant (Howe suggests defiant) note. "The world has grown
unutterably old ... [but] I'll still proclaim the 'Vision Splendid' ...
God's unsurrendered! SO AM I! ... I light the candle and-I
DREAM:'445 Later works followed: Liberalism Faces the Future
(1937), Human Nature and the Nature of Evil (1939), and A
Religion for Greatness (1945). By the end of World War II, Skinner's
religious position had evolved from an earlier conception of liberal Christianity to an all-encompassing, all-compassionate
humanism. He called for a "radical religion" in which "man touches infinity; his home is in immensity; he lives, moves, and has his
being in eternity:'446
In this "radical religion;' humankind would not need to name
in any specific way the powers that exist beyond the self. Our "village stage of existence;' Skinner reasoned, required such "partialist" views. But our modern world requires a "cosmic religion" and
demands that we "expand our spiritual powers" in order to
"increase the range of our understanding and sympathy:' To make
this happen, Skinner believed, people must embrace "the universals," that is, the absence of all barriers. This was the "essential
way. It is
human task. There is no
ism-or petish."447 After the fire of two World Wars and the strain
of a Depression, here was Skinner's vision of a united world community.448 At the age of 64 and in seriously failing health after
surgery for colon cancer, he wrote his final book, Religion and the
Well Ordered Life, published posthumously in 1955. Refusing to
go to a hospital, Skinner died at his summer home in Long Ridge,
Connecticut, in 1949.
Skinner's bold thinking laid the foundation for a more
expansive Universalism that would eventually find sympathy with
Unitarianism. His hope of uniting Unitarians and Universalists
was still a long way from being realized when he died, but much
progress had been made. In 1927, Universalists had rejected a

Unitarian proposal for unification because they feared losing their
more Theist-centered identity. Indeed, Universalists at this time
considered joining with the Congregationalists, a move which
the outgoing AUA president, Samuel Eliot, described as a "step
backward into orthodoxy," leaving behind the trails blazed by
Unitarians and Universalists. In a brief moment of like-minded
Unitarian and Universalist inspiration, a Free Church Fellowship
was formed and met from 1934 to 1937. Its dissolution after
three years was due to quarrels over the Unitarian acceptance of
Humanism, as well as to the absence of a grassroots base.449
The emergence of Humanism, and the signing of the Humanist Manifesto in 1933, would profoundly influence-and divideliberal religious thinkers in the twentieth century."450 In the face of
Darwin's evolutionary hypothesis, historical studies of biblical evidence, and other scientific and technological developments, supernatural belief met with new levels of skepticism, and atheism
gained ground. Among Unitarians, the absence of creedal restraints
allowed Humanism to open the door to a new faith in humankind. 451 In 1935 Universalists crafted a new statement of faith that
made no explicit mention of Jesus as Christ, nor did it specify a
doctrine of universal salvation. Rather, it emphasized the social
gospel. This may be seen as a step toward acceptance of Humanism
in Universalism, but serious debates continued for decades as to
whether Humanism was a legitimate religious view for Unitarians
or Universalists.
In addition to these questions, the Depression contributed
to a kind of malaise among Unitarians and Universalists. Both
denominations found that financial strains undermined their sense
of spiritual purpose. Unitarian churches were in decline, being
either consolidated or closed. In New England alone, 500 Unitarian
ministers were unemployed. 452 Fortunately, strong leaders emerged
near the end of these difficult years to revive the spirit of the people in both denominations, to put Humanism into an acceptable
context of freedom of conscience, and to establish greater financial
security. This kind of leadership furthered the conditions that
would in time unite both Unitarians and Universalists around a
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broad theological vision and shared social commitment. For the
Unitarians, this leadership c_arne from Frederick May Eliot, president of the AUA from 1937 to 1958; for the Universalists, it came
from Robert Cummins, General Superintendent of the Universalist
Convention from 1938 to 1953.
In 1934, the AUA called for the Commission on Appraisal453 to
assess the liabilities facing the denomination, as well as the assets,
and to determine a course for future action. The world at this time
was in the depths of the Depression, and Fascism loomed frighteningly on the horizon. Unitarian membership was at a low point, and
morale was lower still. Frederick May Eliot, minister of the Unity
Church in St. Paul, Minnesota, and grandson of William Greenleaf
Eliot, was appointed to head the Commission. He and Commission
members like James Luther Adams advocated important changes,
such as a decentralization of decision-making and a greater emphasis on religious education. In regard to the latter, Frederick urged
the view that what holds the free church together is a sense of"common memories and common practices." The church, said Eliot,
"must remember where it has been."454 To fulfill this goal, the
Commission urged the writing of a new religious education curriculum to replace what had been published by Beacon Press thirty
years before. This vital task of ministry fell to Sophia Lyon Fahs,
whose religious journey had followed a long path from orthodox
Christianity to liberal naturalism and humanism.
Sophia Lyon had been born in 1876 to Presbyterian missionaries in China. When she married in 1902, she joined the Methodist
Church so she and her husband would be in the same denomination. In these early years of the century, Sophia had taken courses
at the University of Chicago and the City University of New York.
These courses led her to appreciate William Rainey's Higher
Criticism of the Bible and John Dewey's progressive ideas in education. Further, she would later say, her own five children were
unwittingly her "major teachers" as to the ways that children learn.
Fahs chose to work in religious education and spent years teaching
Sunday school, lecturing at religious education conferences, and
writing related articles, all the while integrating her increasingly

liberal religious ideas into her work. Edith Fisher Hunter writes
that Fahs found herself «drawing less exclusively on the JudeoChristian tradition and more on the natural sciences, on the religion of primitive people, and on other world religions:'455 What
developed out of this was her desire to offer experience-centered
religious education whereby children would explore their reactions
to primary phenomena like birth and death, sun and stars, wind
and rain, dreams and shadows. This seemed more appropriate to
her than early childhood study of Bible stories, which should be
saved for when children had a better understanding of history.
After obtaining a bachelor's degree in religious studies at Union
Theological Seminary, Fahs was invited in 1933 to implement
some of her ideas in the religious education program of the new
Riverside Church in New York City. This church had been built to
house the pulpit of the Rev. Harry Emerson Fosdick, a champion
of the Modernist school that Fahs had come to embrace. 456
In 1928, Religious Education magazine published an article
authored by Fahs, «How Childish Should a Child's Religion Be?"
Albert C. Dieffenbach, editor of the Unitarian Christian Register, read
this article favorably, and Fahs' reputation among Unitarians began
to grow. In 1930 Edwin Fairley, a Unitarian minister who was taking
a course from Fahs at Union Seminary, invited her to be a leader
at a religious education conference at Star Island, a well-known
Unitarian conference center. Fahs' acceptance ofthis invitation began
her association with the AUA, which led to her serving as editor and
co-author of children's religious education materials for the New
Beacon Series. This work incorporated three contemporary themes
into its curriculum: the liberal movement in theology, the progressive movement in education, and the critical movement in Biblical
studies.457 In the New Beacon Series, titles by Fahs would include

How Miracles Abound, From Long Ago and Many Lands, Beginnings
ofEarth and Sky, and Men ofProphetic Fire. One writer asserts that
the appointment of Fahs as editor of this series was the crucial event
in the modern history of Unitarian religious education.458
As for the further work of the Commission on Appraisal, we
return to Aurelia Henry Reinhardt, president of Mills College since
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1916 and a committed peace activist since the time ofWorld War 1.
In 1934, Reinhardt was invited by the Commission on Appraisal to

write a chapter on Worship. This contribution would be of singular importance to the Unitarian understanding of liturgy and
worship. Reinhardt wrote that worship played "a basic part in
all mature religions," uniting worshippers in a "common kinship of existence and understanding." Because liberal religionists know that "a final definition of God has always been beyond
man's ability to conceive or state:' we are more "deeply alone than
St. Augustine:' who wrote: "Our hearts are restless (til they find rest
in Thee:' Reinhardt expressed the idea that worship should be held
in a consistent manner at a usual time on the Sabbath, as this
would best provide a "stable background for the shifting drama of
civilization." She further advocated that the content of worship
include traditional sources like the Bible and the Catholic Missal,
but that it also bring in "the new science, the visions of integrated
humanity, and wider concepts of deity."459
Finally, Reinhardt recommended that form and beauty in
worship be retained from the past. Tapping into deep human emotion, worship should reflect all customary forms of art: architecture, music, poetry, color, and design. Beyond these, it required the
art of an «adventuring spirit" and an awareness of the variety of
people's spiritual quests. In her report Reinhardt recognized the
«comprehensive human and spiritual needs which find articulate
expression only through religion" and recommended that «the liberal fellowship set its hand and mind to the task of reviving adequate public worship.»460 In this period, she also served as Trustee
for the Starr King School for the Ministry in Berkeley, predicting
that «the future includes more women in the ministry than we have
ever known before:'461
The Commission on Appraisal of 1936 has been said to have
caused the renaissance of Unitarianism in the twentieth century.
James Luther Adams played an important role in calling for the
Commission and influencing its recommendations. Adams believed
that the vitality of liberalism depended on a continuous process
of reexamination. «Only where there is a sincere recognition of

incompleteness and failure, only where there is a recovery of depth,
breadth, and length, only there is the authentic spirit of religious
liberalism to be found."462 Robinson writes that the "sense of a
return to ultimate foundations in order to find renewed vigor" is
very much at the heart of the Commission's report. It was both an
analysis and a plan for action-to set about reviving discouraged
Unitarians and their disheartened churches. Its recommendations
reveal much about the state of Unitarianism in that period, most
remarkably in its list of what Unitarians agreed on and what they
disagreed on. The foundations of agreement included affirmation
of the social implications of religion, the necessity for worship, and
the rational nature of the universe; points of disagreement included the wisdom of maintaining the definitely Christian tradition
and the adequacy and competency of man to solve his own problems. World War I, the Depression, and Humanism had taken a toll.
In the words of James Luther Adams, it was a time for "repentance"
and "return:' "The report received overwhelming support at the
annual meeting;' states Carol Morris. "Unitarians were ready to
move forward in the direction marked OUt:'463
Frederick May Eliot had led the Commission on Appraisal
with uncommon wisdom and good sense. When it was time in 1936
to elect a new president of the AUA, he seemed the natural choice.
It took a little convincing for him to accept that his serving as
president, after directing the Commission, would not be a conflict
of interest. Assuming office in hard times, Frederick was drawn
to humanitarian endeavors. In 1936, the Unitarian Service Committee, then a part of the AUA, had become involved in assisting
Czech Unitarians prior to and during the Nazi occupation of
Czechoslovakia. With the full backing of the AUA and Frederick
Eliot, aid was extended to any Czechs in need, regardless of their
religious affiliation. Eliot regarded the creation of the Unitarian
Service Committee as "the most important event in this century."464 From today's perspective, we might call it one of the
most important community ministries in the twentieth century.
Unfortunately, the Service Committee was soon separated from
the AUA by a vote of the AUA Board of Directors due to political
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anxieties of the day. On the one hand, the USC was praised for
rescuing Spanish liberals from death under Franco; on the other
hand, conservative Unitarians feared the USC was giving aid to
communists living under Nazi siege in France.465 Thus political
fears distorted perceptions of a world in need.
Frederick Eliot himself came under attack in the late 1940s by
a highly conservative Unitarian group known as the Committee of
Fourteen. Members of this group believed Frederick was too politically socialist and too theologically humanist. These attacks were
not atypical for the time. The Cold War was beginning to heat up,
and anyone with socialist ideas was suspect. Moreover, absence
of belief in God was seen as a sign of insufficient Americanism.
Frederick responded that he had no authority to tell Humanists
what to think or preach and no power to expel them. He allowed
that he was a Humanist, believing that it "feeds the souls of men"
better than any sort of faith. Nonetheless, he regularly referred to
God, believed in prayer as a means of cleansing and refreshing the
spirit, and deplored disdainful remarks about Christianity. Finally,
he shared with others before him the desire to bring people of
all liberal faiths together into a united group, including liberal
Hindus, Muslims, and Jews. Facing down the tensions of the postwar years, Frederick Eliot's vision continued in the reconciling
tradition that had been enunciated by the Congress of Religious
Liberals in 1905.
Of necessity, the war years called for new forms of community service. In 1936, the AUA Board members expressed regret
for sanctions imposed in 1918 on pacifist ministers in the denomination. By 1942, however, it was understood that every church had
"a duty to make the utmost contribution to the defeat of the Axis
powers." In response to Nazism, the Christian Register published
numerous articles on religion and democracy. Titles such as
"Democracy as a Modern Religion" and "The Religious Basis for
a New World Order" were common. The Unitarian Service
Committee, based in Lisbon during the war, directed relief efforts
for refugees from 1940 with the fall of France until the time of
allied liberation in 1944. At home, the AUA Board voted in 1944 to

establish the Unitarian Church of the Larger Fellowship to serve
isolated religious liberals with no opportunity to join a local congregation. Run by Dr. Albert Dieffenbach, the Church of the
Larger Fellowship maintained contact with its adherents through a
monthly pastoral letter and the distribution of denominational
publications. In two years, the Church of the Larger Fellowship had
a membership of 775, with a constituency of 1500. Every state was
represented, as well as several Canadian provinces. 466
The leadership of the Universalists in these years also proved
powerful and influential. Robert Cummins became General
Superintendent to the Universalist General Convention in 1938.
Having served as a parish minister for twelve years, Cummins spent
his first year as Superintendent visiting Universalist churches and
analyzing the problems facing the denomination. He found that
since 1910, the number of churches had declined from 819 to 544
and the number of family units had dropped from 52,272 to
39,827. In his first address to the General Convention, he called
for "a renewed consciousness of worth, dignity, and confidence"
to replace "despair and indifference:' Organizationally, Cummins
worked toward greater centralization with separate departments
assigned distinct responsibilities. Critics questioned his centralizing of authority, but were silenced when a majority of delegates
voted to continue his program, aptly named "Forward Together." It
was time, he urged, to stop looking nostalgically to the past and
look instead to the future. He devised a program of revitalization
and focus, advocating as well a change in name from the Universalist General Convention to the Universalist Church of America, a
change that became official in 1942. 467
Theologically, Cummins encouraged the broader outlook
advocated by Clarence Skinner. Cummins believed that the survival of Universalism depended on its becoming more inclusive.
"Ours is a world fellowship:' he urged in 1943. All must be
welcome: "Theist, Humanist, Unitarian, Trinitarian, colored, and
color-less. A circumscribed Universalism is unthinkable." Howe
comments that the call for a "colored and colorless" church held
particular relevance in this time. Jeffrey Campbell, an African
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American, had graduated in 1935 from the Canton Theological
School at St. Lawrence University, and had been ordained in spite
of opposition from the State Superintendent to both his admission
to seminary and his ordination. "It was a waste of money:' so it had
been argued, "to educate a 'colored' man:'468 Cummins repudiated
these old ideas of bigotry and, as a consequence, was enthusiastically accepted by the younger generation of Universalist ministers.
Ironically, it was rejection by the Federal Council of Churches
of Christ in America that led Universalists to fully claim the worth
of Robert Cummins' open theological vision. The Universalist
Church in America had been invited to apply for membership in
the Federal Council of Churches of Christ (forerunner of the
National Council of Churches). Howe states that Universalists
decided to apply for membership in order to "join forces with other
denominations in addressing the pressing human needs resulting
from the war:' Further, the Universalist Washington Avowal (1935)
had committed the denomination to "cooperate in establishing
the Kingdom for which Jesus lived and died:'469 Twice the application was submitted and twice it was denied, the second time in
1944 by a vote of twelve to six. The reason given for the rejection
was that no Universalist statement articulated acceptance of Jesus
as Divine Lord and Savior. After this, states Howe, "the Universalist
break with institutional Christianity was complete:'47o In bringing
more clarity to what Universalism had come to be, this episode
provided the necessary point of departure from which a future
alliance with the Unitarians could be initiated.
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Unilarians anJ Universalisls
al MiJ-Cenlury
ith the end of World War II came a sense of relief
and a readiness to explore new opportunities for
growth. In 1944, the AUA voted to organize the
Church of the Larger Fellowship (CLF), by which
isolated Unitarians could receive worship and educational materials by mail. Two years later, the Universalist Church of America
formed a similar program. Within a year of the CLF being
formed, the Fellowship Movement emerged within Unitarianism.
The AUA Board of Directors voted on May 14, 1945 to explore
forming lay-led "centers" in communities where there were not
enough Unitarians to form a church. By May 1948, a Lay Fellowship Plan was developed, based on the realization that there
were not enough trained ministers to serve new congregations.
Appropriately, a lay leader, Munroe Husbands, was chosen to serve
both as Clerk of the Church of the Larger Fellowship and as
Director of the Lay Fellowship Plan. Under the fellowship plan,
lay-led groups would be permitted to "choose their own leaders"
and develop their own "purposes, methods of operation, philosophy, and emphasis:'471

W
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The first seed among the hundreds of fellowships to follow
was planted when a four-year old boy in Boulder, Colorado went
knocking on doors in his neighborhood, looking for someone to
take him to Sunday school. Not comfortable with sending her son
to the local traditional Sunday school, his shocked mother contacted the AUA and was told, "You'll just have to do it yourself:'
Lenore Stewart wrote away for Unitarian curriculum materials and
organized an informal structure of classes and meetings. Her hus. band, Orner C. Stewart, served as president of the group that
emerged. Soon Munroe Husbands visited Boulder and explained
the new fellowship program. On July 28, 1948, the Unitarian
Fellowship of Boulder was officially recognized by the AUA as the
first of its lay-led congregations. There would be many others. In
Bismarck, North Dakota, fifteen members formed a fellowship in
1952. At first they met in each other's homes; then they acquired an
existing building; and finally, in 1959, they erected a building of
their own. Bismarck is more isolated than Boulder but shared with
Boulder the experience of having a minister travel from an established Unitarian church to lend whatever assistance was needed.
Both congregations succeeded. The Bismarck fellowship is still
functioning today, serving a small congregation with its own
resources. The Boulder fellowship grew into a large congregation
and in 1959 retained a full-time minister. Twenty years later, fortytwo of the 375 members followed their preference for a lay-led fellowship and broke off to form a new smaller congregation. Now
there are two Unitarian congregations in Boulder, one a church and
one a fellowship, with a total membership of 500.472
The Fellowship Movement was successful in bringing a large
number of lay-led congregations into being. This was in part due
to Munroe Husbands, who developed a strategy all his own. "He
would come into town, book a public site for a presentation, meet
with people interested in forming a new group, provide them with
resources, and then keep going:'473 By 1958, there were 249 fellowships, and by 1968, there were 500.
David Robinson maintains that the fellowship movement
"affirmed the importance of individualism in the liberal tradition"
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while also proving "the need for corporate worship:'474 Carol Morris
points to the Fellowship Movement as one of the great success
stories of the post-war years. 475 The Fellowships led to a 53 percent
increase in adult membership in the Unitarian societies: from
69,104 in 1947 to 106,000 in 1957. Church school enrollments
gained 169 percent in these same years, many of them utilizing the
New Beacon Series developed by Sophia Lyon Fahs. Frederick Eliot,
still at the helm of the AUA, optimistically read a deeper significance into this phenomenal growth. The years of Depression, War,
and Cold War had been rugged. To Eliot, these numbers were evidence of a new "vitality, a freshness of attitude, a confidence of
mood and spirit that show promise of future growth beyond anything we have dared to prophecy." 476
There were, however, tensions and pitfalls within the Fellowship Movement. As fellowships grew, it became a matter of conflict
as to whether they should call a minister and end their "adventure
in self-sufficiency:' A minister could offer support in times of crisis, deliver pastoral counseling, and raise the visibility of the congregation; on the other hand, lay leadership offered the variety of
having members and guests lead services and generated a rich
sense of community. This issue of whether or not to call a minister
led to the break-up of many fellowships. They also foundered over
more mundane matters: what Husbands had described as "creeping apathy, the domination of the group by a few people, and personality problems:' Further, many who were drawn to fellowships
were "come-outers" who associated any traditional signs of religious practice with past experiences of indoctrination. Even the use
of hymns or a collection plate became problematic.477
The fellowships were a community ministry in themselves as
well as a vehicle for individuals to become lay community ministers.
Unitarianism had traditionally been both hierarchical and patriarchal. The new fellowships rejected both of these models, letting
both men and women explore their own creative potential for leadership and spiritual expression. They inaugurated more informality
in worship with sermon talk-backs, interpretive dance, drama, and
non-traditional music. 478 Finally, one Boulder fellowship member

described a deeper intangible reward of the fellowship experience:
"I wonder if the true meaning of Unitarianism can be known to
anyone who has not struggled and bumbled through his own first
sermon, and who has not respectfully listened to the spiritual birth
pangs of his fellow laymen [and women):'479 This kind of experience shows the ambivalence felt by many in the fellowships toward
calling a minister. In the end, the fellowships facilitated the geographical spread of Unitarianism; though they could be suspicious of spiritual forms and might lack continuity, they generated
enthusiasm among younger people and fostered experimentation. 480 As it turned out, the more common pattern for the fellowships that survived was to form a church led by at least a part-time
parish minister.
In the midst of this unprecedented period of growth, AUA
president Frederick May Eliot died quite unexpectedly, on February 17, 1958. He was only 68. The leadership of the AUA had
been his life's work-his larger ministry-for 21 years. Of him it
was said: "He transformed a frightened movement into a courageous one. He gave us heart, an intelligent direction, a driving
force. The present explosion in the Unitarian population of our
country ... is his living monumene'481 Indeed, his leadership had
been central to fostering greater freedom for theological dialogue
among Unitarians, enabling them to once again transcend their
differences. One of Eliot's greatest contributions was that he gave
Humanists an increased sense of belonging in the family. Finally,
the closer cooperation that would bring Unitarians and Universalists together into a "wider fellowship" had been his dream. His
work opened that door and made possible a foundation for
merger with Universalism. 482
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Among Universalists in this same period, a more liberal wing
had emerged, looking to move beyond Christianity to a universal
religion. In the late 1940s, a group of Universalist ministers formed
the Humiliati, espousing a Universalism that "blended functional,
naturalistic, theistic, and humanistic views:'483 Significantly influenced by Clarence Skinner, the Humiliati were the chief element
within a movement among Universalists embracing a one united
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world
As Unitarians had woven into a whole the humanist
and theist threads of their movement, the Universalists had integrated non-Christian orientations into what had previously been a
predominately Christian theology. Both denominations of liberal
religion had come to accept greater diversity within their ranks.
Credit for this kind of openness must be attributed in no small part
to the leaders of each group: Frederick Eliot for the Unitarians,
Clarence Skinner and Robert Cummins for the Universalists.
Then too, perhaps the most radical feature of the movement
to bring Unitarians and Universalists under the same tent was that
young people led the way. There had been a long history of parallel youth ministries among both Unitarians and Universalists. The
Unitarians had established the Young People's Religious Union in
1896 to 1941; this became the American Unitarian Youth between
1941 and 1953. Among Universalists, there was the Young People's
Christian Union from 1889 to 1941 and the Universalist Youth
Fellowship from 1941 to 1953. It is significant that in 1941, both
movements amended their names to reflect the more theologically
open orientation they had come to accept. In 1953 American
Unitarian Youth joined with the Universalist Youth Fellowship to
form a combined Unitarian and Universalist youth organization.
Taking the new name of Liberal Religious Youth, they anticipated
by eight years the merger that would bring their two movements
together. 484 Liberal Religious Youth was a ministry that embodied
in tangible form the vision of a combined Unitarian Universalist
community.
A similar development took place among college students.
Among Unitarians, Channing Clubs had been around since 1855,
when one was founded at the University of Wisconsin at Madison.
The club took its name from William Ellery Channing, who first
claimed the name of Unitarian Christianity in 1819. Channing
Clubs convened at major American universities and existed in connection with nearby Unitarian churches. For Universalists, Murray
Clubs derived their name from John Murray, the earliest Universalist English minister to migrate to America. In 1908, a combined
Channing-Murray Foundation formed a campus ministry at the

University of Champaign-Urbana in Illinois. Then, in 1955, this
instance of unified work was replicated generally, when, six years
before the merger, the Unitarian Channing Club joined with the
Universalist Murray Club. Together they became the ChanningMurray Clubs, known alternatively as Channing Murray Centers.
The Channing-Murray Clubs often involved students in lectures
and discussions, but they did other things too. At Madison,
Wisconsin, the Channing-Murray Club operated a student-cooperative rooming house that offered space to hold their meetings. The
money for this house had come from the sale of an earlier house
bought in the 1940s to provide racially integrated student housing
at a time when none was available.
In the 1960s, Orloff Miller was hired by the UUA on a fulltime basis to do campus ministry. Miller had been ordained in a
Methodist church in 1954 and served a Congregational-Unitarian
church in a New Hampshire village from 1956 to 1959. He then
"field tripped" (his words) on North American college campuses
as Associate Director of Liberal Religious Youth from 1959 to
1961.485 Having been accepted in 1961 into UU ministry, he was
appointed the first Director of the UUA Office of College Centers
and Staff Advisor to the college-age group Student Religious
Liberals (SRL). Over the next five years, he made many more campus field trips, led two European Study Trips for SRL, and was the
UUA's representative on the board of the Albert Schweitzer College
in Switzerland.
By the late 1960s, the UUA was facing financial difficulties
and had no funds to sustain a campus ministry focus. Added to this
was the concern, shared by mainline Protestant denominations,
that campus ministries were giving sanctuary to campus radicalism
and the drug scene.486 Campus ministries faded away at that point.
Student Religious Liberals operated informally for about ten years
beginning in the late 1960s. Through SRL, students on college campuses organized and led activities with nominal support from the
UUA and local UU churches. At the same time as SRL, the College
Centers Program established forty chapters with local ministers
dedicated to doing campus ministry. Funded on a small scale by
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the UUA, the College Centers Program organized study and field
trips designed to deepen -studerits'connectiohs with liberal religion. Because college-student and young adult programs lost vitality and presence in the 1970s and 1980s, it is easy to forget the
combined strength they demonstrated in joint association, as did
high school groups, prior to the UU merger. They would gain fuller
denominational commitment in the 1990s.
Meeting at Syracuse in 1959, representatives of the Universalist Church of America and the American Unitarian Association
hammered out the compromise language that would define the
identity and purposes of the consolidated religious movement. This
was language that drew on the long traditions of liberal religion "To
cherish and spread universal truths taught by the great prophets and
teachers of humanity in every age and tradition, immemorially
summarized in the Judeo-Christian heritage as love to God and love
to man:'487 The congregations voted in favor of adopting the language and consolidating the two liberal denominations: Unitarians,
555 to 54; Universalists, 183 to 49. The long-awaited merger took
place in 1961. For community ministry, the consolidation of the
new Unitarian Universalist Association was timely. It coincided
momentously with the crises of an age that demanded uncharted
ministries in justice, compassion, and healing.
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New Occasions
Teach New Dulies

T

he Civil Rights Movement in America called for levels of
courage and commitment that exceeded anything customarily experienced among fellow citizens in a time of peace.
Here were southern African American men, women, and
children claiming their right to sit in any empty seat on a bus, eat
at any lunch counter, make normal use of bus terminals in interstate travel, attend their own neighborhood schools, enroll in colleges alongside qualified whites, be hired for appropriate job openings, and vote. For those who joined in their struggle, whether
white or black, there was real danger in confronting the defenders
of white supremacy. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 pried off the locks
that barred African Americans from equal opportunities in education and employment.488 It did not, however, address the fact that
black Americans in southern states were still barred from voting
due to the use of poll taxes and unfair literacy tests.
President Lyndon Johnson and the Congress were under
pressure to pass a voting rights bill. Then came the shooting death
of Jimmy Lee Jackson, a 26-year old African American Civil Rights
activist, in Selma, Alabama. At his memorial service, the Southern
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Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) announced there would
be a march from Selma, Alabama, to the state capital in Montgomery, to protest for voting rights. 489 Voting rights for blacks
posed a fundamental threat to the maintenance of southern white
supremacy, attacking it at its core. On what became known as
"Bloody Sunday:' an initial attempt to stage the march met with
armed confrontation on the Edmund Pettis Bridge. Martin Luther
King, Jr. sent telegrams to ministers all over the country asking
them to join him in Selma for a rescheduled march. Among the 450
or so clergy who rallied to King's call were about 100 Unitarian
Universalist ministers, including James Reeb, Orloff Miller, and
Clark Olsen. In one of his earliest sermons Reeb had claimed,
''American society is today indicted for what it is doing to the Negro.
In that struggle we should be prepared to make any sacrifice."490
James Reeb had already made critical life decisions guided by
a depth of conviction. He had left his associate ministry position at
the prestigious All Souls Church in Washington, D.C. to undertake
a community-based ministry among the poorest of the poor in
Roxbury, one of Boston's most deteriorated neighborhoods. There
he worked for the American Friends Service Committee to direct
efforts toward improved housing for African Americans in Boston's
inner city. In 1961 he had told a congregation, "For as long as I
can remember, what I have always thought of as the light within
has been of more importance to me than anything else in life. To
take the light within and ... consciously set it before men is keeping faith with the best that is in US."491 It is an unfortunate irony
that Ministerial Fellowship rules at the time required that Reeb's
fellowship be revoked because he was no longer serving a UU
congregation. J. Ronald Engel describes the sense of absorption he
and his friend James Reeb shared with regard to redefining their
faith: "We were concerned to reject what we perceived as the prevailing model of religious understanding-a model which assumed
God acts through the church to save the world." Whether motivated by Theism or Humanism, stated Engel, "we rejected any
notion that the church is the [only] sacred center." He explained
further, "The world is filled with sacred centers, and it is the
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mission of the church to identify, celebrate, and serve the creativity of those places."492
In Selma, Reeb met up with Olsen and Miller on the evening
before the march. They were standing in a crowd in front of the
steps of Brown Chapel. King was waiting for a federal injunction
against the march to be lifted. He asked all who had shown up for
the second march to return the next morning for a third try. Reeb,
Olsen, and Miller had determined to stay for the march. They went
to dinner in a black section of town, eating at the crowded integrated Walker's Cafe. Leaving the restaurant after dinner, they
turned left to follow the shortest route back to Brown Chapel. This
route took them into a white segregationist neighborhood. As they
neared the Silver Moon Cafe, four white men, one of whom was
carrying a club, came towards them from across the street. Reeb
and Olsen warned, "Just keep walking." But before anyone could
stop it, the club came swinging at Reeb's head. "The sound:' Olsen
reported later, was "just awful."493 Reeb fell to the ground on his
back; Miller dropped to the sidewalk in a crouch and covered
his head; Olsen tried to run but was caught and punched. Then,
just as quickly as the attackers appeared, they left. Reeb's head
injury was deadly. The first ambulance blew a tire; a second ambulance eventually replaced the first and delivered him to one of
the finest hospitals in the South, the University of Alabama Medical Center in Birmingham. There, neurosurgeons soon discovered
the irreversible damage done to Reeb. He died two days later, on
March 11, 1965.
Reeb's death prompted widespread expressions of horror and
grief, with memorial services held across the country. President
Lyndon Johnson publicly bemoaned the death of James Reeb and
declared the events at Selma "an American tragedy." Privately he
arranged for a plane to carry Reeb's wife, Marie, to her husband's
side in Birmingham. Four days later, Johnson delivered his televised voting rights proposal to a joint session ofCongress, invoking the memory of "that good man" in his address. This proposal
was soon followed by legislation that was attributable in large part
to "the martyrdom of James Reeb."494 Within the Voting Rights Act

of 1965 was a provision that opened the way for federal oversight
of state and local elections. If only a small percentage of eligible
African Americans were voting, the law assumed this was due to
the prejudicial use of literacy tests. Federal election agents would
automatically be placed in such districts to oversee registration and
voting. The Act also invited Attorney General Robert Kennedy to
challenge the constitutionality of the poll tax, which he did. The
Supreme Court soon struck down the poll tax, which passed forever into its own ignominious history.
What is not well known about this story is that King delivered
the eulogy at Reeb's funeral in Selma, held the same day as
Johnson's televised address. King was clearly moved by the life
story and tragic death of James Reeb. His powerful eulogy honored
Reeb as a «martyr in the Judeo-Christian faith that all men are
brothers."495 He pointed out that Reeb was not just concerned
about justice for blacks away from home. «He and his family," stated King, «live in Roxbury, Massachusetts, a predominantly Negro
community, [where they] devote their lives to aiding families in
low-income housing areas." King's eulogy lay the blame for Reeb's
death not only on the man who wielded the club and the racist
sheriffs who allowed it, but more fundamentally on «the indifference of every minister of the gospel who has remained silent
behind the safe security of stained glass windows" and on «the
irrelevancy of a church that will stand amid social evil and serve as
... an echo rather than a voice." King also blamed civil officials and
«the timidity of a federal government that can spend millions of
dollars a day to keep troops in South Vietnam, yet cannot protect
the lives of its own citizens seeking constitutional rights:' Finally,
he blamed «the cowardice of every Negro who tacitly accepts the
evil system of segregation:' King believed that the «marvelous ecumenical" spirit of Reeb's funeral would come alive in the world
only through the commitment of everyone in Alabama, the entire
deep South, and ultimately the entire United States to bring it
about. Finally, King placed Reeb's death in a context Reeb himself
would have owned: "Out of the wombs of a frail world, new
systems of justice and equality are being born."496
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There were many others besides Reeb, of course, who died
to bring about justice in the land. One of these was Viola Gregg
Liuzzo, a Unitarian Universalist laywoman from Detroit. Liuzzo
was shot in her car after driving Selma marchers back to Montgomery and returning to Selma to pick up more. The tragic deaths
of Jimmy Lee Jackson, Viola Liuzzo and James Reeb exemplify the
immense risks endemic in the fight to achieve human rights. Dr.
King's favorite hymn, «Once to Every Man and Nation:' speaks of
the moment when individuals and nations must decide, «in the
strife of truth with falsehood, for the good or evil side."497 King
referred to the words of this hymn in numerous speeches. The
hymn reminds its hearers: «new occasions teach new duties, time
makes ancient good uncouth; they must upward still and onward
who would keep abreast of truth:' Racial confrontation in 1960s
America was a new occasion demanding new duties. Jackson, Reeb,
and Liuzzo, along with far too many others, made costly decisions
for the side of truth, forcing a reluctant nation, at long last, to
follow their lead.
Jesse Cavileer was a parish minister whose commitment
extended to the interracial urban constituency that lived beyond
the walls of his church. To all who knew him, he was simply Jesse.
His life had always been a ministry of scholarship, faith, and action.
He had graduated from Syracuse University as «the senior most
accomplished in scholarly pursuits" and obtained his Master of
Divinity from Union Theological Seminary in New York City.
While a student, Jesse set records in track and qualified to compete
in the 1936 Olympics, but was unable to go at the last minute
due to a training injury. In these years, he also organized a Student Liberal Club and a campus chapter of the NAACP. His work
with young people and migrant workers, and with the League
for Industrial Democracy, led to his serving on the faculty of
Columbia University as a trainer in outreach to the community. At
various times, he was also a steel worker, working open-hearth furnaces in Youngstown, Ohio, Gary, Indiana, and Glasgow, Scotland.
Simultaneously, he served as minister to either Unitarian or Universalist churches, whichever was nearest the mills.
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From 1966 to 1985, Jesse served the Allegheny Unitarian
Universalist Church in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The church was
situated on the North Side, where a distinct community mentality
stemmed from its early incorporation as Allegheny City. The
Allegheny Church, once named the North Side Church, had long
felt a responsibility to the North Side neighborhood, which was 55
percent African American in the 1960s.498 This was the kind of
church to which Jesse Cavileer was typically drawn, a small congregation focused on social justice. As minister to the Allegheny
Church, Jesse opened himself and the church to the neighborhood. 499 As a case in point, the construction of a highway connector through the neighborhood had deprived local businesses of
a base from which to work. Jesse invited representatives of these
businesses to use the church building for their meetings. Since he
lived next door, it was easy for him to let them into the building
as needed. 5°O
Perhaps more dramatically, Jesse became involved in an effort
to utilize federal anti-poverty funds granted to the North Side.
When city officials were unable to decide how to use the funds,
Jesse organized the Central Northside Neighborhood Council and
determined there was a need for training "untried" people in how
to organize and make decisions. "I was named Citizen Chair of
the federal program council;' he remembered. "I got the University
of Pittsburgh to set up an undergraduate course in social work,
to enable African Americans to take up leadership positions."501
Sometimes, Jesse knew, the best strategy was direct intervention. In
1967, he led a prayer meeting with a monsignor, a rabbi, and several priests and ministers in front of the home of a notorious landlord who had so-called "police friends:' Jesse later wrote, "We were
taken to jail and prayed there. Not long. It is not illegal to pray
on a public sidewalk. I wasn't a board member all those years of
the ACLU for nothing."502 On another occasion, when the city
attempted to construct a brick wall that would have cut off nearby
residents from a 100-acre park, Jesse lay down in the very place
where construction workers were about to build the wall. It was
enough to cause the city to give up on the wall, and still today the
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park is open to the neighborhood it serves. 503 Jesse Cavileer died
unexpectedly on June 4, 2004. He is remembered by those who
knew him for his heartfelt leadership and open ministry to the
community.
Neil Shadle's ministry is another example of the urban community ministry that defined this period. In the 1960s, states
Shadle, "our awareness of urban issues was enlivened by the War on
Poverty in combination with urban studies courses being offered at
major colleges and universities:'504 Like Reeb and Cavileer, Shadle
felt called by the "new occasions" of the times. He had been serving
an internship at a church in St. Paul, Minnesota, when the church
burned. Across the street was a settlement house where residents
offered the use of the building to the congregation. Prior to this
time, the church had had no connection to the settlement house or
any other neighborhood entity. The experience of meeting in the
settlement house led the congregation to see how isolated they had
become from the community around them. Shadle explored with
the minister, who was a very conscientious man in Shadle's mind,
ways to change the congregation's sense of mission. When Shadle
returned to Chicago, he designed his fourth year of study to prepare himself for a very different kind of ministry. The president of
Meadville Lombard expressed support for it and asked Shadle and
his classmate Ron Engel if they would like to start up an urban
ministry in Chicago as a program of the school. Engel had interned
at All Souls Church in Washington, D.C. Shadle and Engel welcomed this opportunity. They were given faculty status at Meadville
Lombard, which gave them financial support for their ministry. It
also provided the UUA institutional affiliation that was necessary
for them to be fellowshipped. Shadle states, "Had Ron and I not
been hired as faculty at Meadville Lombard, we would not have
been fellowshipped:'
For Shadle, urban ministry opened up a new way of doing
theology. "I operated in a mode of action/reflection-my work in
the community led me to reflect on its deeper meaning. And this
led me to further action:' Shadle and Engel became advocates for
community ministry. "But," Shadle recalls, "when we went to the

New Ministers Conference in Boston in 1964, our denominational
leadership discouraged what we were doing. Out of twenty-five
new ministers, there were about six or seven of us who were doing
community ministry. We were told, 'The UUA is interested in congregations and we had better be too:" Their work in the urban setting led them to develop a new direction in theological education.
Shadle taught courses around such professional topics as social
ethics, clinical pastoral education, and various kinds of chaplaincies. Shadle became the school's authority on all such programs,
which was a natural outgrowth of his work in the community. "I
believed that recognition of our ministry should be based on our
work in the community."sos Shadle states simply, "This was not yet
encouraged in the 1960s."
In an early first step toward meeting the challenge of social
action ministry, the Unitarian Universalist Association revised the
rules of the Ministerial Fellowship Committee (MFC) to formalize
in 1969 a category of ministry known as "Specialized Minister."506
The old rules for fellowship required a minister to serve a parish.
Specialized Ministers might be fellowshipped even if their ministry
lay outside a parish. The new category was not easily implemented,
however, as early instances did not fit with conventional parish
ministry expectations.
The first to seek official recognition in a "Specialized Ministry" was Howard Matson, who had already been fellowshipped
as a parish minister. Matson had served as associate minister for
ten years at the First Unitarian Church of San Francisco. During
that time, he gave volunteer support to the farm worker movement and became a founding member of the interfaith National
Farm Worker Ministry. Through this group, and the Unitarian
Universalist Migrant Ministry, which he also founded, Matson
organized church support for boycotting and picketing, raised
funds for the United Farm Workers union, gave support to Cesar
Chavez, and preached for better pay and conditions for migrant
. farm workers.
Matson and his wife, Rosemary, were at their summer home
in Carmel Valley while a lettuce strike was underway in Salinas
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Valley. They learned that Cesar Chavez needed a safe place to stay
and offered their summer home. 507 Chavez and the farm worker
leaders were very happy to accept this offer. Rosemary wrote that
one neighbor, a prominent grower, gave them some trouble over
the presence of Chicanos living in their summer home. He called
the Matsons at their home in San Francisco and warned them,
«The good people of Carmel Valley will not let you get away with
this:' Surprisingly, the neighbor never learned that Chavez himself
was staying there. When Matson retired from his San Francisco
church in 1972, his part-time ministry with farm workers became
full-time ministry.
Matson was present in the dangerous confrontations between
Teamsters and the United Farm Workers. «The clergy were present
to help cool the violence;' he wrote. He was present when farm
workers were killed on the picket line and participated in their
funerals. Of such times as this, Matson wrote, «In the years I was
minister for migrant farm workers it was clear to me that the mere
presence of a caring person in a crisis situation is the most important contribution one could make. Migrants are so alone as they
wander from field to field in search ofwork. To live in a labor camp
and to work fields close to where people live in real houses is a
depressing experience:'508 With the California Agricultural Labor
Relations Act of 1975, union organizers were supposed to be free to
talk to field workers, but some growers arrested such organizers in
spite of the new law. 509 Matson showed up with two other clergy, a
nun and a United Church of Christ minister, to stand with those
who were arrested. For many hours, the clergy collectively refused
all offers to be released. The outcome of their confrontation was
that union organizers were allowed on the ranch the next day.
Matson reflected, «It is not often ministerial action has such a
direct result:'
It was after Matson left full-time parish ministry and entered
full-time migrant ministry that he sought and was granted recognition as a Specialized Minister. For the denomination, this was a
leap into the unknown. For Matson it seemed a superfluous exercise that he be recognized as newly fellowshipped at the next
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General Assembly. It was a ritual he chose to enact, however,
because to do so gave sanction and visibility to this new category of
ministry. It brought Howard Matson as Specialized Minister before
the Assembly; it also brought the Assembly into covenant with his
migrant farm workers ministry. Matson's migrant ministry was a
team effort with his wife Rosemary Matson. He did the speaking
and lobbying to gain support for the workers. Rosemary created
informational materials, brochures, and mailings. When Chavez
died in 1993, Matson wrote movingly of having worked with "this
servant of the people" for two decades. "He sought justice for the
lowest paid workers in our nation. That the very people who work
to put food on our tables would themselves live in poverty is a gross
injustice. That today their wages are higher, their working conditions improved, their dignity restored, is a tribute to Chavez:' It was
not long after this letter was written that Howard Matson died,
August 17, 1993. Rosemary writes, "I promised him I would carry
on our support of the farm worker movement. That I have:,slo
Soon after Howard Matson was ordained as a specialized
minister, Ric Masten requested official recognition as a Troubadour
Minister. Masten's early life seemed unpromising. He grew up with
severe dyslexia, commonly understood in that time as an intelligence failure rather than a reading disability. He had also suffered
from a hearing impairment, and after high school he had proceeded
to fail out of one college after another. He made a living working in
a print shop and doing construction work, all the while composing
poems and singing songs to fulfill an inner call. Having no defined
religious affiliation in his youth, he first came to Unitarian Universalism when he and his wife of ten years attended the Unitarian Universalist Church of the Monterey Peninsula. After six
months the minister there asked him to do a Sunday service. The
service he performed was a moment of discovery, both for him and
for his audience; his poems and songs moved people on a spiritual
level that neither he nor they had anticipated. Soon he was doing
services throughout California, promoted in part by Rosemary
Matson, who had heard him at the Monterey church.511 These
engagements led to Masten being hired to perform at the 1968
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General Assembly in Cleveland. From there, the UUA assigned him
the task of "taking the spirit of liberal religion to college campuses
and churches around the country:' Before long, he began to connect his work as a minstrel with the work of a minister. "Poets and
pastors are people who help us see things more clearly:' he said.
"Slowly it dawned on me that what I was doing was ministry:'s12
When he first sought recognition from the Ministerial Fellowship
Committee in 1971, the committee was ambivalent. How could a
folk singer and poet be a Unitarian Universalist minister? Masten
told them, "I think I do ministry, an evangelical circuit-riding
kind of ministry. [What I do] is the way circuit riders did it. I am
doing the same thing for liberal religion."s13 The MFC's eventual
decision to recognize Masten opened the door to his thirty-year
ministry of performing songs and poems before over 500 Unitarian
Univer-salist congregations and other groups across the country.
Writer Frances Cerra Whittelsey heard his poetry at an event
arranged by her congregation, the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Huntington, New York. "I was captivated immediately:' she
writes. "Sometimes his poems made me laugh out loud. At other
times, I could feel tears welling in my eyes. He offered himself as
proof that life was worth liying despite periods of despair and suicidal impulses. He voiced thoughts about death that most of us
are afraid to think, making them less fearful for the airing....
Somehow he managed to be so hopeful, so open, so tender, and so
wise, that by the end of the evening I felt as if I had been to a
remarkable worship service:'s14
In 1999, Masten was diagnosed with prostate cancer. He says
J1e always liked the idea that death might take him by surprise,
but now admits that his life "really began" when his oncologist
promised him a "graceful end:' It has added a new dimension to his
ministry. Unable to travel while under treatment, he began producing a website where he could share his songs and writings. In
particular, the site features his "Cancer Pages:' which produce some
500 hits a week. "Every week people who have visited the website
call from around the country wanting to talk:' says Masten. When
he has performed for cancer patients, his effect is like "a shaft of
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sunlight angling through the storm clouds." "Most patients are
almost entirely focused on (have you heard about this drug, or that
drug?'" states Harry Pinchot, who runs a prostate cancer helpline.
"It's very hard to bring up the psychological issues because no one
wants to face their mortality. Ric is able to get them to face that."515
In the end, they are singing Masten's signature hymn, "Let It Be a
Dance;' which says in part, "Morning star comes out at night, without the dark there is no light. If nothing's wrong, then nothing's
right. Let it be a dance:'516
In 200 1, Masten published a book of poems and line drawings
entitled Let It Be a Dance: Words and One-Liners. Masten's poems
have not been esteemed for their literary merit. It is telling that most
college and university invitations have come from departments
of psychology and religious studies, not English. Called a people's
poet, a priest, a preacher, and a philosopher, Masten writes poems
that touch people in the heart and soul of their daily lives. It is
in this sense that his poetry is community ministry. He states,
"Everything I do has to do with wanting to find ways for me to have
the feeling of being part of the larger self, and hopefully presenting
something that you can come through to have that same feeling."517
The category of Specialized Minister made it possible for
Howard Matson and Ric Masten to gain official UUA recognition
for their community ministries. The Ministerial Fellowship Committee nonetheless struggled with the category of Specialized
Minister, which lacked a template by which to gauge a ministerial
path. As MFC members considered criteria for credentialing, a critical factor was whether they had prior familiarity with the nature
of the work. This was somewhat counter-intuitive to the innovative
nature of the category. Yet, as Dan Hotchkiss put it twenty years
later, "If a committee is to certify competence at all, there needs to
be a reasonable match between the skills assessed and those of the
assessors."518 As it turned out, most people who were identified as
Specialized came into their work after having first been ordained
as parish ministers. It seemed to the Ministerial Fellowship
Committee (MFC) that the category of Specialized Minister was
unworkable, and in 1974, it was ended. 519
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This decision posed a dilemma for people like Scotty (William
1.) McLennan, who from 1970 to 1975 pursued both a divinity
degree and a law degree. In 1971, his plan for training as a specialized minister was approved. "It was never my intention to be a
parish minister;' states McLennan.52o By the time he completed his
studies in 1975, however, the category of ministry for which he had
been trained no longer existed. He received a letter from the MFC
asking what he intended to do about becoming fellowshipped,
since his work did not fall into the only category of fellowship
available-parish ministry:'521 Fortunately, MeLennan had gained
some experience working at the First Parish of Framingham,
Unitarian Yniversalist, and he had begun work as an associate minister-at-Iarge for the Dorchester area of the Benevolent Fraternity
of Unitarian Universalist Churches in Boston. On that basis, he
was able to be fellowshipped, serving the fifty parishes of the
Benevolent Fraternity.
In the early 1980s, McLennan played an influential role in
urging the MFC to broaden the definition of parish ministry. He
felt parish ministry should include work in interfaith ministries
and in other UU institutions. This story began when he became cochair of the Center Cities Advisory Committee, set up by the UUA
to report on how churches in the cities were doing. From this advisory group emerged an advocacy group known as the Urban
Church Coalition, which McLennan also co-chaired. More is said
about the work of the Urban Church Coalition in the next chapter.
Comprised of clergy and lay representatives
fift:y churches
nationwide,- the
Church CoaIition successfully lobbied the
MFC to expand the definition of parish ministry. As a result, by
1982, MFC rules allowed that parish ministry included "pastoral
counselors, chaplains, and comm.unity ministers" working in institutions such as "prisons, universities, and hospitals-as well as
counseling clienteles, urban missions, and ecumenical centers:'522
This broader definition of parish ministry followed McLennan
as he moved in 1984 from urban ministry to university chaplaincy
at Tufts. According to McLennan, the fact that Tufts was historically a Universalist institution facilitated MFC acceptance of this
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transition. 523 Both inner city and university communities have been
"my parish," states McLennan. As a counselor and campus chaplain, the minister's role is "to aid others in understanding the
nature of their own quests, to provide a constant reference in times
of tribulation [and] to speak prophetically to issues of the day....
I have felt responsible to every person within those communities
as pastor, prophet, priest, and preacher-teacher-whether or not
they know it."524
The Civil Rights Movement woke up the country to a new
awareness of it own social wounds. These times began to give ministers and leaders in the denomination a new way to think about
ministry-what it might look like, where it might take place, and
whom it might serve. Obviously there were new challenges in view.
The changed MFC rules marked a significant breakthrough, from
which there would be no turning back. Implicitly the new rules
demonstrated recognition of the changed tenor of the times. These
changes soon found application as increasing numbers of community ministers responded to the new duties of a new day.
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hngaging Social Change
in the 1980s

T

he decade of the 1980s marks a period of significant growth
in community ministry. Building on figures like Reeb, Shadle,
and Matson, community ministers in the 1980s recognized
the potential for liberal social action ministry to address the
interpersonal and community crises brought forward from the
previous generation. These ministers perceived a changed landscape where the social inequities, economic and racial disparities,
war policies, and patriarchies of modern life had been thrust into
the open, calling for a healing force. The following examples show
that such community ministry often integrated professional expertise in counseling, psychology, music, sociology, and urban studies
into spiritual witness. The emphasis, as Tom Chulak points out,
was to deal "not just with issues, but with communities" and to utilize congregations as partners in the process. 525
Orloff Miller is well known for being with James Reeb when
he was attacked in Selma, and for his involvement in UU campus
ministry in the 1960s. What is less known about Miller is the full
scope of his community-based ministries, incarnations of what he
called "religion with its sleeves rolled up:' Appointed in 1967 as the
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first district executive for the UUA's Mountain Desert District,
Miller concurrently served a parish in Colorado Springs. During
these years, he publicly opposed U.S. involvement in Vietnam,
refused to pay taxes in support of that war, aided and abetted
candlelight marches to draft board offices, and assisted war resisters in protesting and/or moving to Canada. While in Colorado
Springs, he founded the Pikes Peak Center for Human Ecology to
deal with issues of problem pregnancy, abortion, and sex education, and convinced the Unitarian Universalist Church of Colorado
Springs to provide office and meeting space for an early chapter of
the National Organization for Women (NOW).s26
In 1973, Miller moved to California to serve as half-time
minister to the San Luis Obispo County Unitarian Universalist Fellowship. At the same time, he served as coordinator of the local
Human Relations Commission and oversaw the city's first Human
Needs Assessment. He was also active with Mothers for Peace in its
fight against construction of the Diablo Canyon nuclear energy
plant, which was to be situated over California's major earthquake
fault. In all of these ministries, Miller's work was a response to the
crises of the 1960s and 1970s. When a California taxpayers' revolt
led to funding cuts for the SLO Human Relations Commission,
Miller left San Luis Obispo to work toward a doctorate in human
sexuality in San Francisco. In 1979 his focus shifted as he became
deeply involved in the earliest stages of the AIDS crisis as a volunteer with Shanti and Hospice. S27
Here he came face to face with the victims of a little-known
but deadly virus. His ministry was to console the dying and their
families as they worked through the sickness, grief, and shame of
AIDS. There was no support for this work coming from anywhere,
nor did it fit with any existing category of UU ministry. "In this
period, 1983-1989, AIDS was still considered the 'gay disease,'"
states Miller, "and many folks, including UDs, were wildly fearful
of bodily fluids and physical contact with PWAs (persons with
AIDS):,s28 With no official funding, Miller supported himself by
driving a taxi and doing word processing. He traveled across the
nation on behalf of the AIDS Interfaith Network, urging Unitarian
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Universalists and all Americans to wake up to the threat of HIV
and AIDS. He served on the AIDS Action Working Group of the
UUA and on the AIDS Task Force of the National Council of
Churches. 529 Ultimately a combination of burnout and the loss of
many friends with AIDS took its toll on Miller. In the hope that the
work he started would be carried on by others, he accepted an invitation to live in Western Europe, where he married a German
Humanist leader and served as a volunteer minister-at-large to
European Unitarian Universalists. In retirement, he has traveled
in Russia and Poland on behalf of the International Council of
Unitarians and Universalists (ICUU).
Jeremy Taylor's community ministry gained official recognition under the expanded MFC rules of the early 1980s. Taylor's ministry has been an exploration the world of dreams and how their
meanings can lead to wholeness and peace. Taylor was raised in a
politically radical family. Growing up on the perimeter of what was
considered acceptable mainstream culture, Taylor found friendship
among like-minded peers in Liberal Religious Youth. "The LRY
saved my life:' claims Taylor, adding, "I think it also paved the way
for my life in ministry:'530 In 1969, Taylor was called upon by the UU
Project East Bay531 in Emeryville, California, to do some retraining
exercises aimed at "overcoming racism:' As participants in the exercise told their stories, it seemed they started to "feel better:' Beyond
the stories, Taylor recognized a deeper unspoken "meta-message"
that lay within the (often unconscious) layers of self-deception-yet
accessible through an awareness of one's dreams.
Taylor was intrigued by the discovery of the connections
between rapid eye movement (REM) and dreaming. This work
showed that all human beings dream and are able to recall their
dreams with little effort, if they cultivate the habit of doing so.
Taylor observed, "When we examine dreams with an eye to their
deeper meanings, we find that all dreams come in the service of
health and wholeness, and speak a universal language of metaphor
and symbol."532 Identifying these symbols can become the basis
for conversations that explore the deeper meanings of dreams
and reveal "the deep-shared common humanity out of which our
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dreams spontaneously spring:' Starting in 1971, Taylor began to
teach group and individual projective dream work at the Starr King
School for Religious Leadership (now School for the Ministry). At
the same time, he began practicing and training others to practice
projective dream work as a community organizing and counseling
ministry, all over the world. In 1982, the Berkeley Fellowship of
Unitarian Universalists offered Taylor ordination as a community
minister engaged in "performing and promoting 'group projective
dream work' in the service of facilitating both personal growth and
nonviolent social change:'533 At the same time, the Unitarian Universalist Ministers' Association (UUMA) accepted him into their
ranks as a full member, conferring official recognition on his innovative ministry.
Taylor is the founder of the Association for the Study of
Dreams, located in San Francisco. He has also published seven
books integrating dream symbols, mythology, and archetypal
imagery. His latest publication is Living Labyrinth: Universal
Themes in Myths, Dreams, and the Symbolism ofWaking Life (1998).
He has a doctorate of ministry from the University of Creation
Spirituality and an honorary doctorate of sacred theology from
Starr King School for the Ministry. Currently he directs the Marin
Institute for Projective Dream Work. He states, "Paying closer
attention to the symbolic messages of our own and other people's
dreams can release more conscious understanding of confusing
emotions, suggest creative solutions to our most pressing problems, and bring us to deeper recognition and acceptance of one
another:'534 His now internationally known dream ministry identifies him as a community minister to the world, yet his ministry
remains deeply tied to his Unitarian Universalist roots. "Our genius
as UUs;' says Taylor, "lies in our vanguard status."535 Recognizing
the need for ministries of wholeness to the world at large is vital, in
Taylor's mind, to living out the best of what it means to be a
Unitarian Universalist.
The 1960s and 1970s witnessed the rise of counseling as community ministry. In Seattle, Washington, Jim Zacharias founded
the first Unitarian Universalist counseling services program in 1969.
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He made a proposal to the Puget Sound Council of Unitarian
Universalist Churches to begin the counseling service. The Council
came up with a small amount of financial backing, and he was able
to set up counseling groups in church buildings. This was the first
instance of this kind of ministry being done among Unitarian
Universalists, and the way that Zacharias made himself and his
work an integral part of the area Unitarian Universalist churches
became a model. Having been fellowshipped in 1964 as a parish
minister, he maintained close relationships with his supporting
congregations and never lost his fellowship status. A key to his success as a Unitarian Universalist counselor, too, was the fact that he
had attained professional credentials and licensing in the field of
counseling.536 This is the additional training qualification, beyond
a ministerial credential, that community ministers in counseling,
or other professional roles, must achieve. The same is true for
David Arksey, who ran a counseling program at the First Unitarian
Church of Chicago during most of the 1980s.
David Arksey's pastoral counseling ministry is located in
Chicago, where his 1970s training for ministry emphasized what
was then a new specialty: marriage and family therapy. Heeding an
inner call, Arksey left a work-study program at the World Bank to
volunteer for a few months in the UU House of Soul in Trenton,
New Jersey. The House of Soul was a «store-front" after-school
program funded by the New Jersey Unitarian Universalist Council.
Arksey states, «Working in this program was my transition into
ministry, a work for which I had no family models:' Returning to
school, he transferred into a religion and philosophy major at
Kalamazoo College and then obtained a Master's Degree in Theological Studies from Meadville Lombard in 1974. Following this,
he felt led to pursue a doctorate of ministry in Pastoral Care and
Counseling, which he obtained in 1977 from the Chicago Theological Seminary. During these years of schooling, Arksey worked
at the Depot, a community ministry program sponsored by the
First Unitarian Church of Chicago. Begun in response to an epidemic of runaway children, the Depot was a family-counseling
program that primarily served socioeconomically disadvantaged
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families. A crucial innovation adopted at the Depot involved active
outreach to families by meeting with them in their own homes.
Rather than requiring them to come to a public place for therapy,
therapy was brought to them. Explained Arksey, «In this way, we
affirmed the importance of the family's own space and community-and its own resources for healing."537
When Arksey completed his program at Chicago Theological
Seminary, the First Unitarian Church agreed to ordain him. Much
to his surprise, the church also called him to a ministry-at-Iarge in
which he would conduct a ministry of pastoral care and counseling
to the larger Chicago community. This call was an affirmation of
Arksey's work at the Depot-first as a student, then as an intern,
and finally as its executive director from 1982 to 1989. In 1986, nine
years after being ordained, Arksey was fellowshipped according to
the MFC's newly expanded understanding of parish ministry.
Arksey explains, «My congregation was always very supportive
of me, and I have been very grateful for that. But the MFC was
for a long time not sure what to do with me." His ministry came to
include programs for emergency psychiatric care, child and family
therapy, and homeless and runaway youth. Since 1992, Arksey has
served on the staff of Counseling Ministries Incorporated, which
continues his ministry-at-Iarge, now in an affiliated status with the
First Unitarian Church. It is important to see how Zacharias' and
Arksey's pastoral counseling ministries developed in tandem with
the rise in professional psychological counseling. Their work has
been understood in this context as a compassionate liberal religious response to the individual and family stresses of the late
twentieth century. Like the counseling ministries in Puget Sound,
Arksey's ministry has also served as an important model to other
community ministers and to the Unitarian Universalist movement
of how a congregation-based community ministry can work.
The First Unitarian Church of Chicago is well recognized for
its historic commitments to community ministry, begun with the
Ministry-at-Large held by Robert Collyer in the mid-nineteenth
century. More recently, in addition to running the Depot, the
First Unitarian Society became the home of the famed Chicago
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Children's Choir, organized in 1956 by Christopher Moore. Having
grown up in Michigan, Moore did his undergraduate studies at
Harvard, where he became entranced with G. Wallace Woodworth,
director of the Harvard Glee Club. As a member of the Glee Club,
Moore developed a "strong sense of music as a community-building, rebuilding, community-celebrating operation, not just great
art to be placed on a pedestal:'s38 After Harvard, Moore pursued
theological studies at Meadville Lombard, and after a brief period
as a parish minister in St. Louis, Missouri, he accepted an invitation
from Chicago's First Unitarian Church to organize "a really good
children's choir:' This "delightful side-slipping into music" (his
words) became his call to a full-time ministry of music as the choir
he organized became a three-decade-Iong experiment, exploring
what the Choir could become to a community as well as to individual children.
There were soon approximately 450 children involved in the
Choir at any given time. They came from all religious, racial, and
ethnic backgrounds, and were representative of all social and economic levels, including the ghettoes of Chicago. Moore emphasized
the ability of all youngsters to perform "serious" music. Under his
direction, they performed music that included sixteenth-century
motets, Hebrew liturgical pieces, Mozart masses, Purcell anthems,
Negro spirituals, and folksongs in a half dozen languages. In the
beginning, funding was hard to come by, and at times, the Choir
even drew on the church's endowment. But with faith and perseverance, the Choir soon gained financial backing from church members, choir parents, Urban Gateways, foundations, businesses, the
Illinois Arts Council, the National Endowment for the Arts, the
University of Chicago, and earnings from concerts and recordings.
They performed concerts all over the country; they appeared with
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and the Joffrey Ballet in its
Chicago performances. The Choir even toured Europe in 1970, with
funding raised through an appeal made by the Chicago Tribune.
Moore was a leader in the First Unitarian Church in other
ways, acting the part of an associate minister for three decades as
senior ministers came and went. The Choir, however, was the jewel
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of Moore's ministry, described by a church historian as the "large
nonsectarian community agency of our Society:'539 Moore's own
words eloquently testify to the religious purposes behind his choir
ministry: "I have been deeply concerned about this country and the
world in which we live. My way of attempting to help change it has
been working with children and youth in and through music to assist
them to a deeper understanding of the whole process ofbuilding and
maintaining a culture that nourishes and ministers to its people:'540
The rise of community ministry in recent decades, claims Tom
Chulak, cannot be separated from the social revolutions brought
about by the anti-war, civil rights, and women's rights movements.
Chulak spent time in the 1970s as a labor organizer in Flint, Michigan. Feeling called to ministry, he entered Chicago Theological
Seminary and began ministry in 1979. He served a Universalist
church in Yarmouth, Maine initially, and then took a position in
the early 1980s as director of the New Congregations Program at
the UUA. In 1988, he became the senior minister of the First
Church of Chicago. Chulak believes that congregations need to
be participants in community ministry. While serving at the First
Church of Chicago, he made a conscious effort to build a positive
relationship between the church and Meadville Lombard Theological School. This was facilitated in large part by his continuing
friendship with Spencer Lavan, who was then president of the
school. Chulak taught at Meadville Lombard; Lavan became a
member of the First Church. This was a relational form of ministry, rather than programmatic; both institutions benefited in the
form of greater connection and growth.
Chulak moved on from Chicago to serve the Unitarian Universalist Congregation at Shelter Rock; after four years he accepted
the position of district executive for the St. Lawrence District.
Today, Chulak works with congregations to assist them in responding to societal challenges around them. He believes recent history
has presented our generation with "new duties." Moreover, he
contends, recent community ministries have not only responded
to the press of these needs, they have openly engaged them when
the churches seemed paralyzed. The effect ultimately was that
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community ministries helped rejuvenate a denomination that by
the 1970s was becoming moribund. 54l
One mark of the decline in congregations lay in the passions
arising over the anti-war movement. Many congregations became
divided over the question of whether to support the war in Vietnam
and/or give sanctuary to draft resisters. U.S. involvement in Vietnam had begun in the 1950s with aid to the French and deepened
after the French surrendered their Indochina claims. Increasingly
Americans became alarmed over the neo-colonial nature of their
government's intervention, and beginning in 1964, Unitarian Universalists at the annual General Assemblies (GAs) passed yearly resolutions to condemn this policy. With continued troop escalation
and bombing after 1965, death tolls in Vietnam mounted among
both U.S. and Southeast Asian people. The conviction that young
men who resisted the draft were obeying a higher law put pressure on Unitarian Universalists and others to consider their just
response. Should Unitarian Universalist congregations speak out
against the war? Should UU churches give sanctuary to draft resisters?
Serious debates over these questions led to acrimony and disillusionment, as ministers and congregations often found themselves
at odds with each other over what to do.
The memory of this struggle was still fresh when the General
Assembly went on record opposing the nuclear arms race and calling for a plan of disarmament. In 1984, the Rev. Eugene Pickett,
president of the UUA, brought together a coalition of Unitarian
Universalist organizations-the UUA, the Unitarian Universalist
Service Committee, the IARF, the Women's Federation, the United
Nations Office, and the Unitarian Universalist Peace Fellowshipto create the Unitarian Universalist Peace Network (UUPN). The
UUPN became the national Unitarian Universalist voice for peace
and nuclear disarmament.S42 In 1985, General Assembly delegates
passed a resolution to protest U.S. military intervention in Central
America, particularly in Nicaragua and El Salvador, to establish a
clearing house for the dissemination of information regarding any
such intervention, and to work toward joint cooperation with such
peace groups as the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee, the
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American Friends Service Committee, Pax Christi, and Mobilization for Survival.
Stephen Shick was involved in movements for peace in
Philadelphia from the time he graduated in 1969 from Crozer
Theological Seminary.543 Crozer was important to Shick because
of its emphasis on uniting social ethics and religion. "There was a
School of Nonviolent Social Change that deeply influenced me;'
recalls Schick. He worked on organizing national and local peace
demonstrations and appeared frequently on local radio and television. "I worked tirelessly in those years to end the Vietnam War and
. establish new national spending priorities:' Linking up with Citizens
for a Sane Nuclear Policy (SANE), an organization begun in 1954,
Shick founded the SANE Education Fund of Pennsylvania in 1974
and served as its director. Through SANE, he began a radio program,
"Consider the Alternatives;' that focused on nuclear disarmament.
It would in time achieve national syndication on over 400 commercial and non-commercial stations. 544 With generous support from
the National Endowment for the Humanities, Shick's radio program
produced in 1979 a special thirteen-part series, entitled "Shadows
of the Nuclear Age: A Series on the Social, Religious, Cultural, and
Artistic Impact of the Bomb:'545 Shick also aired a number of prerecorded interviews with well-known peace advocates, including
Sen. George McGovern and activist actress Jane Fonda.
In 1978, personal circumstances led Shick to attend the
Unitarian Society of Germantown, Pennsylvania, where he experienced a profound sense of rebirth. There he met up with many of his
radio supporters-and found the religious community he had been
looking for. "I discovered a place where my Humanism was seen as
religious and where I could publicly embrace my Christian heritage
defined as I experienced it. Here I found prophetic practice, intellectual honesty, and exploration of the mystery of the spirit:' This
led to Shick's becoming a Unitarian Universalist and being ordained
into UU ministry at the Germantown church in 1986. Here was
another instance in which parish ministry achieved more fluid definition-in this case to accommodate Shick's radio peace ministry.
He had anticipated that being a credentialed minister would give
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him greater access to pulpits and foundations. It also enabled him
to bring his religious identity together with his peace work.546 He
was producing radio shows and working with SANE when UUA
President Pickett and other UU ministers asked him to direct the
new Unitarian Universalist Peace Network (UUPN). "They came to
me because of my long record of peace activism:' Shick states.547
Shick remained director of the UUPN until 1989. A look at
what he did in that position is a window into the larger community ministry of the Peace Network. "One of the things we did:' states
Shick, "was the ad campaign, 'Say Your Peace.' We used radio, TV,
and billboards to advertise this phrase, to raise consciousness
against the policy of nuclear weapons build up. We also provided
resources to congregations to declare their properties Nuclear Free
Zones:'S48 About 150 UU churches across the country participated
in this campaign. As with "Say Your Peace:' this was an instance of
the UUPN providing resources on an issue of national importance
to local congregations. Indeed, to promote the work of the UUPN,
Shick preached, lectured, and conducted worship before hundreds
of congregations, at summer camps and conferences, district meetings, and the UUA General Assembly. Finally, for an event called
"Desert Witness:' the UUPN got about 150 Unitarian Universalists
to show up at the desert testing site in Nevada to protest the U.S.
government's refusal to enter into a nuclear test ban treaty. Shick
states, "This grew out of an interfaith effort, but we were the only
denomination whose leadership got arrested:'S49
The UUPN was the principal organization through which
Unitarian Universalists participated in the Great Peace March for
Global Nuclear Disarmament in 1986. This march across the country had been the brainchild of David Mixner, who, though not
a Unitarian Universalist himself, had come to the 1985 General
Assembly in Atlanta to get affirmation for the Peace March. The
GA delegates warmly endorsed Mixner's idea, and the UUA supported it with several resolutions. When the march was launched,
UUs made up the largest contingent of the initial 1400 marchers. Though organizational problems played a role in leading 1100
marchers to turn back, a core group of 350 people carried on across
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3700 miles for nine months, marching from the West Coast to
Washington, D.C. "We were a traveling city, with food trucks and
tents for sleeping:' recalls David Pettee. sso Pettee was one of four
seminary students from the Starr King School for the Ministry who
completed the march. He integrated the experience of the march
into his degree program, preparing reflections of his experience
to share with his academic mentor and earning credits toward
his degree in the process. Along with Pettee were SKSM students Stephanie Nichols, Carol Powers, and Phil Schulman, all of
whom went on to become community ministers. Shick hired Carol
Powers to be the UUPN liaison with the march. Later she became
a UUPN staff member. Stephanie Nichols later became the
Director ofUUPN. Sue Guist, a UU laywoman, also completed the
march and wrote a book about her experience, Peace Like a River:
A Personal Journey across America. She recalled tents blowing down
and problems with bathing; she also described the support offered
by UU congregations and families who opened their churches and
homes to the traveling marchers. SSl The Great Peace March for
Global Nuclear Disarmament was an event that spoke to the deepest concerns of Unitarian Universalists, and others, for the wellbeing of the planet and of all humankind.
Tom Chulak points out that a second source of division in the
churches was the movement for black empowerment. Unitarian
Universalists and community ministers in particular had supported
civil rights for African Americans and believed in the "One World"
goal of racial integration. When riots began erupting in northern
cities after 1965, UUs were among the first to respond. In 1967
the UUA's Commission on Race and Religion convened a gathering
in New York City: the Emergency Conference on Unitarian Universalist Response to the Black Rebellion. The conference did not
go as planned. ss2 Thirty-seven of the 140 attendees were African
American. Once the conference began, thirty of the African American delegates removed themselves from the main body of the
conference to hold their own meeting. Mark Morrison-Reed
explains that his mother was present at that meeting: "This black
caucus tapped into the raw emotion hidden behind middle class
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reasonableness. They were searching for an iclentity that was more
authentic t!J.an the futile attempt to be (carbon copies of white
people:" It could not be just about integration. «Civil rights had
proved ineffectual at remedying black poverty, and liberal religion
had failed to address the experience of blackness:'553
By the time they emerged, these thirty delegates had formed
the Black Unitarian Universalist Caucus (BUUC), which created the
Black Affairs Council (BAC). From 1967 to 1970, the Black Affairs
Council resisted collaboration with white UUs; moreover the BAC
existed in conflict with Black and White Action (BAWA), a group
coming out of the Community Church of New York, which had
long been committed to integration and integrationist strategies.
UUA intentions were good, and generous funding for the BAC was
pledged. But the UU budgetary crisis of those years ultimately
forced the UUA to reduce this support. In the end, the BAC disaffiliated itself from the UUA to do its own fundraising, and the UUA
dropped the BAC from its budget.554
Leslie Westbrook remembers this time well. She had first been
inspired to pursue ministry in the 1960s as a member of Liberal
Religious Youth at All Souls Church in Washington, D.C. There she
had felt affirmed by James Reeb's belief in the worth of all persons.
When the Black Empowerment Movement «blew on the scene in the
UUA;' as she recalls, «I was the assistant minister at the Arlington
Street Church in Boston. There was so much conflict between the
church's senior minister, who was a member of BAC, some of the
members ofthe church, and the UUA. There was a surprising amount
of tension over issues of equal rights and human dignity:'555 This
controversy divided the entire denomination for a number of years.
Morrison-Reed writes, «The black empowerment controversy
was a denominational tragedy.... The pain was so great that we
as a denomination recoiled from the (Empowerment Controversy'
and a legacy of distrust lingers stilI:'556 Betty Reid anticipated with
sadness the strain that would come from these developments.
While she welcomed the «new birth of blackness;' she knew that
whites who had helped it to occur in its «first stages" would not
understand this new stage of«release."557 The resulting disorientation
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among whites and alienation among blacks, together with the flight
of many churches to the suburbs, led many African Americans,
as well as whites, to leave their UU churches. The parishioners that
remained, Chulak reflects, «turned inward," even as «the larger
society was pressing on all these other issues."558
Chulak believes the Civil Rights and Black Empowerment
struggles generated developments that helped inspire new interest
in community ministry.559 The first development was the founding
in 1979 of the Urban Church Coalition, a grassroots advocacy
group, co-chaired, as we have seen, by Scotty McLennan and evolving out of the Center Cities Advisory Committee to the UUA. What
drew members of both urban and suburban congregations to the
Urban Church Coalition was the recognition that everyone has a
stake in what happens in the cities that form the core of their locale.
Attendees to the 1982 pre-GA conference «The Urban ChurchGrowing Diversity" at Ferry Beach, a UU conference center in Saco,
Maine, established the Whitney Young Fund for Urban Ministry.
This fund was to be used to aid struggling UU urban congregations,
train UU leaders for urban ministries, provide seed money for UU
congregations of diverse racial and ethnic make-up, and create
channels for urban-suburban connections.56o In 1983, Ministerial
Fellowship Committee rules were changed to allow for «inclusive"
or dual fellowship, a move that was endorsed by the Urban Concerns
and Ministry Committee, because of its potential impact on ministers of color and urban ministries. 561 The Urban Concerns people
had been working to bring African American ministers of other
denominations into dual UU fellowship.562 In that same year, the
Urban Church Coalition began an annual Jenkin Lloyd Jones Lecture
at General Assembly to highlight urban concerns. Then in 1984, the
Commission on Appraisal issued a report entitled Empowerment:
One Denomination's Quest for Racial Justice, 1967-1982. This was
an important effort to take stock of what had happened and why.
Finally, a revised UUA Statement of Principles and Purposes was
issued in 1985, which, to Mark Morrison-Reed, «reflected a new
consciousness" that had developed out of the challenges of the 1960s
and 1970s.563 Mark Morrison-Reed believes the new Statement was
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important in this time. The lack of a creed had made it more difficult to transcend the struggles of the 1970s. The new Principles were
"formative in providing grqundi.ng and a traI!scendent narrative"
.. that could help bridge differences in the future.564 .
Chulak recalls that the Urban Church Coalition and its supporters drew on two main models. The first was the ecumenical
Institute for the Church in Urban and Industrial Society, begun by
the Presbyterian Church (USA) in the 1930s and joined by the
UUA in 1985. The second was the Industrial Areas Foundation,
begun by Saul David Alinsky. Coming out of 1930s Depression-era
Chicago, Alinsky was known as a leading organizer of neighborhood citizen reform groups. His book Reveille for Radicals had
provided philosophical direction for organizing the poor, in the
belief that widespread poverty left America open to the influence
of demagogues. Alinsky had organized the black communities
in Chicago's South Side to challenge then-mayor Richard Daly's
political machine with a radical political registration project. 565
"Everyone was reading about this kind of urban activism, and all
the justice-related ministers were working in this area:' Chulak
states. "You cannot separate the growth of community ministry in
this period from the Urban Church Coalition:'566
In this context, Steve Shick moved with his family to Boston
in 1989 to accept a senior position with the Unitarian Universalist
Service Committee, as founding director of a new Citizen Action
Department. Shick's prior connections and visibility in peace work
facilitated his putting in place a new U.S. Programs Department,
emphasizing opportunities to work for peace and justice in the
United States. He became widely known for his successful efforts in
the Promise· the Children and Just Works programs. Promise the
Children was an idea initiated by the UUSC board and carried forward by many people, with Shick providing the leadership. Aimed
at addressing issues of child poverty in the United States, the program made educational materials available to UUs on a national
scale. In six state-wide networks, people decided at the local level
how they would focus their efforts. There were trainings in Boston
to work with 50 representative local activists on choosing issues
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and using resources. When Shick left the UUSC in 1996, Marian
Wright Edelman wrote to praise his work. "Under your leadership,
the Promise the Children Campaign grew to become an effective
network for service and advocacy on behalf of children." In Just
Works, Shick initiated a program based on the work camp training
strategy once employed by Universalists. Young people received
training in work camps for leadership. "I felt this would help create
the next generation of people to be involved in UUSC:'567 One of
the efforts to come out of Just Works was the rebuilding of burnedout churches in the South.
Steve Shick left the UUSC in late 1996, having "discovered a
deep longing to work locally" in parish ministry. As minister to the
Unitarian Universalist Church of Haverhill, he involved the congregation in providing bi-monthly meals to homeless people served out
of a section ofthe church building specifically renovated for that purpose prior to his arrival. The church also established the Cornucopia
Project, which grows an acre of sweet corn for area pantries each
summer. As a result of his work at Haverhill, Steve Shick was named
an Urban Fellow by Harvard Divinity School for 2000-2003.
Beyond urban concerns, community ministry was sensitive
to the gender revolutions of the last thirty years-putting women
in leadership roles, and supporting the rights of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people. "UU support on these issues has
flourished in the context of UU community ministries, and has
benefited our movement as a whole:'568 In 1977, General Assembly
delegates passed the Women and Religion Resolution, encouraging
all Unitarian Universalists to examine the religious roots of sexism
in the denomination. A UU laywoman, Lucille Shuck Longview,
spearheaded movement toward this resolution. There had been previous resolutions on issues of importance to women, but Longview
believed that sexism within the denomination was itself "the great
untouched area" needing action. 569
About 100 people attended meetings on the resolution during GA week. When the Women and Religion Resolution passed
unanimously, its proponents wondered if the delegates really understood the implications of what they had agreed to. 570 UUA President
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Paul Carnes created a new staff position for Leslie Westbrook as
UUA Minister for Women and Religion and appointed a Women
and Religion Committee to work with her on implementing the resolution. Westbrook had accepted a position with the UUA the previous year as director of the Social Action Clearing House. Prior to
that, she had served the Arlington Street Church, which had been in
the forefront of peace and justice activity.
The newly appointed Women and Religion Committee recognized the need to gather together representatives from the various districts of the UUA to determine how to move forward on the
resolution. Meeting at Grailville Conference Center in Loveland,
Ohio, in May 1979, they named the conference "Beyond this Time:
A Continental Conference on Women and Religion:' First the conference addressed the problem of sexist language in hymns and in
the UUA Principles and Purposes. A list of hymns was drawn up
for rewriting, and the long process was begun that would eventually lead to the new set of Principles and Purposes adopted in
1985. 571 Then, following a model often used in denominational
programming, conference participants were to return to their districts to organize similar district-based conferences.
To further implement the Women and Religion Resolution,
UUA President Carnes appointed a second committee: the Affirmative Action for Women Ministers Committee. This committee followed a model in use among women in the Presbyterian Church,
training consultants from the districts to go upon invitation to the
churches to talk with church search committees about women in
ministerial and professional leadership roles. Westbrook reflects
that these initiatives had a consciousness-raising effect that was
both internal and external. "When I was ordained in 1973, there
were only about thirty women ministers in the denomination.
Within ten years, that changed dramatically and today we are about
half of all UU ministers:'572
Soon the UUA Women and Religion Committee planned a
Women and Religion Convocation on Feminist Theology, which
was held in November 1980 in East Lansing, Michigan. From this
convocation "grew the urgency for a UU curriculum that would
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explore approaches to feminist theology:'573 As Minister for Women
and Religion and also the Adult Programs Curriculum Editor,
Westbrook approached Shirley Ranck to write such a curriculum.
What Ranck produced was the popular Cakes for the Queen of
Heaven. The title was taken from the biblical story in which Jeremiah
warned the Hebrew people of the Lord's wrath over the "women
who knead dough to make cakes for the Queen of Heaven."574
Rejecting this warning, the people reasoned, "Since we ceased burning incense to the Queen of Heaven, we have wanted everything and
have been consumed by sword and famine."575 The curriculum was
not released for five years, in part because of the need to obtain permissions for the many art images it contained. These images depicted women in roles of power and influence in goddess mythology
and were regarded as vital to the purposes of the curriculum. 576
After it came out, however, it became the most widely used adult
curriculum the UUA has ever published. It was followed in 1994 by
Liz Fisher's multicultural Rise Up and Call Her Name. 577
Deborah Pope-Lance recognized these trends. Ordained into
parish ministry in 1978, Pope-Lance was the only UU woman
parish minister in the UUA's Metropolitan New York District
at that time. She was also one of the first consultants trained by
the UUA Affirmative Action for Women Ministers Committee and
was frequently called upon to lecture or teach on the role ofwomen
in religion. Pope-Lance served two parishes, the Unitarian Universalist Church ofWashington Crossing in Titusville, New Jersey from
1978 to 1983, and the First Parish of Sudbury, Massachusetts from
1986 to 1996. In between, from 1983 to 1987, she did community
ministry as a therapist to battered women with the Unitarian Universalist Counseling and Education Service in Belle Meade, New
Jersey.578 "This was community ministry before there was language
to name it as such," she states. 579 For Deborah Pope-Lance, the
rise of community ministry and the use of community ministry
language cannot be separated from the flood of women into the
ministry in the 1980s. "Women had a broader view of ministry,"
reflects Pope-Lance, "and could not always see themselves as pulpit
ministers." Westbrook agrees. In her mind, "Women understood
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ministry differently. They seemed to see it more as walking with
yoU."S80 Pope-Lance suggests that some in the denomination perceived that there would "not be enough pulpit jobs available" to
place all those coming out of the theological schools and, regrettably, may have discouraged women from looking at parish positions. It was in fact true that "many women ministers were unable
to get settled in a congregation after completing their internships:'s81 These practical realities, in combination with the societal
urgencies they witnessed, led women ministers in greater numbers
to embrace community ministry.
In her ministry to battered women, Pope-Lance believed that
the church needed to be supportive, compassionate, and justiceseeking toward victims of domestic violence. However, she found
that religious institutions seemed generally ill equipped to address
victims in those terms. Making harmful use of patriarchal scripture, their framing of domestic abuse tended to find fault with the
woman. In response, Pope-Lance wrote a training manual for
clergy and conducted a related training program in pastoral counseling. From this evolved a long-term community ministry in
which she has served as a consultant on sexual ethics, counseling
religious leaders in parish or extra-parish settings on the ethics of
ministerial practice and advocating for clearer standards for ministers on this issue. Her ministry has addressed an issue made more
visible-and more approachable-because of women's increased
presence and consciousness in ministry.
For Pope-Lance, an imperative of her ministry has been to
recognize a theological grounding for her social, practical, and clinical work. "My work, as well as the innovative ministries being done
by others, is challenging traditional expectations for ministry. It is
ministry as activity and witness, where word becomes action and
action becomes word." Reflecting aloud, she adds, "Community
ministry may well be 'a thorn in the side of our imagination: compelling us to think more broadly. You know, this was how Margaret
Fuller was described in her day:,s82 The thorn would not go away.
This was the context, in her mind, for the formation in 1987 of the
Society for the Larger Ministry.
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hese chapters show the innovative spirit that continued to enliven community ministry in all its forms.
They also provide an inside look at how those ministries led to institutional change, beginning with the formation
ofthe Society for the Larger Ministry and the formal recognition
of community ministry in 1991. Meanwhile campus ministries
werefounded, as congregation-based community ministries sought
to "mind the gap" with college-age and young adult UUs. The
Community Ministry Summit in 2003 established a framework
for organizational leadership with which community ministry
could move forward into the future. 583
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founding the Society for
the Larger Ministry

A

mong community ministers there was a sense of needing
to find a place of shared experience and affirmation.
They felt isolated and unrecognized in a religious institution historically structured to recognize primarily parishbased ministers. As their numbers grew, they looked for ways to
connect with each other and assess the meaning of what they were
doing. With their locations so widely dispersed, two organizations
formed independently of each other. Each group sought its own
goals, which were not dissimilar, though initial memberships and
strategies bore a slightly different look.
In June 1981, thirty chaplains, pastoral counselors, and other
ministers who worked outside of congregations came together while
attending General Assembly in Philadelphia. They were responding
to an informal invitation posted by Robert Rafford. Rafford's past
experiences told him that such a meeting might be welcome. He
had been ordained in 1971 as a pastoral counselor in the United
Church of Christ (UCC) and was fellowshipped in 1979 as a UU
minister. In 1980, Rafford started his own UU congregation in
Woodbury, Connecticut, which was very successful. Meanwhile he
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continued his full-time chaplaincy in Waterbury. What troubled
Rafford was that he and others like him were not being recognized
for their ministries outside the parish setting. Compared to the
more fluid UCC definition of ministry, the single category of
parish ministry in the UUA seemed to him closed and archaic, out
of sync with the liberal UU theology he had come to embrace. Even
at the 1979 GA, he was disappointed when the first vote to establish a second track of ministry for religious education did not
receive a stronger show of support. 584
The ministers who met with Rafford in 1981 were mostly
chaplains and counselors, along with a few college professors. They
continued to meet yearly at subsequent General Assemblies. As
Rafford expected, they found a kind of support in this group that
they were not getting from their parish-based colleagues or from
the UUA. At the Columbus, Ohio meeting in 1984, they made
a decision to identify themselves officially as the Extra-Parochial
Clergy (EPC). By now, they comprised about 40-50 members. In
the fall of 1986, they secured a grant to hold a pre-GA conference
at Little Rock, Arkansas in 1987. This conference would have
important implications for the future of community ministry. To
plan for this conference, they met in January in Boston.
In Berkeley, California, another group of ministers, seminary students, and lay ministers-all active in a wide variety of
ministries-became conscious of themselves and each other as
community ministers. They worked in community service, peace
groups, shelters for battered women or homeless persons, and a
variety of social advocacy organizations. They found a mentor in
Jody Shipley, who had been drawn to community ministry when
she took an administrative position with the Pacific Central District office housed at the Starr King School for the Ministry. Here
Shipley met students with dreams of creating new ministries, like
"retreat places or women's monasteries, or centers that would
merge religion with social service:'585 Shipley decided to enter seminary herself; upon completing her studies and becoming ordained
in 1979, she began a decade-long career of parish ministries com. bined with various community ministries. She attended the 1986
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meeting of the Extra-Parochial Clergy in Rochester as an interested observer. That same week, she also attended the meeting
of the Commission on Appraisal, where she suggested that the
Commission should be looking at community ministry. The Commission invited her to submit her concerns in writing, which she
did the following August. S86 At the conclusion of this meeting,
Jane Boyajian, a member of the Commission and a community
minister in Seattle, invited Shipley to attend a Convocation on
Community Focused Ministries to be held the following November
in Boston.s87
Organized by the Benevolent Fraternity and the UUA Department of Extension, and funded by a UUA grant, the November
1986 Convocation on Community Focused Ministries aimed to
begin the process of networking among those who were ministering in non-church settings.s88 Thirty justice-oriented ministers met
for four days and engaged in a visioning process to determine a
course of action to promote community ministry. The Convocation offered a welcome tone of affirmation. David Pohl, then Director of Ministry at the UUA, assured them that the Department
of Ministry was "supportive of efforts to broaden our understanding of what constitutes ministry."s89 Ministerial Fellowship Committee rules had expanded the definition of parish ministry in the
early 1980s, due in large part to the persuasive urging of Scotty
McLennan and the Urban Church Coalition. "These changes have
broadened our definition of ,parish'" said Pohl, "rather than establishing and validating 'specialized' ministries as such:,s90 Here Pohl
intimated that the expanded 1980s definition of "parish" established firmer institutional grounding for community ministry than
did the short-lived 1970s experiment with the category of"specialized minister:'
Pohl's address to the Convocation provided a context for the
rising number of community ministers. Out of a total of 1150 UU
ministers, 640 were settled in parish ministries and 100 were serving in ministries outside of congregations. (The others were retired
or inactive.) He spoke warmly of the theological and ethical imperative "that calls us together in our search for a better world:' and
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concluded by lifting up a shared vision of mission and direction.
"Together we need to explore and support ways to reach beyond
the local congregation, particularly to minister to the alone, the
disinherited, the powerless, the battered, the shunned, the disillusioned, the overwhelmed, the alienated, the homeless, and the
dying. We commend what you are doing, and what you hope to do,
and what you would like the Association to do, to shape what James
Luther Adams called (the community of justice and love:"591 Those
who were there agree that feelings of high energy and expectation
prevailed at the meeting. Stephen Shick remembers how good it
felt to be among so many like-minded peers. "It was exhilarating:'
he said, "to connect with so many who were living out their call to
community ministry.592
The community ministers at the Convocation established a
new group, the Community Focused Ministers (CFM), which formed
a steering committee and initiated a newsletter. In the newsletter's
first issue, editor Jody Shipley announced the group's birth: "Just
as the religious knows no boundaries or limitations, so the
expressions of ministry in our liberal religious movement are
not limited."593 The newsletter featured Thom Payne's description
of the gathering at Boston, noting how it brought together for
the first time "fellowshipped, ordained and lay ministers actively
engaged in community ministry:'594 The inclusion of lay ministers
was one of the characteristics that made the Community Focused
Ministers distinct from the Extra-Parochial Clergy and would be a
point of tension when the proposal was raised to merge the two
groups into one.
The Steering Committee of the Community Focused Ministers held its first meeting in January 1987 in Boston. 595 Chaired by
David Cole, then interim director of the Benevolent Fraternity,
the Steering Committee pursued steps to institutionalize CFM by
applying for affiliate status with the UUA. These justice-oriented
ministers, often working in tandem with outside institutions in
their work, understood the need for this kind of institutional connection. 596 Coincidentally, it seems, the steering committee of the
Extra-Parochial Clergy was meeting at this same place and time,
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which led to conversations between their members about whether
the two groups should join forces. In the following months,
Rafford's inquiries among EPC members revealed that many were
ambivalent about such a move. The tension they felt rested on the
CFM acceptance of lay ministers. "We were trying to get a conservative institution to recognize our status outside the parish:' states
Rafford. "The idea that we would include lay ministers seemed
too radical and might jeopardize our standing in the UUA even
more:'S97 In retrospect, Rafford praised Shipley for "casting the net
a little wider:'s98 As for the Community Focused Ministers, they
worried that the EPC was too conservative and lacking in innovative spirit. The Rev. Roberta King Mitchell, a member of both
groups, properly characterized their differences in a letter to the
grants panel, describing the EPC as "client-centered" and the CFM
as "socio-political:'s99
From January until June 1987, these discussions among the
Extra-Parochial Clergy and Community Focused Ministers evolved
toward a shared sense of alignment. In spite of their differences,
there were already instances of overlapping membership. Moreover, they had a mutual purpose in their "concern for the further
involvement of community ministry in the life of our UU movement:'600 When they came together at GA in Little Rock, Arkansas
in 1987, leaders from both- groups worked into the wee hours of
the morning to draft by-laws for a combined group. They agreed
to a name, the Society for the Larger Ministry (SLM), which
would neither exclude nor privilege either constituent group or any
potential members, whether they were ordained or lay ministers.
When the proposed merger was subsequently brought before the
CFM Board, it was approved. The formation of SLM marked a
significant moment of shared vision and common ministry, from
which further planning and organizing would take place.
Indeed, a conference was already being planned by community ministers at Berkeley for November 1987.601 This conference
became the first official meeting of the Society for the Larger Ministry. Because conference planners hoped to increase the visibility
of community ministers in the district where they were meeting,
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they invited other area UUs to attend a dinner during the conference. Thirty-five UU leaders joined the fifty-four conference
participants on Friday evening. In her conference report Shipley
stated: "The most moving moment for me ... occurred [when] the
community ministers stood and introduced themselves and
received a warm welcome and recognition. For the many UUs who
envision a wider ministry in our movement, it was a very special
moment:'602 At the next General Assembly, in June 1988, the UUA's
Department of Social Justice presented the Holmes-Weatherly
Award to the Society for the Larger Ministry. This is the most
important social justice award given out at GA. Shipley took it
as an opportunity to remind SLM members that this remarkable show of support recognized the value of their individual
ministries. 603 Many community ministers appreciated this type
of mentoring from Jody Shipley. She was vital to their sense of
empowerment in ministry; her community ministry was centered
in nurturing their ministries.
Neil Shadle was asked if he would make arrangements to
hold the next SLM conference at Meadville Lombard Theological School, where he was on the faculty. This conference met in
November 1988 and took as its theme "Continue the Conversation:' It was an appropriate title because everyone felt, with much
optimism, that they were picking up the conversation where they
had left off the year before. Spencer Lavan, president of Meadville
Lombard Theological School from 1988 to 1996, recalls that there
was a lot of questioning going on as people earnestly sought to
assess the importance and relevance of their work in the context of
their UU faith and its institutions. 604
One of the key issues to be decided was the nature of membership in SLM. In the past, ministers' groups had been open only
to ordained clergy and students preparing for ordained ministry.
The early members of SLM, however, felt that membership should
also be open to lay ministers, who were among the most active in
their work in the wider community. Among them, for instance, was
Carolyn McDade, a laywoman from Massachusetts, whose years
of work with women in Central America motivated her to speak
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about their poverty before groups allover the United States. Carol
Graywing described her as an extraordinarily inspiring person:
"Carolyn articulates the depth of prophecy wrapped in spirit."60s
McDade believed that community ministry was happening at the
boundaries of Unitarian Universalism as an institution. "Boundaries are where one finds vitality:' she stated. "What concerns me is
what happens to that vitality when it flows from the boundary into
the institution."606 After significant debate, carried over from the
Berkeley meeting in 1987, the decision within SLM overwhelmingly came down on the side of inclusiveness. The Society for the
Larger Ministry would be open to laypersons as well as clergy
"who are in harmony with the purposes of the Society."607 As Jody
Shipley wrote, "The simple measure of good practice is in the question, (Is what I do empowering to those I serve?' It is a question that
tests all action ... that separates out ministry that is self-serving
from real ministry:'608
Attendees at the Chicago conference worked with a consultant and met in ministry working groups focused on pastoral
counseling, chaplaincy, peace and justice ministries, community!
urban ministries, academic ministries, and healing ministries. Each
of these groups formulated a theological position paper, which was
then carried to a central working group huddled together in Neil
Shadle's office. There the language in the position papers was carefully integrated into what became known as the Society for the
Larger Ministry Proclamation. The importance of the Proclamation was that it united the widely varying community ministers
and mission, defined in broadly inclubehind a common
sive terms. The Rev..Neil Gerdes; librarian at Meadville Lombard,
became involved in the organizational aspects of community ministry at this meeting. The meeting "evoked one of the better group
processes," according to Gerdes, in that "the synthesis it produced
resulted from ideas collected over the previous year. People were
elated when it was over," he recalls. "There was a great feeling of
euphoria and solidarity:'609
That evening, SLM members came forward one by one, as
they were inwardly moved, to sign the Proclamation. Judy Morris
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remembers, "We signed that statement finally in candle light, and I
sang harmony with Carolyn McDade on 'Spirit of Life; the hymn
Carolyn had written.610 She was standing next to me, and Doug
Morgan Strong stood across from her, and he signed it for her [in
American Sign Language]. I was in tears because I was singing with
Carolyn McDade, and Carolyn was in tears because Doug was signing her song." McDade reported later how much this moment
affected her because she had never before seen anyone sign her
song. 61l The Proclamation described SLM as "a Unitarian Universalist movement of lay ministers and ordained clergy committed
to promoting a broad spectrum of healing and social justice ministries:' It declared, "We believe that only through many diverse
forms of ministry can we heal the broken, create justice, and live in
harmony with the spirit of life. We hold a vision of a larger ministry that sees the world as its parish."612
The next morning, November 13, 1988, SLM conference
participants held a worship service across the street at the First
Unitarian Church of Chicago, where senior minister Tom Chulak
issued the welcome. David Arksey, Jody Shipley, and Carolyn
McDade jointly delivered the sermon, "Community Ministry in
Our Midst: A Voice for Justice." Arksey, the minister-at-Iarge at the
First Church, spoke of the numerous community ministries historically supported by the Chicago church. These ministries, he stated, "have continued to actively make manifest this church's belief in
a ministry of justice and hope for those who are most in need:'613
Shipley's message added further urgency to the meaning of the
weekend's events. "During this weekend we talked about ministry.
We shared visions of ministry that reach with our imaginations
into the world we are all called to serve. There is a spirit moving
through us. By 'us' I mean Unitarian Universalists. It is deep and it
is hungry. [The spirit] is calling us to declare our mission ... and
without reservation to carry that mission out.»614
Shipley believed that part of SLM's mission was to call upon
the UUA to incorporate the vision of community ministry into its
institutional structure. In preparation for the 1989 SLM conference
at Brookline, Massachusetts, she stated, "The ... identification of
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the work of community ministry ... is changing our denomination's view of the breadth and possibilities of our mission....
Because community ministry reaches deep into the meaning of our
work as a movement, it calls us to examine ... the nature of ministry today."61s In this same y!;ar, SLM formed a T;lSk Force on
Ministerial Fellowship, chaired by Steve Shick, to promote a positive relationship between SLM and the Unitarian Universalist
Ministers' Association, and to begin a dialogue with the Ministerial
Fellowship Committee and the UUA Department of Ministry. As
representatives of SLM, Jody Shipley and Steve Shick were invited
to attend the UUA-sponsored Convocation on the Future of UU
Ministry. Roberta King Mitchell made a presentation about community ministry at the UUA Convocation. Neil Shadle remembers:
"Our effort was to show that ministry was a broader category than
was acceptable for fellowship at the time:'616
There is little question that consciousness of community
ministry increased in this period and assumed greater priority
within the denomination. In 1989, the Commission on Appraisal
began a study of ministry. Flo Gelo, who was present at the signing
of the Proclamation, was a new member of the Commission. Gelo
urged the COA to seriously address the concerns of community
ministers. Moreover, as a representative of the COA, Charles Howe
attended the UUA Board Meeting in October 1990 and urged the
Board to pay more attention to community ministry. "There is a
tidal wave fast approaching, made up of many people eager to do
community ministry:' he warned, "and the UUA needs to get ready
for it before it hits:'617 The Commission on Appraisal released its
report in 1992. Titled "Our Professional Ministry:' it gave significant attention to community ministry.
After many months of dialogue and careful consideration,
the Ministerial Fellowship Committee recommended adding community ministry as a recognized option for UU ministry.618 In 1990
the General Assembly held the first of two annual votes required to
make the change, proposing to reword the bylaws to add "community ministry" as one of three tracks of ministry that already
included tracks for parish and religious education ministries. The
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final vote for a third track of ministry was planned for GA in 1991.
SLM made considerable preparations to assure its passage, as
cluster groups met in New England and in the San Francisco Bay
Area. 619 The SLM steering committee wrote a position paper on the
third ministerial track, emphasizing their interest in pursuing professional development with the Department of Ministry.
The UUA's Committee on Committees appointed John
Weston and Neil Shadle to represent SLM's position on the UUA's
Task Force on Community Ministry. As the vote neared, SLM
turned its attention to what would come next. In particular, they
wanted to see an article in UU World illuminating the work of
community ministers.62o In May, one month before the 1991 vote
at GA, the UUA's Task Force on Community Ministry was quoted
as saying, "we urge settled Parish Ministers and Ministers of
Religious Education to make themselves aware of community ministries in their areas and to encourage them and to embrace them
to the fullest extentpossible:'621
The much-anticipated vote took place at the 1991 General
Assembly in Hollywood, Florida. Prior to the vote, David Pohl,
Director of the Department of Ministry, spoke directly about the
proposed by-law amendment: ''An affirmative vote ... will enable us
to formally validate this ministry, adopt appropriate academic and
professional requirements for its various forms, and broaden our
understanding of how and where we may place our particular gifts
at the service of our free faith." The bylaw change establishing
community ministry as a third track of UU ministry was passed
unanimously by the General Assembly with no delegates speaking
against it.622 SLM members were elated. Pohl articulated warm support for the change, eloquently capturing the co-equal status all
shared in regard to ministerial work. "Your choice [of community
ministry] makes you neither nobler nor less than your colleagues
in the parish. To paraphrase Paul: 'There are varieties of gifts, but
the same ministry. There are varieties of service, but the same ministry."'623 Here was expressed the hoped-for spirit of acceptance
and collaboration. Implementation faced further hurdles, however,
and the road ahead was anything but smooth.
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Communily Minislry
Since 1991

I

n the years following the 1991 vote, numerous questions surfaced as to how community ministries might be carried out.
How would innovative and untried community ministries be
identified as worthy professional representatives of Unitarian
Universalism in the world? Would ministers who were already
engaged in community work but fellowshipped as parish ministers
need to go through the accreditation process again? How would
community ministers be connected to the congregational life that
was historically central to the movement? How would community
ministers be sustained spiritually? How would they be held accountable? How might relationships between congregations and community ministers be developed? One of the central. issues was funding,
critical both for community ministers and for congregations if they
chose to engage a community minister to work with them. Although
some community ministers worked for outside agencies that provided their compensation, many times such agencies did not exist,
and community ministers needed to develop resources on their own.
To settle some of these questions, Steve Shick and Cheng
Imm Tan were appointed by the Society for the Larger Ministry to
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the Liaison Committee working with the UUA and the Ministerial
Fellowship Committee. At the November 1991 SLM conference,
Shick reported that a subcommittee of the MFC had been formed
to work on appropriate academic requirements for community
ministry candidates, internship sites, and renewal terms for community ministers in preliminary fellowship.624 Carl Seaburg spoke
at this same conference on "Ministries Beyond the Local Parish:
An Historical Overview;' a speech recognized for years to come as
a community ministry landmark. In January 1992, Cheng Imm Tan
and Steve Shick reported on their monthly meetings with David
Pohl at the Department of Ministry. The SLM Steering Committee
drafted a proposal to the MFC for the "grandparenting" in of existing community ministers: those who were currently in final fellowship as parish ministers and seeking re-classification, those who
had been ministering for years but had never approached the
MFC to be fellowshipped, and those who had achieved preliminary
fellowship long before but had not sought final fellowship. Plans
were also drawn up to confer with established community ministers and identify possible mentors for new community ministers in
preliminary fellowship. Lastly, SLM felt the need for a community
minister on the Ministerial Fellowship Committee. This was made
possible with an amendment to the UUA bylaws in1993, and Ralph
Mero became the first community minister on the MFC.625
Many became fellowshipped for community ministry they
were already doing. Neil Gerdes had previously been fellowshipped
as a parish minister because of his position as director of the
library and professor on a joint appointment at Meadville Lombard Theological School and the Chicago Theological Seminary.
After the 1991 bylaw change, Gerdes applied for community ministry credentials as minister librarian and educator. "I saw this as
an important designation for myself; I also wanted to give it more
credence, some legitimacy."626 He had been a member of the First
Unitarian Church of Chicago since 1973; after the bylaw change
he acquired affiliate status there. David Arksey, who had been fellowshipped in parish ministry as a minister-at-Iarge with the First
Unitarian Church of Chicago, was also grandparented in as a
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community minister. Now he was fellowshipped as both a parish
minister and a community minister. Steve Shick, who had held credentials as a parish minister since 1986, was grandparented into
community ministry. Later, in 1997, Shick left full-time community ministry to become a parish minister to a church from which he
engaged in community ministry. Ralph Mero saw the third track of
ministry as an opportunity to restore the official ministerial status
he had lost when he left parish ministry. He sent a letter to the
Department of Ministry detailing his work as Director of Planned
Parenthood of Seattle and was soon grandparented in as a community minister.
Mero had served as parish minister for a UU congregation in
Kirkland, Washington, after graduating from Meadville Lombard
in 1965. Then, in 1971, after an economic reversal at Boeing
brought financial hard times to the Kirkland church and others in
the Pacific Northwest, Mero accepted a position as Director of
Planned Parenthood in Seattle. Mero's intended three-year leave of
absence, granted him by the Department of Ministry, turned into a
twenty-year leave, and he lost his fellowship status. 627 Now he was
able to be fellowshipped as a community minister, recognized for
his work with Planned Parenthood and with Compassion in Dying,
which he had founded as one of the nation's first "right-to-die"
organizations. Mero's ministry to these external communities gained
sanction because of his affiliation with the University Unitarian
Church of Seattle, where he had for many years performed ministerial services on a voluntary basis. In addition, Compassion in
Dying operated out of the church. When Mero left Seattle in August
1996 to become Director of Church Staff Finance with the UUA, he
was the first fellowshipped community minister to serve on the
staff of the Department of Ministry.
Scott Giles was ordained to ministry in 1978 and served as a
parish minister from 1978 to 1991. In those years, he also became
a Board Certified Chaplain specializing in hypnosis for patients
dealing with pain control, appetite issues, mood maintenance, and
other problems related to physical and mental health. Giles joined
a counseling practice in 1990, and when the UU community ministry
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track was added, he was grandparented in without having to go
through preliminary fellowship. "The community ministry designation was liberating for me," he states. It secured continued ministerial recognition for "the area [of work] where I would achieve
my greatest success-·I found the call that God set for me."628 In his
counseling ministry, Giles operates four Chicago-area free clinics
run on the philosophy that physical healing is not the only goal
in treatment. Patients are encouraged to use treatment to heal
their spirit, their relationships, and their heart. 629 Giles left fulltime parish ministry in 1992 and, like Gerdes, maintains an affiliate status with his congregation, the Countryside Church of
Palatine, Illinois.
Michelle Bentley was grandparented into fellowship as a
community minister in 1996. As an African American woman, she
had been involved in community work long before being ordained
into parish ministry in 1986. Bentley experienced a call to ministry
in the late 1970s, while serving as the principal of a special school
in downtown Chicago for serious male juvenile offenders. In a
painful case involving the arrest of a sixteen-year-old male student,
she realized that many boys turned to criminal activity for reasons
that needed to be addressed on a religious level.63o
Through a series of connections and decisions, she found
that her broad theology, her social activism, her womanism,631 and
her African American cultural heritage would be at home in the
liberal religious atmosphere of Meadville Lombard Theological
School. She worked under the mentorship of Gene Reeves and Neil
Shadle; Shadle's work in urban ministry fit with her own commitment to inner city needs. She wrote a proposal to La Rabida, a hospital for chronically and terminally ill children where her daughter
was being treated, to be a chaplain to the children, their families,
and the staff. The hospital loved the idea, and Bentley served in
this chaplaincy for ten years. Having also started two churches,
she became involved in an organization known as BRASS, Inc., an
acronym for Behavior Research and Action in the Social Sciences
Foundation. She wrote a proposal to BRASS that they add a spiritual therapeutic component to their substance abuse treatment and
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prevention program, which they accepted. She served in this capacity from 1990 to 1991. This was the beginning of what would be
a dual path of ministry for Bentley-serving, alternately and
together, ministries in both parish and community settings.
From 1991 to 1992, Bentley served as a half-time associate
minister with the First Unitarian Church in Chicago, the first
woman of African descent to be called as an associate UU minister.
From this parish position, she initiated a variety of community
ministries: organizing marches to protest U.s. military action in
Kuwait, heading up an anti-racism committee, and arranging
meetings of interfaith clergy in Chicago. When the senior minister,
Tom Chulak, left in 1992, Bentley became the full-time interim
senior minister for the church, a position she held for a year and a
half. After this, she accepted a faculty appointment at Meadville
Lombard, serving as lecturer and Dean of Students for most of
the next five years. This is when she became. fellowshipped as a
community minister. As a lecturer, she focused on cultural diversity, contextual learning, and social analysis; as dean, she called
together the African American seminary professors in the Chicago
area. "This was good for us and good for our students of color:'632
Then, under a three-year grant, she brought in African American
speakers and sponsored special cultural dinners for the faculty,
the students, and their families.
In 1998, Bentley became the first African American woman
called as senior minister to a historic UU church, the Third Unitarian Church of Chicago. Along with congregants and neighborhood
residential and business leaders, she organized and coordinated
the 3-M Community Organization. With some support from the
church's endowment funds, they undertook to shut down neighborhood drug houses and restore the Harriet Tubman Center, a
residential alcohol rehabilitation facility for women and children.
With additional grant money, church members and neighbors
organized CAPS (Community Alternative Policing Strategy) meetings, established a Gardening Project for community children
to grow their own produce in a community garden, and created
the not-for-profit Rosa Parks Center to run programs for children.
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"I feel I have to work inside and outside the church. How can
I come into the church and forget that there are people hungry
outside?"633
Bentley left parish ministry in 2002 to work with the UUA as
the Chicago-based Director of Professional Development in the
Department of Ministry and Professional Leadership. She has at
the same time maintained her ministries in the community. As an
Expert Pastoral Consultant for the law offices of the Cook County
Public Defender's Office of Alternative Sentencing Program for
Capital Criminal Cases, she has "anytime access" to men and
women charged with murder. She finds this work worthwhile,
but bemoans the size and workings of the prison-industrial complex. Finally, she also works with the Society of Sankofa, so named
for the West African Ashanti word that means "looking back in
order to go forward;' The African American Unitarian Universalist
women of Sankofa use their varieties of expertise to work with
and mentor women and young girls in crisis. These ministries are
continuing evidence of Bentley's theology of community, which
she describes using the words of James Luther Adams: "Every personal problem is asocial problem and every social problem is a
personal problem;' 634 Racial injustice toward an individual derives
from racial injustice in the community and is the responsibility of
the community.
Bentley's ministry is important for those whom she serves and
also for what she brings to the Unitarian Universalist movement.
The consciousness evident in her work is an effective reminder
of the work being carried forward into the 1990s by the Urban
Church Coalition (established in the 1980s). At General Assembly
in 1992, the Urban Church Coalition, along with virtually every
other UU social justice advocacy group, proposed and passed
the Racial/Cultural Diversity Resolution of Immediate Witness,
affirming and supporting a "vision of a racially diverse and multicultural Unitarian Universalism;' The following year, twenty-eight
ministers attended (by invitation) the Urban Ministers consultation "Restoring Our Theology of Hope;' to discuss issues important to urban ministry, among them being "community identity;'
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The 1994 Urban Church Profile, created by the Urban Concerns
and Ministry Committee, made all too clear the bleak circumstances that characterize urban neighborhoods, describing «high
population density, economic distress, middle-class flight, crime,
unemployment, low education levels, and family and cultural
breakdown."635
Efforts to raise awareness of racial justice needs were complemented in 1995 by the creation of the Latino/a Unitarian Universalist Networking Association (LUUNA), to implement ministries
of justice with and for Latinos/as. At the 1997 General Assembly,
the Racial and Cultural Diversity Task Force, created by the 1992
resolution, urged UUs «to examine carefully their own conscious
and unconscious racism as participants in a racist society, and
the effect that racism has on all our lives, regardless of color:' Here
is where attention toward the racial disparities in our cities
expanded to address the racist assumptions and structures that
permeate all of our lives and our institutions. The Task Force recommended the creation of a committee to monitor and assess the
UUA's transformation into an anti-racist, anti-oppressive, multicultural institution. The result was the 1997 resolution, «Toward
an Anti-Racist UUA," which urged «the Unitarian Universalist
Association, its congregations, and community organizations to
develop an ongoing process for the comprehensive institutionalization of anti-racism and multiculturalism, understanding that
whether or not a group becomes multi-racial, there is always the
opportunity to become anti-racist."636 Based on this initiative,
the Board of Trustees appointed in October 1997 the Journey
Toward Wholeness Transformation Committee (JTWTC ) with the
charge «to strategically plan, coordinate, monitor, assess and guide
the transformation of the UUA into an authentically anti-oppressive institution:'637
The 2001 report of the JTWTC to the 2001 General Assembly,
"Continuing the Journey:' describes the work up to that time. The
vision has been "to build an institution that is open to a transformation of mind, heart, and spirit. We seek an association that is
anti-oppressive in all its guiding practices, policies, structures, and
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actions."638 Premised on the idea that "we cannot love, wish, or
educate racism away;' the JTWTC builds upon the work of the
Black Concerns Working Group formed in 1985 (now the Jubilee
Working Group) and its Jubilee Workshops that had earlier helped
many UUs better understand the realities of racism. 639 The Jubilee
workshops are week-end long events in which members of congregations hear each other's stories, specially trained leaders facilitate
lessons about the presence of racism in society, and participants
reflect on what actions they might take as a result of their raised
awareness of their participation in the racist structures of society:
The JTWTC suggested broadening the analysis to include Native
Americans, Asians, and Latino/as; to see linkages between the
. oppressions of race and class; and to help European Americans
understand themselves as beneficiaries and perpetrators (however
unwitting) of institutional racism, which is different from personal bigotry.
Kurt Kuhwald, a community minister working with the
Faithful Fools Street Ministry in San Francisco, was a member of
the JTWTC and worked as a Jubilee Workshop trainer for many
years. Since its founding in 1998, the Faithful Fools has offered a
"ministry of service and witness" in the Tenderloin District, convening Street Retreats, hosting an after-school day care, and staging
dramatic performances such as The Witness to involve audiences in
the mission of the Fools.640 Racism, says Kuhwald, is different from
simple prejudice. We all carry prejudice. Racism points to the institutional structures that give power to one race over another and
inherently privilege one race over another, whether the members
of that race know it or not. 641 The goal of the Journey Toward
Wholeness program is to raise awareness of those structures
within the UUA and in society and to eradicate them.
Tom Chulak, now district executive for the St. Lawrence
District of the UUA, writes of his early interest in helping to make
Unitarian Universalism become more multi-racial. "I believed that
the sociology of a group is important in determining its way of
being in community. I knew that my whiteness and that of Unitarian Universalism caused life to be skewed because it emerged from
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power and privilege and therefore was partial:' Serving as a parish
minister in two racially diverse UU congregations helped him
begin to take a less skewed view of life. He writes that he read and
talked with those who were not white to learn of their history, stories and customs. "Ignorance was not an acceptable response to not
knowing. Being white and being in the dominant position means
that one has to seek the truth of the other; it will not be delivered
to your doorstep:'642 Here is a sense of the intention that inspires
the ongoing Journey Toward Wholeness.
Paula Cole Jones is an African American consultant and
member of All Souls Church in Washington, D.C., where she grew
up. She sees that there are deep sensitivities involved when one
brings racial concerns to the table. From her experience of working with the All Souls congregation since 1998, she acknowledges
that the kind of transformation sought in anti-racism work takes a
long time. «It should not be treated as a project, but rather become
infused into the ongoing life of the church:'643 She feels this work
is about individual transformation that operates from a larger
framework of power and accountability. «We· have to ask, (What
does it mean to be members of a group that has historically been
marginalized?' "644
For Frances Barnes, an African American laywoman at the
First Unitarian Church of Pittsburgh, anti-racism means seeing into the «eye" of racism and changing one's behavior out of
that new consciousness. 645 Michelle Bentley offers such a challenge
to Unitarian Universalists. «We need to have a world view that
includes the (other' as sister and brother:' She echoes Shadle in calling for a model of liberation theology in which study and spiritual
reflection generate social action, and social action produces spiritual reflection and further study. This theology offers a critical
challenge to each person in the UU denomination, states Bentley,
«to look more carefully at what we think we know and how fully
we walk our walk:'
Dorothy May Emerson came to community ministry in the
mid-1980s while in seminary at Harvard. From 1985 to 1986,
she held the first MFC-approved community ministry internship,
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working jointly at Tufts as a chaplain intern and at the UU Legal
Ministry, a program of the Benevolent Fraternity in Boston. 646 A
formative experience for Emerson was attending the first gathering
of community-focused ministers in Boston in 1986 and hearing
Tom Chulak's keynote address. 647 Chulak spoke of the kind of community that UU churches sought to create, where reconciliation
and communal well-being were made possible. It was important
to extend this vision and capacity to the larger community. ''As
people committed to the wholeness of the community, may we be
under-girded and overarched by a common vision of the public
good;' Chulak urged. 648
Through ten years of parish ministry, Emerson believed that
her call to ministry was a call to community and sought ways to
incorporate a community ministry vision into her parish work.
She was called to a small congregation in "Medford, Massachusetts,
where the congregation had expressed a desire for a minister to
help them be a presence in the community. Emerson worked with
the congregation to start a campus ministry and initiate a Food
Bank that is today widely supported by the Medford community.
She was invited to join the UUA's Task Force on Anti-Racist MultiCultural Congregations and helped facilitate a gathering of fifteen
of these congregations in Atlanta in 1996. From that gathering
came a decision to propose a General Assembly business resolution
challenging the UUA to make anti-racism a core principle. 649 With
backing from the church, Emerson launched Friends of the Mystic
River, a community group that "adopted" the river and still holds
regular river clean-ups and educational programs. "Though some
were drawn to the church through my community work," she
reflects, "others saw my work in the community as a distraction
from my work with the congregation:'65o Leaving parish ministry
in 1998 opened the way for Emerson to pursue significant work in
the wider world.
Emerson is probably most widely known for her work in
women's history. Beginning in her student years, she founded and
directed the Unitarian Universalist Women's Heritage Society
"to promote appreciation of the important roles Unitarian and
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Universalist women have played in the growth of our movement
and in the establishment of justice in the wider community."
Through the Women's Heritage Society, with financial support
from the Unitarian Universalist Funding Program and the contributions of many authors, she assembled and edited an invaluable
collection of biographical sketche$ and corresponding documents
into the volume Standing Before Us: Unitarian Universalist Women
and Social Reform, 1776-1936 (Skinner House, 2000). More recently,
she wrote a successful grant proposal to the Ministerial Sisterhood
UU (MSUU) to fund the publication of her anthology Glorious
Women: Award-Winning Sermons about Women. Emerson was
also a recipient of the Margaret Fuller Award, from the Unitarian
Universalist Women's Federation, for her programs about Unitarian Universalist women and peacemaking. «The message of my
ministry" reflects Emerson, "is to empower people to take action
for justice;' and she believes the study of women's history is a force
for empowerment.651
After leaving full-time parish ministry in 1998, Emerson's focus
shifted to economic justice, and she became a consultant to several UU and interfaith justice organizations writing curriculum and
grants and providing program and organizational development
services. With her life partner (now spouse) Donna Clifford, she
founded Rainbow Solutions, a business entity whose purpose is to
help people and institutions live, work and invest their money in
environmentally and socially responsible ways. "One of my goals
is to help people and organizations heal their relationships with
money so they can translate their dreams into action," states
Emerson. ''At Rainbow Solutions we help individuals and congregations use their financial assets to further their commitment to
their values and principles:'652
One example of this financial ministry is Emerson's work to
promote investment in microcredit banks, which make small loans
primarily to women in developing countries, enabling them to
develop businesses and lift themselves out of poverty. There are
amazing success stories behind such investing, where "small loans
to people in poverty are empowering women and transforming
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local economies
the world."653 Congregations have been
drawn to this work
they see that "when you provide women
with access to money, they put food on the table and educate their
children." Emerson concludes, "By supporting the microfinance
movement, Unitarian Universalists and others are putting their
resources to work in the revolution against poverty:'654
Cheng Imm Tan has put Asian-American women at the center of her ministry. Tan was ordained as a community minister in
1992. An unusual feature of Tan's ordination was that she was not
ordained by anyone church, but rather by twenty-eight of the congregations that were members of the UU Urban Ministry (formerly the Benevolent Fraternity). The fact that several congregations
in the UUUM raised objections to her "renegade" ordination was
evidence of the concern some people felt regarding congregational
connection and accountability in community ministry.655
Tan grew up in her native Malaysia in a Confucian/Buddhist
family but was educated for thirteen years in a Catholic school. It
was not until her years as a student of feminist theology at Harvard
that she fully realized the negative impact of having been taught
that girls were a "doorway to the devil." In 1982 she began work
as an intern at Renewal House, an emergency shelter for battered
women, founded in 1978 by the Rev. Elizabeth Ellis-Hagler as a
program of the Benevolent Fraternity.656 Here is where Tan became
familiar with Unitarian Universalism and learned to appreciate its
inclusiveness and commitment to social justice. With clergy and
laypersons serving at the Benevolent Fraternity, she attended the
1986 Convocation on Community Focused Ministries and became
convinced that the UU community could be a home for her.
At Renewal House, Tan created a space for Chinese, Vietnamese, and Cambodian women. She put out brochures in a variety of
Asian languages, encouraging battered women to seek shelter from
abusive husbands. She hired bilingual, bicultural staff that enabled
women to better negotiate shelter services and the legal system. The
lack of multicultural services and understanding, Tan would later
say, meant that "Asian women were forced to face their batterers
over and over again."657 She saw that the problems of poverty and
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domestic abuse were compounded by the difficulties of racial
discrimination. On the one hand, Asian immigrant women were
there are too few resources:'
"viewed as competitors in a world
and on the other hand, they were seen as "commodities to be used
at Will:'658 In response, she cr-eated a catering bU.$iness that employed
had raised
Asian women in recovery from abuse, and by 1994,
$900,000 to build and operate New England's first battered
women's shelter exclusively for Asian women. 659 In 1997, she initiated Ricesticks and Tea, the only food pantry in Boston supplying
Asian-appropriate food to low-income Asian immigrants.660 Tan
believes that "anger over injustice must be met with love and compassion-toward ourselves as well as toward those who cause us
to feel oppressed:' This spiritual discovery in ministry is where
"transformation begins to take place."661
Working independently of the UU Urban Ministry, Tan led
the Asian Women's Task Force Against Domestic Violence in sponsoring an annual fund-raising cultural event, the Silk Road Gala.
This led to her being asked in 1998 to direct the New Bostonians, a
program created to assist the economic, social, cultural, and civic
life of Boston's immigrant community. Tan accepted the directorship of this program, realizing it would enable her to "make a difference" to a larger constituency of Boston's immigrants. In leaving the Benevolent Fraternity, she regarded the New Bostonians as
her community ministry.662 In that same year, Tan founded Gund
Kwok, an Asian women's lion and dragon dance troupe-a martialarts based performance group in which women perform traditional
dances dressed as lions and dragons. Historically and culturally,
such dancers would only be men, so it is personally empowering
and culturally revolutionary for Asian women to perform this
dance. In this way, Gund Kwok offers a symbolic message that
speaks fully to the heart of Tan's twenty-year life in community
ministry.
In the 1980s, Maddie Sifantus was working as a professional
singer and also serving as the youth director at the First Parish in
Wayland, Massachusetts. In 1988, she established a.chorus for
senior singers, the Golden Tones, viewing her work with this group
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as an extension of her Unitarian Universalist faith. While working
with the singers and their families through the Golden Tones, she
became involved in organizations dealing with death and dying
and end-of-life issues. She was an outreach worker for the Bill
Moyers PBS series "On Our Own Terms:' which included a cyberministry with the UU Church of the Larger Fellowship. She became
chair of the Massachusetts Compassion Sabbath Working Group,
helping to educate clergy who work with people who are seriously
ill or dying. Sifantus was sitting in the plenary at General Assembly
in 1991 when the motion to create a third track of ministry was
passed. She realized on that day that the option of community
ministry "made sense" for what she was already doing. 663 It would
also give her "the accountability and colleagues" she had been
looking for without success in the other paths she had been pursuing. Her seminary years at Andover Newton Theological School
improved her skills and helped her gain a deeper theological
understanding of her work.
Sifantus struggled with many questions in the beginning,
chief among them being the need for ordination and the question
of financial support. Drawing encouragement from Jody Shipley
and other pioneers in community ministry, she completed her
master's degree in Divinity and was ordained by the First Parish in
Wayland, Massachusetts, where she first recognized her call. She
has continued to lead the Golden Tones for nearly two decades.
Having achieved non-profit status in 1996, the Golden Tones has
been financially supported by a large grant from the State Street
Global Philanthropy Program, additional smaller grants, modest
performance fees and member dues. More recently the interfaith
mission of the group has attracted support from the local faith
community.
There are approximately fifty-five singers in the Golden
Tones. Members need not audition; they need only be at least sixty
years old and have a love of singing. The oldest member is ninetynine and has been singing solos and duets since the group began.
They perform about sixty concerts a year-at faith communities of
all kinds, schools, prisons, nursing homes, and in intergenerational
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settings. They sang for the women inmates at the Massachusetts
Correctional Institution's Framingham prison in September 2005.
Each year, they sing at an Earth Day celebration at the local landfill. One of the most meaningful things they do.is sing at members'
funerals. Sifantus describes the singing as morethan the act of performance. States Sifantus, «This is an arts ministry-which is one
of the best ways to get the community together:' It is also about
addressing issues like «depression at the end of life, family systems,
death and dying, and the physical limitations of old age." It is
a ministry that «brings my musical gifts and my Unitarian
Universalist faith together with the gifts of the Golden Tones and
their needs, as well as those of the greater community, to co-create
what we do:'664
Jose Ballester became a Unitarian Universalist in 1979, attracted
to the movement by the Universalist message of hope. He notes
that the congregations he has served have Universalist roots, such
as his current congregation in Houston, founded by Quillen
Hamilton Shinn. In seminary at Andover Newton, Ballester took
five courses in religious education and others with a community
focus, but he became a parish minister since that was the recommended path at the time. His first ministries were interims, where
he gained a reputation for his skill in dealing with congregations
in crisis.
In 1992 Steve Shick hired Ballester to work with the Just
Works program at the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee.
Ballester drew on the model of Universalist work camps to design
innovative programs bringing young people and adults into direct
relationship with people in severe poverty. Their goal was to work
together to build something specific that the community needed.
He comments, «My work at UUSC was my dream job. It did more
for my ministry than anything else:'665 In that capacity, he was able
to combine his commitment to religious education with his commitment to community ministry, and bring both commitments to
people in congregations. Now he serves as co-minister at the First
UU Church in Houston, where his role is to preach and be involved
in the larger community. He is thus able to carry out a community
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ministry in the context of a parish ministry. Jose Ballester, who
jokes that his Spanish first name was initially misspelled as Hosea
by the UUA Department of Ministry, insists that any ministry
among people of color requires community ministry. "The Latino
church lives in the plaza. Only twenty percent of the people actually
go to church, so if you want to reach the community you need to
be involved in public works. You need to take a stand for justice:'666
Jade Angelica found that her experience at Harvard Divinity
School from 1988 to 1992 was intellectually stimulating but spiritually empty. "The most connecting piece for me was the weekly
Friday night worship service held among UU ministerial students."667 Angelica expected to pursue community ministry but felt
very alone in her path. When she met Steve Shick at an SLM meeting in Brookline in 1989, she found in him a supportive mentor
and colleague. In the early 1990s, they would work together in the
Massachusetts Bay District to plan conferences and promote the
interests of community ministers.
When Angelica determined that she belonged in community
ministry, she arranged an internship with the local district attorney's office to serve as a community minister on a child abuse
project. Ordained as a community minister in 1993, she developed
a child abuse ministry and published two books: The Moral
Emergency: Breaking the Cycle ofChild Sexual Abuse (1993) and We
are Not Alone: A Guidebook for Helping Professionals and Parents
Supporting Adolescent Victims of Sexual Abuse (2002). She admits
this ministry aided in her own healing from abuse. But this was not
to be the only chapter in her ministry.
During a period of living in Maine, she gained spiritual healing in consultation with a spiritual director and felt called to a similar ministry. In September 2005, she began a doctoral program in
faith, health, and spirituality at Andover Newton Theological School.
"My goal;' states Angelica, "is to be a spiritual director at a seminary. It is so hard for people to hold on to their call-that is why
I want to do this:' This work will bring her back to where she
began, searching for deeper spiritual direction as an integral part of
the divinity school experience. What Angelica envisions as her
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own work is yet another form of community ministry arising in
response to an evident need. A network of spiritual directors is currently being established across the country.
David Pettee entered Starr King School for the Ministry in
1985. From the beginning, he was certain thathis call to ministry
was not toward the parish but toward a larger service. Within
months of arriving at Starr King, he helped organize an early community ministry meeting, held in January 1986 at the Berkeley
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship. Two months later, he was one
of four Starr King students who took a leave of absence to walk
with the Great Peace March for Global Nuclear Disarmament, the
transcontinental peace walk that gained the support of delegates at
the 1985 General Assembly in Atlanta.668 Pettee claims, "The experience of living in community in a walking city for nine months
secured in me the promise of Unitarian Universalist witness and
leadership in the community."669 When he graduated from Starr
King in 1988, he went to work as a consultant with a public nonprofit agency, serving people with developmental disabilities. When
SLM was born, he supported its efforts to bring about formal
recognition of community ministry.
The passage of the 1991 bylaw change prompted Pettee to
leave his work as a consultant and begin his preparation for ministerial fellowship. He completed a yearlong hospital chaplaincy, successfully interviewed with the Ministerial Fellowship Committee in
1993, and soon after that took a full-time hospice position with the
Visiting Nurses Association (VNA). His UU faith was essential to
his hospice work. He explains, "Many of my clients were still learning to love themselves and others and to decipher the meaning
of their lives. It was my theological grounding that put me in a
position to help them:'67o In 1994, he was ordained to community
ministry-the first in the Pacific Central District-by the First
Unitarian Universalist Church of San Francisco, which endorsed
his hospice ministry.671
During his nearly ten-year stay at the VNA, the Rev. Pettee
was invited to be a minister-in-residence at Starr King, where he
taught a course in the history of community ministry.672 In 2002,
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Pettee accepted a position with the UUA as Ministerial Credentialing Director. His interest in credentialing had grown as he counseled many students who came to him for advice about pursuing
community ministry. He had also served for three years during
this time on the West Regional Sub-Committee on Candidacy. He
brought all this experience to the credentialing position in Boston.
He also brought the presence and perspective of a community minister. Pettee reflects, "I have been in conversation on community
ministry for twenty years; others have been in it longer than 1. The
earlier challenges deeply imprinted feelings of marginality and
estrangement for many, but I believe there have been dramatic
changes since 1991."673
In fact, the 1991 decision to grant official recognition to community ministers inaugurated a long process of assessment and
accommodation. The community ministers that were recognized
after the 1991 bylaw change welcomed the official change that
granted them fellowship on the basis of their community ministry,
whether or not they already held fellowship in parish ministry.
Community ministers wanted their ministries to be granted equal
and official standing by the Ministerial Fellowship Committee;
they also wanted acceptance among their peers in the UUMA. At
the heart of their vision was the potential for good to the world
made possible with a more open definition of ministry.
The chief difficulty in implementing the vision of community ministry lay in the fact that the Unitarian tradition, more so than
the Universalist tradition, had most often tied ministry to a particular congregation, which served to confer ordination and provide
compensation. 674 These concerns have not gone unnoticed. Ralph
Mero allows, "We are not like the Episcopalians, who have a tradition of NEEPS (Non-Ecclesiastically Employed Priests):' Pointing out a financial reality, he adds, "We have been focused on
congregations because congregations support the UUA:'675 Similarly,
Scotty McLennan observes, "We do not have an Episcopalian model
where ordination by a bishop grants you a new status of being.
Perhaps we have to ask what it means to be ordained."676 Neil
Gerdes offers yet another denominational comparison: "Who has
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authority to oversee the work? We are not like the Catholics who
have their orphanages and their schools."677
Then too, some in the UUA spoke to the question of compensation, warning, "We cannot pay you:' But as Director of
Church Staff Finance since August 1996, Mere understood that
there were many more people coming out of the seminaries than
there were churches to place them. 678 Ironically, acknowledgment
of this practical reality helped create a more encouraging environment for aspiring community ministers.
Skeptics did not question community ministry as work worth
doing; rather they wondered how this work could be recognized in
the same congregational tradition as ordained parish ministry.
Among the critics was Daniel Hotchkiss, whose 1995 statement to
the UUA Department of Ministry raised what Neil Shadle called
"some sharp intelligent questions."679 Hotchkiss was at the time a
staff member of the Department of Ministry. Having listened to
the discussions about community ministry, he took some time to
formulate in writing his view of the issue. Framing his ideas in
essentially positive terms, he began with an acknowledgment that
the 1991 bylaw change was motivated by a sense of fairness to UU
ministers working in community settings and by a vision of
increased social outreach through ministry. He then listed what he
thought the UUA would need to do to successfully implement the
change: (1) raise money to help fund community ministries; (2)
more fully recognize the ministries of laypersons; and (3) develop
a common theory by which to structure community ministry within the existing framework of ministry. How would the idea of
ministry as a mutual covenant between a leader and followers be
adapted to community ministry, where the "followers are more
diffuse and unlikely to engage in a covenant?"680
Having raised these questions, Hotchkiss reasoned out ways
to enlarge the current view of concepts like "the church" and "ordination:' "If a congregation is ordaining a community minister:' he
stated, "it is the congregation's social mission that the minister is
charged to help fulfill." He promoted the idea that community
ministers might fulfill the historical congregational relationship by
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maintaining "an institutional tie to a congregation, District, UUA
affiliate, or to the UUA itself."681 This plan had been lifted up by
community ministers as well. Indeed, in January 1992, a change in
MFC rules required that every candidate for fellowship, including
candidates for community ministry, be sponsored by a UU congregation. The following February, the SLM newsletter, Crossroads,
reported this change in positive terms, stressing the fact that sponsorship "is intended to be a relationship that provides denominational connection, encouragement toward ministry, and in some
cases financial assistance:'682
From 1996 to 2003, Leslie Westbrook served on the Ministerial Fellowship Committee. 683 Westbrook recognized there was a
dual task. "The MFC wanted to recognize people working in the
community, but it also wanted to support the congregations:'684 It
was a difficult duality to negotiate, however, because, as Jody
Shipley explained in 1994, "most UU congregants see a church as a
place to belong, not as a launching pad for social action or other
community work."685 Moreover, as Ralph Mero offers, "Part of the
problem is-how does one lift up new ideas without posing a
threat."686 Finally, reflecting on her own experience, Shipley had
concluded: "I knewthat somewhere the work that we were calling
'non-parish ministry' was hollow [if] it did not touch the life of a
congregation:'687
As community ministry gained more visibility and focus,
Shipley urged community ministers to tie their work to congregations and to see how their ministry could be inherited by succeeding generations. 688 Over time, states Westbrook, what came about
was a model whereby "community ministers needed to show how
what they do serves a congregation's ministry:' In Westbrook's
mind, this modelled to a more sympathetic relationship between
community ministers and congregations. 689 Here is evidence for
what David Pettee sees as a change in institutional vision. 690 It is
an indication of the possibility Hotchkiss articulated in 1995:
"Healthy institutions need clarity but not rigidity. The UUA can
choose its own institutional commitments ... to harmonize with
our abilities, our history, and our purposes."691
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The Revival of
Campus Minislry

A

t the same time that community ministry was growing,
campus ministry was revived. Campus and young adult
ministries had lost support in the late 1960s, due in part
to the dire financial straits of the UUA and UU churches
at that time. In addition, campus ministry meeting spaces were targeted as suspected havens for drugs and campus radicals. 692 Finally,
the migration of urban churches to the suburbs made them less
accessible to campuses in cities. 693 In sum, a number of factors contributed to the decline of campus ministry by the early 1970s. In
1985, UUA president Gene Pickett argued that it was time to get
out on the campuses again.
College students and young adults (officially aged 18 to 35)
were recognized as a special population bearing the unique burden
of a generation making tough choices in a time of accelerating
change. They were a generation that ought not be lost from the
church, yet the UU churches were not meeting the needs of college
students and young adults. In response to Pickett's challenge, the
UUA Board prepared a report examining the history and status of
campus ministry. On the basis of this report, Pickett asked Tom
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Chulak, serving then as New Congregations Program Director and
Urban Extension Consultant for the UUA, if he would lead the first
phase of this new effort. Chulak agreed to fold this work into his
existing duties, and from 1986 to 1988, he did what he could to "get
things going."694 Packets were developed on how to start a group;
for leaders, training sessions were offered on the needs of young
adults. Local programs were begun, recognizing the importance of
establishing connections between campuses and nearby UU congregations. When Chulak left the UUA in 1988, Teresa Cooley
was hired part-time to disperse funds from a UUA Funding Panel
grant to young adult and campus ministry groups. She was succeeded by Beverly Olson.
Of great significance to the revival of campus ministry was
Donna DiSciullo. DiSciullo arrived in Princeton, New Jersey in
1989, having served as parish minister at a UU church in Olympia,
Washington since being ordained in 1986. She had come to Princeton with her husband, who accepted a position as Dean of Religious Life at Princeton University. At Princeton, DiSciullo combined
a consulting position with a church in Hunterdon County, New
Jersey, with a one-year position on the staff at All Souls Church in
New York City. At All Souls, she was initiated into the experience of
working with young adults. 695 It came to her attention through the
prompting of a student that there was no UU campus ministry at
Princeton. She invited the student to help her start one, and on a
voluntary basis, she led the UU campus ministry at Princeton for
the next ten years. In the process, she discovered her passion for
young adult and campus ministry.
In 1994, DiSciullo accepted a half-time position with the
UUA as the Princeton-based Coordinator of Young Adult and
Campus Ministry. The following year, the UUA asked her to prepare a program on young adult and campus ministry for the 1995
General Assembly. She welcomed this opportunity, but requested
that she now be hired full-time. Her Young Adult and Campus
Ministry position was given full-time status in September 1995;
the first such position created since the time of Orloff Miller in
the 1960s. It marked the re-institutionalization of UU campus
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ministry at the UUA. By the time DiSciullo left, there were two fulltime and two half-time UUA staff people working in Young Adult
and Campus Ministry.
DiSciullo focused her efforts on providing resources, training, and materials for students to lead campus groups. She also
sought to educate congregations to the importance of their involvement in young adult and campus ministry. The difficulty she recognized was that students don't typically bring big numbers into
the pews, nor can they be counted on for much financial support. Even so, DiSciullo argued, students need to be supported and
have a place to go with their concerns. They need a UU worship
experience, which she insisted should be at the heart of any campus ministry program. They also need to be reminded of social
justice principles and learn ways to implement them. 696 In this
period, Mary Ann Macklin, Young Adult and Campus Ministry
Coordinator at the Unitarian Universalist Church of Bloomington,
Indiana, created A Unitarian Universalist Campus Ministry Manual.
This manual brought together a collection of essays and pieces of
wisdom from campus ministry leaders in numerous faiths. They
eloquently bear witness to the importance of DiSciullo's vision.
Published by the Young Adult Ministries Office of the UUA, this
manual became a vital resource for campus ministry leaders of all
faith traditions.
A significant program developed in these years was the
"Bridging Ceremony:' in which graduating high school seniors are
invited at GA to cross into young adulthood with the support of
other young adults. This moving ceremony is now held at UU
churches across the country. Finally, DiSciullo made an important
contribution in overcoming the distrust of the Continental UU
Young Adult Network (CUUYAN) toward UUA-sponsored campus
ministry programs. CUUYAN was, and remains, a broad grassroots
organization comprised of young adults, ages 18 to 35. It includes,
but is not limited to, college students. The Young Adult Network
had retained a remnant of suspicion toward the UUA as a result
of past experiences when promised program support had not
materialized. DiSciullo was largely successful in building positive
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relationships with CUUYAN. In 1996 DiSciullo asked Joseph
Santos-Lyons to advise and consult on young adult and campus
ministry, and in 1998, Santos-Lyons was offered a position in the
UUA to develop campus ministry on a more comprehensive basis.
Joseph Santos-Lyons brought to young adult and campus
ministry an extensive prior history of working with high schoolage youth and young adults. He had worked as a youth leader at the
West Hills Unitarian Universalist Fellowship in Portland, Oregon
in the 1980s and had served since 1983 as the representative to
the UUA's Continental Youth Council for the Pacific Northwest
District. From this work, Santos-Lyons went to the University of
Oregon, where he organized a campus group and developed a
young adult ministry. This is what he was doing when he was first
approached by DiSciullo. After taking the position with the UUA in
1998, Santos-Lyons implemented a plan to build networks that
would connect campus ministry programs. "This is happening:' he
says. "We have networked over 300 groups and run numerous
workshops for leaders. Right now, there are forty-five paid professionals working in campus ministry."697
Leadership in campus ministry has been sustained by an
infusion of money from the UUA Campaign for Unitarian Universalism and from "Mind the Gap" Youth, Campus, and Young
Adult Sunday fundraising. "Mind the Gap" is a phrase that aptly
characterizes the importance of young adult and campus ministry.
Santos-Lyons sees that young adults are in a time of "asking profound questions about career, family, relationships, and identitywho they are."698 Our congregations cannot attend to this, he
argues. At the same time, the old idea that young adults are not
interested in church or are too busy doesn't apply. "We need to take
a lifespan approach so that these people have access to a community to explore their identity and faith as UUS:'699 Important to the
revitalization of campus ministry, observes Santos-Lyons, has been
an expanded sense of ownership. The Campus Ministry Advisory
Council now includes representatives from the Unitarian Universalist Ministers'Association, the Liberal Religious Educators
Association, the Youth Network and the Young Adult Network.
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This kind of involvement helps assure a fuller denominational
commitment. It also helps insure that campus ministry offers more
than just social activity, providing an avenue for spiritual growth.
The Young Adult and Campus Ministry program at the First
Unitarian Church of Pittsburgh illustrates the current prospect
for campus ministry programming. Michael Tino, director of the
UUA office of Young Adult and Campus Ministry, came to the
Pittsburgh church in April 2002, to meet with the parish minister,
David Herndon, and interested college students. Herndon and the
Board of Trustees had earlier recognized that the church's location
within walking distance of two major universities offered an
opportunity for significant outreach in campus ministry. As a follow-up to that meeting, Herndon spent a year working with the
Association of Chaplains at the University of Pittsburgh and the
Interfaith Council at Carnegie Mellon University to get the First
Unitarian Church recognized as an officially welcomed religious presence on their respective campuses.7oo Herndon applied for
and obtained a grant from the UUA Office for Young Adult and
Campus Ministry. This provided the seed money for the church to
hire lay minister Devon Wood as a part-time staff person to begin
a campus ministry program. Wood came to this position with an
academic background in human development. and family studies,
as well as religious studies, and a working background in public
mental health. «When I came on;' reports Wood, «we had an office
at Carnegie Mellon, and a eMU staff person began attending our
meetings. David's prior work made this happen."701 Of further
consequence to the success of the Young Adult and Campus Ministry Program at Pittsburgh was a grant of $1000 from the Ohio
Meadville District, which was used to purchase hymnbooks, and a
bequest from a family in the church establishing a $50,000 endowment to help cover expenses of the Young Adult and Campus
Ministry Program. 702
Devon Wood began by meeting with a few students from Pitt
and Carnegie Mellon and asking them what they would like to see.
When she first set up a table for UU Campus Ministry at student
activity fairs, she was astonished at the «massive initial response"
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she got from students. "I saw students cry when they found our
table and saw that we were there," she states. "In a sea of other
faiths," one student exclaimed, "I can't believe you are here.''703
From the two campuses, Wood soon developed a combined e-mail
list of 130 students, about one-third of whom are UUs. The students from the two campuses voted to hold their weekly meetings
jointly, at alternating campus sites. Shortly thereafter, they decided
to hold their meetings at the church. Each meeting includes a chalice lighting and brief worship service on a theme that the students
choose. Wood reports that this is a collaborative effort, in which
UU students have also led the services. Additional time might be
given to a special speaker, a social justice or educational project,
and sharing some kind of refreshment. Once a month, students
go out for dinner together, and currently an effort is underway to
involve faculty in hosting dinners for the students. Many campus
ministry students also attend Sunday services at the church.
The campus ministry program at the First Unitarian Church
of Pittsburgh was featured as one of the most successful new programs in a November 2003 issue of UU World magazine. 704 Indeed,
coming in on the ground floor of the movement, the campus ministry program at Pittsburgh has become a model for budding campus ministry programs. Devon Wood serves on the national UUA
Campus Ministry Advisory Council as an at-large member. She
also advises the UUA office on matters of focus, such as formulating a code of ethics for young adults and leaders, and developing
resources for campus ministry groups. "When I started;' recalls
Wood, "I got a Campus Ministry Start-Up Kit, which was very
helpful, but the whole movement was new and there was not much
to plug into:'7os
Today, with the help of the UUA Campus Ministry Advisory
Committee and Strategic Plan established in 2002, "a lot more is
being developed, like a web source where you can find campus
ministry groups in your state:'706 Wood also works with campus
students to connect with OPUS, a spiritual retreat offered annually by the Continental UU Young Adult Network, and Concentric, a
program of grassroots planning and leadership development, also
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sponsored by CUUYAN. Finally, she states, «I encourage our students to attend one of the six to eight UUA-funded regional campus ministry conferences held each year. 707 Among other things,
these conferences deal with social justice issues and strategies for
raising money for campus ministry groups and projects.
Wood believes campus ministry is having an important
impact. «It has kept folks who were already UUs connected to the
faith, and it has opened the door to people who are new to the
faith. Almost all of our students who have graduated are still
involved with a UU congregation:' She adds, «One campus ministry student, a life-long UU, has a minor in religion and has
decided to go on to seminary; another one, a Florida UU, was the
first to obtain a Clara Barton Internship funded by the UU Women's
Federation. This funding made it possible for her to work on
women's issues for two years with the UUA Office ofAdvocacy and
Witness for in Washington, D.C:'708 Numerous stories of this kind
are told in other campus ministry programs across the country.
Mary Ann Macklin has stressed the need for students and
young adults to explore their religious and spiritual needs. They
need a faith that encourages them to develop their own theology
and spiritual path, to openly worship regardless of race, creed, gender, or sexual orientation. They want a place where reason and wisdom affirm a liberal religious view. 709 At Pittsburgh, Devon Wood
shares this sense of purpose. «Campus Ministry provides a spiritual home for students. This is the primary thing that has made
our program what it is."710 The 2002 UUA Statement on Campus
Ministry further expresses the hope that campus ministry experiences will help students learn to' «act for social justice change in
their communities and the world:'711
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nce the intensity of start-up activity was past and the
community ministry track was established, the Society
for the Larger Ministry appeared to be losing momentum. In fact, however, a lot of institutional connections were being made behind the scenes, and serious work was
accomplished through 1996. Jody Shipley left the SLM Steering
Committee in 1990, when her term expired. The new leadership,
which included Barbara Jo Sorenson, Steve Shick, and David
Gilmartin, among others, continued to meet annually. They
focused their energy on building the institutional base for community ministry, working with the UUA, the Ministerial Fellowship
Committee, and the UUMA to adopt policies that would include
community ministers. They continued to hold annual conferences, meeting simultaneously in the Boston, Berkeley, and
Chicago areas in 1994 and 1995.712 At the 1994 General Assembly
in Fort Worth, Neil Shadle gave the James Reeb Memorial Lecture713
on «Community Ministry and the True Church of Democracy."
This watershed talk outlined the need for a democratic vision of
religion in a pluralistic society. Shadle eloquently advocated a shift
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from seeing the church as a private enclave to the church as a
steward of public life. We must be interfaith to do this, he said, even
as we are interracial and intercultural. Later that year, the MFC
accepted SLM's invitation to send a representative to its Berkeley
conference in November 1994 to learn more about issues of concern to community ministers. 714
Steve Shick, who had served as chair of the SLM Task Force
on Fellowshipping since 1988 and as a Steering Committee member from 1992 through 1996, established a connection between the
Unitarian Universalist Service Committee and SLM. This resulted
in the UUSC agreeing to provide office and meeting space for SLM
at UUSC headquarters in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The UUSC
also agreed to recognize Shick's community ministry. His role as
liaison among the various UU institutional structures was a significant factor in the progress made in the first half of the 1990s.
Indeed, in 1995, SLM received a grant to promote community ministry by hiring an advocate to work out of the office at the UUSc. 715
A critical point of institutional cooperation took place with
the convening of the Consultation on Community Ministry, held
in Boston, March 1-3, 1996.716 Planned by the SLM Steering Committee and the UUA Board Ministry Working Group, representatives from twelve different constituencies participated in the
Consultation.717 Steve Shick came to the Consultation thinking it
would be good to get all these interests around the table to promote
community ministry. "I wanted to see a strong affirmation of community ministry," he recalls. "I also wanted to see some clarity,
because already there was talk of doing away with the three separate tracks of ministry." Shick hoped that the Consultation would
put an end to the idea of discontinuing the separate tracks. The
recommendations of the Consultation were hopeful and far-reaching. Among them was a proposal to establish a UUA Commission
on Community Ministry that would "create a long-term plan for
community ministries to include a wider vision of ministry for the
denomination" and "establish a staff structure" to meet the needs
of community ministries. 718 The recommendations of the Consultation were placed before the UUA Board in April 1996.
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Meanwhile, the question that worried Steve Shick had in fact
been re-opened. In 1995, the UUMA Executive Committee had
conducted an informal survey of its members and found support
for instituting a single category of ministry.719 In 1997, the Commission on Appraisal reported, "Ministers should be received into
Ministerial Fellowship with the potential for adding areas of specialization:' After the UUMA passed a resolution in 1999 proposing a new structure for categories, a Task Force on Categories was
convened in January 2000 including members of the Ministerial
Fellowship Committee, the UUMA, and the UUA Board of Trustees.
By September of that year, the MFC voted for the second time on
the motion "that preliminary fellowship will be granted in ministry
without regard to category:'
By 1997, the Society for the Larger Ministry fell into a period
of inactivity, and its newsletter Crossroads ceased publication from
1996 to 1999. The causes were many. Skinner House declined to
publish the book Community Ministry: An Opportunity for Renewal
and Change, edited by Barbara Jo Sorenson and Joan Engel. 720 The
proposals of the 1996 Boston Consultation on Community Ministry received little tangible result at the time. There was also a leadership vacuum after Barbara Jo Sorenson left, with no one feeling
prepared to take her place. 721 On a personalleve1, many community ministers were reportedly experiencing burnout or inadequate
financial support in their respective areas of work. 722 Finally, there
was an emerging sense of confusion over proposals at the UUA and
MFC to fold the three tracks of ministry into one.
Where support was missing, many community ministers
found an ally in Jody Shipley. "Jody held the banner high, even
when nothing was happening," states Maddie Sifantus. Shipley was
among several persons who urged the Pacific Central District
board to form a district Community Ministry Council in 1996.
To address the concerns of community ministers and the UUA,
Shipley worked with this Council in formulating guidelines for
the affiliation of community ministers with congregations. Shipley
liked to think of affiliation as a covenantal relationship. In 1997,
she wrote a successful proposal to fund her role as Council staff
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person. In that capacity, she continued to work on the guidelines,
eventually producing a spiral-bound book, Guidelines for the
Affiliation of Community Clergy with Unitarian Universalist Congregations. This resource helped many community ministers and
congregations to develop written agreements defining their relationships with each other. It brought a lot of ideas together and
"got a lot of people thinking."723
Though she maintained a sometimes-interrupted parish ministry for twenty-six years, Shipley continued her ministry to community ministers. To facilitate communication, she started a
community ministry email list that initially served the Pacific
Central District buteventually expanded into a national and international network. In 1998, she founded the Unitarian Universalist
Community Ministry Center in Berkeley. The Center was set up
as a non-profit organization, with a small, mostly local board of
directors that could focus on programs in the San Francisco Bay
Area. The Center has been described by many as Shipley's personal ministry. It was essentially an organization through which
she could combine all of her community ministries-writing
grant proposals, holding conferences, running retreats, and offering educational workshops.
At General Assembly in 1998, a group of community ministers began to meet again to determine what might be done to
address their concerns and revive the Society for the Larger
Ministry.724 In November 1999 Crossroads resumed publication
with a grant from the Unitarian Universalist Ministers' Association.
In the first issue, Shipley announced that after several years of
silence, "we [again] crank up this organization ... everything is
cold ... a little misplaced ... but we're underway."725 SLM resumed
offering yearly community ministry workshops at General Assembly, and the membership of SLM climbed to eighty. Shipley had
stepped in as the driving force, but she knew that others needed to
assume longer-term leadership. She also wanted to focus more of
her time and energy on the UU Community Ministry Center she
had founded in Berkeley. She recommended in 2001 that Jeanne
Lloyd and Maddie Sifantus become the co-chairs of SLM. They
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agreed to do so only if Shipley would stay on as treasurer for one
more year, which she did.
Community ministers still felt the need for parity with parish
ministers, and the MFC proposal for one ministry track appeared
as a setback in the struggle to achieve that parity. Thus, when the
proposal to merge the separate tracks of ministry came up, the
ensuing discussion led to a heated debate at the March 2002 Ministers Convocation in Birmingham, Alabama. The debate led
ordained and fellowshipped community ministers to establish a
Community Ministry Focus Group (CMFG) to advocate for community ministers within the UUMA. 726 At General Assembly in
Boston, the CMFG held a reception for community ministers to
raise awareness of its existence and to encourage community
ministers to participate in a meeting with theUUMA Committee
on Categories. Community ministers who attended that meeting
expressed their concerns about the lack of inclusive process by
which decisions were being made regarding their status and about
continuing inequities among different categories of ministers.
The UUMA Committee on Categories listened and subsequently
recommended to the Ministerial Fellowship Committee and the
UUMA Executive Committee that the process of changing the tracks
be slowed down. More input and greater consensus was needed
before proceeding.
With the formation of the UUMA Community Ministry
Focus Group, there were now three community ministry organizations, the other two being the Society for the Larger Ministry and
the UU Community Ministry Center. Considered weak in organizational skills, Jody Shipley had nonetheless been central to the
development of all three groups. Her strengths, as many have
attested, lay in her pastoral care of community ministers and in her
ability to serve as a catalyst for community ministry organizing
and advocacy. Jody Shipley was awarded the. SLM "Community
Minister of the Year Award" at the 2002 GA; sadly, she was unable
to attend GA to receive the award because she had become ill with
lymphoma. Her unexpected death in October 2002 was a shock to
everyone and left the separate community ministry organizations
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with a need to take stock. How would they now be run, by whom,
and for what purpose?
The need for clarity led representatives from the three organizations to apply for a special grant for a Community Ministry
Summit, to be held the day after General Assembly 2003 in
Boston.727 Each of the three community ministry organizations was
asked to prepare in advance a "concept paper" describing: (1) their
group's mission; (2) the attributes that made their group unique;
(3) their key accomplishments; and (4) their points of confusion
about identity, funding, and accountability. Among the thirty people who attended, there were many who came with allegiances to
more than one group. All came with the idea of advancing community ministry through cooperative efforts. In addition to representatives of the three community ministry groups, representatives
from the UUMA, UUA Board of Trustees, and UUA staff also participated. Facilitating as director of the UUA Ministerial and
Professional Leadership Staff Group (formerly the Department of
Ministry), David Hubner recalls that there was a lot to work
through. "There was grief work to be done over the loss of Jody
Shipley. There were also struggles over competing visions and
strategies of leadership. It was hard to sort out who to listen to and
easy to lose heart in the process:'728
A report on the Summit was prepared by community minister
Nancy Bowen, who also facilitated the Summit planning and proceedings, as well as subsequent meetings of the Community Ministry
Coalition formed out of the Summit. Bowen summarized the process by which the three groups had sought to identify how their individual identities and purposes could come together in a shared vision
for UU community ministry. With frank honesty, they looked at the
current reality of community ministry, with its strengths and weaknesses as well as its benefits and dangers. Strengths included a sense
of call, passion, diverse skills, good will, and an entrepreneurial spirit; weaknesses included over-commitment, murky vision, competitiveness, a lone-ranger stereotype, and whining. Acknowledging this
last weakness brought laughter and the recognition that it was time
to stop whining and move forward with a common vision.
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Key decisions made at the summit were to establish a committee to facilitate communication among the organizations,
research and prepare a book on community ministry,729 develop an
educational program for parish ministers to learn about community ministry, and develop a manual of community ministry guidelines. At the end of the day, David Hubner "took the bold step ... to
volunteer his office to serve as an ex-officio member of what
would later become the Community Ministry Coalition."73o The
creation of the Community Ministry Coalition was perhaps the
most significant outcome of the Summit. The 2003 Summit signified a coming of age for UU community ministry. More than anything, it marked an opening up of dialogue between the separate
and overlapping community ministry entities, with the UUA as a
full partner in that conversation.731 The summit helped to clarify
and generate the kind of changes that needed to take place to
strengthen community ministry.
Already underway was a proposal to incorporate SLM as a
non-profit organization, in the hope that this status would promote greater legitimacy, stability, and accountability. After a year
of meetings with the Coalition, the San Francisco-based UU
Community Ministry Center proposed to fold its vision and mission into that of SLM. In December 2004, the membership of
the Society for the Larger Ministry voted to change its name to
the Society for Community Ministries (SCM). The name change
affirmed the group's focus on community ministry and at the
same time eliminated the recurring name confusion between SLM
and the Church of the Larger Fellowship. In January 2005, Kurt
Kuhwald, formerly a board member for the I Center, joined the
board of SCM and was named Director of Education to carryon
the continuing mission of the Center within SCM.732
To create a stronger organizational structure and foster the
development of new leadership, Jeanne Lloyd and Maddie Sifantus,
who had served first as co-chairs and then as co-presidents of
SLM, altered their leadership roles. In 2005 Lloyd became president
and Sifantus became vice president of the renamed Society for
Community Ministries. The nonprofit status of SCM was finalized
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in June 2005. Now donors could claim a tax deduction, making it
easier for SCM to attract funding. SCM is currently focused on
reaching out to its membership through better communication,
using the SCM website which Lloyd designed. The site provides
information about SCM, its goals, organizational developments,
the issues and events it is working on, and the work of individual
community ministers.733 Community ministers are invited to post
descriptions of their work and a photograph. The SCM website
is a channel of communication between the membership, other
entities in the UUA, and anyone else in the larger world who wants
to know more about UU community ministry. Lloyd and David
Pettee have continued with the redesigning and updating of the
SCM website.
An important document on the SCM website is the Community Ministry Code of Professional Practice, developed over a twoyear period under the leadership of community minister Nadine
Swahnberg734 and approved by the SCM membership in December
2004. The Code is a valuable tool that sets out for both lay and
ordained community ministers a standard of ethical commitment
for their ministries and their lives. By this code, community ministers agree to "fulfill their responsibilities to their employers" and
also "to know and understand their own strengths, weaknesses, and
limitations." There are also agreements that pertain to relationships
with congregations and colleagues, primarily aimed at respecting
traditions, keeping confidences, establishing written agreements,
and fulfilling them. Finally, there are agreements whereby com-·
munity ministers recognize their relationship to the Unitarian
Universalist Association and the spread of its traditions. This last
item is very important. Ministerial Credentialing Director David
Pettee states, "There are frequently those who come to my office
seeking ecclesiastical endorsement, who want nothing to do with
the UU denomination or a UU congregation. On that basis, we
have to turn them away:'735
Meanwhile, the Community Ministry Focus Group has been
establishing its role within the UUMA. One of its challenges has
been to develop a complete listing of all ordained and fellowshipped
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community ministers. This task is more complicated than it might
appear, since many of those engaged in community ministry hold
fellowship as parish ministers or ministers of religious education. Even the UUA has not had a complete list. The CMFG meets
monthly via conference call and hosts an annual meeting and
reception at Ministry Days before General Assembly. Its mission is
to represent the needs and gifts of community ministers within the
UUMA. To help accomplish this mission, the CMFG designed a
survey for the UUMA website to collect information about members' ministries, with a focus on how all ministers see their work
as serving the wider community.
Since the Summit of 2003, community Iministry has come
into a place of greater visibility and acceptance within the institutional structures of the UUA. It is encouraging that several
ordained and fellowshipped community ministers serve in leadership positions at the UUA, including Bill Sinkford, President of the
UUA; David Pettee, Director of Ministerial Credentialing; Ralph
Mero, Director of Church Staff Finances; and Michelle Bentley,
Professional Development Director. In addition, John Weston,
Settlement Director, was one of the original signers of the SLM
Proclamation and served on the SLM Steering Committee in the
early 1990s. Other UUA senior staff members are ordained ministers, fulfilling roles as community ministers.
Bill Sinkford, it should be said, was elected the first African
American president of the UUA in June 2001. 736 A lifelong
Unitarian, he was president of LRY at the First Unitarian Church of
Cincinnati in his youth. He graduated from Harvard College in
1968 and spent ten years in business management, during which
time he also served as a volunteer in community action groups and
not-for-profit housing. Sinkford felt called to ministry after returning to his congregation in Cincinnati and becoming involved in the
UU Urban Concerns and Ministry Committee. After completing
seminary at Starr King School for the Ministry in 1995, he was
ordained as a community minister and was hired as Director of
Congregational, District, and Extension Services with the UUA. In
his work as president of the UUA, he has aimed to extend the voice
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of Unitarian Universalism into the wider world and has been fully
supportive of community ministry.
Jeanne Lloyd rightly credits David Hubner, Director of the
Ministerial and Professional Leadership Staff Group, for being
"instrumental in raising up community ministry in the UUA and
helping it find parity in fellowship, practice, and process."737
Hubner believes that "community ministry offers a kind of creativity and entrepreneurial spirit that is visionary. It is also of enormous value to congregations because it helps shift the sense of
ministry to engage with the world."738 And finally, there is a movement underway to recognize and credential at some level the gifts
and commitments of lay community ministers.
In 2005 the newly formed UU Professional Leadership Coordinating Councillinvited SCM to participate as one of its mem. ber organizations. This Coordinating Council came together in
2004 representing the interests of the Liberal Religious Educators
Association (LREDA), the UU Musicians Network (UUMN), the
Association ofUU Administrators (AUUA), and the UU Ministers'
Association (UUMA). The idea was to bring these professional
organizations into contact with each other to heal hidden injuries
and to recognize the necessary contributions of each group to the
health of Unitarian Universalism. The Community Ministry Focus
Group has become a regular part of the UUMA organizational
structure, with leadership appointed by the UUMA Executive
Committee. All of these structural changes are indications that
community ministry is becoming an integral part of the Unitarian
Universalist movement.
In regard to the issue of separate tracks for ministry, as of its
September 2005 meeting, the Ministerial Fellowship Committee
agreed it would no longer be asking candidates to indicate which
category of ministry they planned to pursue. The MFC began
granting preliminary fellowship to UU ministers on the premise
that all candidates should be prepared to serve in any ministerial
capacity.739 The General Assembly was not involved in this decision, because it did not involve a bylaw change and the UUA Board
had empowered the MFC to resolve the question. 740 Feelings on
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this issue have differed. For many, it makes official a flexibility that
is desirable and already being practiced. For others, it threatens to
fragment study that might better be focused on the type of ministry one wishes to pursue.
Meanwhile, though funding for community ministry remains
a challenge for some, the flow of people answering the call to community ministry continues unabated. David Pettee estimates that
around forty percent of incoming ministerial students are interested in community ministry, and that perhaps sixteen percent will
choose community ministry as their specialty. Likewise, Hubner
states, "I visit seminaries and my experience tells me that the students want to have community ministry as part of their ministry
to the world:'741 Each of these ministers brings new vision and
possibility for serving the wider community.• The organizational
healing and focus that came about with the Community Ministry
Summit clarified that sense of possibility for the next generation
and beyond.

CONCLUSION

Conclusion
eWe must have a sense ofmission to the world.
"We" can't be the "end" of Unitarian Universalism.
To serve is ultimately liberating-to serve people
at their deepest needs. That needs to be primary.
-TOM CHULAK 742

I

na world as imperfect as our own, we are sometimes struck by
the magnitude of our mutual human need. To minister to that
world is to be open to that need and to connect with it at its
deepest, most authentic level. It is here. this place of recognized shared vulnerability, that ministry takes place. In congregations, ordained parish ministers have for generations opened
themselves in thoughtfully conscious ways to the needs made
apparent among those who congregate with them. Ministers of
religious education have opened themselves in carefully studied
ways to the need for lifespan lessons to grow our faith and commitments. In the larger society, community ministers have, since
the beginnings of the Unitarian Universalist movement, opened
themselves in consciously intentional ways to the needs made

inl
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apparent among those who inhabit the civic spaces of life. This history is about them.
Their stories of community ministry reflect an evolving
apprehension of larger religious purposes in response to a changing world. Such purposes have been informed by a liberal religious
imperative, emerging with the earliest Unitarians and Universalists,
who conceived of aibenevolent God and saw Jesus as the model of
perfection God intended in human creation. Out of this theology
evolved over time a non-creedal consciousness of human beings
as the worthy bearers of life, called on behalf of each other to work
for goodness on earth. In this light, freedom of belief did not
absolve us from the need to serve.
Community ministers have served the Benevolent Fraternity
of Unitarian Churches in Boston, begun with Joseph Tuckerman
and William Ellery Channing. Today it is known as the Unitarian
Universalist Urban Ministry, supported by sixty area UU churches.
In addition to Renewal House, a ministry to women in crisis and
their children, theUU Urban Ministry sponsors United Souls,
offering assistance Ito individuals recently released from prison.
Ricesticks and Tea distributes food to 130 indigent Asian families
each month. Weekend and summer youth programs complement
the weekday after-school programs in which students from elementary school through college participate in academic and social
support activities.
Community ministers have through time confronted the
American tragedy of racial oppression in its many forms. They
worked toward the abolition of slavery prior to the Civil War and
resisted the Fugitive Slave Law. During the war, they worked for
the U.S. Sanitary Commission to supply medical needs, and after
the war, they established schools to educate those deprived of education under slavery. At the turn of the century, they mounted legal
challenges to black disfranchisement and segregation through the
NAACP. In the 1960s, lay and ordained community ministers consciously exposed themselves to bodily harm, demanding the right
of full participation in the nation's economic and political life for
African Americans.
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Community ministers have recently worked within and
outside of congregations to make real the mission of the Journey
Toward Wholeness Transformation Committee to recognize and
eliminate racism within ourselves, within the Unitarian Universalist movement, and in society.. Efforts to end racism continue
today in the ooXs JOOST Change Consultancy program, which
engages c0l1:gregatio:p.s In !J.nderstanding the multi-layered nature
of oppression and seeking ways to eradicate it. A success story
is the A. Powell Davies Memorial Unitarian Universalist Church
in Southern Prince George's County, Maryland. The congregation instituted A Dialogue on Race and Ethnicity (ADORE), adapted from a program at the All Souls Church in Washington,
D.C. African American minister John T. Crestwell, Jr. has been
instrumental, working with a committed congregation, in building a church in which thirty-seven percent of the members are
people of color.743 Here is where community ministry has influenced parish ministry and parish ministry influences the community in return.
Community ministers in the nineteenth century worked
toward humanitarian improvements like prison reform and abolition. Ordained women established the Everyday Church and built
communities in places in the Midwest where there was little denominational presence. Ordained women joined lay women to gain
woman suffrage, enduring society's scorn in the process. In the
1970s and 1980s, women entered ordained ministry in unprecedented numbers, bringing with them new layers of gender-sensitive community consciousness. A critical factor in the formation of
their ministries lay in what they noticed that others had misunderstood or ignored.
Finally, community ministers have been writers, educators
and denominational leaders. In the nineteenth centu!y they articulated, challenged, and ultimately found room to affirm competing
claims of faith. In the twentieth century, they gave attention and
direction to the .organizational and educational. needs of an emerging generation of religious liberals, schooled in higher biblical criticism and a one-world view of earth's people. Essential to the work
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of Unitarian Universalism in these modern times has been their
peace activism and their larger institutional vision. Among them
was Spencer Lavan, who, from the time of his ordination in 1962,
served as campus chaplain and professor of the religions of Islam
and India at Tufts, brought a blend of ethics and humanities to
the New England College of Osteopathic Medicine, and served as
Dean and President of Meadville Lombard Theological School. For
his community ministry in higher education, Lavan was the recipient of a Lifetime Achievement Award for Service to Unitarian Universalism at General Assembly in Boston in 2003.
In 1961, after earlier attempts had failed, Unitarian and
Universalist leaders brought their two denominations together.
Lay-led fellowships and youth ministries brought democratic
empowerment to an expanding grassroots membership. In recent
years, community ministers became prophets of our age, condemning war and nuclear weapons, standing with agricultural
laborers, caring for persons with AIDS, and chronicling the deeds
of our good models. At this writing, an archival ministry has begun
at Meadville Lombard to collect and make available the papers and
biographies of ministers of color within Unitarian Universalism.744
Taken together, our community ministers show how connected
our Unitarian Universalist movement has been to the impetus for
American social justice reform. Yet sometimes our community
ministers have had to stand at the edge of acceptable custom or
leave our institutions altogether in order to forge a new path.
Community ministry is grounded in the liberal religious principles of the Unitarian, Universalist, and Unitarian Universalist
traditions, fulfilling the promise of a benevolent and life-affirming
concept of faith. Community ministers have brought compassion,
hope, and energy to the wider world, where empowerment,
prophecy, reform, reconciliation, and healing have forever been in
short supply. From this history, the inescapable conclusion is that
community ministers in this liberal faith have been among the first
to push the boundaries of spirituality and culture. In this regard,
their vision has been animated by an acute perceptiveness and vigilance, imagining in distinct ways a more just and humane world.
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Their history is our history; their story is
own. They have
brought sacred service to civic space and have the:ret>v enlarged our
understanding of where the sacred may be
They have connected us to that wider world of need and
thereby expanded
our sense of who we are. They have shown us
the community
is ourselves and have thereby broadened our
of the human
family that we serve.
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